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2 WHY PERFORM THIS RESEARCH?
As a graduate in business administration, I have worked for many national and international operating 
organizations in the past decades. During these years, I was surprised by how irrationally people would 
behave in organizations, and the impact this behavior had on the organization’s overall goals and 
result. 
In 2007 I worked at two banks. To respect their rights to remain anonymous, I will name them Bank 
A and Bank B. Bank A and Bank B were merging. I started working at Bank A to prepare a merger 
with Bank B. The preparation included activities related to the financial markets department. After 
approximately a year, I moved to Bank B to work on the merger on Bank B side. I was hired by my 
seniors at Bank A as an external consultant, based on my expertise with products and processes in 
the financial markets area. At Bank A and Bank B, in the period of this merger and in my role as a 
business analyst and project manager, I noticed behavior among peers, colleagues and superiors 
which I could not rationally explain. I was among highly skilled professionals, knowledgeable workers, 
in a very meritocratic environment, closely working with these professionals on a daily basis. Their 
responsibilities were to use their analytical skills to work efficiently and effectively to maximize profits. 
They were hired to use their skills to create and add value to the value proposition that defined the 
business model of the banks. 
However, what I experienced was something very different from what I expected. I noticed people 
in a state of demotivation, inert, disappointment, frustration, sometimes overwhelmed by fear, 
engaged with their own agenda’s, fighting and clashing with each other, infecting each other with 
negativity. I noticed a negative atmosphere, which was negatively contributing to the dysfunction 
of the organization. The behavior did not make sense to me and I wanted to understand what was 
going on; the fantasy of “organizational rationality” became something of great interest to me. This 
interest resulted in this research, with the goal to create a better understanding of irrational behavior 
in organizations in the context of mergers and acquisitions. 
I started reading on mergers and acquisitions and came across literature that firstly defined mergers 
and acquisitions (M&A). 
“Mergers are distinguished from acquisitions in that mergers are assumed to involve two firms with 
roughly the same size or equivalent resources. If one of the two firms is much smaller we are inclined 
to label their fusion an “acquisition” (Lee et al., 1996).
The context in which I found Bank A and Bank B merging had the character of a merger as both banks 
were nationalized by the Government of Land A during the financial crisis of 2008 and were actually 
ordered by the Government of Land A to merge with each other. However, for most of the employees 
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of Bank A, based on observations and conversations I had with colleagues on the Bank A side, the 
merger felt more like an acquisition particularly because the overall feeling was that Bank B would be 
the leading bank during the merger and the bank acquiring bank A. In fact, Bank A would be abolished 
and the brand of Bank B would continue to exist. 
As I studied more literature on M&A, with the interest of understanding what I was noticing, I came to 
understand that M&A do not create shareholder value per se. On the contrary, I came to understand 
that much research points out that M&A trajectories result in a high failure rate of around 50-75% 
according to Cartwright and Cooper (1995) Child, Faulkner and Pitkethly (2001), Koetter (2005), Chang, 
Curtis and Jenk (2002), Riad (2007), Gerds and Schewe (2014). In addition, research from KPMG (the 
international advisory company) found out that 75% to 83% of M&A fail (Newswire PR, 1999 , cited 
by Nguyen & Kleiner, 2003). By reading the literature on the M&A, I came to understand that M&A 
trajectories represent extreme change for a business. The research confirms that the employees highly 
contribute to these failures. Cascio and Young (1982) point out that during M&A trajectories, especially 
during the drastic change that takes place, the psychological responses of people are shown to have 
an increasingly significant impact on the performance of the organizations. The most significant factor 
in the failure of the M&A process is the integration stage, with the problem being the human factor i.e. 
employees not coping with the difference in culture, politics and communication. 
This again triggered my interest as I was in the integration trajectory of Bank A and Bank B, witnessing 
the change that resulted from the merger that was taking place of Bank A and Bank B, observing the 
“strange” behavior of my colleagues and seniors. 
Mainstream business literature is mostly focused on top-down approaches to handling M&A’s. They 
mostly address the value creation for stakeholders from a finance perspective (Hitt & Harrison, 2001). 
Although they attempt to address the use of taskforces (Galpin & Herndon, 2014) to help with the 
integration process, there is no explicit mention of the possible “dark side of the organization” and the 
dysfunctions that it may cause, the paralysis and dysfunctions, the psychological aspect of collective 
human suffering that needs to diagnosed and addressed. There seems not to be sufficient research and 
sources that offer a more bottom-up approach including the “Human Factor”, or issues of containing 
employee fears or of inclusiveness in an M&A setting. Considering what I noticed, I reflected on the 
significance of psychological reactions (depression, paralysis), or the social psychological reactions to 
an M&A situation. I wondered if I was confronted with a situation of importance that was not being 
looked at and not being studied. With this question in mind, I came across the theory of Miasma, as a 
theory developed by Yiannis Gabriel, which seemed to cover exactly the territory I wanted to research. 
There were also other researchers that are of interest in helping to provide tools for understanding 
better what I was noticing, which I will further discuss in this study, such as Howard F. Stein and Seth 
Allcorn. However the dynamics of irrationality in organizations, described as “the dark side” or “dark 
forces,” makes it complicated to observe, analyze and improve (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). 
The general questions I had were: How can I make sense of what I was experiencing? Can organizations 
be purified from these dark forces? Can dysfunction be managed or prevented? Can the functioning of 
organizations in M&A trajectories be improved?
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With this research, I intend to continue on the path of continuing to diagnose what creates dysfunction 
in organizations in the context of the merger I was in and possibly add to the lessons learned about 
why organizations might be more prone to falling in the trap of irrationality and dysfunction in M&A 
trajectories. 
The cases studied in this dissertation come from a modern, contemporary context, in which the 
organizations are active in the financial services and knowledge-driven businesses, in the developed 
economies and countries of Northern Europe.
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC
The framework used in this study is Yiannis Gabriel’s theory of ‘Miasma’. This framework has an impact 
on the way the study will further be conducted (Maxwell, 1996; Miles & Huberman, 1994). The research 
questions in this study are shaped by this framework, which has been an aid to design this study. 
Although I have ideas and hunches and the concept of Miasma by Gabriel has been a vital aid, I intend 
to remain open to themes, concepts and insights that may emerge during the study (Layder, 1993). 
At all times I tried, during the data gathering process and also during later steps of the study, not to 
operate from a theoretical position fixed on preconceived ideas and theories (Hammersley & Atkinson, 
2006). I will discuss theories and insights from other scientists and researchers in the following chapters 
to explore their views and thereby keep an open mind although using Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a 
key guide and framework. To provide a point of departure I will share my observations that triggered 
my interest to perform this study.
2.2 NOTICING REMARKABLE BEHAVIOR, PERSONAL  
 OBSERVATIONS DESCRIBED
In the following part I will share my personal observations. These personal observations triggered my 
interest to research and make sense of what was going on in the organizations. I will provide my 
personal observations in both Sites. First I will provide my observations from Site 1 and subsequently 
from Site 2. 
2.2.1 Personal observations from Site 1 around 2010
Although there are many observations that I can mention, there is one observation that summarizes 
the atmosphere. One of the most striking observations that stayed with me even until now has been 
the site of the Bank A dealing-room which was abandoned. I was standing in this large hall and was 
looking at the empty desks, the telephone cords empty, no chairs, no telephones, there were cables 
hanging from the ceiling, it was quiet, no sound at all. It was an awkward feeling because this specific 
department of Bank A, many years ago, made a big impression on me.
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When I was a student of Business Administration in 1993, I was invited by an acquaintance of my 
family to visit him at the dealing room of Bank A. This was my first visit to the dealing-room of Bank 
A. I read about it in a book of Michael Lewis, Liars Poker, and dreamed about a career as a trader. 
The traders referred to the dealing room as “the bastion of capitalism”. The place where smart, highly 
trained and rational professionals would take big decisions to move millions of dollars in split seconds 
by telephone. I was very impressed and I cherished that visit as an inspiration. For me it was a dream 
to get to that traders seat one day. And here I was, many years later, as a consultant, in that same 
dealing room, as one of the people who was responsible of setting up the dealing-room systems and 
processes of Bank A, now witnessing “the death” of Bank A. I was witnessing the abandoned dealing 
room, “the Bastion of Capitalism”, totally empty. No ringing telephones, no power department, no 
millions being traded, but just an empty hall. There was nobody around, I was alone. It was 2010, 
almost 18 years after my first visit. 
I must confess now that I was emotional on that occasion and I could not help myself but to reflect 
on the past, the history of this bank. The people who worked here, who made a living through their 
careers, the camaraderie between the traders and the employees, the atmosphere in those high days. 
And now there was nothing left, just an empty hall. It felt like a funeral, I was there alone with the 
casket, everybody left. The contrast was very confronting. I remembered the meetings I had with many 
traders, the people from the back-office and others, to get all arranged for the dealing room to function 
as it should. This was just some months ago. I had meetings in this same hall, I would visit the place 
almost every day, almost 4-5 times a day during the year I worked on the project I was responsible for. 
It was active and buzzing. 
Although I never worked for the bank in this particular dealing room in the past, I had no long history 
with the department, I could not neglect to reflect how it must have felt to the people who worked 
here, in this dealing room. The years they worked, the relationships they had, the emotional bound 
they may have had with this place, their dealing room, their bank A. And now it was over, one could 
say the organization, their department was no more, it was dead What was left of it all were memories. 
I thought to myself: “No wonder I was noticing people behaving in strange ways, these changes 
affected people in many ways”. But was my thought I correct? Was my understanding of the situation 
clear enough to draw this conclusion?
In this period I would have conversations with traders and ask them how they felt about the changes 
taking place, the future of their department and their job position. Many told me: “It was over, the other 
bank has won, it’s their show, they are the one who decide who will stay or who will have to go, we 
have no say, the top decides, the top of Bank B, so it’s over with us”. They shared with me that it was 
difficult for them to cope with the changes. Their department, the dealing room, would seize to exist 
as it was now and they would have to move to the dealing room of Bank B. Many told me that they 
would possibly lose their jobs as there were many redundant positions. The traders I spoke to all told 
me that they would possibly lose their jobs because they expected a “high risk” department such as 
the dealing room, the department where the trades were taking place, to get hit the hardest during 
the reorganization. And although they shared all these with me they did not leave the organization. I 
would notice their motivation and their willingness to cooperate and help decline. There was always 
a lot of blame going around. There was always someone else from another department who got the 
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blame for something that did not happen, did not work, or had to be done. When I would consult this 
person, he/she would point the finger to someone else and this kept on going on. These observations 
were in line with the data that I gathered through the semi-structured interview, which I held with the 
participants. 
In the following I will share some observations and parts of the interviews to provide a brief impression 
about the emotions and behavior I noticed among my colleagues.
2.2.2 Personal observations from Site 1, around 2011
According to plan, everybody was moved to the office of Bank B. When I moved to Bank B as a 
consultant, to continue to work on the merger, I walked into the dealing room of Bank B. It was the 
place where the traders from Bank A, who were not laid off during the first round of the reorganization, 
were moved to. The dealing room was larger, radiated more power and was more modern in design. 
This was the new “Bastion of Capitalism”. I saw many familiar faces from the dealing room of Bank A. I 
also missed some people. 
When I asked the traders how they felt about their new setting they reacted in a cold manner. Many 
said: “We have no influence over it, it is decided by the top of Bank B, we just have to accept it”. I 
observed that they did not really care about the people who did not “survive” the reorganization and 
the move to the new dealing room. They mentioned to me that they were not sure yet that all was 
over and, that the first round was now done but that there was more expected to come and that their 
job positions were still not secure. And although they knew this, they stayed put; they waited for the 
final verdict. During this period there was a lot of gossip going around, about who would be laid off 
next and why this person would be fired. People were very protective of the knowledge they had, 
they were very reluctant to help unless they knew you and trusted you. They all told me that it had to 
do with the atmosphere of the risk of losing their jobs. I noticed them struggling to settle in the new 
environment, the Bank B office, in their relationship with their new seniors, their new job positions, 
their new colleagues and new procedures. Many of these topics will be further highlighted during the 
presentation of the findings in Chapter 6. 
2.2.3 Excerpts interviews, around 2010
2.2.3.1 Excerpt from interview with Robin
During the merger I asked one of my colleagues, Robin, “What is your personal experience with the 
merger issues?” Robin answered “…..I am not interested in the merger. I cannot even remember when I 
heard that the merger would take place. I do not have a management job, so I am not afraid of losing my 
job. Moreover, if I would lose my job, I would not mind. I am not interested in this stuff. It doesn’t make sense 
to be worried about things you cannot influence. I have nothing to lose; the management has much more 
to lose or win than I do. I only care about the new position that I will be appointed to, and that is it, the rest is 
not so important to me…..”.
When I asked Robin “How do others experience the merger?” he answered “ …..The people who cannot 
do a lot and don’t do a lot, they are nervous. At Bank A, they would lose their jobs, but the merger may offer 
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them a chance to keep their jobs. Their self-interest is the main thing. With these people, I notice that they 
are not engaged in their work. As I told you before, it is very easy to do nothing at Bank A and nobody would 
notice. They are afraid that they will not be able to do the same in the new organization….”
2.2.3.2 Excerpt from interview with Tito
As I performed my daily duties, working on a key project in one of the banks, I also worked in a setting 
where tension was very high because two senior people had clashed with each other during the 
process of change, the merger that was taking place. I asked one of my seniors, Tito, who was the 
project manager about what had transpired “There have been some issues that transpired around your 
project, can you explain a bit about it?” Tito answered very elaborately. For now I am just sharing some 
parts of his answers to highlight the tone of what had transpired between these two highly skilled 
professionals; “….I received a strange email from Enzo, so instead of mailing back I thought it to be better 
to walk over to Enzo’s room and explain to him in person……. Enzo did not like the fact that I was going 
my own way by appointing a project board and creating my stakeholders. He also did not like the fact that 
I was so close to the business…… I asked Enzo if he also wanted to support my vision. He went completely 
crazy, as everybody stood there, he said that I had to execute his orders and I had to rethink what he 
said. Enzo was the type I would beat up in high school, so I had to count to 10 to control myself. After 
those moments I told Enzo that I would think about what he said and told him that I already knew what I 
would do. I told him that I would go to Bob (the direct report of Tito) and explain him the situation. I would 
also explain that I did not like the fact that someone who was not as smart as myself, had less money 
than me and was less competent than me, had the guts to speak to me the way he did. There was an 
unworkable situation now and that I intended to give back the task I was responsible for. I told Enzo to think 
about all this I had to say and walked away. Jade (Enzo’s colleague who shared the office with him) was 
pale from shock, and some people in the hall had to laugh loudly about what had transpired in Enzo’s 
room…….”.
2.2.3.3 Excerpt from interview with Jade
As the merger was going on, and people were in the process of hearing if they would still have a job 
I asked Jade, one of my seniors, what she thought about how the merger was taking place; “What is 
your experience of the legal merger between Bank A and Bank B?” Jade answered; “….I did not lose any sleep 
over the idea that I might be out of a job in the short term. However, I had my doubts if I would be appointed 
an interesting job. It bothered me for a long time that there was a possibility that I would not get an 
interesting new job position. On the day when people were appointed to their new job positions, I felt 
awful. I worked very hard, but I had the feeling that I was not appreciated for all the results I created…..”
2.2.4 Reflections on murder and death
Although I am familiar with emotional behavior in work environments, I did not expect to experience 
this strange and remarkable behavior. There was a process of change going on, the merger of the 
banks was taking place, but I could not make sense of what was going on, and I could not understand 
or explain what my peers, colleagues, seniors were experiencing. As I observed what was going on, 
to me it started to feel like I was witnessing the murder of “a living organization ” and “many who lived 
in this organization, or who were part of this organization were affected in a negative way and this 
led to dysfunction of the organization”. I wondered: “Was I witnessing an organization, a bank, being 
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killed by another bank? Was I witnessing the death of an organization and all that came with it?”  These 
questions that I asked myself and the behavior of these highly skilled, well educated, experienced 
professionals motivated me to try to find an explanation for what I was noticing. Could I make sense 
of what I was noticing?
The experience triggered me to have further conversations with different colleagues whom I started 
to ask questions about how they felt and coped with the changes they experienced. During these 
informal conversations I observed that people were struggling with different emotions, they would 
complain about the changes and the effect these changes had on their well-being, as well as on their 
motivation, they were insecure about what the changes would bring for them and what the future 
would hold and look like. There were a couple of striking observations. One was that some mentioned 
that they were quite sure that they could lose their job, but did not take any action to look for another 
job. The complaints about their jobs were not followed by personal pro-activeness, but on the contrary, 
were limited to frustration, inertness, and passivity. Another observation was that they all mentioned 
that “The Top’’ was taking decisions that would affect their positions in the company, but when I asked 
who this “Top” was, nobody seemed to really know. It was as if some higher power was in charge and 
deciding who would be executed and who would be spared. And there was a complete absence of 
any resistance.
2.3 THE ROLE OF HUMANIZATION 
2.3.1 Ethical discussion with myself
As I explored the theories of Yiannis Gabriel and Howard F. Stein, related to the strange behavior I was 
witnessing in my work environment at Bank A, I reflected on what I was observing. The fact was that I 
was witnessing employees being treated less than ethically. Employees were not asked for their input 
and they were not asked what they were feeling. I will further elaborate on this statement. 
There were big meetings with the employees of the department where I worked. I would also join in 
these meetings. In these meetings, senior managers would address what changes would take place 
and what had to be done to make it all happen. What I observed was that during these meetings the 
employees attending the meetings were offered the opportunity to ask their questions, but actually, 
all decisions were already made. It was more a formality than an authentic way of exploring what was 
of interest to the employees and how they were feeling about what was happening to them and their 
workplace, their work situation. My observation was that the employees attending were expected to 
ask their questions in a controlled manner, in a “socially acceptable manner,” and not to disturb the 
controlled and agreed upon process of what had to happen. The changes due to the merger were 
rationally planned by some higher power, and the execution was set in motion. People were expected 
to behave professionally and accept what was expected of them, and to do as they were told. 
When there were employees who would dare to challenge specific issues that they did not like, or 
which they felt uneasy about, or which they thought were the wrong decision, they were told by 
the senior leading the meeting, that it was decided in the top of the organization and that is all they 
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knew. These employees would be left with their questions unanswered and to deal with their feelings, 
whatever these feeling would be. They would later tell me: “Well we will just see….”.” I was left noticing 
their dissatisfaction and frustration as the days and months passed.
Such observations were a regular occurrence. There would be questions asked when a point of change 
would be disturbing to employees, when employees felt they were touched in their dignity, when they 
felt a sort of humiliation, when employees felt objectified as if they were pawns being moved around. 
The senior managers would merely say “this has been decided by the top and we have to do it in the 
way they have decided…”. Having a professional attitude was marked as a concept to “behave well” 
and not “to be a difficult person…” and “to agree to cooperate and do what needs to be done, make 
it happen….”.
To me, this and all other observations of the strange behavior of the employees just did not feel right. 
I had an ethical discussion with myself. This discussion on the one hand pointed toward the rationality 
with which Bank A had to be managed. Everything had to be clear and agreed upon, to be able to 
change the current situation for the future, to make the merger between Bank A and B a success. On 
the other hand, I was noticing that the most important aspect of what made a bank a successful group 
effort was rationalised away and even neglected. The genuine feeling of the humans, working in this 
bank, was neglected. There were formalities to take care of their questions. I had the feeling I was 
noticing injustice, being inflicted on my colleagues on a daily basis.
Later I would study a second site, the case of two Trust organisations, Trust A and Trust B and include 
data gathered from site to my research as well. In the case of Trust A and Trust B merging I would also 
notice strange behaviour similar to what I noticed while working in the two banks. More on the site of 
the two Trust organisations in Chapter 5.
2.3.2 Enter the theory of humanization
Could the theory of humanization help in putting my observations in a broader perspective so that I 
could make sense of what I was noticing and experiencing as an internal ethical discussion? 
Van de Klundert and Boeschoten (2017) write “The concept of “humanization” is often used in the sense 
of an activity. It refers to the activi````````ty of actors contributing to the creation of a more humane 
world”. This is how Douwe van Houten (2010), being one of the initiators of the theory of humanization, 
elaborates on this theory. 
Van Houten, professor at the University of Humanism in Utrecht, the Netherlands, has written on 
different aspects of society all from a Humanistic point in a range of books and articles. Van Houten 
argues that a diverse society should be based on equality and diversity. He argues that in a humane 
society people everybody should matter, everybody has to have the right for a humane existence and 
should be respected. Van Houten holds the position that within a humane society everybody should 
be able to direct, with the right to differ, and develop his or her existence as a worthy citizen (Van 
Houten 1991). His general position is that a humane society is achievable by “moulding it from the 
bottom up”.
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2.3.2.1 Brief introduction to the ideas of Van Houten
In the following part I will use one of his articles, which I regard as most fitting to my research case, to 
highlight and further describe his ideas. 
Van Houten, in his article in Dutch with the title, Werken aan Inclusie (van Houten, 2008), (English 
translation of the title “Working to achieve inclusion”), describes practices in six areas to argue how this 
inclusiveness can be achieved. Van Houten uses the description of Macintyre to explain what he means 
by a “practice”. Macintyre writes: “By a “practice” I am going to mean any coherent and complex form of 
socially established cooperative human activity through which goods internal to that form of activity 
are realized in the course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are appropriate 
to, and partially definitive of, that form of activity, with the result that human powers to achieve 
excellence, and human conceptions of the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended” 
(MacIntyre, 1990, p.187). 
Van Houten adds that it is the “ends and goods” that offer the opportunity to enable a more inclusive 
society. According to this description of Van Houten, in my case a bank or trust organization can also 
be considered a practice as described by Van Houten. A bank or trust organization both qualify as 
a “coherent and complex form of socially established cooperative human activity….with human 
conceptions of the ends and goods” and as such as practice which Van Houten regards as an 
opportunity to create a more humane world. 
The ideas of Van Houten and the concept of Humanization as described by him depart from the 
consideration that change should take place starting from the bottom up. To achieve an inclusive 
society, there is a need to: “dat moet worden uitgegaan van wat de betrokkenen als wens of droom 
hebben, welke behoefte ze hebben. Het gaat om activerend burgerschap, waarbij een participatieve 
aanpak heel belangrijk is. Ga ervan uit dat mensen competent zijn. Het werken aan inclusie moet voor 
de betrokkenen leuk zijn en voldoening geven. Het moet als zinnig worden ervaren je ervoor in te 
zetten en als er iets bereikt is, moet daarbij worden stilgestaan. Het gaat om kleine stapjes, niet om 
een revolutie. Zorg ervoor dat deze bekend zijn in de lokale samenleving” (Van Houten, 2008). Roughly 
translated into English he elaborates “…we must be aware that the people engaged wish for something 
or dream about something, related to their needs and desires. It is about active citizenship whereby a 
participative approach is very important. One has to consider that people are competent. Working on 
inclusion has to be fun and should be fulfilling. It has to be experienced as adding value and worth investing 
in and if there’s an achievement, it should be cherished. It’s about small steps, not about a revolution. Make 
sure that they are made public…” .
These considerations of Van Houten made me reflect on what I experienced and observed in the 
organizations I studied. What I observed was a total lack of inclusion, feelings of neglect and 
marginalisation. It was all (pre-) planned by the top and just had to be executed as planned. There 
was no “bottom-up approach”, as Van Houten mentioned, to be noticed. There was no room for the 
employees to participate in the change that affected them and, as such one could argue that “the top” 
considered the employees not competent enough for them to allow a participative approach in the 
process of the change taking place. Was there any aspect of Humanisation to be observed?
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2.3.2.2 Humanization as a process
The ethical discussion I was having with myself could be summarised in the following questions: “Was 
I noticing the creation of a more humane world?”, and more specifically, “Were the leaders of the bank, 
the actors who made the decision related to the merger, contributing to a more humane company 
going forward?” When I reviewed my observations of what was happening in the workplace, I was 
not sure I was experiencing a merger that was taking place in a humane manner. I was trying to make 
sense of what I was noticing, the injustice towards the employees. Did I sufficiently understand what 
was going on in the organization? 
Fernando Suárez-Müller notes “To understand what the humanization of organizations means, we 
need to understand the processes in which the organizations are involved. Each of these processes 
demands the specific attention of people within a managerial function. Humanisation of organizations 
constitutes a dynamic that heads towards the realization of the ‘idealism of dialogue’ in the ‘material 
structures’ of society” (van de Klundert & Boeschoten, 2017). Because I had the feeling of noticing 
injustice in action, I was also trying to understand if there was a lack of humanization in the organization 
and if there was a lack of “idealism of dialogue.” My interpretation of the possible injustice that was 
taking place needed a deeper exploration, a better understanding. I strongly doubted whether the 
situation was getting what Fernando Suárez-Müller describes as “the specific attention of people 
within a managerial function.” 
Discussing the strategies for creating a more humane organization, Fernando Suárez-Müller notes 
“another strategy of humanization could be to restructure the organization itself with the purpose of 
creating a more humane working environment and more respectful use of nature (since not all right 
holders are humans)” (van de Klundert & Boeschoten, 2017). Was this happening in my organization 
as the merger was taking place? I reflected on the sense-making I was engaged in, centered around 
questions such as; “Was my interpretation sufficient? “Was I noticing changes taking place which were 
leading towards a more humane or less humane organization?”, “Were there more humane or less 
humane actions taken by the leaders, (senior) managers and in general the leadership, “the top who 
decided?”
2.3.2.3 Humanizing profit organizations
As I kept contemplating the injustice, I assumed that a bank is a highly rational organization and that 
it was no surprise that the top decided what had to happen and the rest had to follow. There was a 
definite plan(,) and there had to be agreement as to how to execute the plan. 
There are many roles a bank has in society, but a bank is not a Social Institute. The bottom line of a bank 
is profit. The same reasoning applies to the Trust organizations which I later included in my research. 
Both types of organizations are profit oriented. Moreover, producing profit is a clear concept that in 
general involves rationally applying two-dimensional bookkeeping in which the cost and benefits of 
human resources have their place.
This rational approach, complicated the understanding of what humanization of organizations meant 
in my case. As mentioned earlier, I was engaged in an internal discussion with myself about what I 
observed. This discussion was expanded when I considered the theory of humanization and, according 
to Ruud Kaulingfreks: “…..Especially when dealing with organizations humanizing is seen as a must. 
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Although the whole world should be humanized, organizations are the place where it is most needed. 
Organisations should be humanized!.....” Since we do not exactly know what humanizing is, we are 
continually discussing ways of humanizing”(van de Klundert & Boeschoten, 2017). As I was considering 
my observations, I also wondered if my interpretation of the injustice that I believe I was witnessing 
could be humanized. Is there a way of humanization for these organizations?
I agree with Ruud Kaulingfreks, when he elaborates about the fact that organizations are places 
where rationality and agreement are the basic building blocks of getting things done as planned 
and decided by the top i.e. the leadership of the organizations. He also points out that humanizing 
as a concept suffers from a lack of definition, thereby making it difficult to create objective and 
measurable indicators for the organization, to be able to handle humanizing as a concept. Kaulingfreks 
mentions “…If humanizing has any chance of anchoring in organizations it should be clear and well 
defined and preferably made operational with smart indicators. Then it can be integrated into the 
language of organizations and become something everybody understands, and, more important, 
becomes attainable. That is the problem with humanizing. There is no unambiguous definition of it. 
No translation into practicality. Even more, we do not know exactly what it means” (van de Klundert & 
Boeschoten, 2017). This translation of what humanizing could mean and add to the organization, to 
make a more humane setting, is something that Kaulingfreks notes is only possible if the organization 
understands and embraces “weak thinking.” 
According to Kaulingfreks “weak thinking” (2013) is explained by Vattimo as “thinking that is very aware 
of its lack of claims to reality” (Vattimo, Rovatti, & Carravetta, 2013). Moreover, because weak thinking 
is too vague of a concept for organizations, it is challenging quest to humanize organizations. On the 
other hand, organizations can make an effort to humanize when they accept “weak thinking” and share 
it, in search of a collective ethos. 
2.3.2.4 The role of Ethos in sense making 
As I was performing my research to make sense of what I was noticing on the work floor, I felt that I was 
dealing with something wrong that needed to be set right, an “ethos”. I define ethos in the same way 
as defined by Kaulingfreks (2017): “a direction that defines our actions and judgments. Ethos speaks of 
vagueness, of a fuzzy direction that still pushes us by telling what is right or wrong” (van de Klundert 
& Boeschoten, 2017). 
Moreover, it is this ethos that leads to interpreting the impressions from the work floor as something 
that is wrong and something that could be set right if we understand what was going on in these 
organization. Being aware of the challenges faced when studying the issue of humanization of 
organization, I made an effort to define my research in a manner that qualifies as good qualitative 
research. This part, is discussed in the chapters that deal with the methodology of my research. 
My goal has been to make sense, to better understand, what has transpired in these organizations, 
and by understanding to provide an opportunity to further humanization of organizations. The ideal 
result of my research effort is offering an opportunity of better understanding, that may lead to a 
better future workplace, managers, and leaders of organizations, who embrace open dialogue and 
weak thinking, to further the development of more humane individuals, organizations, societies, and 
a more humane world. 
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2.4 PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 
To put my research intention into perspective, I will briefly explain my professional background. 
I perform this research having completed my Academic training as a Master of Business Administration 
and a certified Operational Auditor. In the past decades, I gained work experience in different work 
environments of: derivatives trading, treasury management, process and project management. 
Currently, I am the owner of a real estate project development and investment company, with a central 
focus on local activity, which is at the beginning of international expansion. 
As such, I have approached my research topic more from a business perspective with fundamental 
questions such as: “How can business effectiveness be improved by understanding organization 
complexities and managing these complexities better?” With this, I approach my research from 
a different basis than, for example, a sociologist or psychologist would do. I am not part of those 
communities, and I do not share their same research tradition. The research that I perform qualifies 
as qualitative research. As such, I will select and combine appropriate research methodologies which 
apply to performing qualitative research. 
2.5 RESEARCH INTENTION
As mentioned previous parts my intention with the research is to understand better what I observed 
and not to scientifically test a theory or create a new theory. The gathered data will be analyzed and 
used to examine how the theory of Miasma by Yiannis Gabriel, does or does not illuminate the data. 
The theory of Miasma, as defined by Gabriel, will serve as a sensitizing concept, to help to understand 
better what I noticed and experienced. I want to evaluate, if Gabriel’s concept of Miasma is a productive 
concept and to research what action potential this concept has, and what intervention value the 
concept of Miasma offers. And I do this in a humanist context of concern for the wellbeing of the 
people and organizations studied.
By evaluating the data, cases, observations and interviews, the goal is to explore similarities and 
deviations with the theory of Miasma by Gabriel, in the way the participants have experienced what 
happened to them in their organizations and the organizational settings. Also, I will use concepts of 
Howard F. Stein and Seth Allcorn as described in his book on organizational dysfunctions and theories 
from others to better understand what I was noticing.
2.6 INTERPRETIVE RESEARCH
In this study, I engage in a qualitative interpretive research. Interpretivism indicates “that the meaning 
of human action is inherent in that action” (Schwandt, 2001, p.134). This approach of studying social life 
is one that fits my goal, as I aim to perform a study to understand better the “human action” I observed. 
According to Nelson (1997), constructivism in general means that the mind of the individual is actively 
involved in creating and structuring knowledge. When this is extrapolated to interpretive research, the 
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constructivist approach implies that the conceptual framework in the minds of the participants and 
researchers forms the basis for the “discovery” of meaning that can be given to human action (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 2001). In contrast to predictive research (e.g., positivist), interpretive research as 
described by Lather (2006), is embedded in the paradigm centered on understanding (e.g., naturalistic, 
constructivist). 
According to Walsham (1995), there are no “incorrect” or “correct” theories from the standpoint of 
the interpretive tradition. Theories should be judged as to how “interesting” they are. In other words, 
theories presented by interpretive researchers can only be claimed to be interesting to them, and 
potentially attractive to those who are involved or interested in the specific area or subject of interest. 
As such the idea is that interpretive theories are presented to people to evaluate, judge and possibly 
be altered. This results in the generation of an inter-subjective theory instead of the generation of a 
new generalized “scientific” theory. Inter-subjective theory is built by people involved and working in 
the field. The use of theory in interpretative studies according to Walsham (1995) has three options: 
using theory to design and guide the collection of data, using theory to collect and analyze data in an 
iterative manner, and finally, theory as an outcome of the case study. In this study, the first option has 
been used. According to Miriam (2002), an interpretive qualitative study is framed by a model concept. 
In my study, the theory of Miasma by Gabriel has been used as a framework to build upon, to guide the 
design and collect the data. Yin (1993) points out that the theoretical concept should be given proper 
attention as it impacts the design of the case(s) to be used in the study and also has the potential to 
indicate what the possible generalizations may result from the case study. 
2.7 THE TIMING OF THE RESEARCH
The study of Miasma during the merger of Bank A and B took place in the period of the financial crisis 
starting in 2007. The study of the two banks was continued when the merger was concluded (post-
merger), and the participants had reached a later stage, “the aftermath.”
In a second site, the merger of Trust A and B, the data was gathered in a period much later than the 
period of the financial crisis and as such, this period has no direct relation with the financial crisis, and 
the merger was not initiated or influenced in any direct way by the financial crisis. The use of two sites 
and two different timings, as well as the different stages the organizations evolved through, together 
with the difference in contexts of the two study sites, adds to the study in assessing the productiveness 
of Miasma and has the potential to yield useful insights.
2.8 ASSUMPTIONS
Regarding the trustworthiness of the data, it is assumed that all participants included in this study have 
answered the questions posed to them to the best of their ability and honestly. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 IN SEARCH OF TOOLS AND CONCEPTS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND
3.1.1 Introducing the setting
As I was participating in the day to day activities that were taking place in Bank A, Site 1, I observed the 
notable, strange behavior of my fellow employees. There was something strange, bizarre; there was 
something fundamental that I did not understand about this situation that I was in, it did not make 
sense to me. I saw my colleagues as skilled practitioners with agency. I did not see them as pawns, 
being used on the grand chess boards. On the one hand I saw them as having choices (for example 
to leave the current company and find a better job somewhere else, and on the other hand, I noticed 
them being excessively passive not using the choices they had, instead being somewhat collectively 
depressed. 
So wondered what it was that I was noticing. I assumed the positive, that I was noticing highly skilled 
people, professionals working in a banking environment, a very demanding and dynamic atmosphere. 
This was one of my assumptions having worked in the financial services sector for decades and being 
familiar with a banking work environment. I assumed this as the normal state. Moreover, here I was 
noticing these skilled people, behaving abnormally. They could see their situation, but they did not act 
to their situation. I started contemplating the situation and asking myself questions: “Where does the 
passivity come from?”, “Why, when they seem to understand their situation, do they not conclude?”, 
“Why are they not pro-active in their use of choices?”. To use the humanist view: “What has gone wrong 
with their autonomy?”. These were my possible research questions. To understand what has gone 
wrong with the autonomy of a group of people I asked myself the question: “How do I study this?”. To 
be able to study this phenomenon I looked at the literature to find a theory of the loss of autonomy of 
a group of people, who are highly skilled, quite capable, who should, based on their knowledge and 
experience understand their situation and be able to act on their situation, but now are being “sitting 
ducks (Sitting Ducks, sit and wait to be shot. I will further refer to what I was experiencing as the “sitting 
duck” phenomenon.) ”. This passivity, this inertia, this depressing attitude is what I observed. 
Based on the observations, I concluded that this site (the site of the Banks merging) offered the 
opportunity to be studied. There was a potential for a research question with the goal of explaining 
the “sitting duck” phenomenon. To be able to explain this phenomenon I reviewed the literature to 
find a theory that would explain this phenomenon that I was witnessing. I came to the conclusion that 
organizational studies offer many theories and many studies, but I did not come across any plausible 
study or theory that unambiguously explained what I observed. I found one theory, the theory of 
Miasma, developed by Yiannis Gabriel, that had the potential of explaining what I experienced. I 
choose Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a way to try to understand the “sitting duck” phenomenon which 
I observed.
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Gabriel comes from a particular tradition in organization studies, the psychoanalytical studies of 
organizations. What does the psychoanalytical study of organizations has to say about the “passivity” 
theme, that I am interested in? To answer this question, I studied the works of Howard F. Stein, Adrian 
Carr, Howard S. Schwartz, Burkard Sievers, Melanie Klein, Wilfred Bion and Yiannis Gabriel. From the field 
of psychoanalytic, these are the scientists whose theories and concepts offer the potential of finding 
answers to my questions and thereby can provide a way to make sense of what I was noticing. 
In the following paragraphs, I will discuss the theories and concepts of the scientists and proceed in 
formulating the research questions. 
3.2 ON STEIN AND ALLCORN
Professor Howard F. Stein is a professor emeritus in the Department of Family and Preventive Medicine, 
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, USA. He has expertise as an applied anthropologist, 
a psychoanalytic anthropologist, and an organizational anthropologist, among others. Together with 
Dr. Seth Allcorn, a fellow Associate of the Center for the Study of Organizational Change, University 
of Missouri-Columbia, he published the book with the title “The Dysfunctional Workplace.” I consider 
Howard F. Stein’s and Seth Allcorn’s work relevant to my research and as such will elaborate on their 
research. 
Stein emphasizes the use of storytelling in the organization to explore organizational life and the 
workplace complexity. Allcorn and Stein (2015), in their book “The Dysfunctional Workplace” they focus 
on “the dark side of human nature” and as such explore the “toxic workplace” through the analysis of 
stories and storytelling that originates from the workplace. They explore two fundamental questions: 
“How did things go at work today? What is it like to work here?” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.3). 
From the observations I made before I formulated my research goal which are indicative of what kind 
of workplace setting I was dealing with and how severe this “toxicity” was that Stein refers to. Based on 
these observations the answers to the first question, “How did things go at work today?”, could have 
been, “….I heard X was fired today because due to the merger his job position was redundant; I never 
expected him to be fired, he was a very knowledgeable and hard working colleague you, could count 
on, he worked for the firm for almost 15 years; this merger is causing a bloodbath, how will X deal with 
it, he has a mortgage, a sick wife and two kids in college. Hope it does not happen to me, nobody 
knows who is on the hit list and who is next” or “….well we had a big meeting today about the merger, 
and they asked us for our opinion but nobody dared to open their mouths, we are all like sheep staring 
at the slaughter house… ”. The possible answers to the second question, What is it like to work here?, 
could have been, “The same as yesterday, I am still stressed about my insecure job situation; I do not 
know if I will be needed in the new organization; we are still waiting to hear from the top, they have 
made the plans and they are the gods deciding our faith” or “Working here is not the same as before, 
now it’s all about numbers, we are reduced to numbers in a spreadsheet; in the past we were a family, 
people looked out for each other; now it’s everybody for themselves, and the top doesn’t care about 
us, the only care about their own future job position in this merger… ”. 
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These are some of the questions that I also explore in this research although not literally. I allow my 
participants to tell their stories during the semi-structured interviews I have with them.
Stein mentions: “that particular in organizations, much of human nature is expressed through what 
leaders and followers do in their relationships with one another. This doing may be wonderful and 
humane or devolve into abusive, manipulative, and sadistic behavior that is harmful to everyone in the 
workplace, sabotaging the organization’s ability to perform well enough to adapt and survive in the 
marketplace” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.3). It is exactly this relationship in the workplace that I intend 
to explore and try to understand by reflecting on the insights of Stein based on the research he has 
done in organizations, about the workplace, over the decades. The insights of Stein offer me a base 
to possibly validate my preliminary observations in the case studies of Site 1 and Site 2 which I will 
explore and analyze. As such I am in the position of using his insights and theories to reflect on the 
dysfunctional workplace I encounter in my case study.
Stein provides insight into the complex way the workplace is organized and points out that this 
complexity is underappreciated. By allowing stories from the workplace to be shared and analyzed there 
is an opportunity to understand the negative aspects and improve the existing situation. According to 
Stein: “The workplace stories we tell say a lot about human nature, stress and strains, and coping with 
anxiety, all of which may evoke psychologically defensive responses in order to cope with distressing 
workplace experience” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.4). Stein argues that stories offer an approach to know 
and heal organizations and people. Stein mentions his discontent with business literature that explores 
theoretical perspectives. He points out that there is a lack of “in-depth psychological explorations of 
the workplace, especially examinations that use psychoanalytic theory” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.21). 
The rationality that dominates the workplace encapsulates the real face and constellation of what is 
really happening in the workplace. Stein points out: “Used in a business sense the expression “Ready, 
aim, fire” emphasizes this careful attention to rationality” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.22). According to 
(Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.21), these business books emphasize the rationality that should dominate 
to achieve the market driven key performance indicators and bypass the psychodynamics that forms 
the base of this behavior. Better understanding is needed as to why employees, managers and leaders 
in an organization act the way they do. And this understanding is difficult to achieve when we are 
not aware that these behavioral dynamics are driven by irrational, unconscious factors which are not 
exposed unless research is grounded in “psychoanalytically informed perspectives” (Allcorn and Stein 
2015, p.33).
To enable this psycho-analytically informed perspective and be able to explore the data for deeper 
understanding of the unconscious and the irrationality that influence the behavior of people in 
the workplace, I will make use of the tools and concepts that Allcorn and Stein share in their book 
“The Dysfunctional Workplace”. I will use, in addition to Gabriel Miasma, as a tool of reflection, what 
Allcorn and Stein call “five concepts that can be used to explain the unconscious, intrapersonal and 
interpersonal dynamics that can be extended to group processes” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.34). I 
rely on the five concepts, which are described by Stein and Allcorn as “theory primarily grounded 
in object relations theorizing, which not only embraces unconscious individual processes but also 
focuses on the interpersonal world. The fundamental terms of object relations ideas that we use 
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here are splitting, projection, and projective identification. These are often accompanied by transference 
and countertransference, which involve unconsciously transferring or relocating in the present an 
experience from the past, along with its accompanying thoughts, feelings, and actions, as well as 
consistently relied-upon psychological defenses” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, pp.35-50). 
To provide a definition for these five concepts I summarize and quote (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.3):
1. “Splitting is an unconscious thought process most often described as a response to a distressing 
experience (a defensive response) in which one divides oneself or the image of another individual 
or group so that one side of the split is good and the other is bad. Splitting is facilitated by denial 
of the split-off self and associated experience” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.35).
2.  “Projection is a companion dynamic to denial and splitting. Projection gets rid of distressing self-
experience relative to another by locating it elsewhere in one’s mind. The other person becomes a 
representation and embodiment created and then manipulated in one’s mind” (Allcorn and Stein 
2015, p.38).
3. “In projective identification a person not only acts as though the other person is the embodiment 
of the internal image but also actively encourages the other person or group to act in accordance 
with that image” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.40).
4. “Transference is most fundamentally the transfer of feelings from the past to the present, and this 
transfer distorts thoughts, feelings, and actions in the present” (Allcorn and Stein 2015, p.43).
5. “Containment, as we are using the term, was first described by Wilfred Bion (1961). Containment 
in a clinical sense refers to an infant, child, or adult who, through projective identification, locates 
distressing self-experience and awareness in another individual who possesses sufficient personal 
integrity to receive and retain this uncanny content without becoming too anxious and retaliate. 
We suggest that it is worthwhile to consider the notion of a holding environment in conjunction 
with the idea of workplace containment. This notion, formulated by Donald Winnicott, began as a 
clinical perspective that explores the relationship between mother and infant. Most fundamentally 
holding refers to the calming, soothing, and safety of an infant being held by its mother” (Allcorn 
and Stein 2015, pp.45,47)
When analyzing the data and presenting the findings I will make use of these tools to explore for 
unconscious processes to enable a deeper and better understanding of the behavior of the participants 
in my case studies. 
3.3 ON ADRIAN CARR
Adrian N. Carr is an affiliate of Western Sydney University who has contributed to the psychoanalytically 
study of organizations. I choose one of his articles that I find relevant for my study, as a tool to 
understand and as a concept to explore the cases I have studied in my quest to make sense of what I 
was observing and the data that I was able to gather. The title of this article is “Understanding emotion 
and emotionality in a process of change” (Carr, 2001). As I am studying organizations that were in 
the process of change, merging with each other, the concept of Carr as explained in this article is of 
interest. 
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In this article Carr starts with the remark that the rational way of viewing organizations is still the 
preferred manner. Emotion and emotionality unfortunately do not get the attention that is needed 
to create a better understanding of the organization. We have seen the same line of reasoning when I 
discussed the concepts of Allcorn and Stein (2015). Carr argues that to enable a better understanding 
of organizational change it is advised to use the optic of identity to view emotion and emotionality. 
By using this type of optic, it is possible to depart from the notion of a binary opposition whereby 
“rational” is viewed as “good” and “emotional is viewed as “bad”. Carr points out that between “rational” 
and “emotional” there is a rich inter-relationship, they “act in a co-existent and co-dependent fashion 
where one cannot be understood in the absence of the other.” (Carr, 2001, p.423).
Carr points to Freud’s suggestions that emotionality and emotion are essential to the development 
of one’s identity as one is maturing. The growth in identity of a person takes place through the 
psychodynamics of narcissism, identification and the ego-ideal. These are all intertwined processes with 
“emotional content” (Carr, 2001, p.423). Freud explains that “Identification is known to psychoanalysis 
as the earliest expression of an emotional tie with another person. It plays a part in the early history 
of the Oedipus complex” (Freud, 1985: 134). In the same article of Adrian Carr, which I mentioned at 
the start, Carr shares Freud’s view that the individual gives up his/her “ego ideal and substitutes for it 
the group ideal as embodied in the leader (Freud, 1985, p.161)… [the group members] put one and 
the same object in place of their ego ideal and have consequently identified themselves with one 
another in their ego” (Freud, 1985, p.161, 147), all by going through a series of steps of identification. 
This is a relevant insight for the study of the case I am exploring in this dissertation. Carr proceeds by 
mentioning that as people become a member of an organization, the individual surrenders some of 
their individuality. In certain situation it can also occur that the degree of surrendering can be so strong 
that there is a “complete character transformation” (Carr, 2001, p.426-427). 
The employees I observed and the participants I interviewed, were all members of a group, the 
organization they worked for. The organization was known in society and in the world through 
its brand name. What I observed and also heard, when I engaged in the interviews, was that the 
employees identified with the group they were part of, they identified with the company they worked 
for and the brand name the company was known by. When I observed that employees gossiped 
about the “murder” of their organization during the merger, it is obvious that employees identified with 
their group and organization. It was “their” organization that was changing and which decided to be 
merged into the other organization. When the brand name of “their” organization seized to exist, they 
felt something; they noticed that it was gone. The consequences of loss of a piece of identity or, the 
loss of their old work environment, their former colleagues, loss of their own pride and ego; all these 
“emotions” can be deeply studied by using the insight that Carr offers. 
Carr refers to the description on the theories of Freud, the surrendering of the ego as described in 
the above, by stating: “The framework put forward and illustrated, in this paper would suggest that 
the processes involved in the relationship between employee and organization are: deep-seated; 
largely unconscious; intimately connected to the development of identity; and, having emotional 
content. Indeed, perhaps the term seducement is more appropriate than notions of mutual influence 
and negotiation, which are more often associated with high degrees of consciousness and rationality. 
These psychodynamics, when used as an optic to view change, bring into view or focus behaviour 
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that is either obscured or neglected by the more “rational” systems approaches to change. Indeed, the 
whole meaning of behaviour can be misinterpreted.” (Carr, 2001, p.429). It makes Carr’s insights a useful 
tool and concept, relevant to the study of my cases to further psychoanalyze the data. Rationality is 
given a place in the analysis of emotion and emotionality.
3.4 ON HOWARD SCHWARTZ
Howard S. Schwartz is Emeritus Professor of Organizational Behavior in the School of Business 
Administration, Oakland University, USA. Schwartz’s concepts and theories offer a psychoanalytical 
analysis of organizations in line with Stein, Allcorn and Carr. 
What I soon observed was that there was a feeling of organization decay on the work floor of Bank A. 
People from Bank A were talking about the good old times. I observed that the financial crisis resulted 
in a corporate decay that affected the whole banking sector and as such also Bank A and Bank B. Due to 
the financial crisis the decay already started and Bank A and Bank B were all decaying as organizations. 
The fact that the government nationalized these two banks with the goal to merge them extended 
the decay. 
In the case of Bank A, the employees, whom I was able to observe, were experiencing a “state of decay”. 
They were talking about the new organization and the new leaders, who set the change in motion 
as the people who caused the decay of their old organization. The overall feeling was that their old 
organization was being marginalized, slowly “murdered” by a new group of people they did not yet 
know. When these observations took place I had no notion of Miasma, if there was any Miasma and 
if Miasma was the cause of this strange behavior. What was clear was that people whom I observed, 
conversations that I was able to listen to were full of stories of the kind that pointed out that decay 
was taking place. This was mostly “perceived decay”, members of the organization felt this way, it was 
their perception. For example the instance where I walked into the old dealing room of Bank A, which 
was abandoned, showed signs of physical decay and deterioration. The large space was full of old 
abandoned furniture, cables hanging from the ceiling, a quiet decay. 
Later during the interviews people were telling me about the “good old times” when they would 
be able to travel the world for their jobs. Others would tell me about their feelings of missing the 
camaraderie, the entrepreneurial atmosphere and the fact that they were unhappy with abandoning 
their old workplace in the city Centre. These remarks can be interpreted as organizational decay as the 
employees experienced. 
The explanation that Howard Schwartz (Schwartz, 1989, p.319-334) provides for organization decay is: 
“Organizational decay is a condition of generalized and systemic ineffectiveness. It develops when an 
organization shifts its activities from coping with reality to presenting a dramatization of its own ideal 
character” (Schwartz, 2010, p.23), just as we will come to see when we discuss Yiannis Gabriel’s theory of 
Miasma, views the decay of the organization as a pathological state. He writes about a “syndrome” which 
he calls “organizational self-destruction, whose dimensions include the undermining of organization 
structure, meaning, motivation, and, ultimately, language itself” (Schwartz, 2010). I observed the 
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“systemic ineffectiveness” of people, departments and the organization becoming undermined as a 
whole. I observed the motivation of employees declining. People told me about clashes that were 
taking place, I was noticing plots taking place to get rid of old leaders, such as the “scapegoating” of the 
COO, who ended up fighting his case in court. Others stopped caring anymore, because they thought 
they would just leave the organization or just stay put and see what would happen. I was facing the 
questions: “How could I make sense of what I was noticing and how could I better understand this 
decay?” I look to Schwartz to provide me the tools to better understand what I was noticing.
Schwartz (1989, p.320) writes that the concept of organizational decay that he presents is based on 
psychoanalytic thinking. According to Schwartz psychoanalytic theory is an emerging concept to 
analyze organization dysfunctions. We have seen the same with the previous writers, Stein and Carr. He 
argues that theories about organizations are orthodox functionalist theory (Baum, 1987; Hirschhorn, 
1988; Kets de Vries & Miller, 1984). According to this theory, it is rationality that dominates organizations. 
Schwartz shows how organizations can decay, how they become unsound and how rational processes 
become aberration (Schwartz 1989, p.320). During my observations I noticed the idea of having rational 
processes in place, only to see how they added to the decay of the motivation of the employees and 
their organization. For example the merger plan was highly rational, it was planned by the top of the 
organization and just had to be executed only to create more insecurity among the employees as to 
what would happen to them while they were waiting like “sitting ducks” to see what would happen 
to them. The same can be said about the “rational” selection process used for appointing the Bank A 
employees in the new positions when they moved to Bank B during the merger. From the interviews 
with the participants I learned that the employees experienced the whole “rational” appointment 
process as rather insulting, again creating insecurity among the employees. Many participants told me 
that Bank B was having its revenge on Bank A and so the appointment procedure was biased towards 
people from Bank B. These observations gave rise to the following questions: “Was this situation 
adding to the organizational decay that they felt?”, “Was the rational merger plan and the appointment 
procedure becoming what Schwartz mentions as a “aberrations” adding to the decay?”. We also notice 
the influence and cooperation of Yiannis Gabriel when Schwartz (1993) writes about emotions in 
organizational setting in his article “Narcissistic Emotion and University Administration: An Analysis of 
“Political Correctness”, where he, just like Carr does, elaborates on the individual’s ego that becomes 
attached to the organization. Based on the same Freudian theory used by Carr, Schwartz argues that 
participants in an organization agree to become attached to the organization, as part of the objective 
self-consciousness through their activity within the organization (Schwartz, 2010, p. 39). In this study I 
am interested in why the participants behave the way they do. 
From my observations I got the idea that many of the employees were waiting and hoping that the 
organization would take care of them. They expected that by waiting, the organization would make it all 
good again, there was an immense hope that things would become better. This later also appeared in 
the interview data. This observation is applicable to Site 1 as well as Site 2. Within the Trust organizations 
I also noticed the same hopeful, “wait and see, someone will take care of it all and it will be all ok in the 
end” attitude. Schwartz insights, concepts and theories may offer an explanation for this “sitting duck” 
observation when he explains the Oedipal psychology, which Carr also mentions. In his book Schwartz 
(2010, p.39) “Society against itself: Political correctness and organizational self-destruction” points out 
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that based on the Oedipal psychology the relationship of employee-organization can be examined 
from the perspective of what is referred to as the exchange-relationship, where the employee is the 
child and the organization is the parent taking care of the child. According to Schwartz this brings 
forward the narcissism of the child as experiencing that “it is all about me” (Schwartz, 2010, p.39). Does 
this cause and explain the hopeful behavior that I noticed at the sites I study? 
Schwartz also offers insight into what may prevent decay, he writes “Organizational decay is the result 
of a denial of reality and a concomitant addiction to fantasy…. It seems inevitable that the solution to 
the problem of organizational decay must involve the acceptance of this reality.” 
Having reviewed Schwartz concepts and theories I find his ideas and concepts promising and offering 
me the necessary tools to proceed towards the goal of my study, to better understand what I was 
noticing in the organizations I study.
3.5 ON BURKHARD SIEVERS
Burkhard Sievers is a scholar of organizational studies with a psychoanalytic perspective. He takes 
depth psychological insights and applies them to collective behaviour. Primarily the defences against 
anxieties that play a crucial role in individual psychotherapy are posited to also play themselves out on a 
collective or organizational level. The psychosis of the individual is framed on the individual aggregation 
level; the psychotic social system or organization occurs on a different aggregation level (Sievers, 2008). 
When you shift from aggregation level to aggregation level, essential things change. Thus, the thesis 
is not that it is the same sort of psychosis on the one level as the other, but the assertion is that 
some principles or factors are similar or parallel. In following on Wilfred Bion (a British psychoanalyst to 
be discussed in the following paragraph), social systems can be profoundly influenced by what they 
deny i.e., by their unconscious level. The organization, thus, can do very repressive things to members’ 
consciousness and these processes can be collective. What an organization allows its members to 
think (be conscious of ) can be very restricted and can by far not cover what is social-economically 
the situation. The collective psychology can enforce that the persons cannot openly or directly think 
critically and independently about their situation. This process can be called ‘the normal madness of 
organization.’ 
Sievers writes about how behind the apparent logic of rationality, fairness and economic efficiency 
there lurks far darker forces and principles. He sees critical terms of organization, such as motivation 
and leadership, as psychological surrogates for anxiety, denial and the refusal of reality (Sievers, 1986, 
p.4). According to Sievers organizations are all too often imagined to be much more stable, permanent 
and fundamental to existence than they are. The need to deny death and major anxiety leads us to posit 
imaginary qualities to organizations that permit us to not see the precocity of our existence. Likewise, 
‘leadership’ pretends that some individuals have near-magical powers to offer us order, success, and 
security which are not there. We want to believe that our organizations have a permanent life so that 
we do not have to face that everything passes and is temporary. Humanity wants to be able to believe 
in permanence, in transcendent and everlasting meaning and does not want to have to confront the 
possible lack of meaning that transience and death represents (Sievers, 1994). Thus the pretence is that 
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the organization is a rational entity, while it is a precarious defence mechanism often characterized by 
a short existence and much instability. Sievers shows us how the category ‘organization’ is supposed 
to focus on rationality, efficiency, and purposefulness, while in reality it often is grounded in anxiety, 
unrealistic desires, and fantasies of omnipotence. Organizations are very frail and mostly short-lived, 
but we want to see them as something very different from that. Moreover, when confronted with their 
irrationalities and failures the repressed insecurities can surface to haunt us. 
Human meaning is fragile and temporary; human lives are relatively short and insecure. The denial 
of meaning’s weakness emerges in seeing the organization as ‘truth’, economic truth, the truth of 
rationality, the truth of social ‘success.’ Instead of searching for a real meaning, which is limited by the 
boundaries of human existence, we seek fantasy meanings that are supposedly permanent and much 
stronger than human meaning can be. Sense-making, as if there was a sort of sense that is absolute 
and can save us from death (Weick’s forest fires), is a neurotic construct doomed to fail (Weick, 1995). 
It promises the impossible, a form of meaning that is permanent and stable. Likewise, motivation 
promises that the leader can give us meaning. However, no one outside of the self can grant or give 
meaning. Thus when the self (-)depends on the other for its sense of purpose and value, it is doomed 
to defeat and fear. Leadership attempts to escape individual weakness and partiality by inventing an 
imaginary power of meaning and power in a mythical “Other”. The leader is a distorted fantasy leading 
to disappointment as the delusion will eventually fail. In my study I heard many participants refer to 
“The Top” as the entity who decided all. When I asked whom they considered to be “The Top” their 
answers were vague, as if the top was some abstract entity. I also observed that colleagues behaved 
like “sitting ducks” hoping for better times, hoping for “The Top” to take care of them although it was 
obvious that the organization was decaying and that their future was insecure and “death”, was near. 
They were clearly in denial of what was happening to them. The reality of facing death may be tragic, 
but the fantasy of denying it leaves us delusional, weak and frustrated. Moreover, it is Siever’s conviction 
that the myths of the organization have precisely such a destructive effect on the psyche.
Motivation or the other as a surrogate for meaning leaves the self with false security, which when 
tested fails. Moreover, this security gets tested when there are reorganizations or structural economic 
changes. Such change seems to be inherent to capitalism. The result is that the real economy will 
eventually almost always reveal the neurotic structure of much organizational belief and rhetoric. As 
such the surrogate is revealed and collapses, the person falls into misery, confusion and what Gabriel 
calls Miasma. The organizational flight from anxiety is very one-dimensional; it is as if the job or work 
situation can fulfil all the needs of the person. However, outside of work, there is this enormous void 
of social, sexual, personal existence; trying to fill that void from the perspective of organizational 
involvement is very unbalanced and unrealistic. Work as an excuse for meaning is deeply flawed and 
far too partial and limiting.
As such , the turn to leadership is a turn to dependence. A society that glorifies leadership, such as ours, 
is fearful and opposed to maturity. The person is supposed to be caught in her or his dependency. The 
leader is the imaginary parent and the employee is the dependent child. Staying a child psychologically 
throughout one’s working life is indeed dooming oneself to a very partial and incomplete identity. It is 
an unstable and weak identity as the ‘parent’ (or the leader) may very well abandon the person at any 
given moment (for example during a re-organisation) resulting in unemployment. The psychological 
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structure of dependence on the business organization and its leadership dooms the person to 
fundamental incompleteness and an inability to develop a mature identity or a self that is genuinely 
aware of its qualities and limits (Pelzer & Letiche, 2009). The effort to escape the suffering and brutality 
of existence by identifying with a successful business organization is psychologically debilitating. One 
is forced to deny all forms of suffering and pain that exist in society (Sievers, 2009). One’s defence 
mechanisms against partiality, weakness, and defeat make it impossible to deal with pain, failure 
and weakness. When confronted with people who are economically unsuccessful the person has to 
deny their plight and blame them for their suffering. The denial of failure makes one aggressive and 
destructive to those who have not done well. Moreover, it harbours large sources of fear in oneself. The 
person has no ability, other than aggression and hate, to deal with failure. Thus if they fail, their very 
existential being is threatened. Ambition, or success, becomes the absolute psychic necessity to exist 
(Sievers & Mersky, 2006). Failure becomes the plague that is all threatening.
Between fright and love, fright may well triumph. Love is the ability in identification and relationship 
with the other to find personal meaning and some zone of social significance. However, real relatedness 
brings the fear of failure, incompleteness, and partiality with it. Some ‘choose’ for denial and live in 
their defence mechanisms, unable to take enough distance from them to form any real relationships. 
Self-enclosed individualism creates a vengeful and unforgiving politics, as well as a repressive and 
extremely fearful character structure. The darker side of the organization focuses thus on how the 
repression of human anxiety leads to intolerant and judgmental attitudes. In the depth of despair and 
loneliness that business success seems to harbour, there is the denial of effect and positive relatedness. 
The fearful repressed self is self-destructive as well as unkind, unseeing and self-centred.
By reducing what one can think of financial and economic factors one can maintain a consciousness 
that appears rational, but in substance is repressing all anxiety and complexity. Thus rational thought 
and business analysis can be, on the surface, purely rational and on a depth level virtually psychotic. 
What the psychoanalytic approach adds to organizational studies is the questioning of the depth 
psychological goals, roles, and purposes of thought patterns. It asserts that thought that appears 
entirely (economically) rational can be profoundly psychotic and the vehicle of debilitating repressive 
action. The unconscious fantasies can be very different from the explicit texts. Those fantasies of fear, 
rejection, insecurity, and feelings of worthlessness can determine what the persons do. The lack of 
resistance and degree of resignation to being punished, degraded and to scape goat is grounded 
in-depth psychological feelings of worthlessness, and incapacities to feel. The loveless rationality of 
economic success can destroy the sense of self-worth to the point that the self has little or no ability to 
defend itself, as it has little or no capacity at self-love, self-confidence or positive senses of relatedness. 
The escape into maniac activity, which is characteristic for instance of traders, only strengthens the 
sense of ultimate worthlessness and a lack of self-esteem. Real self-worth is inherently relational and 
what the psychotic person denies are her/his relational necessities and fundamentals. Persons without 
a secure relational self will have little or no ability to defend themselves against the usual anxieties 
of economic life. As such their inability to defend themselves relationally produces their psychotic 
relationship to one another and the organization.
I consider Siever’s theories and reflections relevant as they provide a deeper insight into understanding 
the emotional complexities and the relation of the individual with the organization and the leadership 
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of the organization. I will make use of Siever’s insights in the part of the study where I analyse the data 
and provide my findings.
3.6 ON MELANIE KLEIN, WILFRED BION AND OTHERS 
Without regressing to the extreme and for instance having to discuss Freud’s theory, from the position 
of trying to understand the psychological reality of work organizations, there are other scholars whom 
I consider relevant for my study.  As I am trying to make sense of what I observed, I am interested in 
why the individuals, as part of the groups, behaved the way they did. What could explain the individual 
and collective anxiety I observed in the work organization? Emotional connectedness, the concept 
of linking, as described by Wilfred Bion; and the concept of an internal object, defence mechanisms, 
projective identification, as developed by Melanie Klein, offers a way to better understand work 
organizations (Bion, 1994; Klein, 1975). 
Both Klein (1975, 1995) and Bion (1961, 1975, 1978, 1988, 1984a, 1984b, 1994), provide tools to better 
understand the cases in my study by elaborating on “Projective Identification.” In his articles Gabriel 
refers to the work of Howard Stein. Stein uses projection, splitting and other concepts that have their 
links to Klein and Bion’s ideas. As such I assume that Gabriel directly or indirectly makes use of the 
insights of Klein and Bion in the theory of Miasma.
Melanie Klein is a scholar who, from Freud’s psychodynamic theory, developed the “Objects Relations 
Theory”. She provided insight into how the infant internalizes both positive and negative object 
relations, how the self, the ideal object, and the emotion that links the ideal object and the self gets 
represented. Moreover, it is the study of these object related emotions that may offer a way to make 
sense of what I observed in my organizations.  Concepts such as splitting, projection, transference 
are used, all of these have their links to Klein’s Object Relations Theory. Klein developed her idea by 
analysing children at an early age, whereby a play technique was applied. The children gave expression 
to their feelings and thoughts by using the physical objects. According to Klein, the child perceives the 
ideal object relationship as “good,” providing satisfying experiences and protection; and the relationship 
with the persecutory object, based persecutory feelings, as “bad”. The ideal object and persecutory 
objects are all created based on unconscious phantasies, as they are phantasies themselves. (Klein, 
1975, p.61-93) (“phantasy” meaning unconscious impulse and “fantasy” meaning conscious impulse). In 
the cases that I am studying collective anxiety is observed. Due to this anxiety, it is possible that a split 
takes place between the persecutory object and the ideal object. According to Segal (1988, p.26-27), 
a “projection and introjection are used to keep [these objects] as far as possible from one another 
while keeping both of them under control.” Keeping bad and good objects apart points to a defensive 
mechanism, which is used to protect the ego from anxieties. The term that Klein uses for this split is 
the paranoid-schizoid position. Meaning, the split between the ego and its object is schizoid while the 
anxiety is paranoid. The anxiety is based on the fear that the ego will be destroyed. Fear of annihilation 
from within the personality is the most primitive anxiety. This fear is then projected by the individual to 
the external object (others) as a measure of defence, to be able to survive. With the projective process, 
the good and the harmful objects are placed outside oneself, to be able to preserve what feels good, 
and to protect the ego, and keep out what persecutes.
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Klein’s theory and concepts are relevant for my study, as they provide a tool to analyse unconscious 
fantasies of individuals and these individuals as part of the enterprise. Klein’s theory provides a way to 
study the link between internal objects and external reality, based on emotional experience. It provides 
a manner to analyse the “organization in the mind” of the participants in my study. Considering Klein’s 
position of paranoid-schizoid, I assume that Gabriel has made use of Klein’s approach to perform 
the psychoanalysis of his organizations, using concepts of projection and introjections, splitting, the 
depressive position, the traumatic experiences of the employees, when he developed his ideas and 
theory of Miasma. As such Gabriel’s Miasma can be viewed as an interpretation of Klein’s concept of 
paranoid-schizoid.
Contrastingly, a different source for using psychoanalysis for organizational analysis, and as such also 
assumed for Gabriel, is the influential British psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion. Bion’s ideas have been studied 
in depth since 1957 via experiential working conferences. His ideas about group psychic reality and 
that a group is an intelligible field, offer ways to study groups using psychoanalytic methods. Bion, with 
his theories and insights, made a significant contribution in understanding work organizations and 
their psychic reality. His theories offer an opportunity to explore and interpret what goes on in these 
work organizations. Bion expanded on Freud’s view that “the family group provides the basic pattern 
for all groups.” Bion hypothesized that the mental life of a group could be compared to that of the 
mental life of the individual, when it comes to the primitive emotional responses and the spectrum of 
phantasies (Bion, 1961, p.167). 
There are differences between Bion and Klein on the point of projective identification. Nutkevitch 
(1998) points to the difference when he explains that Klein views projective identification as an intra-
psychic phenomenon while Bion views it as an inter-psychic phenomenon. While Klein takes the 
position that the linking mechanism (projective and introjective) is put to use to create or preserve 
the structure of the personality; Bion takes another perspective, mentioning that the classification 
of emotional links depends on their emotional character. Bion drew on Klein’s work of defensive 
mechanisms such as projective identification and splitting and discovered three “basic assumptions” as 
behavioural patterns: dependency, fight/flight, and pairing. Bion further identifies three characteristics 
that provide insight into groups. First, a group displays a group mentality, which is independent of the 
psychology of the individuals. Bion describes this as “the unanimous expression of the will of the group, 
contributed to by the individual in ways of which he is unaware” (Nutkevitch, 1998, p.65). The second 
characteristic that Bion describes is that there is a group culture which is “a function of the conflict 
between the individual’s desires and the group mentality” (Nutkevitch, 1998, p.66). Thirdly, a group 
can behave as an experienced workgroup when it can deploy “the emotions of one basic assumption 
in the attempt to cope with the emotions and phenomena of another basic assumption” (Nutkevitch, 
1998, pp.97-98).
According to Bion (1961, p.167), these basic assumptions weaken the emotional concerns, which the 
group feels towards their tasks at work. Bion further describes (Bion, 1961, p.146): “Work-group activity is 
obstructed, diverted, and on occasion assisted, by certain other mental activities that have in common 
the attribute of powerful emotional drives. These activities, at first sight chaotic, are given a certain 
cohesion if it is assumed that they spring from basic assumptions common to all the group”.  Bion 
added to his theories the concepts of container and contained, extending his ideas about thought 
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development and mental growth (Bion, 1984a). According to Bion, the development process moves 
along the hierarchy through what he terms “the container” (available for experiences and having an 
unsaturated characteristic) in search of realization. To process emotional experiences the concepts 
of container, contained and containment are important as constructed by Bion. We see the use of 
these concepts also in the work of Stein and Allcorn. According to Bion, the concepts of container and 
contained propose the capacity of modifying and returning (re-introject) projected objects so that 
they can be contained, tolerated and accepted. In simple words, while Klein distinguishes between 
“Me” and “Not Me” Bion adds the dimension of interrelatedness, which highlights a significant difference 
in group experience. Bion’s observations provide insight into how inter-psychic phenomena, among 
group members, bring about phantasies related to the group as “object”. 
I observe that what van Houten aims for, when he explains the concept of inclusiveness, has a link with 
the “container” concept as Bion explains it. This link of van Houten and Bion, in my interpretation of 
the idea of inclusiveness in organizations, would mean making sure that employees feel contained by 
the organization and its leadership in such a sufficient manner that the organization is able to prevent 
dysfunction. Employees would feel comfortable being emotionally contained.
When it comes to thought processes, in organizations driven by commercial realities, Segal points to 
Klein’s theory. Segal (1988, p.23) explains that Klein’s idea of thoughts originating through the process 
of testing phantasies against reality may offer insights into how organizations function to form their 
strategies to survive. Segal (1988, p.23) explains that Klein suggests that thought is not only compared 
to phantasy but “it is based on it and derived from it”.  This concept provides a tool to better understand 
work organizations, such as in my case, in their pursuit of realizing their commercial goals. 
The concepts of emotional connectedness, as developed by Klein and Bion, offer tools to explore and 
interpret what Bion terms “the psychic reality of work organizations” to make sense of what has been 
noticed in the organizations studied by me.
3.7 FOCUS ON CONTEMPORARY SCHOLARS, THEORIES  
 AND CONCEPTS
All of the above mentioned scholars, including Yiannis Gabriel, have links to Freud, Klein and Bion. 
I choose to focus on using the theories of Stein and Allcorn, Carr, Sievers, Schwartz and Gabriel, as 
contemporary scholars, in my research. These include the insights of Freud, Klein and Bion. As my 
research is focused on using Gabriel’s Miasma as a framework for sense making I will use these 
contemporary theories as tools to perform my research. 
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3.8 ON YIANNIS GABRIEL
Gabriel as a professor at the University of Bath, faculty of Management, has extensively studied life in 
organizations. Gabriel’s main method of studying organizational life is by use of stories and storytelling. 
As such Gabriel is an authority on organizational storytelling. 
The data used in this dissertation is based on observation, on what I heard, saw and my reflections 
on what I experienced but did not officially record as part of data which I use in this research. And 
recorded data from semi-structured interviews which I performed. During the interviews with the 
participants, they were able to use “story telling” to make their “stories”, their experiences and what 
they meant, known. As a tool to make sense of what I was observing, the concept of “stories” and 
“story telling”, as outlined by Gabriel, is a useful tool for my research. Gabriel writes that “research on 
organizational storytelling accelerated considerably since the 1990’ s when stories started to make 
regular appearances as ‘data’ for organizational analysis” (Gabriel, 2011). This adds to the depth of 
research I am able to perform.
The research of Gabriel in general provides tools and concepts to analyse what goes on in organization 
in more depth. Gabriel notes that organizations appear from the outside to be stable and to engage in 
business and work in ways that make sense in a good way. He writes: “the psychoanalytic conception 
of organizations goes far beyond the examination of the pathological and unusual. Psychoanalysis can 
provide a deep understanding of many features of organizations, even those that appear perfectly 
straightforward and ordinary. It does this by examining not so much the behaviour of individuals 
in organizations, but rather the meaning of their behaviour and the deeper motives for the actions” 
(Gabriel, 1999, p.1). Gabriel suggests that perspectives informed by psychoanalysis can contribute to 
better understanding of organizational life. Using psychoanalysis as a tool in my study makes Gabriel’s 
research and theories a reason why I regard the work of Gabriel relevant for my study.
3.9 DEFINITION OF MIASMA, A THEORY BY  
 YIANNIS GABRIEL
In this paragraph, I describe the theoretical framework of my research. An elaboration is provided of 
why the theory of Miasma is selected as the framework to base my research on. In addition to the theory 
of Miasma, as mentioned previously I also used the studies of Howard F. Stein on the dysfunctions in 
organizations and the works of Arian Carr to engage in discussion and provide an analysis. Yiannis 
Gabriel mentions and uses the studies of Stein and Carr to elaborate on his theory of Miasma. Stein also 
cross-references to Gabriel in his own work and vice-versa. 
In the article “Organizations in a State of Darkness: Towards a Theory of Organizational Miasma,” 
Yiannis Gabriel (Gabriel, 2012) develops a theory of Miasma in organizations. The theory of Miasma 
is described as a theoretical concept that accounts for and explains many processes in organizations. 
Gabriel defines organizational Miasma as “a concept that describes a contagious state of pollution-
material, psychological and spiritual-that afflicts all who work in certain organizations that undergo 
sudden and traumatic transformations.” 
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Symptoms of Miasma, as Gabriel elaborates, are a paralysis of resistance, an experience of pollution 
and uncleanliness, feelings of disgust, worthlessness, and corruption. Gabriel further explains that the 
discarding and loss of many colleagues, members of the collective, as a result of the sudden downsizing 
and retrenchment, is not accompanied by the needed separation rituals or psychological mourning. While 
the “old” organization is discarded as corrupt, indulgent and inefficient, the new organization is glorified as 
flexible, dynamic and entrepreneurial. 
Given this contrast, many surviving members do not agree with the ideas that the new organization 
stands for. They perceive the new organization as a set of “murderers,” i.e., managers who have initiated 
a series of beheadings and dismissals, and “corpses,” i.e., employees and colleagues who have been 
dismissed or will soon be dismissed, without a proper separation rite, to disappear after being discarded.
To explain the need for proper separation rites, Gabriel elaborates on the use by Parker (1983) of the 
classic work of van Gennep (1960) and Mary Douglas (Douglas, 1966, 1975). Parker argues that “Miasma 
is a state of pollution which is likely to happen in periods of sudden and severe transition from one 
state to another.” Parker also points out the need for proper rituals that are linked to birth, death, and 
marriage as necessary to prevent the possibility of creating pollution. Gabriel mentions Douglas’s 
(Douglas, 1966) term “betwixt and between.” A source of Miasma, argues Gabriel, is the presence of 
people who are “betwixt and between,” people who are doomed but not yet physically removed. These 
are people who become a source of Miasma, when there is an absence of “separation” rituals for people 
who are leaving the organization. 
According to Gabriel, there is a psychological parallel between Parker’s Theory of Miasma, the absence 
of mourning, along with Freud’s well-known essay on melancholia (depression). According to Freud; 
“The distinguishing features of melancholia are a profoundly painful dejection, cessation of interest 
in the outside world, loss of the capacity to love, inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-
regarding feelings to the degree that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revealings, and 
culminates in a delusional expectation of punishment” (Freud, 1917). As such, melancholia can set in, 
when mourning has not been accomplished, and this leads to Miasma.
A sudden change and severe transitions most often doesn’t allow for these much-needed “separation” 
rituals, such as mourning, to take place, resulting in “corpses” that are still around and cause pollution 
and add to the Miasma. Gabriel also argues that scapegoating is undeniably linked to Miasma. He 
mentions Oedipus who was expelled from the city of Thebes to rid the city of the pollution caused by 
him. According to Gabriel “In organizations, we are presented with a double scapegoating – the (new) 
leader scapegoats the old leadership along with the dead (the ‘abject’ (Kristeva, 1982; Lyotard, 1993) 
or the ‘dirt’ (Douglas, 1966) that it has bequeathed, viewing downsizing as the necessary purification 
ritual which will augur a new beginning. However, the downsizing, the bleeding of an organization by 
its ruthless leader, is experienced by many organizational members as the Miasma. Hence, the leader 
becomes scapegoated by many of the followers. Murderers and corpses fill the spaces of miasmatic 
organizations. All relations and activities become contaminated. The cleansing does not cleanse. 
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This all result in Miasma, to failed separation rites. Instead of honoring the loss, the end and the 
discontinuity, organizations that have gone through a process of severe change, repress and demolish 
the experience of loss. In developing the theory of Miasma, the approach taken by Gabriel is one 
similar to Freud in his case studies. The advancement of theory building is based on the symptoms of 
a particular patient (Gabriel focuses on organizations as collectives and not on individual participants, 
no attributions are made to individual psychopathologies), which offer the analyst a series of puzzles 
or riddles that need to be interpreted and explained more clearly. With the help of psychoanalytic ideas 
and concepts from studies of ritual, purification, and ancient Greek tragedy, the theory of Miasma has 
been developed (Gabriel, 2012, p.1139). 
I will use Gabriel’s (Gabriel, 2011) summary of the symptom as described by himself in his article 
“Organizations in a state of darkness: Towards a theory of organizational Miasma”, to create, in chapter 
6, a structured analysis of the data I gathered. 
Gabriel mentions that to explain Miasma, he turned to a wide range of literature and came across 
Howard F. Stein whom he considers a theorist “who made a considerable contribution to the 
psychological and social damage caused by these phenomena.” Stein, a psychoanalytic anthropologist, 
researched numerous organizations undergoing downsizing. According to Gabriel, Stein, in his book 
“Nothing personal, just business: A guided journey into organizational darkness” (Stein, 2001), “argues 
that the unanswerable logic of markets, economic necessity, and bottom lines becomes a new 
fundamentalist religion that turns organizations into a place of darkness, where emotional brutality is 
commonplace and different forms of psychological violence, dehumanization, including degradation, 
humiliation, and intimidation, have become the norm.” 
What Stein calls a “logic of markets, economic necessity, and bottom lines” (Stein, 2001) undoubtedly 
holds for the banks and trust organizations, as actors in the financial sector. In Site 1 1 the crisis of 2008 
created the necessity for the merger of the two banks A and B. In Site 2 the purchase by an outside 
actor, a Private Equity company, created the situation whereby the two trust organizations A and B 
were merged. Gabriel considers organizations in a state of Miasma to be organizations in extreme 
distress. At least for Site 1, the merger of the two banks in 2008 during the financial crisis was a result 
of extreme distress. In Site 2, the merger of the two Trust organizations takes place in a very different 
setting, not in financial crisis. 
3.10 TWO PSYCHOANALYTICALLY PERSPECTIVES ON  
 ORGANIZATIONS
On developing a theory of Miasma, Gabriel (2012) and Carr (2001) distinguish between two 
approaches which have been used to analyze companies that suffer from pathologies. In the following 
I will elaborate on these two approaches and their relevance to my study. Studying organizations 
psychoanalytically.
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In this approach, organizations are studied by the theorists as being the dominant elements of Western 
society and culture, with demands on individuals, affecting the professional and private lives, affecting 
interpersonal relations at work, and outside work, and people’s fantasies and dreams. This thinking 
opens a spectrum of organizational phenomena, which can be approached such as group dynamics, 
psychological contracts, obedience, sexual harassment, insults, jokes, as well as leadership (see, e.g., 
Gabriel, 1998b, 1999; Schwartz, 198, 1990) (see, e.g., Gabriel, 1999; Sievers, 1986, 1994).
3.10.1 Psychoanalyzing organizations
Organizations are psychoanalyzed as if they are ailing patients. The reasoning is: if psychoanalysis 
can help an ailing patient to return to normal functioning, it can be used as a method to intervene 
in organizations to enhance organizational functioning. The organizational interventions taking 
place then result in two steps; 1) Identify a range of repressed forces such as: disappointments and 
frustrations, anger related to betrayals, fears of failure and rivalries that hinder creativity, harmony, 
collaboration and organizational performance and, 2) Rectify these identified negative forces. This 
approach continues on work done on groups by Bion (1961) and pioneered at the Tavistock Insitute 
in London (see, e.g. Jaques, 1952; Menzies Lyth, 1988; Miller; 1976; Trist & Bamforth, 1951) , and in the 
United States, by Levinson, Zalesnik, Hirschhorn, Diamond, Stein, Krantz and theorist and consultants 
associated with William Alanson White Institute (e.g., Diamond, 1993; Levinson, 1968/1981; Zaleznik, 
1977) (e.g., Hirschhorn, 1988).
Gabriel mentions a third form whereby theorists (e.g., Diamond, 1993; Driver, 2003; Fotaki, 2006; 
Sievers, 1999; M.Stein, 2007a, 2007b) (e.g., Baum, 1987; Hirschhorn, 1988) have tried to combine the 
above-mentioned. These approaches are based on the assumption that “normality” is an “ideal fiction” 
(Freud, 1937, p.231). According to this view, no individual is perfectly normal. When it comes down 
to their actions and thoughts, people may behave in unpredictable, strange, destructive and “mad” 
ways. As such, there is no solid line between normal and pathological. It is a dubious line that shifts 
and is socially constructed. It becomes clear when specific conditions appear and circumstances 
reclassified. The approach is used by Gabriel in the paper with the title “Organizations in the State 
of Darkness: Towards a Theory of Organizational Miasma.” Gabriel studied a specific organization that 
can be described as toxic, dysfunctional or pathological, to produce insights and knowledge into less 
extreme forms of organizational unwellness, and into the factors that cause many other organizations 
to suffer the same sort of symptoms. Gabriel explains that his thought process is similar to the one 
used by Freud, whereby, symptoms from particular patients call for interpretation and clarification. 
These insights can then be used to advance theory building and can lead to speculative conclusions.
3.10.2 Consideration
Gabriel’s theory of organization Miasma is based on the assumption that organizations can be in a 
pathological state, needing healing, and can be healed. This may not be the only way of looking at 
organizations in a state of Miasma. There may be a range of theories that don’t see the pathological 
state of organization as one that needs healing. Such theories may accept the fact that the symptoms 
are normal part of organizations that are being affected continuously by market forces and function 
in market-driven environments, whereby, they function in a capitalistic society. We have seen such 
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reflections when we discussed Siever’s theories. As such, these organizations, after having gone 
through severe change, will stabilize with time as market forces affect the organization. These theories 
may distance themselves from the need to heal a pathological organization and to be returned to 
“normality.” Considering these alternative theories may place understanding organizations in a state of 
Miasma more in perspective, when one takes into account the idea of Freud that “normality” is an “ideal 
fiction” (Freud, 1937, p.231). The need for healing may be placed in another perspective.
3.10.3 Dissertation of interest
During my studies, I have been looking for other research that may help during my research. As I am 
studying Miasma in a mergers and acquisitions setting, there is one study that is worth considering 
besides the theories I will make use of in my study; I am referring to the case study by Jinette de Gooijer. 
De Gooijer is a researcher and consultant based in Melbourne, Australia. For her Ph.D. project with the 
title “The murder in merger, a systems psychodynamic exploration of a corporate merger,” de Gooijer 
used and performed a case study, TT ltd, during a merger situation. She seemed to have access to her 
participants and used the data to reveal aspects of the employees and the organizational setting. 
De Gooijer’s research goal was to develop a “psycho-dynamic theory on corporate mergers” and as she 
further writes to “contribute to organizations being experienced as more emotionally integrated sites 
of endeavor, more emotionally robust for dealing with catastrophic change. I would also hope that 
workplaces might come to feel more creative for all, less dysfunctional, that work itself is felt to be more 
often satisfying. Work-related stress might then diminish in its severity” (de Gooijer, 2009).
Her findings reveal that there is a dynamic emotional dimension to organizations where emotional 
links play a central role and as such affect the well-being of employees, the work atmosphere and 
determines the well-being of participant, functioning of organizations, all in the setting of a merger. 
There are similarities and differences between de Gooijer’s research and mine. 
One similarity is that de Gooijer studies a case of a merger and makes use of theories of Melanie Klein 
and Bion among others. She elaborates on emotional links that are affected by the changes during the 
merger and reveals the lack of containment of the employees and their feelings and provides further 
insight into other psycho-dynamics. Another similarity is that de Gooijer seems to have access to the 
premise and her participants to gather her data. This in contrast to the lesser access Yiannis Gabriel had 
to the cases, which he used to develop his theory of Miasma. 
One of the differences between De Gooijer’s research and mine is that de Gooijer is a systems thinker. 
Her cover title reveals her position “The Murder in Merger, A systems psychodynamic exploration of 
a corporate merger”. I do not perform my study from a systems thinker’s standpoint. I perform my 
research with a financial background as a Master of Science in Business Administration, currently active 
as a business owner. Another difference with de Gooijer is that her goal is to develop a psycho-dynamic 
theory. I, on the other hand, do not intent to develop a theory, but as mentioned earlier perform 
my study with the goal to make sense of the strange behavior which I observed. Consequently, this 
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difference in position also leads to the differences in methodological approach of the studies. I focus 
on sense-making (understanding), de Gooijer focuses on developing a theory.
Remarkable in de Gooijer’s research is that, although she considers many scholars and their theories 
which have contributed to Critical Management Studies, scholars who have used psychoanalysis and 
psychodynamics as an approach, she does not mention Yiannis Gabriel’s theory of Miasma anywhere 
in her study. She mentions other contributions by Gabriel but Miasma as a theory or concept is totally 
absent in her reviews, considerations and study. Gabriel’s elaboration on Miasma, in a setting of severe 
change, exposes many emotions and feelings, and arguably reveals many psychodynamic elements 
(Gabriel, 2005). For this reason De Gooijer must have known about Gabriel’s theory of Miasma especially 
because she is familiar with his contributions in other areas, such as storytelling in organizations, which 
she mentions. The question is: Why has de Gooijer not included in her study, the theory of Miasma and 
the symptoms that Gabriel describes?
Although de Gooijer discusses the paradigm of companies as entities focused on maximizing economic 
value, to my opinion, she does not entirely face contemporary corporate reality which is: companies 
are not run from a paradigm of psychodynamics. And although she is aware of the complexities, as 
described in her dissertation, I believe de Gooijer positions herself as an idealist who sees business 
from the perspective of employee well-being and management as responsible to provide the psychic 
“container” needed to achieve that well-being. But I know of no organization in the financial sector that 
accepts her definition: management is defined in terms of return on investment and shareholder value 
and not in terms of social-psychological well-being.
3.11 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As mentioned before I saw deeply problematic relations and behavior in financial services 
organizations. This behavior could be labelled ‘Miasma’. But ‘Miasma’ seems to be defined by Gabriel in 
a very totalizing way. Gabriel positions Miasma as if it could be what totally dominates an organization. 
This could mean that Miasma is a sort of epidemic of psychological destructiveness, which could really 
destroy individual organizational agency. As such it would indeed be very powerful but also very anti-
humanist. 
Thus, my research issues are: Does Miasma, as defined by Gabriel, really empirically exist (in my data) 
and, if so, is it an anti-humanist principle?
To address this issue the focus of this dissertation is on five central research questions:
1. What has gone wrong with the autonomy of the people I studied?
2. Does Miasma empirically exist in my data?
3. How productive is Yiannis Gabriel’s (2012) theory of Miasma as a concept to understand these 
processes of change during mergers of companies? 
4. Is Miasma an anti-humanist phenomenon?
5. What action potential and intervention value does Miasma provide?
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My research is designed to make it possible for me to provide a conclusion by answering the research 
questions. 
3.12 RESEARCH STEPS
The research can be summarized in the following steps:
1. Observing behavior in my work context at Site 1, Bank A 
2. Reading about what is described in the academic literature, and what has been researched about 
the odd behavior I observed at Bank A.
3. Gathering data in Site 1 (merging banking organization), during work at Bank A
4. Selecting Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a theoretical input supported with the studies of Howard 
F. Stein on the Dysfunctions of Organizations.
5. Formulating the research questions.
6. Gathering more data in Site 1, during work at Bank B
7. Pre-analyze data gathered in Site 1
8. Selecting the methodological approach to be used in the research
9. Analyze and formulate/deduct findings from data from Site 1
10. Selecting Site 2 (merging trust organization), gather more data from Site 2
11. Analyze data and formulate/deduct findings from data from Site 2 
12. Describing/elaborate on the findings from Site 1 and Site 2, thereby answering the research 
questions and creating synthesis
13. Provide concluding remarks.
In the following chapters, I will focus on the steps above mentioned, clarify the steps and how the data 
was gathered, how the research method was selected and so forth.
In the chapter “Setting the stage, defining the Territory”, I describe the context and the setting where 
the data was gathered. In a separate chapter, I will substantiate the reasons for choosing Case Study 
and Grounded Theory as my research approach and methods. I will also elaborate on the ethical 
considerations and the validity of my research. 
3.13 THE USE OF TWO SITES FOR DATA AND CONSIDERATIONS
I started gathering data from Site 1. Site 1 consisted of two banks, Bank A and Bank B, which were in 
the process of a merger. I will discuss the details of Site 1 in chapters to follow. Analysis of this data 
motivated me to add a second site. Site 2, the merger of Trust A and Trust B, enables a comparative 
analysis between Site 1 data and Site 2 data. More about this comparison in chapter 6.
I was an external consultant, considered as an outsider trusted with “inside information,” during the 
entire period that I was able to gather data. The people who trusted me with their stories were mainly 
full-time employees, working permanently for the corporations I was able to study. These former 
colleagues are vulnerable and may experience a reputational discomfort if I were to use their real 
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identities. Some of the participants are still employed by the same employer, although the company 
name has changed. 
The anonymity of individuals, participants and organizations will be guarded at all times.
The participants in this study come from departments, within the organizations, where I was able to 
negotiate research access to through my superiors. Once I received formal access, I was able to ask 
for commitment from participants and I was able to gather data. Data from Site 1 comes from Bank A, 
which later merged with Bank B. In the case of Site 2, I was able to receive access through an informant 
who worked for Trust A, which later merged with Trust B.
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4 CHAPTER METHODOLOGY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
I have explained how I arrived at the idea to perform this research. I have also explained how I decided 
to select the theory of Miasma by Gabriel, and the studies of Stein and Allcorn and other researchers as 
the theoretical framework for my research. In this chapter I will explain the choice I made of a suitable 
methodology, or a set of methodologies, to be able to perform my research, validate my findings, and 
finally draw conclusions. Before I proceed I offer critical considerations about Gabriel’s research case 
and method.
4.1.1 Critical consideration of Gabriel’s research case and method
From the descriptions of Gabriel (2012, p.1), “Organizations in a state of darkness: towards a theory of 
organizational miasma”, it becomes clear what constituted the research Gabriel performed. Gabriel 
describes the organization that was the subject of his studies, “employing approximately 60 highly 
skilled professionals and a larger number of support staff.” The organization was a semi-autonomous 
part of a larger group. He further categorizes the organization as one active in a knowledge-intensive 
industry, which just had a dramatic and sudden change. A new leader had arrived and practically 
changed everything, which can be considered a complete overhaul, a rebranding, a getting rid of 
the old and replacing it with the new. Many old employees were laid off, as being unfit for the new 
organization and almost two-thirds of the employees left the organization in a period of two years. 
“Objectification” and the “dehumanization” of employees resulted in treating employees as “pawns on 
a chess board.” 
According to Gabriel, in general, the work environment was a polluted one, people were unhappy, 
and their unhappiness moved from the work environment to the personal lives of the employees. 
The pollution further resulted in contagious irrational behavior, dysfunctions of the organization, self-
criticism, collective inertia, with no will to resist the harmful environment and the new leadership. 
The symptoms included: a feeling of never being good enough, always comparing oneself to the 
standards set by the new leader, and a complete deterioration of the self-confidence of the employees. 
All these symptoms supposedly lead to depression and melancholia of the sort as noted by Freud in 
his article “Mourning and Melancholia” (Freud, 1917). 
Although Gabriel describes his theory of Miasma, it is unclear how he performed his research. I have 
not been able to gain insight into the methodology he used, apart from the use of the studies and 
findings of Howard F. Stein, and the theories of Freud. I have also have not been able to find out more 
about the population he researched. The exact number of participants he interviewed is unknown, or 
what their background was. There is no broader context described of the organization he used in his 
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case study. There is no information on the type of interviews (structured or unstructured) and other 
relevant aspects related to academic research. This poses a challenge to evaluation of his research 
strategy and conceptual research framework. 
Despite these critical considerations in the manner in which Gabriel performed his research, I have 
decided to use Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as the theoretical framework to base my research on. What 
is missing in Gabriel’s account forms an opportunity for my research effort.
4.1.2 Why is my research important? 
Having critically considered the path used by Gabriel to develop his theory of Miasma, I see 
opportunities for my research effort. 
I learned more about the research that Gabriel did and the approach he used to develop his theory via 
oral communication with Hugo Letiche (2018). Letiche told me that Gabriel did his research in a health 
care organization. The data and other material, which Gabriel used, was gathered at least in part by a 
colleague or a Phd student, but not himself; and Letiche found him not to be very clear on this point. 
Gabriel mentioned to Letiche that he had a significant issue with having access to the organization. 
Based on the conversation Letiche had with Gabriel it was not clear how much primary data was 
available to Gabriel and how much primary data was used to create his theory of Miasma. We have no 
information in this. There is no information on this in Gabriel’s articles. 
One of the fundamental qualities of my research is that, at least on Site 1, the Bank A-Bank B situation, 
I had almost had carte blanche access. We know that Gabriel did not have carte blanche access to the 
object of study, which he used to write the Miasma article. To gather data for my research I had no 
issues in gaining access. The information I was able to gather was practically unlimited. I was able to 
interview many people and could have interviewed many more. For example, I also had access to the 
intranet blog where employees could post anything they wanted. I would observe and read on the 
intranet blog how the employees were affected by the changes taking place. I have included these 
observations in my data. 
The reason why my research is important has to do with the fact that we know that Gabriel did not 
have the access that I had, thus it is certainly worthwhile to take the Gabriel’s theory and to see what I 
can discover when I do have privileged access to the study object. 
4.2 INTERPRETIVE OR POSITIVIST STUDY OF MIASMA
The study I engaged in has an interpretive approach. Ontologically and epistemologically, interpretivism 
bases its position on the assumption that reality is relative and multiple (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988). 
The multiple realities are dependent on other systems for their meanings. This situation makes it 
challenging to use fixed realities to interpret (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this approach rather than 
acquiring objectively perceived (Hirschman, 1985, Berge and Luckman, 1967, p3: in Hudson & Ozanne, 
1988) and determined knowledge (Carson, 2001, p.5), knowledge is socially constructed. 
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The Positivist view is that research should use frameworks of a more rigid sort. Positivists emphasize 
the importance of seeking objectivity by consistently using rational approaches to perform research 
(Carson, 2001). The distinction is based on keeping feelings and reason separate. Positivists have the 
goal of making generalizations, which are free of time and context. They further attempt to remain 
detached from the participants, by creating and respecting a distance between participants and 
themselves. 
In contrast to Positivists, Interpretivists adopt flexible research structures and avoid rigid approaches. 
Interpretivists are receptive to making sense of the perceived reality (Carson, 2001), and capturing 
the meaning in human interaction (Black, 2006). There is an interdependent and interactive relation 
between informants, and researcher (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988). In this approach, the researcher remains 
open to emerging new knowledge and remains collaborative in approach, and relationship to the 
participants within the research context. 
The research goal of the interpretivist is to interpret and to understand meanings in human behavior, 
instead of aiming for generalization and being able to predict cause and effect (Hudson & Ozanne, 
1988; Neuman, 2000).
My approach and goal in studying Miasma are in line with that of the interpretive researcher. Yin 
(2011) explains that qualitative research is one of studying the lives of people in the context of the real 
world. Stake (2010) describes qualitative research as “research that relies on human perception and 
understanding”. The aim is to understand Miasma better, how it affects the people in the organizations 
I study, meanings, motives, reasons and experiences, which were subjective and in time (in times of 
crisis and merger) and context bound (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988; Neuman, 2000), in companies in the 
financial sector. 
4.3 THE DESIGN OF MY INTERPRETIVE STUDY
Stake (2010) formulates research as an inquiry and using study deliberately to understand phenomena. 
The indication Merriam (2002) uses is that qualitative researchers provide the meaning of the 
constructions of their experiences. Merriam further explains that qualitative inquiry produces rich 
products when the researcher engages in understanding the phenomena under study, from the 
participant’s perspective.
4.3.1 Researcher as instrument 
In this research, I have relied on the expertise of my participants to tell me their stories about what 
they experienced. Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) mention that the researcher is not the expert in 
qualitative research. The experts are the participants in the study. 
Although I accept this role in my studies, according to Merriam (2002) and Stake (2010) the researcher is 
the primary research instrument. Yin (2011) also remarks that the researcher is the primary instrument. 
The reasoning he provides is that there is no external instrument which can be used to measure 
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real-world phenomena as these phenomena can only be discovered by use of inference of the data 
collected and by talking to people. 
Stake (2010) identifies the researcher as the instrument because the researcher can use personal 
experience to formulate interpretations. As such, qualitative research uses these interpretations from 
the researcher, the population he studies, and the people who read these studies. 
4.3.2 Overview and selection of research methods
In the following part of the dissertation, I have considered different methods that may be relevant and 
suited to the research I am performing. I will briefly discuss the method, how other scholars used the 
methods in (almost) similar situations as I did. I will then select the methodology and substantiate the 
selection. 
4.3.2.1 Quantitative methods
The fact that I engaged in performing semi-structured interviews, asking questions and interactively 
receiving answers, recording the stories of the participants, with all the room for nuances adding 
more “color” to the spectrum of observations, made me decide that it would be complicated to apply 
any quantitative research methods to my date. I concluded early on that it would be challenging, if 
not, highly inappropriate to use a rigid quantitative method since I was engaging with storytellers. 
Besides, I became aware that these people were eager to interact and tell their stories, and that they 
were probably not waiting to interact with a questionnaire anyway. I would not have been able to 
design a questionnaire without understanding what the issues were. Moreover, as I was performing 
the interviews, the issues became more evident to me, making it less appealing to use quantitative 
methods, as the process went along. This enabled a broader and deeper understanding of the issues, 
and given the ambiguity I was experiencing, I decided that exploratory qualitative methodological 
approaches would offer more insight. In my opinion, it would limit the enthusiasm with which the 
participants were opening up. The stage in which I was performing the interviews, the interaction 
with colleagues and their peers, and gaining their trust as we shared the journey, was too early for a 
quantitative approach. 
4.3.2.1.1 Qualitative methods
As the qualitative methods were chosen, based on the expectations that a more exploratory approach 
would yield more insight going forward, there was a wide range of qualitative approaches to 
choose from. Many might have been suitable for the explorative research that I was performing: for 
“free-flowing”, trust-building interviews several methods were possibly useful. The most useful and 
applicable seemed to be: ethnography, auto-ethnography, case study, and action research; all possible 
structures to explore Miasma in the organizational culture of Banks. In the following, I will review the 
methods and provide my reasons for choosing the methods for my research.
4.3.2.1.2 Narrative Inquiry
All the conversations I had with individuals in the organizational setting and the interviews with 
participants contributing to the study produced the stories people were willing to share. I consider 
the answers to my questions to be stories shared, using sounds, words, and sentences; the participants 
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shared their stories, their emotions and their awareness, all in the context of where they worked in the 
organization, their department, and from their own lives. The story as such, is like a gate through which 
an individual enters the world, by which he/she interprets their experience of the world, and makes 
life personally meaningful. As I observed the strange behaviors of my colleagues, I started to think 
about this experience. The interviews I had with the participants provided answers to my questions, 
which added to the experience. As I tried to make sense of what was happening in the organizations, 
now having considered my own experience, the experience of the participants was also now available 
to ponder. Narrative inquiry is a way of thinking about the experiences. The qualitative research I 
performed made use of narrative research methodologies, which apply to the cases I study. According 
to Clandinin and Connelly (2006, p.375), to use narrative inquiry methodology is to embrace the view 
that experience is a phenomenon that can be studied via what is told. 
The quest to inquiring and understanding of this experience to be studied is done through “a 
collaboration between researcher and participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and in 
social interaction with milieus” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p.20). 
4.3.2.1.3 Attending to the dimensions of narrative inquiry
The dimension of narrative inquiry includes the following: place, temporality and sociality. These serve 
as frameworks to understand the phenomenon under study. I will not strictly use narrative inquiry in 
the same way as sociologists use it. I will use aspects of narrative inquiry as a methodology to combine 
it with the other methodologies that I have chosen to perform my research. 
I will attend to the temporality of the events under study, as noted by Connelly and Clandinin (20006 
p.479) “Events under study are in temporal transition”. This points out that all things under study, places, 
people, and events are all affected by temporality. 
I will attend to personal and social conditions of the participants and myself. Personal conditions are 
defined by Connelly and Clandinin (20006 p.480) as “the feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions and 
moral dispositions”, while social conditions point to two social dimensions. The first being conditions, 
such as the institution, the culture, social and oral narratives under which the person’s experience and 
events unfold, i.e. the milieu. The second dimension points to the relationship between the researcher 
and the participant. Although I positioned myself as an independent inquirer, I understand that my 
relationship with the participants is one that matters, and that the effect it has on the research, the 
stories told and received by me in the form of answers to my interview need to be accounted for. I will 
provide personal reflections throughout the study to create transparency about my relationship(s). 
Lastly, I will attend to what Connelly and Clandinin (2006, p.480) note “the specific concrete, physical 
and topological boundaries of place or sequences of places where the inquiry and events take place.” 
By paying attention to the three dimensions, place, temporality and sociality, I have a framework to 
enable me to study the experiences, throughout the complex composition of the setting, within the 
context under study.
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I use narrative inquiry while keeping a distance from the participants with no intention to co-create the 
stories. The stories that the participants share are embedded in the data they provide, and these stories 
are as far as possible their stories.
4.3.3 On Organizational Stories and Storytelling
The way I use stories and storytelling in my study is by allowing the participants to open up through 
the answers they provide when interviewed by me. I consider these answers to be their own answers 
and as such their stories. The structure of questions and answers allow them to tell me their stories. I, 
then, use their stories to make sense of the data and draw findings from the data. 
Allcorn and Stein (2015) in the book “The Dysfunctional workplace”, start off with the critical questions 
“Why should stories count as organization data?” and “What do stories offer organizational research 
and consulting that traditional quantitative data do not?” According to Stein and Allcorn, stories are 
about meaning and experience, they help us to make sense of our experiences, and enable us to learn 
(Allcorn & Stein, 2015). 
Gabriel mentions the role of stories as: “Stories are vital ways in which we construct our individual and 
group identities and sustain our bonds to our communities and places of work (Gabriel, 2011). And it 
is this concept identity that Adrian Carr (2001) has used to write his article “Understanding emotion 
and emotionality in a process of change”, by elaborating on Freud’s theory on identity development. I 
described Carr’s concepts in Chapter 3.3 
What stories have to offer to organizational research are ways to understand the conscious as well as 
the unconscious of the individuals and the dimension of experience and meaning in organizational 
life. Stories and storytelling also enable to know and to heal organizations and people. Stories then 
create an opportunity of “knowing organizational life in greater depth, offering rich opportunities for 
meaningful change.” (Allcorn & Stein 2015, p.5). And it is this “knowing” that I pursue with this study. 
4.3.4 Boje on Antenarrative
The purpose of this study is to make sense and better understand what I observed in the workplace. 
To do so I interviewed key informants at both research sites. I, rather obviously, observed what I saw 
happening at Bank A and Bank B, as these observations are in fact the starting point to my research. 
However, the structure of the narratives of the interviewed is not my focus. I have studied what the 
interviewees said, but have not chosen to make use of discourse or narrative analysis. These fine-
grained research techniques focus on the structure of the expression and see how the interviewed or 
observed express themselves the key to meaning. 
I choose to focus on what the informants said and what I observed, and not on how they ordered 
their text(s). Conversation analysis seems to lock the researcher into a very micro perspective where 
how communication or text is achieved and conveyed becomes the key focus of research. Ultimately, I 
wanted to understand what I saw as mis-organization or counter-productive attitudes in organization 
management undergoing rapid change. I was interested in a social and organizational theme and did 
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not want to choose individual construction of speech or text as my focus. Also, I am not a conversation 
analysis expert, a social-psychologist or micro-sociologist. As stated, coming from business studies with 
an MBA, what we could call business behavior is my favored aggregation level. For me, my informants 
are telling me things about their work, themselves and their organization. What they tell about that 
organizational reality is my subject matter and not how they tell it. 
Narrative theory would have asked me to attend to the plot or structure of the interviewees’ stories, 
assuming that there were common structures or plots to what was said. Here, again, the structure 
of the interview text would prevail as the research focus and not the content of the interviews. My 
choice is to take the interview content genuinely seriously and not to reduce that content to an 
object of narrative or conversation analysis. I look to the interviews to see what they reveal; I accept 
my interviewees as key informants who can tell me about their perception of the organization(s) and 
their roles in it. Another researcher might focus on confidence and self-doubt, social conventions and 
clichés, repeated patterns of speech and patterns of self-definition; but I choose more to take my 
informants at their word and to study what they said about themselves and their work situation.
My goal has not been to study individual stories but the stories of individuals, as part of a collective 
the organizations. I have made use of David Boje’s antenarrative theory in my examination of the 
interview data. Boje posits that a speaker has an interest in what she/he says. When one speaks one 
attempts conviction, understanding, persuasion, self-confirmation. A speaker exposes her or himself to 
examination and critique. Speaking is to take a risk. One will or will not be validated by one’s listeners. So 
I wondered about what the interviewees tried to achieve by what they said. What was the intention of 
their speech? What effect and results did they want to achieve by speaking out during the interviews? 
Antenarrative, as developed by Boje (2001, (2008)), is based on Bakhtin’s ideas about dialogism 
(Bakhtin, 1981,1984). Bakhtin understood speech as a communicative effort where understanding 
and relatedness play a crucial role. The focus of antenarrative, according to Boje, is on narratives that 
are pieces of conceptualized, fragmented organizational discourse, where interests and identities are 
constructed in space and time. Antenarratives do not focus on stories as fully formed, as is the case 
in the classical literary narrative analysis (Boje 2001, 2008). They react to oral communication, which 
occurs in bits and pieces and not in fully rounded texts. Stories, as in storytelling, is not how people 
normally talk to one another. My interviews stayed close to normal speech, it was an interviewee 
talking to an interviewer. The interviewees produced spoken speech and not dialogue as in a play or 
film. They spoke in phrases, broken sentences, and the vernacular. This all matches antenarrative, and 
its awareness of fragments and how incomplete and partial speech is. Moreover, my analysis matches 
Boje’s intent: What are these people trying to tell me? What issues about understanding, acceptance 
and relationship are inherent to their speech?
4.3.5 Gabriel, Boje, balancing the camps in my research
Both Yiannis Gabriel (2000) and David Boje (2008) are respected scholars and authorities on the use of 
stories and storytelling when studying organizational life. As mentioned in the previous paragraph I 
will use Boje’s concept of antenarrative to perform my research. This causes a perceived “conflict” and 
challenges me to balance my goals in a way that I find it necessary to explain this to the reader. 
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From the articles that Yiannis Gabriel wrote on the development of his theory of Miasma, it is not 
possible to deduce how he approached his research from the standpoint of stories and storytelling. 
In other words, it is not explicitly clear if he used his methods or the methods of others, i.e., Boje’s 
methods as described by Boje in his book Storytelling Organizations. I assume that Gabriel used his 
own method of analyzing stories, on which he elaborates in his book Storytelling in Organizations. In my 
research, I am using Boje’s antenarrative to display and analyze my findings as I am presenting “bits and 
parts” of interview data from my respondents, while I am using Gabriel’s theory of Miasma. 
Assuming that Gabriel uses his own more “Aristotelian” concept of stories and storytelling, with a 
beginning, middle, and end, to perform his research, I want to clarify that I used Boje’s antenarrative 
concept of analyzing stories and storytelling. In Boje’s concept, there is no specific beginning, middle 
and end of stories and storytelling. I understood from Hugo Letiche (2018) that a discussion took place 
between Gabriel and Boje about their difference in approach to the concept of stories and storytelling. 
According to Letiche, this discussion led to a principled dispute between the two scholars. Performing 
research by using Gabriel’s Miasma, while using Boje’s concept of antenarrative, I find myself on a 
methodological crossroad whereby I choose Boje’s concept of antenarrative to lead me in my analysis 
in making sense I am able to learn from the interview data of the respondents. The interviews and the 
data which I collected, did not have a strict beginning, middle and an end, and I present my data more 
according to the idea of Boje’s antinarrative.
Gabriel operates on two different playing fields, which he never combines. On one playing field, he 
writes on narratives and storytelling and the other he writes about a psychoanalytic approach to 
organizations. Gabriel never combines the two playing fields to perform, for instance, psychoanalysis 
of stories. In this sense, his oeuvre is split entirely between two different things, which he never allows 
to touch each other, which is unusual. In his psychoanalytical work, he is in a sense a systems thinker. 
Moreover, Miasma is, in the way Gabriel describes it, a system. With his systems thinking, Gabriel 
reduces the complexity of his use of narratives and storytelling, in his analysis. 
Psychoanalysis as a tradition seems to take something seemed to be an entirety, a whole, one thing, 
personal character and personal identity, and it splits it up into very complicated parts, which are 
often in a conflict relationship with one another; this is the significant change that Freud made. Before 
Freud, in the 19th century, the popular concept of identity was that a person had a character, that one 
person equaled one character and it was fixed. Freud changed this idea of one identity and substituted 
it for a much more complicated idea of how human identity and human psychology operates. This 
complexification of identity, which is so typical about Freud, is in Gabriel’s systems thinking less 
clearly evident. For Gabriel, at one moment, one organization can be quite thoroughly characterized 
as Miasma. While Boje is close to the Freudian tradition on this point. Boje sees everything in highly 
complex relatedness, in all sorts of systems and sub-systems, and portions and aspect, which are all 
doing strange things to each other. This leads to the question: When something (an organization), or 
someone (a person) tells a story, does one anticipate that the story has a single identity or not? For 
Boje, the answer to this question is “No”. Boje’s concept points towards the assumption that people 
tell stories and that there all sorts of manifest levels of those stories. The bits and pieces of the stories 
can be contradictory, complicated. Stories cannot easily or simply be put in a causal relationship with 
each other. This is why Boje has developed the idea of stories as bits of text, and not as big stories with 
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a beginning, middle and an end. Boje’s idea is far from the characteristics of an Aristotelian drama. 
Gabriel sees story with sub-sections, which fit all together and he finds Boje not accurately responsible 
in how he understands stories. In my case, when I present my findings, I do not present the data in 
terms of one identity, one person, a beginning, middle and an end; I don’t use a fixed structure to 
present data. I use bits and pieces of text from the respondents, which illustrate a particular problem 
and situation. As such, the way I present my data is much closer to Boje than to Gabriel. This can 
be perceived as a tension, because on the one hand I am inspired by the idea of psychoanalysis of 
organizations as developed by Gabriel; but on the other hand, I don’t accept the way Gabriel tends to 
see stories and identity as large semi-stable objects. 
4.3.5.1 Approach to analyzing stories
In the previous chapter I have provided my position when it comes to analyzing stories. According to 
Chase (2005) five diverse approaches or analytical frames, can be identified to analyze stories: 
1. a psychosocial developmental approach; 
2. an identity approach with a focus on how people construct themselves within institutional, 
cultural, and discursive contexts; 
3. a sociological approach with a focus on specific aspects of people’s lives;
4. a narrative, ethnographic approach, and 
5. an auto-ethnographic approach. 
I will use the “identity approach” because my goal is to understand Miasma better, as defined by 
Gabriel. I am trying to make sense of how the participants cope with their identity as the organizations 
go through transition and are affected by Miasma.
4.3.5.1.1 Justification 




I have provided my personal and social justification, addressing the “who cares” and “so what” questions 
in the introduction and first chapters of this dissertation. To some extent, justification is also provided 
by addressing the research design. 
4.3.5.2 Case study
A case study is one of the methods of social science, among several others, and is an appropriate 
method applicable to my study. It allows a systematic approach to examine a range of issues without 
forcing a strict procedure to follow with respect to sample gathering. 
Yin (1993) differentiates between three types of case studies:
1. Exploratory, 
2. Causal case study and 
3. Descriptive case studies. 
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Exploratory case study is defined by Christoph Streb as follows: “The exploratory case study investigates 
distinct phenomena characterized by a lack of detailed preliminary research, especially formulated 
hypotheses which can be tested, and/or by a specific research environment that limits the choice of 
methodology” (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 2010). I started off exploratory case study and gathered data 
before theories were identified or research questions formulated. The first batch of data is analyzed and 
led to more systematic studies. The first stage in the exploratory case study is to define the issues to be 
researched. This process is a similar process to which my study evolved, from collecting data, analyzing 
the data, and then formulating the issues to be researched. As mentioned before, my intention is not 
to create a new theory. I will use the explanatory theory of Miasma by Gabriel as a frame through 
which I order my data. I am aware that the findings from my study may include insights highlighting 
cause and effect relationships. The findings from my study may include answers to questions related 
to what causes Miasma and what the effects of Miasma are on organizations. As such, I would engage 
in an explorative study where, according to Yin (1993), Gabriel’s theory of Miasma is used to guide the 
collection of data.
However as I proceeded I quickly switched to descriptive case study as soon as I decided that my goal 
is to better understand what I was noticing in the first batch of data and that I would use the theory of 
Miasma as a looking glass. Albert Mills provides the following description of descriptive case study: “A 
descriptive case study is one that is focused and detailed, in which propositions and questions about 
a phenomenon are carefully scrutinized and articulated at the outset” (Mills et al., 2010). As my goal is 
to have a better understanding of Miasma I will continue to use descriptive case study as a method.
I will not use the causal case study method as I am not trying to find out more about causal linkages 
between events. Causal case study is explained by Jaana Woiceshyn as: “The essence of explanatory 
theories is to answer “why” questions. To do so, causal linkages between events must be identified; this 
is what causal case studies do” (Mills et al., 2010).
Yin (1994) also differentiates between an embedded and a holistic case study whereby an embedded 
case study is grounded in a particular place and time. A holistic case study deals with a global issue or 
theme (Yin, 1994). The former applies to how I use case study methodology. Yin (1981a, 1981b), in his 
book Case Study Research (2009) provides a technical definition of case study: 
“The scope of the case study:
1. A case study is an empirical inquiry that;
2. Investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially 
when;
3. The boundaries between phenomenon and context are not evident.
4. The case study inquiry;
5. Copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of 
interest than data points, and as another result;
6. Relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, 
and as another result;
7. Benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and 
analysis.”
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Case study (aspects 1-7) provides a productive method to be used to perform my research. I use 
semi-structured interviews to gather data in both Site 1 and Site 2 where the “boundaries between 
phenomenon and context are not evident.” The merger of two organizations forms, at both sites, the 
context, and there is no clear boundary between this context and the Miasma as the phenomenon that 
is investigated. I intend to study the contemporary phenomenon “organizations in a state of Miasma” in 
depth and within its real-life context. The context that is studied will have many “more variables” and as 
such Case study offers flexibility in gathering data in the organizations, which I am studying, as well as 
the way the data can be analyzed. 
Case study, as a method, offers the possibility to describe a specific setting and to focus the analysis 
on a distinct event, situation or culture. It may range from an event related to an organization, a single 
group or a community. Other case study possibilities are surveys, experiments or analysis of archival 
information (Yin, 2002). Case studies, just like other narratives or fictional stories, offer the opportunity 
for the reader to be informed about an experience or event that offers something to learn. It may 
include a range from basic principles to more specialized knowledge or insights.
Although a case study is based on a unique situation or event which may not be repeated in the same 
way as it occurred during the period of the study, or is an anomaly that is a deviation from the normal, it 
may still offer elements which can resurface in another context at another time. I will include a second 
case as described earlier, the merger of two Trust services organizations. This broadens the research to 
a research methodology using two site studies instead of one.
Change as a phenomenon in general, and more specifically in organizations, as a repetitive 
phenomenon, may encompass many differences. By using multiple case studies, the differences 
may be clarified, and a broader range of insights made possible. Deleuze (1968) explains; complex 
repetition involves aspects (singularities) that multiply (reflect) each other. Repetition may vary itself 
and as such include differences. Complex repetition disguises its variability and difference. Delueze 
distinguishes between two types of repetition; A bare (simple) repetition, this involves the stereotyped 
and automatic repetition of the same element and a clothed (complex) repetition, involves a repetition 
that includes a difference hidden within, which often disguises and repositions the differences that are 
concealed within. By using the case study my goal is to expose hidden differences and broaden the 
insights in explaining what the dynamics are in a context where change taking place in an organization. 
Although the place, time and context are different, case studies containing narratives and stories 
that may offer the repetition and the shared experience that can be recognized. As Moriceau (2005) 
describes it; “We can feel ourselves in their shoes and gain knowledge, pertinent to deal with our next 
situations. We experience a naturalistic generalization”. Gabriel has developed the theory of Miasma 
based on several case studies. The repetition and shared experience that flows from his conclusions 
are significant. My goal is to use yet another repetition, the use of another two case studies, to expose 
the disguised and concealed insights. 
Having reviewed the different case study methods, I will use descriptive case study as the method in 
this study. 
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4.3.6 Action research
I need to clarify what I have not done and why it is so. Though I want to respect the participants and 
be close to them, I have not done Action Research. The steps that are applicable to Action Research 
can be summarized as follows:
 • Diagnosis
 • Agreed change
 • Action
 • Evaluation
These are not the steps that I will use to perform this study.
The access I got to participants in the organization surprised me in a very positive way. From the 
moment I received permission from my direct report to perform interviews, starting with him, many 
referrals immediately agreed and were very interested in participating. My pool of participants grew 
thanks to his cooperation. I wish to acknowledge the participants willingness to tell their stories, to be 
heard in some way, to freely speak about their ideas, opinions, sensitivities, to expose their vulnerability. 
I view this as a challenge to give this “willingness to talk about it” a proper place in this thesis because I 
did not expect that people would be willing to share their frustrations, insecurities and other emotional 
stories so openly with a researcher. I find it challenging to secure their anonymity and that of the 
organization. 
Action research acknowledges my role as the researcher as an active participant in the overall research 
process. As Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) describe action research: “Action research is a form of 
collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve 
the rationality and justice of their own social or educational practices, as well as their understanding of 
these practices and the situation in which these practices are carried out”. 
The fact that Action research requires feedback and planning cycles over a critical period, however, 
limited the applicability of this research method to my study. I was able to receive feedback from some 
of the participants but in an unstructured manner and on an ad hoc basis. Many of the participants, 
although reasonably accessible, were restricted in their time, as many interviews were also unplanned 
and spontaneous. The correct execution of this research method was not practical. 
Action research minimally requires that there is a willingness of the organization, the target group and 
the persons involved, to think critically when they participate, about practices currently in place. This 
implies that participants should become willing “co-researchers” in the process (McNiff & Whitehead, 
2002). These are requirements that were lacking in my case. Although the participants in my case were 
elementary to get access to, to be interviewed and to be challenged to think critically, these participants 
were not “co-researchers.” The organization was surely not willing to become part of a structured way of 
“thinking critically” and allocating funding to support an Action research methodology. 
After having reviewed Action research, I concluded it not to be entirely applicable to my case and had 
to move on to look for a more suitable method. 
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4.3.7 Auto-ethnography
To do auto-ethnography, I would have to begin with Miasma as my problem but, I saw Miasma as a 
problem of understanding others and not as my own condition.
Although there are many researchers (Art Bochner, one of the pioneers of auto-ethnography) who 
have used this Auto-ethnography (Ellis & Bochner, 1996; Ellis, 2004) as a method, this method is not 
suitable for my research because I positioned myself, during the research, as an outsider. I was the 
external consultant at all times, I was not an internal employee as were my other colleagues, not on 
the payroll of the company as an employee, but I was hired for a period to work for specific tasks, and 
I could be made redundant without any consequences. For my colleagues, the participants whom I 
interviewed, this was all very different. They were insiders among each other.
An autobiographical, personal narrative whereby the writer/researcher examines his/her own 
experiences, as a central aspect of the research, makes it very ‘individually’ focused. This is very 
different from ethnography, where the experiences and beliefs of others are considered. Further, 
Auto-ethnography has issues regarding validity but also its strengths. Robert Coles offers an appealing 
description, as summarized by Art Bochner;
“Coles refers to professional, academic socialization as a form of indoctrination into the mind-set that 
theory is the way to get to the core of things. One learns that entering a discipline means stepping into 
the world that has its language; if you want to live in that world, you better be able to speak that way. 
We learn to tell our version of the lives we study by translating the terms ordinary people use into the 
categories and jargon that comprise our field’s theoretical language. Looking back on his education, 
Coles realizes now that he learned to force the stories his patients told into the theoretical constructs 
that had been forced into him. These theories substituted for the concrete details of stories, the teller’s 
representation of the lived life-giving way to the social scientist’s expertise at abstracting its meaning. 
Usually, the theory is there before the story is heard and, thus, the tale works to service the theory that 
explains it” (Bochner, 1997, p.423).
This observation is a very persuading one. I tend to agree with the idea that “the theory is there before 
the story is heard, and thus the tale works to service the theory that explains it.” Auto-ethnography 
champions the authenticity of the author’s voice and I wish to respect this position.
Further considering the writings of Bochner and Ellis, both write about personal loss and the personal 
meanings that these observations may contain. Looking closer at their writing styles, we see that 
Bochner reflects more extensively on the meanings he attaches to his experiences. He provides 
more citations and references to support his narratives and as such strengthens the validity of his 
observations. Ellis, on the other hand, writes more from her experiences and offers less external 
references. The strength of validity in Ellis’s case depends solely on her contemplations and feelings. 
Although it is difficult to critique an emotion or feeling it is tough to generalize a personal emotion or 
feeling and claim a truth that can be thoroughly validated.
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Both Bochner and Ellis, it can be said, use an approach whereby their observations have a therapeutic 
effect, but this limits the use of their observations when transcending Western or more specifically, 
American culture. This cultural difference limits the solidity of the observations; in a different culture, 
the perspectives may be different from a personal point of view or an organizational perspective. 
On the other hand, emotions and feelings are human aspects that may offer a starting point for further 
inquiries, as they are universal aspects of human beings. Although it remains valid that it is difficult to 
assume that personal feelings and emotions can be imposed as universal truths, there is an angle that 
is interesting when critiquing the approach of Bochner and Ellis. As Bochner elaborates: 
“Moreover, a scholarly inquiry is not assumed to start at the site of one’s own experience. We learn to 
“receive knowledge” by focusing outward, relying on the wisdom of our predecessors to preview our 
own experiences and expectations. “Review the literature; see what others have said; stand on the 
shoulders of the giants,” we are told. Start at the site of what they write, and you can at least avoid being 
accused of stupidity or ignorance. Fair enough. However, how was this helping me now? (Bochner, 
1997, p.424)” 
I share Bochner’s view to some extent that looking back through the rear mirror is not always helpful 
when trying to go deeper and try to understand terrain that has not been sufficiently explored before. 
A starting point is probably useful to try and make sense of your own emotions and feelings about the 
new terrain to be explored, as Bochner and Ellis have demonstrated. 
In my case, organizational Miasma may be an illness in need of healing, but I view it as a phenomenon 
that may very well not need healing, but instead, needs better understanding to enable better 
management and thereby prevent Miasma occurring in organizations going through severe change. 
I am using the theory of Miasma as a sensitizing concept, a theoretical framework to perform my 
research and as such, I am being deductive while open to other insights. Analyzing Miasma from a 
different angle may provide an alternative to understanding this phenomenon that is observed in 
organizations going through severe change processes, while functioning in a capitalist environment 
where change is a natural phenomenon. Moreover, the method of Bochner and Ellis may well be a 
welcome addition to the analysis toolkit. 
However having carefully considered these angles, my reservations still stands and are based on the 
notion that auto-ethnography primarily offers validity only through the perspective of the researcher/
author. I conclude that auto-ethnography is not a suitable research method that I will make use of. 
4.3.8 Ethnography
Ethnography has its roots in cultural anthropology, and involves the extended observations of groups 
in their natural setting, carefully examining the habits, customs, and the way they live. The researcher 
aims to provide a description and interpretation of cultural patterns of behavior, practices, and values 
(van Maanen, 1988, 1995, 2006). I am studying a process, the process of the merger of two organizations 
(Site 1 and Site 2). I am interested in understanding the process of the organizations “possibly” in a state 
of Miasma during this merger. I am not researching a specific culture, or its characteristic elements. To 
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put it bluntly, I am not studying financial institutions as such. Considering this, Ethnography is not a 
suitable method for my research. 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) explain ethnography governs the nature of the study with the 
purpose to:  “gather whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the emerging 
focus of inquiry.” Among the data collection methods are; Case study, structured and unstructured 
interviews and observations. Thus there are links between my study and ethnography.
Gabriel (2012) mentions in his paper about the development of his theory of Miasma: “It is an 
organization which I had the opportunity to observe over a number of years as a stakeholder; I was 
able to conduct numerous interviews and conversations with almost all its members and participated 
in many meetings and events”. Although one may assume that Gabriel performed his research as an 
Ethnographer, there is no explicit mention by him in any of the papers I was able to review of using 
Ethnography as his method of research. 
Note: There is a critique needed on the manner Gabriel (2012) performed his research on the points 
of using anonymous resources, as he goes on protecting the real identity of his participants and the 
organization he used. This anonymity, of participants and the organization, makes it difficult to evaluate 
his findings. In my case the sector is stated, and the data is stored electronically at the University.
I do see parallels between my research and some organizational ethnography, for instance with Jackell 
(1988). As mentioned earlier, I asked my direct report for permission to collect data that I would use for 
my research. After having received permission, all went very fast and easy; many participants agreed 
to become part of the research effort and referred some of their colleagues to me. I was a member 
of “the group” before the interviews started but now I became an even “closer” member. With this, 
the significant function as Jackall’s (1988) ethnographic method recognizes, of access to research 
participants and becoming a member of the research group, was fulfilled. 
In his work Moral Mazes (1988) Jackall demonstrates his use of an ethnographic research structure. In 
this particular study, Jackell acted as an outside observer in two large companies (one in the textile 
industry and the other in the chemical industry) without following strict scientific procedures. His 
research methods may be subject to criticism because he relied too much on anonymous sources with 
limited use of citations. As such, he used fictionalization and created composed characters necessary 
to be able to provide security to his research participants. On the point of providing and securing 
anonymity, I also feel challenged. Although I will provide the security of anonymity to the organizations 
I studied, and the persons I interviewed, I see no need to use fiction and create composite characters. 
I further point out that as a non-sociologist but as a humanist researcher of management theory, I am 
not adhering to the research structure as used by sociologists, with the focus on social stratification, 
social class, social mobility. My focus is to achieve a better understanding, and to make sense of what 
was meaningfully happening to these people. 
Damian P.O’Doherty (2007) elaborates that there is a methodological relationship between the 
“researched” and the “researcher.” He explains this in two ways; first, the level of access a researcher 
has, simultaneously implies that there is secure access to “truth” that would not be possible to 
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experience, without the access granted. Second, he points out that the relationship orientation creates 
a situation, whereby different perspectives emerge as relationships and the access to the “researched” 
also changes with the passage of time. When considering these conditions, it becomes evident that 
“access” between “the researcher” and “the researched” (the people who are researched) takes place in 
both directions, and the researcher also becomes part of the inquiry when he becomes a member of 
the group which he uses for his research. In this case, the researcher becomes part of the narrative.
Czarniawska (1998,1999) points out that narratives function as the primary mode of communication, 
and sharing knowledge in organizations. This point contrasts with Jackall’s method of working, 
whereby he uses narratives to draw overall significant relevance from his observations. Jackall does 
not provide a definition of “narrative” in his work that corresponds with the definition that Czarniawska 
(1998) provides, wherein narrative determines both the structure and the content of the research. 
As such, management within organizations exists as literary genres where narratives about practices, 
people, and organization have a central place. 
My study is more similar to that of Jackall as described in Moral Mazes (1988) than that what is related 
to Czarniawska (1998,1999). Jackall uses “Moral Mazes” as his sensitizing just as I use “Miasma” as mine. 
Most recently the work published by Karen Ho, “Ethnography of Wall Street Investment Bankers (Ho, 
2009) acknowledges the use of narratives as a method to create a better understanding of how 
organizations function. Ho was able to gather narratives as a business analyst, precisely as in my case 
where I was able to do the same as a consultant in Site 1 and as a researcher in Site 2. She examines the 
daily lives of Wall Street Investment Bankers. She outlines a range of structures, practices, and beliefs 
that inform the post-Fordist market system. Although there is a lot of instability in the system, the 
system is focused mainly on wealth and liquidity. Ho’s ethnography exhibits that investment banking 
inhibits corporate culture constructions and professional structures that focus on individual well-being 
or shared interests. The bank creates a replicating system of ideology and behaviors that enables 
formation and reformation at the same time of post-Fordist management practices all depending 
on the demands of liquidity. I must add that Ho has used a research structure familiar to that which 
anthropologists use. I will again deviate from such structure, as my goal is to study a specific social 
behavioral issue. Ho’s goal is to typify the banking culture in general, my goal is far more limited.
Having considered Robert Jackall (1988), P.O’Doherty (2007), Barbara Czarniawska (1998,1999) and 
Karen Ho (2009) and although I see certain similarities with their research, I am not confident that 
ethnography is the right method for me. Ethnographers aim to collect and perform research with 
the aim to be able to describe organizations, meanings, and interpretations of culture (Streubert & 
Carpenter, 1990). This goal differs from my goal and intention. My goal is not to study the culture of the 
two banks and two trust organizations. I intend to make sense of, and try to understand the irrational 
behavior of the participants during the process of change taking place.
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4.3.9 Grounded theory
According to Glaser and Strauss, traditional grounded theory methodology is an abstract, substantive, 
mid-range theory that focuses on process, and has a core category that connects stages of theory 
together formation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978) Straus & Corbin, 1990). As a research 
methodology, grounded theory is suitable to identify and explain social processes.
The research I have performed is in line with the methodology used by grounded theorists. Although 
I am not developing a new theory and I am also not testing the theory of Miasma but using Gabriel’s 
theory of Miasma as a theoretical support, and I am trying to deductively form an idea of how 
productive the theory is. This approach may lead to emerging patterns or insights that are not yet 
covered by Gabriel’s theory. 
My research practice has been more or less in line with the aim of grounded theorists. Grounded 
theorists aim to understand the behavior of individuals who engage in phenomena that are studied, 
by focusing on the context and the natural social world, whereby the researcher collects data about 
action and interaction between individuals, in a given context (Chenitz, 1986). When it comes to the 
collection of data, grounded theorists have the flexibility to collect data from the field and start their 
analysis at once. They go forward and backward between data analysis and the field, to further collect 
data to be able to develop their substantive theory (Streubert & Carpenter, 1990). To compare this 
approach with that which is used by Ethnographers, “Ethnography suffered in the past from a rigid 
and artificial separation of data collection and analysis” according to Charmaz and Mitchell (Charmaz 
& Mitchell, 2001, p.162). 
As mentioned earlier, I started with some interviews, reviewed that data and went to the field again to 
collect data. I also added a second site, Case 2, to add to the data, while having already analyzed the 
data from Case 1. 
Although my goal was not to create a new theory, using the theory of Miasma as a theoretical 
support, I will be looking for and analyzing patterns that are in line or out of line with what Gabriel 
has mentioned as patterns of Miasma. The principal technique for data analysis, used by grounded 
theorists is inductive analysis. According to Patton (Patton, 1980, p.306) “Inductive analysis means that 
the patterns, themes, and categories of analysis come from the data; they emerge out of the data 
rather than being imposed on them before data collection and analysis.” 
I have used inductive analysis and have used the flexibility to go forward and backward to analyze 
data and collect new data from the field, and as such consider grounded theory a more appropriate 
research methodology for my research. 
4.3.9.1 Grounded theory and Sensitizing concepts
As mentioned earlier, I am not generating a new theory. I used Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a sensitizing 
concept. The term sensitizing concept originated with Blumer (1954), an American sociologist, who 
explained the contrast between sensitizing concepts and definitive concepts. Blumer explained,
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“A definitive concept refers precisely to what is common to a class of objects, by the aid of a clear 
definition regarding attributes or fixed benchmarks. . . . A sensitizing concept lacks such specification 
of attributes or benchmarks, and consequently, it does not enable the user to move directly to the 
instance and its relevant content. Instead, it gives the user a general sense of reference and guidance 
in approaching empirical instances. Whereas definitive concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, 
sensitizing concepts merely suggest directions along which to look.” 
Sensitizing concepts are viewed by social researchers as interpretive tools and as points of departure for 
qualitative studies (Glaser, 1978; Padgett, 2004; Patton, 2002). According to Gilgun (2002, p.4), “Research 
usually begins with such concepts, whether researchers state this or not and whether they are aware 
of them or not” . Sensitizing concepts provide guidelines for researching specific settings, as sensitizing 
concepts draw attention to features which are important when considering social interactions.”
Charmaz (2003) refers to sensitizing concepts as “those background ideas that inform the overall 
research problem” and further states, 
“Sensitizing concepts offer ways of seeing, organizing, and understanding experience; they are 
embedded in our disciplinary emphases and perspectival proclivities. Although sensitizing concepts 
may deepen perception, they provide starting points for building analysis, not ending points for 
evading it. We may use sensitizing concepts only as points of departure from which to study the data. 
(Charmaz, 2003, p. 259, emphasis in original)” 
In line with the above, I will use Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a theoretical framework, a sensitizing 
concept and as a point of departure, creating a foundation for analysis of the gathered research data, 
from Site 1 and Site 2. By formulating some themes and the patterns described by Gabriel related to 
organizations in a state of Miasma, I will perform a structured thematic analysis to answer the research 
questions. The data gathered will be coded along the line of themes.
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5 CHAPTER DATA COLLECTION
The collection of data for this research shows many similarities with the data collection process that 
Yiannis Gabriel (2012) performed when he developed his theory on Miasma. Gabriel mentions: “It is 
an organization which I had an opportunity to observe over a number of years, as a stakeholder; I was 
able to conduct numerous interviews and conversations with almost all its members and participants 
in many meeting and events”. Similarly I was able to gather data with sufficient access to my informants 
over an extended period of many years.
5.1 THE USE OF INTERVIEWS
To collect data, I specifically used semi-interviews. To find out about things that the researchers are not 
able to observe, they use interviews (Stake, 2010). 
I used interviews to find out more than I was able to observe, and also to find out what more there 
was to uncover. The semi-structured interview method helped, as I was able to change course when 
needed, and to be able to zoom in or out when needed. (Seidman, 2006, p.9) explains “At the root of 
interviewing is an interest in understanding the lived experience of other people, and the meaning 
they make of that experience.” The goal of interviewing is to allow the participant to reconstruct 
the experience that is the topic of interest, formulated as a question (Seidman, 2006). I indeed used 
interviewing to understand better what I observed, which was the irrational behavior of my colleagues, 
and how they attribute meaning to their experiences.
5.2 NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
I interviewed more than 12 participants on Site 1. Some of the data was redundant and so I choose 
to include and mention the interviews of 11 participants. Parts of the data which I gathered from the 
other participants, other than the 11 participants mentioned in chapter 6, I included in observations. 
On Site 2, I interviewed 4 participants. Redundancy in data occurs when there is no new information 
added by adding new interviews. Redundancy occurred among the data included in my study of 
Site 1. Usually by the 12th interview redundancy in data occurs, and surely by the 20th interview, this 
according to Lincoln and Guba (1985). Obviously my data from Site 2 was much more precursory.
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5.3 DATA ANALYSIS
All interviews were first voice recorded which took place during the interview process. The interviews 
were dated and stored to be transcribed. Interviews were all performed in the local language, and then 
translated into English. To check the accuracy, all transcribed interviews were checked after, to make 
sure that the voice recordings corresponded with the transcribed word documents. 
To write the findings in Chapter 6 quotes of the participants are used. The findings are grouped 
according to themes. In Strauss and Corbin (1990), the themes are supposedly inductively derived 
from the data. This claim of induction thematization is questionable; the researcher will always apply 
his/her mindset to the data, according to Glaser and Strauss. I have chosen to use themes from Miasma 
and to see how powerfully (or not) the data can be organized according to the themes, and I examine 
what data gets neglected or left out when I use the themes of Miasma to code my data. 
According to Rubin and Rubin (2005) coding starts with recognition. The result of recognition is that 
themes, events, concepts and topical markers can be found in the interviews. Coding is the process 
of labeling events, themes, concepts and topical markers. The concepts are defined as terms and 
words, which represent essential ideas. I have used themes to categorize the findings. The definition 
of themes, used by Rubin and Rubin (2005) are ‘explanations and summary statements’. From the 
interviews, I have identified events, which are defined as occurrences which took place. 
Each response to a question is considered a data unit, which can be coded. I have used three themes 
as mentioned by Gabriel (2012), when he describes his theory of Miasma, the theoretical lens that I use 
in this dissertation, to create a thematic presentation in Chapter 6.
5.4 COLLECTION IN SITE 1 (CASE 1), THE MERGER OF THE 
 BANKS (BANK A AND BANK B)
I was able to collect data from participants in both settings, in Bank A and Bank B. The process of data 
collection from Site took place in three periods. Interview data and observations will be included in the 
coming paragraphs. Here I provide a brief overview of how the collection took place.
The first period of data collection took place when I was working in Bank A as a business analyst, 
working on the implementation of a new software package. The second period of data collection 
took place in the period when I was working on a project in Bank B. The third and final collection of 
data took place three years after the merger and while I was not working in the banking environment 
anymore. 
The data collected in all periods consisted of interviews with colleagues, with who I worked on the 
projects. My role was one of a freelance consultant. The participants who I interviewed were full-time 
employees working for the organizations for many years. Interviews most often took place one on one, 
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face to face, in a meeting rooms in the office. In one interview, two colleagues who worked on the 
same desk participated together taking turns in sharing their experiences. 
In the last stage of data collection, years later, after the merger was concluded, I was able to interview 
one former participant again, face to face. He was still working for the same Bank B, the new situation. 
I also reached out to two others; both responded to my questionnaire by email as they were not 
available in person. One of the respondents had moved on and worked for another organization by 
then. The other was still employed by Bank B, although in a different position.
5.5 COLLECTION IN SITE 2 (CASE 2), THE MERGER OF THE 
 TRUST ORGANIZATIONS (TRUST C AND TRUST D)
Although I had access to Trust C long before I started collecting data for my research, I started collecting 
data only in the setting of Trust D, when the merger was already in the completion stage. 
I had access to an informant who worked with Trust C, who I was close with and as explained before 
through this informant had the opportunity to visit the Trust C and later also Trust D office locations 
and meet with people, colleagues from the workplace. After the merger of the Trust organizations was 
completed I had a conversation with my informant who now moved to Trust D. She told me about 
the new the situation she was facing on a daily basis, the post-merger setting, the challenges and 
the behavior of the people around her. I reflected on the conversation I had with her and sometime 
later approached her with the request if it would be possible to get access to colleagues, who I could 
interview for my study. She spoke to her colleagues and I was able to interview 3 participants who 
were from higher management or on director level. The interviews were face to face interviews.
I first briefed the participants about the purpose of the interviews by email and telephone. I explained 
that I was performing research to gain insight into the behavior of employees in times of significant 
change in financial service organizations. When I approached the participants by email asking them 
for their cooperation, they reacted enthusiastically and were very willing to participate. I scheduled 
face to face interviews with them individually. The interviews were performed in meeting rooms 
where privacy was guaranteed. With these participants, I proceeded to have more in-depth interviews 
whereby I would call them and would ask them questions to understand certain aspects better.
As the merger was already complete, I was only able to ask them to look back as far as the pre-merger 
period and share their experience from memory. Further, I was able to ask them questions related to 
their current situation. All these data will be used in this research. Interview data and observations will 
be further shared in the following paragraphs.
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5.6 DATA RETAINMENT
All interview data, voice recordings, local language and English transcripts will be retained on a USB 
data stick, for as long as necessary. As mentioned in previous chapters, there were two sites used for 
data gathering. The first site formed the basis to decide on gathering more data by searching for a 
suitable second site to add to the research and to enable more robust conclusions.
5.7 SETTING THE STAGE AND DEFINING THE TERRITORY OF 
 SITE 1 AND SITE 2 
5.7.1 Introduction to Site 1, two banks merging
The first site used to collect research data is the site of the two banks merging, Bank A and Bank B. Both 
banks are based in Northern Europe and are global players with branches internationally. Both banks 
have a rich history of how they grew to become leaders in their sector. The focus in this part of the 
dissertation is to provide information about these banks, the context, so that the results of this research 
can be viewed in the right context. 
5.7.1.1 Background info on Bank A and Bank B
Bank A in Land A was the bank where I started working as an external consultant in 2008. Bank A grew 
in the past by acquiring different banks to form its structure, which made it one of the biggest banks in 
Europe. Bank A had its head office in Land B while Bank B had its head office in Land A, both Northern 
European countries. Bank A was known as an entrepreneurial bank while Bank B had a reputation for 
being conservative and hierarchical.
5.7.1.1.1 Pre-merger period
In 2007, a consortium of three banks decided to acquire Bank B with its global structure. Bank B had 
also grown in the past by acquisition and mergers. The consortium planned to acquire Bank B and 
divide the different activities among them. This acquisition took place before the credit crisis was felt 
in the financial sector. The price the consortium agreed to pay was significant. As the consequences of 
the credit crisis started to be felt in the financial sector, the primary party in charge of the acquisition 
refused to renegotiate the acquisition price the consortium had agreed to pay for Bank B. This led to 
the fall of Bank A. In 2008 Bank A announced that it was willing to sell its share of Bank B, which it had 
acquired. Bank A needed the money to be able to cope with its debts.
5.7.1.1.2 Merger period
Shortly afterwards, the governments of Land A and Land B decided to nationalize Bank A. Bank A was 
divided into two parts. ‘Bank A based in Land A’ and ‘Bank A based in Land B’. The government of Land 
A took charge of Bank A in Land A and the government of Land B took charge of the part of the bank 
in Land B. Bank B in land A was also nationalized. 
This thesis focuses on the context of Land A where the government became the owner who had 
nationalized and had to manage Bank A and Bank B. The first step in this process was to separate the 
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activities of Bank A in Land A from the activities of Bank A in Land B. This separation is not the focus of 
this study but will be mentioned when needed to put things into perspective.
The focus is on the post-nationalization merger period. In this period there are three aspects that 
summarize the impact of the change. First, all Bank A personnel had to be moved from their head office 
to the Bank B head office. The head office of Bank A in the city center was closed and sold. Second, Bank 
A, the systems, processes, departments, and the entire value chain had to be integrated into Bank B. 
Third, the brand of Bank A had to be dismantled. From then onwards Bank B would be the final brand 
name and organization. 
After the merger, the government plan was to sell its stake in the bank by publicly listing its shares in 
Bank B. Years after the merger, Bank B was finally listed on the stock exchange and became a public 
company.
5.7.1.2 Stages of Site 1
Table A offers an overview and describes the different stages and their relevance to the study of Site 1.
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Table A: stages of Site 1






General Characteristics of the 
stage 
1 Period before 2008, 
Pre-nationalization of 
Bank A and B
Bank A took over Bank 
B, and Bank B had to 
be merged into Bank A 
(the leading Bank). 
No Land A & 
Land B
People working for Bank A, in 
Land A, had to cope with the 
change that many banking 
activities were being moved to 
Bank A in Land B. They feared for 
their independence and jobs. 
2 Period during 2008, the 
nationalization of Bank 
A and B, whereby it is 
decided that Bank B 
will be the leading Bank 
going forward
Bank A and Bank B were 
nationalized by the 
Land A government 
and had to be merged. 
Yes Land A & 
Land B
Bank A was nationalized, a sense 
of relief was experienced by 
the people of Bank A in Land 
A because they felt that they 
regained their independence 
3 Period after 2008-2009, 
post-nationalization of 
Bank A and B
Get Bank A and Bank B 
ready to merge Bank A 
into Bank B (the leading 
Bank). 
Yes Land A People from Bank A and B, both in 
the same Land A, had to prepare 
their organizations to enable the 
final merger into Bank B. In this 
period people from Bank A were 
experiencing change-related 
challenges while working on 
the merger as they had to move 
from their head office to the head 
office of Bank B. 
4 Period after 2009 to 
2010, 
post-nationalization of 
Bank A and B
Merging Bank A into 
Bank B, and dismantling 
the brand identity of 
Bank A. Bank B leads 
and the brand identity 
of Bank B becomes the 
leading brand identity.
Yes Land A People from Bank A had to cope 
with Bank B being the leader and 
experienced many change-
related challenges. Years after the 
merger, Bank B would become a 
publicly listed company. 
5.7.1.3 Role of the researcher on Site 1
The data collected in this study was collected during the period in which I was hired as an external 
consultant by Bank A in Land A. This was after the separation of Bank A from Land B was already 
concluded. After this separation, the task was to work in Bank A to enable the integration (merger) 
that had finally to take place with Bank B. In this period, I was able to gather interview data and make 
observations while working in the head office of Bank A for approximately two years. 
I was fortunate enough to later move to Bank B. My task as an external consultant at the head office 
at Bank B was to integrate the systems of Bank A into Bank B. Bank B was the leading party in the 
merger. This allowed me to continue to observe the merger process and continue to gather data and 
observations for another year.
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Years after the merger (i.e. post-merger) was completed, I was able to continue to gather data from 
individuals in the pool of participants. The interviews in the post-merger stage were executed by asking 
the available participants to reply to a questionnaire sent to them by email. I was able to perform some 
of the post-merger interviews in person. This additional data enabled a broader analysis of Miasma. All 
this data will be presented in Chapter 6.
5.7.2 Introduction to Site 2, two trust organizations merging
The second site used to collect research data is that of two trust organizations merging. The context 
of Site 2 differs from the two banks in Site 1. The merger of Trust A and Trust B had nothing to do with 
the credit crisis and/or nationalization by government. However, there were also similarities, which I 
will describe in the following. Just like with Site 1 the focus in this part of the dissertation is to provide 
information about these Trust organizations, the context, so that the results of this research can be 
viewed in the right perspective. Including data from Site 1 allows us to further analyze Miasma in the 
same context of the financial sector, but in a different period (post-credit crisis) and a different context.
5.7.2.1 Background info on Trust A and Trust B
5.7.2.1.1 Trusts in general 
Trust organizations facilitate services to reduce and avoid taxes. They make use of tax laws, national and 
international, to minimize the taxes individuals and companies pay. Their activities can be categorized 
into private trust services catering towards wealthy individuals, and corporate trust services catering 
towards businesses.
5.7.2.1.2 Trust A and Trust B, pre-merger period
Trust A was a century-old organization. It started as a family business, which was later bought by three 
individuals; three principal partners, who build the company with a head office in Land A and some 
smaller representative offices in other countries in the rest of the world. The growth of Trust A as a 
“cash-rich” company made it a suitable candidate to be acquired by a Private Equity (PE) investor. In 
2006 the partners decided to sell a large part of their stake to a private equity company (X), because 
they believed the price to be attractive enough. This first round of cash distribution created loyal and 
happy employees among the seniors in the company who shared in the revenues from the sale. The 
private equity company provided the capital to create a more robust and more international company. 
After three years, the PE investor (X) sold the company to another PE firm (Y). It was the second round 
of revenues from sales, which the same group of seniors shared and to this group, a new group of 
seniors was added. Again Trust A was expanded and further built up in the hands of PE firm Y. The 
atmosphere and culture in Trust A was always a happy and an entrepreneurial one.
Trust B was a more significant company, and a competitor of Trust A. Both operated globally and had 
their head office in Land A. Trust B did not offer financial market services that Trust A was a leader in. 
This had always made Trust A a challenging competitor. The focus of Trust A was on trust services for 
wealthy individuals. They did not have an extensive corporate client portfolio. 
In 2011 Trust A, made an offer and engaged in conversation to acquire Trust B, the larger company. The 
acquisition did not happen and was viewed by Trust B as a hostile action by Trust A.
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5.7.2.1.3 Trust A and Trust B, the merger period
Shortly after this “hostile” attempt by Trust A, another PE firm (Z) stepped in to acquire both Trust A and 
Trust B, with the plan to integrate them and form a larger company going forward. Trust B was chosen 
to be the leading Trust organization. During the acquisition talks, the CEO of Trust B demanded that he 
would stay on as the CEO in the new organization. This meant that the CEO of Trust A had to be offered 
another position and the same would happen to other senior people from Trust A. The overall plan was 
to dismantle the Trust A organization and brand, and merge Trust A into Trust B. Trust B would become 
the final brand and the organization going forward. This merger took place during approximately one 
and a half years. 
There are three aspects, which summarize the merger of Trust A and Trust B. First, Trust A had to leave its 
head office and move into the head office of Trust B. This meant that in foreign countries, where there 
were redundant offices, all personnel had to be moved and integrated into the Trust B offices. Second, 
the whole value chain of activities Trust A had built needed to be merged into Trust B. Third, Trust B was 
chosen to be the leading organization and brand name. Trust A had to be dismantled.
Pre-merger, Trust A and Trust B were unlisted companies. Post-merger, the PE firm (Z) listed the merged 
two trust companies under the new brand name, ‘Trust B’ on the Stock Exchange and Trust B became 
a publicly listed company.
5.7.2.2 Stages of Site 2
Similar to Site 1, I identified four stages relevant to the study of Site 2. The stages are of interest as 
they put events on a timeline. Table B offers an overview and describes the different stages and their 
relevance to this study.
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Table B: stages of Site 2





of the stage 
1 Scenario A Period end of 2012, 
Pre-merger of Trust 
A and Trust B
Trust A makes an 
offer to acquire 
Trust B 
No Land A People working for Trust 
A had the confidence 
that they would be in the 
lead during a possible 
acquisition of Trust B by 
Trust A. Trust B refuses the 
bid of Trust A.
1 Scenario B Period shortly after 
the bid of Trust 
A was refused by 
Trust B. 
The Private Equity 
firm (Z) started 
exploring the 
acquisition of both 
Trust A and Trust B.
No Land A The Private Equity firm (Z) 
explores the purchasing 
prices to be offered to 
both companies and 
how the merger could be 
executed.
2 The signing of the 
acquisition by the 
Private Equity Y of 
Trust A and Trust 
B, June 2013 the 
start of the merger 
until March 2014, 
completion of the 
merger. 
Start of the merger 
with Trust B in the 
lead and becoming 
the brand name 
going forward.
Yes Land A It is decided that Trust B 
will be in the lead when 
executing the merger. 
All offices of Trust A will 
be closed, and people 
will have to move to the 
buildings of Trust B. Trust 
B will also become the 
leading brand name going 
forward. 
3 Period after 
completion of the 
merger of Trust 
A and Trust B, 
post-merger March 
2014. 
Trust A has been 
merged with Trust 
B and moving 
forward.
Yes Land A People from Trust A have 
no other choice than to 
operate under the identity 
and work environment of 
Trust B. And have settled 
or are still settling into the 
new organization (further 
to be discussed in this 
thesis).
5.7.2.3 Role of the researcher on site one
My role as a researcher on Site 1 is different from my role on Site 2. 
Long before I decided to engage in writing a dissertation about Miasma, I was a welcome guest at Trust 
A. The head office of Bank A was within walking distance to the head office of Trust A. The person, my 
informant, who worked for Trust A would regularly invite me to visit during work time to have lunch 
together, and quite often I was invited to have drinks on Friday afternoon. I was able to observe and 
experience the work environment, atmosphere and culture of Trust A during the different stages as the 
company evolved. Years later, when the company was sold, I witnessed the happiness, the gratitude, 
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and the entrepreneurial spirit of Trust A. The culture was positively boosted by the financial gains from 
the sale to the PE firms. There was no negativity to be observed. The PE firm X and Y had a positive 
effect on Trust A and its people. 
As I was proceeding with gathering data at Bank A and Bank B, I was able to keep in contact with 
my informant at Trust A. After Trust A was sold in the second round to PE firm (Y), my informant was 
approached by the CEO of Trust A to move to a Trust A representative office in Asia for 4 years. In the 
same period I also moved to Asia for work, and was able to keep my contacts with my informant 
at Trust A. During this period in Asia I was able to visit the Trust office where my informant worked, 
on a regular basis to have informal meetings and to have lunch. I was able to observe the company 
culture and atmosphere, and notice the differences. The Asian personnel were much more subdued 
and humble. While the culture in Land A was open culture, the Asian culture was a more quiet one. 
The Asians would work in the cubicles, and the office was silent. People seemed happy and the overall 
atmosphere was pleasant. Trust B also had an office in the same Asian country, but I had not visited 
that office.
When the purchase of Trust A and Trust B was announced, everything changed in the Asian office. A 
turbulent time started. As I visited the Asian office, I could notice empty spots in the cubicles and soon 
understood that the person left had the organization. The atmosphere changed substantially from 
happy and cozy, to anxious and insecure. Conversations with my informant and other employees all 
pointed towards the insecurity that was taking over, due to the announced purchase of Trust A and 
Trust B by PE firm (Z) and the plans for the merger. In this period, many employees left Trust A for 
competitors. Many who left were senior people. They told me that they got a much better job offer 
from competitors and did not want to wait for their new appointments in the new organization. My 
informant’s position was not secure either, and within a year after the purchase by PE firm (Y) was 
announced, he had to relocate to Land A. 
Before the relocation back to Land A, my informant, together with all employees of Trust A moved to 
the head office of Trust B in the Asian country. This had to do with the merger plans and the steps as 
part of the merger. The Trust A office was closed and the company was rebranded to be Trust B. My 
informant and the Trust A employees who transferred to Trust B, shared that they felt insecure and as 
soon as they would be able to find a new job, they would do so. The atmosphere was tense, anxious 
and depressing. During my visits, I started noticing the same strange behavior I witnessed when I was 
involved at Bank A, before I became interested in Miasma as a phenomenon. 
When my informant finally moved back home to Land A, there was no Trust A office or brand left to 
go back to. In this period, I was able to visit and observe the office of Trust B, in the new setting. The 
merger was already concluded, and I experienced a pleasant atmosphere, although my informant 
was not happy at all in the new setting. Many seniors and peers left, and many were in the process of 
leaving. This made me very curious about what was going on in the organization, and among these 
people. I was able to observe similar strange behavior and decisions among the people from Trust A, 
who were still working or in the process of leaving the new organization. 
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This triggered me to approach my informant, and ask if it was possible to gather data in the 
organization. My informant spoke to some peers and old colleagues, and I soon got a positive response 
from individuals who I knew from the old days when I would join for a drink on a Friday afternoon. 
Their participation is included in this study. The interview data from Site two is presented in Chapter 6. 
I was able to interview with four senior individuals, all at the level of director or higher. After these 
interviews and a preliminary analysis of the interview data from these three participants, I decided 
not to proceed with more interviews, because the data showed many redundancies. I decided that 
additional interviews would not add more nuance and quality to the process. 
5.7.2.4 Rules of engagement 
With the consent of the participants, all interviews were recorded and performed in the native 
language. The interviews were then transcribed. To be used in this thesis, the interviews are translated 
into English 
Regarding the data collection, I have some points to be highlighted:
The data was collected with assurance to the participants that the names and the organizations will 
be classified and remain anonymous. The attribution of the data to these anonymous resources may 
create a lack of accountability, as the sources used in the research become unverifiable. To ensure that 
this does not happen I will make all original audio files available for storage at the university.
I expected some reservation during the data collection process. However, I was surprised at the 
easiness and openness with which the participants offered their opinions. As such, I did not observe 
any severe effect on the discourse. 
Many informal conversations I witnessed contained a lot of fascinating and very revealing material. Many 
meetings I attended, information sessions I participated in and many observations can be categorized 
in the same way. These observations are included throughout this study in previous and following 
chapters. Other observations I was able to make during the “informal” moments, I incorporated into 
the questions I posed during interviews. In this way I was able to capture some of the elements of the 
“informal” moments in the data collection process and also verify my observations.
It must be said that all stories used in this research are real, originating from the people I worked 
with, and was able to interview in person. I have known the individuals to a certain extent in the 
environment where I worked, and some I have even come to know even better as I became friends 
with them. Some of these relationships still exist, although I do not have regular contact with these 
former colleagues, and others I have no regular contact with anymore. All interviews were taped and 
then typed out. I archived all audio of every interview so that there would be proof that each story is a 
story of an individual, and of what those individuals experienced and what they were willing to share 
during the interview. 
The way in which I was able to collect the data, and the similarity to the way Gabriel (2012) performed 
his data to enable development of his theory on organizational Miasma offers a degree of comfort.
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5.7.3 Explaining the interview method
As a researcher, I hold a constructivist point of view of social reality and have correspondingly designed 
this study within an interpretive research paradigm. I made no hypothesis beforehand, as the purpose 
of the inquiry is theory exploration instead of theory testing. I embarked from the position that, to 
make sense of the world of the participants, as a researcher I must approach their world through the 
perspectives of the participants world (Denzin, 1989).
I decided to start my interviews based on my preliminary observations in the context setting of the 
two Banks merging. I started performing interviews with the consensus of a small group of people, 
with no predefined theoretical framework, no hypotheses, with a few questions about the social 
realities under investigation. The conversations I had with the participants resulted in the generation of 
further questions in response to the interviewees’ answers. The interviews are intended to expose the 
researcher to unanticipated topics and themes, and to help him/her to develop an understanding of 
the social reality from the perspective of the interviewees. As mentioned earlier, I started my interview 
in Site 2 after I heard about the merger of the two Trust services organizations. From the conversations 
I had with the informant who introduced me to Site 2 Trust services organizations, I noticed certain 
similarities with how employees coped with the significant change taking place. At this stage, I still 
did not have a predefined theoretical framework, also no hypotheses or specific research questions 
defined about the social realities under investigation. 
Completely in line with the position of Fife (2005), the first interviews I performed were explorative in 
Site 1( The Banks) although there were questions I wanted to be answered. During later interviews, 
such as in Site 2 (the Trusts organization) as a pattern started to appear, I kept in mind the study’s 
purpose and the general scope of the issues that I wanted to discuss with the interviewees. I practiced 
what Burgess (1984)points to; I strived to control the conversations only minimally, but attempted 
to encourage the interviewees to relate their perspectives and experiences relevant to the topic of 
interest. 
To gather interview data I used semi-structured interviews. These were open-ended questions that 
I asked the participants to discover their thoughts, feelings, positions and more. (Given, 2008, p810). 
Although I did not prepare questions in the form of an interview guide, I prepared some questions, 
which I remembered and sometimes noted before the interview. I decided that these were key 
questions that needed to be answered. This method confirms the explanation provided by Lioness 
Ayres (2008): “The interview guide may be very specific, with carefully worded questions, or it may be 
a list of topics to be covered. The interviewer may follow the guide to the letter, asking the questions 
in the order they are given, or the researcher may move back and forth through the topic list based on 
the informant’s responses. In either case, the topics of the interview guide are based on the research 
question and the tentative conceptual model of the phenomenon that underlies the research” (Given, 
2008). I used this method to draw out people’s social realities and it differs from structured interview. In 
comparison; in the case of a structured interview, the researcher prepares a set of predefined questions, 
and these questions are asked in the same order to all participants. 
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The interviews I did by email with two participants were structured interviews. The questions were 
written in the email and the same questions were used for both persons.
Minichiello et al. (1990) define unstructured interviews as interviews in which neither the questions 
nor the answer categories are predetermined. Answers and questions depend on the social reaction 
between the participants and the researcher. Another definition from Punch (1998) described 
unstructured interviews as a way to understand the complex behavior of people without forcing 
any ‘a priori’ categorization. As such, there is no limitation set beforehand on the field of inquiry. The 
definition Patton (2002) provides views unstructured interviews as a natural extension of participants’ 
observations, because they so often occur as part of ongoing participant observation fieldwork. 
To recapitulate, I mostly used semi-structured interviews.
5.7.4 The Role of the Interviewer
Before I started to interview people in my work environment, I was already part of the group busy with 
the day to day actions needed to make the transition to the new situation. As an active participant in a 
changing environment, in which all of us had to do our parts, many activities took place in teams. After 
being able to build relationships of trust within the group, I was able to take the next step and dive 
deeper into the observations I was able to make up till that point. The next step was to find people who 
would agree to become interviewees. Having gained permission from my superiors and access to the 
willing participants I positioned myself as a member of the interviewee’s group, a friend, a learner and 
as someone who has a sympathetic interest in the life of the interviewees and is willing to understand 
them (Burgess, 1984). Having been in the job for many months before the start of the interviews, I was 
able to understand the interviewees’ language, jargon and its meaning in the research setting and 
specific cultural context (Minichiello et al., 1990; Fife, 2005).
Taking the next step and explaining to my close colleagues that I observed specific issues, which they 
might find very personal and very sensitive to discuss, and about which I would like to look deeper 
into as a researcher, was not easy for me. I felt uncomfortable in approaching my superiors to ask for 
permission and was not sure how my colleagues would react if I would ask them to tell me their stories, 
and let me take a look in their working and personal lives. Taking the position as a learner helped a 
lot, and once I communicated my interest in their daily working lives, they agreed with great ease to 
participate. 
To be able to use the time needed to perform the interviews efficiently, and to get the best results, 
I made an effort to ask the right questions. Using the right questions, I was able to dive deeper and 
still keep the conversations flowing in the right directions, always being cautious not to direct too 
aggressively. I was able to monitor and control the directiveness of the questions, comments, gestures, 
and actions (Burgess, 1984). 
From time to time, I could not refrain from sympathizing with points of view of the interviewees but 
refrained from offering advice. I did my utmost not to pass judgment on situations and persons, as 
Denzin (1989) demands of me. Being nonjudgmental all the time was not easy, as I felt that there were 
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cases where the position the interviewee was maneuvered into by the organization was unfair and 
being non-judgmental felt very cold and unsympathetic. In these cases, I would offer my sympathies 
to the interviewee, and explicitly state that I could not offer judgment due to my role as a researcher. 
My experience is that this manner of communication created an understanding reaction from the 
interviewee, and would most often deepen the relationship with the interviewee resulting in more 
openness from the interviewee. 
I made an effort to use three main types of questions as identified by Spradley (1979) during the 
interviews. First, the descriptive questions allowing interviewees to offer descriptions of their activities. 
These types of questions were the opening questions to enable an understanding the person’s (work) 
position, daily (work) activities and some personal details. It enabled creation of a stable basis to relate 
to the person, and proceed with more probing questions; second, the structural questions were 
used to find out how interviewees organize their knowledge. To have an insight into this knowledge 
organizing structure, although not always explicitly identifiable, provided the possibility to identify 
particular aspects, which were interesting to probe deeper into. Interviewees very often took a 
personal interest in explaining these aspects in great detail once identified, offering further insights 
to be elaborated on in this thesis. The third type of questions were contrast questions, which allow 
interviewees to make comparisons and discuss the meanings of situations.
I was aware all the time, not to get involved with the interviewee’s lives and jeopardize the research 
purpose as pointed out by Fontana and Frey (2005).
5.7.5 Trustworthiness 
Although I am transparent about how I performed my research, how I collected the data for my 
research, and how I have retained the audio files and transcripts and how I made choices regarding the 
mix of research methods, I still face the challenge of persuading the reader that my research findings 
are credible. Qualitative research is questioned by positivists and I am challenged by their approach 
to what can be considered a valid and reliable research. The concepts of reliability and validity as they 
approach research differs from my interpretive approach. 
In the following, I will discuss the issues of trustworthiness, credibility, transferability, dependability, 
and confirmability, as explained by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and how I have implemented methods 
and strategies to provide trustworthiness. I have reviewed the literature and identified some strategies, 
which I will discuss, and I will explain how I have used these strategies to ensure that my study adheres 
to these criteria of trustworthiness, and is credible and valid.
5.7.6 Credibility
When dealing with the validity of the research, according to Merriam, the qualitative researcher 
deals with the following questions, “How congruent are the findings with reality” (Merriam, 1998). In 
other words, does the study test or reveal what is intended? To ensure trustworthiness, Guba and 
Lincoln mention credibility as one of the most critical aspects. To ensure credibility, I have selected the 
following strategies and followed the following provisions:
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A) Use of well-established research methods
I have dedicated a complete chapter to the process of transparently choosing the research methods, 
and described the way how I combined established methods and methodologies, to perform my 
study. I have further described the data collection method and the data analysis method.
I established an early familiarity with the participating organizations and their culture (before the 
collection of data starts). Erlandson (1993) et al., Lincoln and Guba (1985) and many others have 
advised establishing a “prolonged engagement” between the participants and the investigator, so that 
a relationship of trust is in place, and the investigator has a sufficient understanding of the organization. 
As explained in the introduction, I was working in the organization months before I decided that the 
organization was to become my field of study. I was able to sufficiently understand the organization, 
the projects going on, the management structure, the people involved, their career ambitions, their 
characters and many other aspects. This again allowed me to establish professional relationships of 
mutual trust and understanding with many in the organization. The understanding of the organization 
combined with the relationships I was able to build with my colleagues and superiors, as I worked on 
Site 1, enabled me to notice the strange behavior, the remarkable emotions, and other irrationalities 
among my colleagues very closely. This then later resulted in the idea of inquiring into, “What was 
going on in this organization?”
B) The random sampling of participants who participated
To help ensure that “unknown influences” are evenly distributed within the sample, it helps to use 
random sampling as noted by Preece (1994).
The participants in my study have been selected randomly with the intention to interview people from 
different levels, both genders and different departments in the organization. I aimed to interview a 
broader population to ensure that the data would include multiple voices, with as many characteristics 
as possible, including dissimilarities, similarities, variety, and redundancy so that a greater understanding 
and knowledge could be gained as noted by Stake (1994).
5.7.7 Triangulation
The term triangulation is based on the notion that three measurements can determine the exact 
position of a point in a landscape. In qualitative research the concept of triangulation is used 
metaphorically and as such has different meanings and may involve many procedures. The researcher 
in social science research applies triangulation to offer verification of a finding and, to better understand 
the phenomena studied by using a variety of research methods to approach it. By using certain 
procedures, independent measures then show that the finding is not contradicting and possibly can 
be agreed with. 
The triangulation I have applied focuses on the internal validation of qualitative research. I follow Miles 
and Huberman (1994) to explain “internal validity”. According to Miles and Huberman internal validity 
can be captured by the following type of questions :“Given the study, do the findings make sense? Do 
the people who are studied, and the readers of the study, agree that the findings are credible? Does the 
study offer a portrait that is authentic and does it represent what we aim to study?”
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I use triangulation form the perspective of a qualitative researcher. Paulette M. Rothbauer states: 
“Triangulation of Data Sources Qualitative researchers may increase the credibility of their research 
findings by drawing from evidence taken from a variety of data sources. For example, to name 
just a few common sources of data, researchers may gather evidence from interviews, participant 
observation, written documents, archival and historical documents, public records, personal papers, 
and photographs. Each type of source of data will yield different evidence that in turns provides 
different insights regarding the phenomena under study” (Given, 2008, p.893). The triangulation 
procedure I used can best be described as the following triangle: 
Observations-Interviews-Theory.
Observations consisting of what John M.Budd describe as following; “ the living conditions of 
individuals, the kinds of work being done and the places where the work is done, and spatial limitations 
that effectively limit movement, living space, and other kinds of existence” (Given, 2008, p.893). I use my 
observations as one measure. M. Budd proceeds in describing what interviews are and may reveal: “The 
meaning of perceptions can be comprehended by researchers only by inquiring of the individuals. 
Asking people what they believe is open to them and what is closed is the practical application of 
reason by the researcher” (Given, 2008, p.893). I used the interview data as a second measure. 
Joseph A. Maxwell and Kavita Mittapalli describe three characteristics of theory as follows: “
1. Theory is abstract, and refers (at least in part) to entities or ideas that are hypothesized, abstracted, 
or inferred rather than being directly observable.
2. Theory is general; it refers not only to a single instance or case, but also to all instances or cases of 
a particular type.
3. Theory is typically explanatory; it tells us why things happen, rather than simply describing what 
happened” (Given, 2008, p.877).
I use the theories and concepts of Gabriel, Stein and Carr, among others, as a third measure to validate 
if the findings make sense and allow the reader to assess the credibility of the findings. 
5.7.7.1.1 Ensuring honesty from informants (when gathering the data)
As I worked for a prolonged period in the organization, and was able to establish relationships based 
on mutual respect, I was also able to encourage the participants to be open and honest when I 
interviewed them. I emphasized my neutrality, guaranteeing their anonymity and my position as an 
independent researcher with no other goal than a better understanding into what was going on in 
the organization, and what the participants could say, or share about what they were experiencing. 
5.7.7.1.2 Peer briefing, scrutiny of the research project
The first strategy that I have used to promote credibility is having the transcriptions of the raw data, the 
transcribed interviews, to be read by my thesis supervisor (Hugo Letiche) and second thesis supervisor 
(Geoff Lightfoot). They have been able to scrutinize my research as I progressed, reviewing the data, 
and the preliminary findings I deduced by analyzing the data based on aspects of Gabriel’s theory of 
Miasma, and assessed whether these findings made sense. This version of “Peer briefing” by academics 
is a strategy Merriam (2002) mentioned. 
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As I have been searching for the next steps in the right direction during the research process, the 
feedback and comments from the briefers, my thesis supervisor and second thesis supervisor (Geoff 
Lightfoot), have helped me to proceed with my research. I used this as a second strategy, as outlined 
by Lincoln and Guba (1985). With each step, I asked and received feedback from my peers, my thesis 
supervisor and second thesis supervisor (Geoff Lightfoot), and I have included their feedback and 
thoughts as I proceeded. I used this strategy in all write-ups until the final one was reviewed.
5.7.7.1.3 Reflective commentary by the researcher
I have included thoughtful commentary throughout the study. Where I thought it was necessary 
to reflect, I tried to reflect on choices I made, impressions I had and during the analysis of data and 
reporting of findings, I frequently made use of the possibility of reflecting on the issue at hand. I did this 
by what Guba and Lincoln (1989) note as “progressive subjectivity.” These notes or remarks allow the 
reader to monitor the progression of thoughts and the analysis I developed as a researcher. 
5.7.7.1.4 Experience, background, and qualifications of the researcher
Patton (1990) highlights the researcher’s credibility in qualitative research as very important, because 
the researcher is the research instrument of data collection and analysis. I have dedicated a complete 
paragraph 2.4 to provide details about my background, experience, and qualification as a researcher. 
5.7.7.1.5 Thick description 
Throughout the study, I have provided detailed descriptions to enable the reader to understand my 
position better. This is especially the case when analyzing the data to describe the findings.
5.7.7.1.6 Examine previous research findings
As I use Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a theoretical framework in my research design, I have examined 
the research steps and results of Gabriel. As such, my analysis and findings are related to an existing 
body of knowledge, (the theory of Miasma by Gabriel) considered vital criteria by Silverman (2000).
5.7.8 Transferability
The in-depth study I have performed and what can be learned from it may be applied and used in 
other situations (Merriam, 2002). With qualitative research, and this inevitably applies to my study, it is 
more about transferability than about generalizability. From the positivist standpoint, it is essential to 
demonstrate that results from a study can be applied to a broad population. In case of my qualitative 
study, findings and conclusions are related to a small group of individuals studied in a specific 
environment and a specific period. Since this is also specific, it is impossible to demonstrate that 
findings and conclusions from my study, apply to other populations, environments, and situations. 
According to Erlandson (1993) et al., naturalistic inquirers agree that, as all observations emerge in 
specific contexts, conventional generalizability is never possible. Stake and Denscombe (2003) argue 
that although each case is a unique one, it is still an example of a more extensive group, and as such 
the possibility of transferability should not be eliminated entirely. 
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According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), the readers decide on the transferability, not the researcher. 
To enable the reader to assess the transferability, one of my goals has been to provide a thorough 
description of my findings, and sufficient information regarding the context in which the fieldwork 
has taken place. The reader then, based on their context, decides if the findings of this study match 
and can be transferred (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Miriam (2002) also mentions this, when she discusses 
reader generalizability (case-to-case transfer) when the readers decide if findings from the study are 
transferable to their context.
Borgman (1986) and Pitts (1994) acknowledge the need for several studies about the phenomenon 
under study, to gain a gradual understanding of the phenomenon. Even studies which are not entirely 
consistent with each other may have value when it is transparent what the reasons for the variations 
are. It may only be because there are multiple realities related to different contexts. This is consistent 
with the notes of Dervin (1976), which he considers critical principles when it comes to research that 
is information-seeking; “To posit. . . Every contradiction, every inconsistency, every diversity not as an 
error or extraneous but as fodder for contextual analysis. To ask and re-ask what accounts for this 
difference or this similarity and to anchor possible answers in time-space conceptualizings”.
I consider transferability of my study essential, and because I see no reason to limit the transparency 
that I can provide as such, I am committed to providing as much information to the reader as possible, 
so that the reader can understand the context, the restrictions and the period in which the study has 
been performed.
To provide sufficient transparency, I will adhere to what has been highlighted in the work of Pitts (1994), 
Marchionini & Teague (1987), Cole and Gardner (1979) as to what needs to be mentioned for the reader 
to understand the boundaries of the study, so that transference is possible. These aspects are:
Information about which organizations are involved and the number of organizations involved. 
 • The period over which the data was collected 
 • The method(s) of collecting the data 
 • The time per interview sessions and the number of interviews 
 • The number of participants who contributed to the study 
 • The restrictions that can be mentioned about the type of people involved in the fieldwork. 
Information about these aspects is provided in Chapter 5 and subsequent paragraphs of Chapter 5. 
5.7.9 Dependability and Confirmability
Based on the explanation about the transparency of methods by Merriam (2002) and others discussed 
under the previous topic about transferability, I clearly describe the research steps so that it is clear how 
I decided on selecting the research strategy and the combination of methods used, as well as other 
aspects of the inquiry. I describe and examine the process steps by which I inquire, how I used the data 
to come to interpretations which then result in recommendations. I refer to this as the audit trail, which 
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will be available to readers to assess the dependability and confirmability of the study by being able to 
evaluate the research steps and the data used in this study.
5.7.10 Researcher bias
The concern that arises, as the researcher is marked as the primary instrument in qualitative research, 
is that of ‘researcher bias’, which may affect the study. Yin (2011) provides his view on this concern, by 
pointing out that one cannot avoid one’s research lenses. The life of the researcher has an influence 
on what approach he or she uses when it comes to deciding on aspects of the importance of a study 
(Saldana, 2009). In the same line of reasoning Marshall and Rossman (1999) describe the challenge the 
researcher faces to clarify that the study performed is free from bias. The manner in which researchers 
collect their data and how they interpret the data is one to be monitored, as it enables identifying 
researcher bias according to Merriam (2002). 
In the study I performed, I had no preconceived idea to engage in a study of Miasma. What I observed, 
and what emerged from observing and experiencing in “the field” in the workplace as I was performing 
my daily tasks, created curiosity, and led me to search for an explanation by reading about comparable 
situations and cases, to try to make sense of what I was noticing. The first batch of data I collected was 
interview data, to find out what was the experience of the participants. This first batch of data that I 
collected, and the reading that I did, gave me a base from where I started to engage further in more 
semi-structured interviews, as I added participants as I proceeded. One can possibly argue that I was 
biased by the idea of studying Miasma as described by Gabriel, and Howard F.Stein on the dark side 
of organizations and the dysfunctions of organizations, and that these actions influenced my choices 
about the direction of my study. I consider this a necessity to be able to create a research direction and 
to refine the area researched. To create transparency, I have provided my reflections when I analyzed 
the data and described the findings. I have further explained my data collection.
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6 CHAPTER PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
In the following, I report my findings in a structured manner. The goals are to provide answers to 
the research questions. I will provide transcripts of the interviews that I performed with employees 
who experienced the changes that took place. These transcripts form the basis of my analysis and the 
presentation of findings. Each transcript used will have a short introduction, and further parts of the 
interview will be described and analyzed to enable answering the research questions.
6.1 BACKGROUND OF PARTICIPANTS FROM SITE ONE
In the same format as previously presented, I will now present the findings from interviews with four 
participants, Moby, Edward, Robert, and Sonja. I want to remind the reader that I was able to gather 
data on Site 2 with the help of my informant Sonja. Through Sonja, I gained access to the organization 
and was able to visit the company regularly. I was also able to visit the Asian office where she worked. 
This allowed for observations of the work floor and access to the employees. Interview data from Sonja 
is also included. 
I will organize the findings in the same thematic structure as I did with Site 1. 
As we will see, the similarities between the case of the two Banks and the two Trust organizations, are 
significant. It is almost as if everything is repeated by participants as if we are still listening to someone 
from Site one, only to realize that the data is coming from Site 2, two very different organizations, in a 
different period.
I start the presentation by introducing the participants.
6.1.1 Introduction of Moby
Moby is in his late forties, married, and has a family of 6 children. He is a confident person, highly 
professional with a solid career. Moby was the integration manager during the merger of the two 
trust organizations. Before the merger; Moby was a senior member of the Trust A organization. Post-
merger, Moby continued to play an essential role as a board member at the head office of the Trust B 
organization. 
Just weeks before I had this interview he gave his notice to the board that he was quitting his job 
at Trust B. In this interview, Moby explains why he made his decision. Moby further discusses the 
difference in culture between the two organizations, the people involved, and what they experienced. 
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6.1.2 Introduction of Edward
Edward is a male in his mid-40’s. Edward lives together with his boyfriend, has no children, and owns a 
beautiful apartment that he has paid off and has no mortgage . Edward has a stable personal life and 
is content. He is a soft-spoken person, with a healthy drive to enjoy life and strives to have his work 
in perfect order. He dresses in designer clothes and takes good care of himself. Edward comes across 
as a perfectionist. Professionally, he has progressed from being a senior manager on a cruise ship, to 
becoming a professional in the Trust A organization (Trust A would later be integrated into the larger 
Trust B). He got introduced to the Trust A organization by a friend who worked for the company. As the 
Trust A culture was then very informal, he had a conversation with Tom, one of the leading decision-
makers in the company, and got the position of account manager after just one interview. Edward has 
enjoyed working for Trust A and has been loyal. He once left the A to try another challenge (job) at 
another financial organization, only to return. He was still welcome at Trust A and has worked there 
since. Edward explained that he missed the Trust A culture so much that he had to return and was 
very grateful to be allowed to rejoin the company. Edward enjoyed the good times that the Trust A 
organization brought, and he mentions that he enjoyed the informal but driven and entrepreneurial 
culture of Trust A. He has also been able to monetize his loyalty, by benefiting financially from stock 
options when Trust A was transacted into the hands of a Private Equity firm. He is now also a stockholder 
in the new integrated company, Trust B. 
6.1.3 Introducing of Robert
Robert is in his late forties, married, and has two teen sons. When I interviewed Robert, he worked in 
his new position at Trust B, and the merger of Trust A with Trust B was in full operation. Robert had 
worked for Trust A for more than a decade. Before he came to work for Trust A, he worked for another 
trust company, where he did not like his job and moved to a new challenge, which he found at Trust A. 
At Trust A, he climbed from manager to director in the capital markets division, where he worked with 
Edward and others creating, facilitating and managing the growth that took place in the past years 
within the Trust A before a private equity company purchased them, and then sold them off again to 
another Private Equity firm, that had the ambition to merge Trust B and Trust A as one larger company.
6.1.4 Introduction of Sonja
Sonja is a director in the Trust B company. Just like Moby and her colleagues Edward and Robert. She 
has a long-standing good reputation and a solid career. She was shortlisted as one of the promising 
talents in the Trust A company. She is a mother of two, married and is a very engaged and loyal person 
when it comes to her work and responsibilities towards the company. She worked internationally for 
the Trust company A and later for the merged Trust company B. She worked in an Asian overseas office 
for four years, returning to the head-office in Land A. She worked for 2 two years for the new merged 
Trust B company and then left when she was allowed to sell her stock options. She became a full-time 
mother spending more time with her family.
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6.1.5 Background of Damian and Marley, date 15-6-2010
There is one only duo interview. The pair is formed by Damian and Marley. Damian and Marley are 
two employees of the P&P (Products and Processes) department and work in the team FAM (Financial 
Application Management). Their superiors are Judy and Jade. Damian and Marley are approx. 35 plus 
years of age and they work on the IT side of the P&P department mainly solving issues that the front 
office has with its IT system.. Both have been working for P&P for approximately two years in Bank A.
I became quite close with both Damian and Marley, as they were very often outspoken about their 
roles and emotions, the underappreciation they felt from their seniors and the front-office. They voiced 
their frustrations with office politics, the gossip about the mergers, whose head would roll and whose 
would be spared and who would be promoted to a higher level. They would also gossip with me 
about all and everybody, this gossip has not been included in this data set, but it confirmed the stories, 
emotions, and feelings shared during the interviews. I considered them a source of stories about the 
setting and its dynamics that were taking place. 
As it would be, Marley did not sit out the merger, he found a job early on in the process of the merger, 
before Bank A was dismantled to be merged into Bank B, and made a career move. The last time I 
spoke to him was five years after this interview in a wine bar where we had a reunion. He was relaxed 
and seemed happy with his decision. Damian, on the other hand, stuck around, experienced many 
challenges when he was appointed in his new role during the merger with Bank B and stayed for quite 
some time, but finally did leave to the same new organization where Marley moved to.
When Damian was appointed to his new position at Bank B, he was able to get an interview with 
the CEO of the Bank to speak about the things he thought could be improved. He was proud of this 
meeting, but in the end, this could not prevent Damian’s finally leaving Bank B. 
In my experiences with them, it appeared that both were close to each other, Damian did not take 
himself too serious and was the joker of the two. Marley was a calculating person, with ambitions and 
drive. I interviewed both together because they had a close relationship, at work and privately, they 
would spend much time together. I did this because I wanted to see if their being together would be 
a reflection of the way they create and develop stories about the merger.
6.1.6 Background of Suzy, date 8-7-2010
Suzy is a 24-year-old female employee of Bank A who had worked approximately four years in the 
organization when I was able to interview her. At the moment of the interview, Suzy worked for the 
department Products & Processes (known as P&P) within Bank A. The integration between Bank A and 
Bank B was in full swing, and Suzy was experiencing new realities on a daily basis and was able to 
describe the contrasts in a surprisingly clear manner. Suzy, a young lady, is ambitious, professional and 
enjoyed her work and her position until the changes started to have an impact.
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6.1.7 Background of Judy, date 14-7-2010 
Judy is a female employee approx. 42 years old and holds a Ph.D. in Physics. She is analytical and 
very clear in her communication and explanations. She is a senior person in the Product and 
Processes department and works closely with her superior Enzo. Judy is the senior of Jade whom I 
will also interview. Judy was one of the persons who permitted me to perform interviews within the 
organization to be used in my research. My experience of Judy was that she is a very soft spoken and 
amicable person. Judy explained during the interview that she had been working for the organization 
for approximately a decade, during which she had seen many changes taking place. 
She told me that years ago, as she was finding her way through the organization as a more junior 
person, she met a senior who saw her potential as an academic and allowed her much freedom which 
inspired her to develop herself much better than she expected to be possible. During the following 
years, she joined the Products & Processes (P&P) department lead by Enzo, who had an engineering 
degree. With both having a beta, analytical mind they could both work well together and were able 
to grow the P&P department to a much larger department, and the department as we knew it today. I 
was hired by this department as an external consultant. 
Jade mentioned the difficulty the department had experienced while working together with the GS 
(Global Securities ) department as the GS department resisted adhering to the framework P&P had set 
up for them. The GS department did not appreciate the work Judy was doing and saw it instead as a 
burden, rather than a boon. She highlights that there were regular clashes between P&P and GS, with 
many politics involved, with struggles about who had the final say, who had held power and whose 
agenda would prevail over the other.
I asked Judy some questions to capture her own experience of the changes taking place. What I 
noticed was that Judy was emotionally affected by the way the change was evolving. 
6.1.8 Background of Jade, date 31-10-2010.
Jade works as a manager in the P&P department under Enzo and Judy, who were the seniors leading 
the Products & Processes (P&P) department. Judy was a friendly lady of around 37 years old, married 
with kids. Her husband worked as an external consultant and as such she came from a double income 
household. Jade held a bachelor’s degree in economics. She was a soft-spoken professional with a 
good team spirit and was fond of socializing
6.1.9 Background of Robin, date 17-7-2010 
One of the Business analysts I worked with was Robin. He was employed by Products and Processes, 
the division that was headed by Jade, and Enzo, the senior of Jade. Results from the interview with 
Enzo will also be included in the study. Robin was a very successful options trader; I knew him from 
the option trading days at the Amsterdam Stock exchange, where he was one of the most charismatic 
persons in the trading crowd. Robin moved on and started his own options trading business with 
other partners as the stock exchange moved from open outcry to screen trading. Some years later he 
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sold his share for millions and “retired” into a salaried job at Bank A. As I came to know him he was a 
frustrated professional who was highly skilled and knowledgeable. Robin felled underutilized because 
of company politics, and as such, Robin carried himself as someone who was not fully recognized by 
his superiors. When I approached Robin for an interview, he immediately agreed to participate.
Robin and I, knowing the profitable days working as an options trader, very often spoke about his 
position and how it would be good to move on and be fully recognized. As I left Bank A, to pursue 
other endeavors, I later heard that Robin also left his salaried job to become a successful external 
consultant.
6.1.10 Background of Mike, date 30-07-2010
Earlier I pointed out that lots of interactions between departments and people happened with the 
project playing a pivotal role. Mike was one of the people who worked as a business analyst on the 
most high profile projects of Bank A in Land A. His character is one of a soft-spoken, intelligent person, 
a family man married with two children. He has a bachelor’s degree in economic studies. Mike works 
for P&P under Enzo and Jade. Jade is his direct report, and he has a good relationship with Jade and 
Enzo, although he does not always agree with their work methods. Mike left Bank A at an early stage 
during the merger, for another non-banking company, where he still works in a senior position. Mike 
was one of the people who did not wait around for the negative atmosphere to have a destructive 
influence on himself and the choices he made about his future. My experience with Mike was that 
he had good control over his emotions and always displayed a positive professional attitude. He also 
shared his knowledge freely, and this made him a well received and respected colleague. Although 
Mike left the company in a very early stage of the merger, he came across as a loyal employee who 
kept his head low and stayed out of trouble, while observing and maneuvering the everyday reality.
6.1.11 Tito and Enzo
I have placed this interview in this specific sequence, before the interview with Enzo so that the reader 
can understand the constellation between two critical personalities, two seniors to whom many 
employees were reporting to. The two people are Tito and Enzo.
6.1.11.1 Background of Tito, date 13-06-2010
Tito is a senior project manager, responsible for one of the major projects to be delivered to the front 
office. He is responsible for getting the whole ‘front to finance’ value chain operational so that the traders 
and salespeople can execute their trades in the front-office, and subsequently, the middle-office and 
back-office are all able to perform their responsibilities. His background as an experienced ex-trader 
on the Land A Options Exchange provides him with the credibility of the front-office people. He heads 
a team of senior and junior business-analysts, with software testers among his team. Tito interacts on 
a daily basis with senior management, members of the board, as well as with lower management 
and other people from the work floor. Tito started working on the pivotal project (Samba project. 
Reminder: Mike already mentioned what the situation was with the Samba project) two months after 
the separation between Bank A Land A and Bank A Land B.
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Tito’s character can be described as a no-nonsense goal getter. Tito is around 39 years old and lives like 
a bachelor. He has a degree in economics and graduated cum laude. He is a fast thinker, always ready 
with a solution for any complex issue. He has a quick and dirty approach, works fast, and expects the 
same from his team. Tito started working under P&P, and as tensions rose between him and Enzo, the 
head of products and processes (P&P), he started working more independently from Enzo and P&P. He 
is protected by the head of GS, Sales, and Trading, Bob, who is also the senior person responsible for 
running the sales and trading desk on a day to day basis. 
Tito has the same opinion about the cultural difference and the animosity between the people from 
Land B and the Land A, in line with the opinion of other persons whom I interviewed, mainly that the 
People from Land B obstructed the separation activities, making life difficult for the people from Bank 
A in Land A, and the People from Land B were indecisive and bureaucratic. He also confirms the fact 
that Land A had a party when the separation was announced. Tito’s interview is interesting because he 
clashed with Enzo due to the difference in approach towards the same deliverable. What’s interesting 
is that the clash happened as the whole dynamic of the separation from Land B and setting up the 
Land A side of the business was taking place. Tito is an open person, he is an outstanding speaker, a 
very extroverted person, and is fond of explaining anecdotes.
6.1.11.2 Background of Enzo, date 24-06-2010
Enzo is a senior employee of Bank A. He is the leader of the P&P (Products & Processes) department. 
Enzo’s character can be described as a straight goal getter. Enzo is around 38 years old and lives like a 
bachelor. He also has an engineering degree from a prestigious technical university in Land A. He has 
been working from the beginning, setting and growing the department. As such, he had experienced 
everything that had happened, including the period when Bank B was taken over by Bank A, and now 
as the reverse is taking place, where Bank B is taking over Bank A. 
When his previous boss, Donald moved on as the head of the COO department, he took over and 
over the years the department grew under him in headcount, and also in responsibilities. Enzo also 
explained the differences between Bank A Land B and Bank A Land A. He confirms the differences in 
culture and has experienced the clashes between the cultures. He is also aware of the tension that 
has been the cause of many irritations, project delays and infighting between P&P (Products and 
Processes) and the GS (Global Securities, the Front-Office) department. 
Regarding the Pre-merger period, Enzo confirms much of what has already been described by other 
participants. Due to redundancy in data, I have not included the interview data from Enzo about the 
pre-merger period in the presentation of this interview with him. In this interview, I soon noticed that 
Enzo speaks more from a management point of view, and as such, I adjusted to understand more 
about how higher management viewed the merger unfolding.
6.1.12 Background of Pim, date 15-07-2010
When I interviewed Pim for the first time in 2010, he had been working for Bank A for 37 years. He 
started at Clark (one of the predecessors of the Bank A organization), when he was 17 years old, and 
worked his way up through the years. I was referred to Pim by Jade (she told me that Pim would be 
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an excellent candidate to interview, as he has much experience). Little did I know that Pim would be 
an excellent source in a different stage of my data gathering steps. Pim stood the test of time; he had 
experienced many mergers, acquisitions, and reorganizations. Pim experienced one of the old mergers 
between Sam and Clark (two old financial institutions to finally form Sam Clark). He also experienced 
the merger of Cook Bank, and Sam Clark Bank to form Bank A. Pim experienced the times changing 
from manual work to automation, the introduction of computers, different departments, different job 
titles, the coming (of ) and going of colleagues, and much more. When I interviewed Pim, he was 
working as a business analyst. We became close colleagues as Pim had much knowledge about the 
current IT systems and what possible consequences should be monitored as the changes took place. 
Pim was a communicative person. Humble, which is typical for people from Land A, conservative and 
Calvinistic in his attitude, are features that characterized Pim. He was a helpful and open person, with 
a sharp eye for office politics, and ways to maneuver the organizational web. Pim was able to compare 
the past with the current situation, which was a unique opportunity to gather data. This interview with 
Pim provided not only data, but also enabled him to reflect on the mergers he went through in the 
past decades and puts his experience and stamina into perspective. It provides a valuable insight into 
the experience of someone who has seen and endured it all during his 37 years of work. Pim was also 
one of the people I knew who stayed on until he retired two years ago from Bank B, after having gone 
through his last merger during his decades-long career. As such, I consider Pim, the ultimate survivor 
of Miasma. 
6.1.13 Background of Stan, date 4-2-2011
Stan is a 52-year male employee who was referred to me by Pim. Pim knew him well, and Pim told me 
that Stan would be able to share lots about his experience going through the merger. Stan explained 
to me that he was an experienced employee who worked for many organizations as an external 
consultant and started working for Bank A as an external consultant. Recently, he joined Bank A as an 
internal salaried employee when Bank A asked him to do so. He felt honored being offered his new 
salaried role. He told me that he had accepted the risks he took by becoming a salaried employee and 
had made peace with his choice. 
6.2 THREE FEATURES RELATED TO MIASMA
To recapitulate, in his paper Gabriel (2005) describes the following three features of Miasma:
1. “First, organizations in a miasmatic state involve relatively little employee resistance. It is as if 
the employee’s fighting spirit is paralyzed, as they internalize their status as being unwanted, 
unsuccessful and unclean and lapse into depression and other symptoms. External violations and 
threats may be resisted or fought against, but the same can hardly be said against inner violations 
and decay.” 
2. “Second, miasma entails constant criticism and self-criticism, and the experience of never being 
‘good enough’ is highly contagious. Survivor’s guilt may amplify the gloom and depression of 
those who escape early rounds of downsizing, sapping the desire to fight. As for the cleansers 
themselves, they are very aware that today’s cleansers easily become tomorrow’s deadwood and 
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candidates for cleansing. Treating other people as objects have a remarkably deflating impact on 
oneself as a subject.” 
3. “Third, the blame for this state of affairs is almost invariably placed on the leader, who readily 
comes to be seen as the bringer of the miasma. This is compounded if the leader is rarely seen or 
heard in public and only the results of his/her actions are visible. A silent killer, like a silent virus, 
treating people as objects, selecting, deciding and dismissing. At such times, a nostalgia for the 
organization’s past and its previous leaders may offer some solace, yet miasma often affects the 
past as well as the present.” 
I will now use these features to thematically present my findings. 
Note to the reader: Although I have I made an effort to group the findings as much as possible 
according to the mentioned themes there are parts where a participant shares his story and the data 
includes more than one theme. Where possible I will mention this overflowing themes. Separating 
them to place them under the specific theme would damage the context. I urge the reader to bare this 
in mind when reading the findings.
6.2.1 Theme 1: Relative little employee resistance
In his paper Gabriel (2005) describes one of the symptoms of Miasma, which becomes clear in the daily 
operation of the organization;
“First, organizations in a miasmatic state involve relatively little employee resistance. It is as if the employees 
fighting spirit is paralyzed, as they internalize their status as unwanted, unsuccessful and unclean and lapse 
into depression and symptoms. External violations and threats may be resisted or fought against, but the 
same can hardly be said against inner violations and decay.” (Gabriel, 2005, p18)
In the following, the findings from the interviews are shared. The focus is on results related to Theme 1.
Interview with Damian and Marley, 15-6-2010
I: Are you happy with the position you have in a new organization? (The organization Bank A, which 
was formed after the two parts of Bank A were separated between Bank A on the Land A side and the 
same Bank A on the Land B side)
M: I got placed at IST, and I am happy with it.
D: I got placed at COO (the Chief Operating Office), but I do not know if I am happy with it. We still have 
to wait and see. On paper, the new position did not look very attractive, and that is why I was cynical about 
it. When I discussed it with my senior, Noah, he told me that the position would be exciting and very different 
from what the position description said. They are open towards us, and they listen to us. It is not that they 
expect us to do exactly what is told; we are involved as well. As long as the needed dialogues take place, 
all will be fine. The conversation I had with Noah reassured me, I think that there will be enough exciting 
positions created. 
Observation
From the answers from the participants, the impression is that nobody is afraid of losing his or her 
jobs. From the conversations that I had with the same participants, I know that they were worried 
about losing their jobs. They gossiped with other colleagues about their insecurities and told me they 
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were worried. My observation is that their denial is possibly related to the fact that they are now being 
interviewed and want to hide their true feelings and emotions. Their attitude can also point to a state 
of denial that the participants are in as they are coping with feelings of insecurity and depression. 
Someone from the outside needs to detect the symptoms. This denial confirms what Gabriel mentions 
about Miasma when he points out that people being the victim of Miasma, being depressed, do not 
know that they are suffering from Miasma. It is almost as if participants are ashamed to admit, at least in 
denial, that there is a new reality in which all will be different and that their positions are all but secure. 
The old organization is broken down; it is slowly disappearing, the old structure is abolished. There is 
a denial of the real stress they are having, like a madman not knowing that he is seriously sick. Their 
hopes are high, but that does not mean that things will happen the way they think it will and should 
happen. 
Analysis 
While Marley is happy, Damian at first had a ‘wait and see’ attitude as to what he might find concerning 
the new position. Damian is sensitive to the attention he is getting from his senior, and what his senior 
promises him about his new position. Damian has accepted his new position as an exciting one. In all 
that is going on, Damian wants to hope that “they” will take care of him and that “they” will treat him 
special. Damian projects his hope on the organization, he takes the position of the child (himself ) who 
hopes the mother (the organization) will finally take care of him. From the observation I know that 
the job insecurity is an important topic that is gossiped about on a daily basis. Damian and Marley are 
also part of these gossips that are part of the collective activity. In this interview their emotions do not 
explicitly show up. But from the observation I know that they were worried about their future in the 
setting of the new company and that it deeply affected them. The gossips about the job insecurity, 
which is shared among the collective, create a negative atmosphere. This news is adding to the 
depressed atmosphere, it is amplifying the negative emotions. Gabriel points to these category of 
situations when he speaks about the polution that is spreading through the organization causing the 
Miasma. The gossips I observed as being shared in the collective are polutting. 
For further analysis I use the concept as discussed by Adrian Carr (2001) whereby Carr uses Freuds 
idea of the relationship of caretaking between the child and the parents to elaborate. The caretaking 
relationship is lost with the loss of the old organization. According to another concept by Carr, Damian 
and Marley have surrendered part of their identity to be able to be contained in the structure of their 
organization. Now this old organization is expiring during the merger. The loss of their old “container”, 
the old organization, leaves them lost as to what the future holds for them. They are left “hoping” that 
all will be good in the end.
This is the second part of the interview and deals with the merger of Bank A and Bank B as a result of 
the financial crisis, the merger period:
I: How did the legal merger between Bank A and Bank B take place?
D: First we all we thought that the integration would take place in a proper manner and we were quite calm. 
There was no reason for job losses as there were not many job overlaps. After some time, as the integration 
progressed, the insecurity surrounding job losses started rising. This insecurity rose as it became clear 
that the job security of the seniors was at risk. Would these seniors be appointed in the new setting, 
was what kept them occupied. People were being appointed in a top-down manner, so first the highest 
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level and then downwards. Another factor that caused insecurity was the fact that the roles of people were 
changing. For example, when Donald (the then sitting COO) was not selected for the new positions, I 
immediately felt that my job security was at stake. In the new structure, there also weren’t any exciting 
jobs for me. Having said this, I still did not have sleepless nights about losing my job. I had doubts if I would 
have an exciting position shortly. The irritation about the doubt of finally getting an exciting position did not 
occupy me for a very long time. 
Observation
Damian and Marley told me in earlier (off-line) conversations that many of their former colleagues 
were not happy with the merger. These colleagues were worried about their future just like everyone 
else was. They told me that they noticed that colleagues would not be motivated to perform their 
daily work anymore, others would be sick very often and not show up for work and some would just 
walk around gossiping the “whole day” spreading rumors. This affected them as well as they were 
dependent on the work these people did. They told me that their interaction with these colleagues 
in itself was a depressing experience as they would listen to all the anxiety and complains of these 
colleagues. 
Analysis
There is an absence of resistance, when it comes to their positions. These points toward a very myopic 
way of being. They have concluded that they are trapped in the tumult of the merger and see no easy 
way out as the Job market is a difficult one. Although they now notice that senior people are losing 
their jobs, they create an excuse for themselves to stay put and hope that they will not be touched by 
the pollution that is spreading through the organization. The pollution here is the negative atmosphere 
which is caused by the awareness of job losses. Meanwhile, they have convinced themselves that they 
will not be touched by the pollution that is spreading. While others are in awkward positions and have 
to cope with the possible humiliation that comes with the fact that more Bank B people are positioned 
as seniors, and Bank A people are getting the lesser positions, they maintain faith that it will all be well 
for them in the end. They are practicing wishful thinking. While they describe the pollution that is 
happening in the organization, they are believers in a good end. Possibly they are in denial about what 
bad things could happen to them. 
I: Are you satisfied with the way the merger is proceeding currently?
D: No we are not satisfied with the way the merger is taking place. It would be better if we would also 
have been consulted about the way the merger should take place for our department. On the other 
hand, it takes much time to consult thousands of people about the merger; I do understand the context. 
Having said this, we would be more satisfied if there was a bit more consultation with us. If the job market 
were much better, then many people would have already left. We would also seriously consider the next steps 
to a new organization if we would be offered a suitable position with another organization.
Concluding remarks from the first part of the interview with Damian and Marley
In this interview, we notice an absence of resistance, through the gossips and the rumors, a negative 
atmosphere is spreading. The leader, their senior, is the scapegoat, incapable of leading as they 
expected, the bringer of the Miasma (Gabriel, 2005, p.24). The shedding of staff, among them senior 
people, adds to the worry and insecurity related to their jobs. 
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Second Interview with Damian, 09-7-2010
This interview took place alone with Damian approximately four weeks after the first interview together 
with colleague Marley. This interview deals with the merger of Bank A and Bank B, as a result of the 
financial crisis. It took place during the merger period.
I: This is our second interview; can you tell me what kind of job appointment development has taken 
place in the past weeks?
D: I have been offered a job at another company, but I do not know if I will take the new job. Within Bank 
B I have been appointed to the COO office. It is not yet clear what my position will be under the new COO 
office and in which department I will be employed. I could also apply for a job at Jade’s (his previous senior), 
but I have to wait for a job opening first. Some people have been disappointed because they were appointed 
to work at the IST department and they see it as a lesser department than the COO department. I do not think 
it is lesser in any way; it is a good department.
I: Are you happy with the merger with Bank B?
D: These are troubled times, and I am not in a happy mood. There will be difficult times ahead for us 
because of the merger and reorganization plans.
I: At the beginning of the conversation, you said you had been approached to move to a new job at 
another company, what would be a reason for you to leave?
D: Within Bank A there is a lot of politics going on, and I am tired of it. There are many agendas that are 
not aligned, and this makes it difficult to get things done. Moreover, I expect this to be the same in the new 
organization and I am tired of this. I am trying to get the best out of it for myself, and if I can do this outside 
Bank B, then it will not be an issue for me. The other company which I can move to is smaller than Bank 
B, there seems to be a pleasant atmosphere, and I am longing for a pleasant work atmosphere. It took 
one and a half years before I got accepted at GS. At GS you cannot just walk in, people are very formal. They 
have much knowledge, and they try to keep you guessing. I can work with that and still reach my goals, but 
I do not like the working style of GS. I do not feel underappreciated by the GS people; they are just plain 
rude. The traders are in general friendly in their attitudes. I just feel like I need some changes, that is why 
I am also happy that I will not take my current work to Bank B (Damian is happy to have another job 
position at Bank B).
Observation
When I spoke Damian before this interview, shortly after he was appointed in his new job, he invited 
me for drinks to celebrate. He was happy and told me he did not expect to be appointed so soon. 
Together with some colleagues we had celebration drinks at the local café. The other colleagues were 
not appointed yet in their new jobs and I could observe that they envied Damian. They voiced their 
concerns about their own positions and it became clear to me that the atmosphere was a negative 
one as I heard from my previous interactions with Damian and Marley. The talk of how the merger was 
going dominated this particular event. People did not like the fact that they were not asked for their 
input and talks about leaving the organization was a dominating topic. They were not getting any news 
from their seniors as the seniors did not know what was going to happen either. Days after the drinks I 
would come across some of the same colleagues and they would tell me that they were worried, that 
they were not motivated anymore and that their efforts to find an new job outside the organization 
was not yielding any positive results. They told me that they felt caught in an unbearable situation, 
at the mercy of people they did not know (pointing to people from Bank B who were executing the 
merger plans). I also spoke to Damian after the drinks before the interview and he was less optimistic 
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then. He told me that he was very tense to see if the new work environment would work for him. He 
also told me that his manager was not yet appointed to a new job position and that his manager was 
not able to tell him anything about the new role. This made him less secure about what he was offered. 
He told me he felt very frustrated that he was not allowed to have any input in the merger process 
as it was unfolding. In another time, if the job market was in a better shape, he would have left the 
organization. 
Analysis
Damian explains that he is in need of a change on different levels, work atmosphere and content of 
his work and he explicitly mentions the fact that the current environment is not one that makes him 
happy. People are rude; there is a lot of politics going on (, )and the merger and reorganization which is 
taking place do not help at all in providing clarity and comfort to people. From observations we learn 
that his colleagues also mention their position having to bear the negative atmosphere filled by gossip 
of seniors losing their jobs and other depressing news. This negativity adds to the overall depressing 
work environment. Damian indicates that he wants to move away from the pollution, but the risk of 
taking this step to create a new work environment is just too big. For now he accepts what is being 
offered and will remain with the company. 
Concluding remarks
In this interview, we notice Damian’s attitude which can be characterized as hyper-individuality. He is 
more on the lookout for himself. We notice the inertia, the depressive atmosphere and the insecurity 
increases when it becomes clear that seniors lose their jobs. This adds to the depressive feelings 
among the colleagues as warning signs of the Miasma spreading, as described by Gabriel (2012). There 
is still an absence of resistance, the contagious pollution of Miasma is spreading and creating more 
insecurity. Although Damian has opportunities to change his current situation by applying to other job 
positions, he is reserved in doing so, possibly because he faces his internal struggle of not knowing if 
he is “good enough” to make the change.
We also notice that employees are disturbed and feel neglected because they have no input in the 
merger plan. Van Houten (2008) mentions the need for inclusiveness to enable humanization of 
organizations. There is a total absence of inclusiveness in the current situation. The current situation 
is lacking humanization. This absence of inclusiveness seemingly heightens the frustrations and fuels 
the feelings of being kept in the dark about what the plans really are. Seniors are left clueless about 
what to share with their employees. Some seniors are not appointed and lose their jobs as they are 
viewed as scapegoats. This creates a situation of “head-less” leadership, as mentioned by de Gooijer 
(2009, p.2166), which weakens the (emotional) ties between management and staff even further. This 
fractured relationship between management (seniors who lost their jobs) and staff leads to more 
insecurity about who is in charge of the organization going through the change. The lack of clarity, 
support and security combined with all the emotions that are observed add to the Miasma in the 
organization. 
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Interview with Suzy, date 8-7-2010 
The first part of the interview deals with the pre-merger period in which Suzy shares her memories: 
I: What can you remember about the first months when you started working for Bank A (in 2006)?
S: I loved it, I was allowed to travel to London to perform some interviews, although I just started. A couple 
of months later I was able to travel to Singapore and Hong Kong for the Bank A Bank; it was a great time!
I: How was the work environment then?
S: At that time, I worked in the Operational Risk Management department. The atmosphere was very good, 
more relaxed than now. When I recall those times with former colleagues, they tell me that there is 
no time now to have fun conversation. When I worked for Risk Management there was enough time to 
complete all tasks, now the time pressure is significant. The time pressures results in chaos, and people 
become much more insecure. People become much more grumpy, and speculation make them more 
anxious. People are driving each other a bit crazy.
Second part of the interview, during the merger:
I: What were the differences between Bank B and Bank A employees?
S: Bank A was a flat organization. You could walk into anybody’s room and gather information. Even 
people who were very high placed were easy to approach. With Bank B this was not done. I would knock on 
people’s doors to drop by to ask some questions, but they did not like that at all at Bank B. Hierarchy was very 
important within Bank B. 
Observation
Many colleagues from Bank A would tell me about instances in which they noticed and experienced 
the cultural difference between Bank A and Bank B. The shared their stories spontaneously when we 
would meet at the coffee machine or at the lunch table. I noticed their urge to tell their story, to 
talk about their frustrations and what they thought was “a waste of energy” referring to the manner 
in which Bank B approached situations. These colleagues were skilled and experienced professionals 
who were losing their motivation. They would share their frustrations with persons or department 
heads from Bank B who would have a very bureaucratic approach. They told me that it was stressful 
and frustrating to work under these circumstances which was different from the “entrepreneurial, 
can do” mentality that characterized the Bank A culture. They explained to me that the “bureaucratic” 
procedures of Bank B were “energy consuming” and a “dark force sucking their energies and frustrating”. 
Although the frustrations were high, there were not many of Bank A who leaved the organization. 
Analysis
Suzy describes the confusion and panic as people who are adjusting to the new reality. People are 
insecure, grumpy and there is a form of anxiety going around. Suzy is affected by these changes. The 
description provided by Suzy show similarities with cases of organizational darkness and dysfunction 
as described by Allcorn and Stein (2015). Suzy describes the difference in culture between Bank A an 
Bank B. Suzy mentions that she becomes aware of the difference between the Bank A people and 
the Bank B people. Her description highlights the culture of two camps, the Bank A camp and the 
Bank B camp, and it indicates splitting (Allcorn and Stein, 2015). This split emphasizes her subjective 
impression that the Bank B people are “bureaucratic” and the Bank A people are “entrepreneurial”. Her 
description confirms my observations. And the cultural differences and the frustrations related to these 
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differences were no reason for people to leave the organization. The resistance is minimal to non-
existing to the outer world.
I: On what moments did you have the feeling of being underappreciated?
S: During the integration between Bank A (the acquirer) and Bank B (the acquired), I felt underappreciated. 
There was no room for me to get any training and to develop myself.
I: If the labor market had been more attractive, would you have left?
S: I would not leave, because I am very curious how the integration will evolve, and where I will be placed. On 
the other hand, the new situation also provides new opportunities; there are a lot of new tasks, only it must be 
awarded to you. So I want to wait a bit, and if it does not work out, then I will leave.
I: Is there nepotism involved when it comes to appointing people to new positions whereby Bank B 
employees are preferred instead of Bank A people?
S: I am sure there is some nepotism when it comes to the job appointments. The job appointment 
process is not fair. Many older positions of Bank A people are being filled by appointing Bank B people. As 
long as I am not targeted it is ok with me. I would prefer to keep working with people from Bank A, with a 
Bank A background.
I: Can you point out some changes within the company since you started working here (2006-2010)?
S: In the beginning, it was very luxurious. During my business trips, I always flew business class and stayed 
in the most luxurious hotels. A year later things started to change; and lesser hotels were booked. Even if I had 
to take the train to the Capital of Land B, I needed permission from my manager. Previously I would just walk 
into the secretary room, and I would have a ticket. So it went downhill. I am now in a different business line 
where there is less possible risk. When I was part of P&P (referring to the department Products & Processes)in 
the old situation I got faster promotions, and salary raises; it was much better. It was all much more natural.
Analysis
Although there is a lot of insecurity and stress, Suzy decides to stay. She has convinced herself that 
the new situation would offer her new opportunities. Suzy is aware that this means that she will have 
to bear the unfairness which she points to in her story and she thinks that there is nepotism at play. 
Although she is aware of these dynamics, she rationalizes that the new situation offers chances she 
does not want to miss. She is curious about how the integration will evolve. Her reasoning is entirely 
irrational and illogical. She thinks that all the bad things are about to happen to other persons, but that 
she will be spared; and so she decides to stay put and hope for something better, that she can profit 
from. Although she is aware that P&P (the department she is part of ) was not approached to fill in 
new Job positions and that the department is not a popular one and not a department that is taken 
seriously; she still wants to take her chances, hoping for the best. She points out that everything has 
become tighter and stricter. Promotions and salary rises do not happen as often as previously but she 
is still hopeful. 
It is well known that mergers go hand in hand with cost-cutting an elimination of redundant 
headcount. Being aware that the job appointment process is one of the unfair advantage from Bank B, 
she irrationally hopes not to be touched by the dark forces in the new reality of change. She fantasizes 
that she will be spared, and hopes that she will be chosen to do the better things. The humiliation that 
the Bank B appointment process creates does not affect her; and as long as that is the case, she is ok. 
The humiliation of being a victim is yet too far from her, and as she hopes, she will not have to bear 
that humiliation.
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In Suzy’s case there is no resistance. Bank A is the better, the proper party, who is now the victim 
during the merger. Bank A is the victim, and Bank B is the “evil” party creating victims by taking revenge. 
Splitting (Allcorn & Stein, 2015) is apparent; Bank B people are “evil” and out to get their revenge. 
Concluding remarks from Suzy’s interview
In the first part of the interview, we notice splitting; there are two camps and dysfunction (Allcorn & 
Stein, 2015). Although it all takes place in a negative environment, and it has an impact on Suzy, there 
is an absence of resistance from her side. On the contrary, she is hopeful, hoping for opportunities she 
can profit from. The work environment is polluted, and she feels underappreciated. 
Data from interview with Robin, 29-06-2010
I: What is your personal experience with the merger issues?
R: I am not interested in the merger. I cannot even remember when I heard that the merger would take 
place. I do not have a management job, so I am not afraid of losing my job. Moreover, if I would lose 
my job, I would not mind. I am not interested in this stuff. It is doesn’t make sense to be worried about 
things you cannot influence. I have nothing to lose; the management has much more to lose or win 
than I do. I only care about the new position that I will be appointed to, and that is it, the rest is not so 
important to me. I am concerned about who my next superior will be and I would, as soon as possible, like 
to discuss with that person what my tasks and responsibilities will be in the new situation. Whether I need 
to perform my task under the Bank A or the Bank B name, it does not matter to me that much. I will not be 
affected by cultural difference at all. What I heard is that Bank A is more informal while Bank B is more formal 
and more structured. I think of Bank A as already hierarchical, but I think Bank B is much more hierarchical. 
From people I speak to, I hear that they are afraid of losing the Bank A culture. The Bank A culture does not 
mean anything to me. I see no benefit in a liberal culture, I would rather have a good structure where people 
do their work well.
Observation
Before the interviews started I would meet Robin during regular daily tasks which needed attention. He 
is one of the people I would meet at the coffee machines. As a business analyst he was knowledgeable 
but he would openly and quite undiplomatically air his frustration about his managers; the way they 
treated him and the way they wanted him to do his work. He was quiet, did not socialize a lot with 
others. It seemed like he was not getting any pleasure out of his work. He was a loner and felt alone 
in how he saw things. Because I knew Robin from my time. A trader on the option exchange and I 
related well with him and he kind of confessed and spoke openly to me about his frustrations. I knew 
that he did not have to work for the money so I confronted him openly with the question “why he did 
not leave the organization if he felt so frustrated”. He confessed that he did not do it for the money 
as he was a multi-millionaire but more looking for fulfillment. And he told me that this was what was 
lacking. I would visit Robin in his office where he sat among others at a long desk and he would sit 
alone behind his desk staring at his computer. To me there was clearly no challenge to Robin in his job, 
no fulfillment and he told me he felt frustrated by the way his managers treated him. To me, Robin was 
one of the persons who showed symptoms of depression. And he did not know that he suffered from 
this “workplace” depression. I knew Robin from my times as a fellow trader at the option exchange and 
this was not the Robin I knew back then. Robin is also a colleague of Suzy. They both had the same 
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managers. Robin very often told me that Suzy was preferred by the management above him and that 
he thought that was very unprofessional of the management to behave in this manner. 
Analysis
Robin clearly shows no interest in the merger, which is remarkable. While the most important change 
that is taking place, being in the middle of this drastic merger, he has no interest in it all. He seems to be 
bewildered by the disruptions that are the result of the merger taking place. He seems to be splitting 
himself off from the organization, he seems to be in denial of the experience of the merger (Allcorn & 
Stein, 2015, p.35). He is not concerned about losing his job. Robin displays an individualistic attitude, 
and explains his attitude. He analyzed the future and knows what he should be concerned, and not 
concerned about. He may be depressed and not know it. It is not clear from his interview data if his 
depression is caused by the pollution when one considers Miasma. Robin says that he has less to lose 
than the management. According to Stein, splitting and projection happen together and this is what 
we see when he projects the possibility of job loss on management as something that should concern 
them but not himself (Allcorn & Stein, 2015, p.35).
He is financially secure, so why is Robin going through this frustrating situation if he could be doing 
something much more fun and fulfilling, possibly in a different work environment? Robin displays 
having autonomy, agency has not disappeared as Gabriel (2005) suggests with his theory of Miasma. 
Robin seems to be able to point out exactly what’s wrong, and what is needed to improve the 
situation. I conclude that even an independent, financial secure person as Robin is affected by the 
anxiety caused by the changes. On the other hand Robin seems to be paralyzed in some way and 
refrains from openly resisting. This points to the symptoms of Miasma of an absence of resistance in 
the case of Miasma. Robin is considering to leave but has not yet done so. It is unclear from the data if 
the symptoms of Miasma such as pollution, corruption, paralysis, feelings of not being good enough, 
are the cause of his behavior and attitude towards the merger. The question here is also: if there is no 
pollution visible, can we completely deny it? The pollution can be hidden, only to resurface in certain 
instances in more visible form.
Although Robin seems to be a skillful professional, who knows his own strengths, who has the financial 
means to resist, he does not do so. He is waiting, he is in his way inert and waiting for others to decide 
his fate while he knows that the result might be a negative one. What is Robin waiting for? Why doesn’t 
he act based on his own assessment? 
I: How do the others experience the merger?
R: The people who cannot do a lot and don’t do a lot, are nervous. At Bank A they would lose their job, 
but the merger may offer them a chance to keep their jobs. Their self-interest is the main thing. With these 
people, I have noticed that they are not engaged in their work. As I told you before, it is effortless to do 
nothing at Bank A, and nobody would notice. They are afraid that they will not be able to do the same 
in the new organization. There is another group of people who have been working at Bank A for a very long 
time and perform very well. They are shocked and have become nervous because of the new situation. 
Within P&P I miss the interest people should have in their work. There are too many people just busy with 
themselves and with no love for the subject matter.
I: Has P&P, the department that is responsible for processes, been successful?
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R: I do not think P&P has been successful although it is essential to have the processes right….nobody cares 
about the processes. And since I have been working here, nobody has ever asked me what we think 
about the approach of P&P, and if there is any advice I would be able to give to make a difference.
Analysis
Robin has a clear vision for the future organization and doesn’t mind if someone eliminates his 
department. I have noticed this ambivalence towards the merger in an earlier part of the interview. 
He mentions the shock and anxiety of employees he thinks are lazy. This highlights his frustration with 
his work environment. He mentions that nobody has ever asked him about his opinion and that he 
thinks that everybody is busy with themselves. He mentions his observation of selfish behavior among 
“many people”. In the first part of the interview he mentioned not to care about the merger, showing 
hyper-individualistic behavior. He again uses splitting and projection (Allcorn & Stein, 2015, p.35) to 
reflect. Although Robin’s description does not explicitly points to any visible pollution, the merger is 
causing anxiety. He mentions feelings of not being fully utilized and his skills are not recognized by his 
managers. He is underappreciated, and it is all consistent with his previous observations. Robin does 
not have a feeling of inclusiveness (van Houten, 2008). The way he describes his situation it points to a 
dehumanizing atmosphere that dominates the organization. He has practical solutions but is aware he 
does not have enough influence to get his ideas implemented. Robin is powerless. 
I: Did you consider leaving Bank A because you are underappreciated by your seniors?
R: Sure, I have considered leaving Bank A! The merger will create a situation where I will have other seniors, 
and things will change. If you want to move on career-wise, it is essential that people, your seniors, 
are willing to give you a chance to move up. I must say I do not notice such an attitude among the 
leadership of P&P (the department Products and Processes); everybody in the department has to deal 
with this issue. The leadership of P&P is a closed club (I mean Jade when I say this).
What also doesn’t work in enhancing the work environment, is the fact that the organization works with a 
high number of external consultants. They earn more and they have a very different attitude….If projects get 
delayed they do not mind, as it means that they can earn more and get more extended hours and fees….
Because they do many tasks, we do not get a proper chance to learn what we need to learn……If an external 
consultant does the same Job as I do, and they earn more than I do, I am more motivated to become an 
external consultant myself.
Due to the merger, I am told by Judy (one of his managers) that because of the hectic situation I cannot 
move up in the organization. But I think, even if there was no merger, there would not be any possibility 
to move up the ladder. Jade (the most senior manager who is the senior of Judy) does not want anyone 
to move on….Analysts should be able to become specialists, as this would allow for more recognition.
Analysis
Robin again displays his frustration about the fact that he is not appreciated, and cannot grow in his 
position. He points out that he is the victim of Jade’s attitude in general, of not being in favor of helping 
employees to advance in their career. There is a disconnection between Robin and his management 
and with the current organization. He feels let down by his managers, he feels left out. His narcissism 
is touched and Robin’s frustrations and complains are obvious (Carr, 2001, pp.426-427). It can also be 
seen as him projecting his frustration on his seniors and Management. It is not clear if he sees the 
Management as the bringers of the Miasma. What is clear is that he blames his seniors for not allowing 
him to move up the ladder, blocking him in his career progress. Due to their attitude towards him he is 
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stuck in his current position. Robin feels that the organization does not take care of him as one could 
expect from a ”good parent” (Carr, 2001, p.423). He seeks recognition and wants to develop himself, 
fulfill his dreams, and now that he is disconnected from his managers and the organization this does 
not happen (Gabriel, 2005, pp.8, 11). Although he mentions that he has considered leaving, he still 
expects things to get better for him as a result of the merger, hoping. Robin mentions that he has 
considered leaving but has not yet left. He does not openly resist the changes that are taking place. 
He is a victim of the attitude of his seniors and he hopes for better times and to meet other seniors 
when he will be appointed in his new role in the new organization. He neglects all current negative 
signals he is receiving. The atmosphere is turning toxic as the merger unfolds and anxiety rises. Robin 
rationalizes his hopes; he does not show any open resistance, stays put in his job and although the 
atmosphere is a uninspiring one, he thinks that “nothing bad” can happen to him. 
Concluding remarks from Robin’s interviews
Robin shows frustration with the disconnection he has with his managers. He blames and complains 
as the merger unfolds and although he has the autonomy to act on his insights and rational analysis, 
he stays put hoping that he will be taken care of. Robin analyses his role and the functioning of the 
organization from a narcistic perspective, displaying hyper-individuality and expecting to be respected 
and appreciated because of his skills. His position is that he does not care about the merger. He is not 
aware of the effects of the broken tie between him and his managers and as such with the organization. 
He is frustrated and shows signs of someone who is depressed, denying that he is affected by the 
anxiety caused by the merger.
Data from interview with Pim, 15-7-2010
I: Have your colleagues and you been asked about your vision for the new organization?
P: We have not been consulted about the merger plans, nobody has been asked about their opinion. 
I do not mind the fact that I was not consulted about it. I have experienced so much (other mergers in the 
past), so I can tone it down. For me, it is important to have challenging tasks that I can keep doing.
I: Do you see the merger as a challenge or as a disappointment and have you thought about leaving 
the Bank during one of the previous mergers?
P: It is essential to stay positive and face the challenges. With negative thoughts, you do not get very far. 
I have never considered leaving the organization, but I changed jobs quite often within the organization. The 
variation creates new challenges.
I: Is Bank B having its revenge on Bank A during this merger, as they are the dominant party?
P: I think this is not as serious as it seems. The point is that all will go into Bank B systems as we go ahead, so 
the organization is focused on Bank B. We evidently feel underappreciated in the selection procedures. 
The fact is that perceptually, there will be more people appointed from the old Bank B than from the old 
Bank A organization. It is important within the Bank B to make oneself known, to show your qualities and 
talk about your successes. Within Bank A I was not used to talk about my successful achievements. Recently I 
got a compliment from one of the Project Heads for a completed project but I did not react to it. Later he told 
me that he was not used to someone not reacting to a compliment he made.
Observation
When I first met Pim I was surprised by his attitude towards the merger. This was before he agreed 
to participate in my interviews. He was one of the few who laughed about the whole situation. I was 
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confused. I asked him how he could be so relaxed under such drastic circumstances. He told me that, 
in the past, he experienced so many reorganizations and mergers that he knew how to handle it all. 
He told me that surviving the change is what makes life interesting. He mentioned many cases of 
people being affected by the insecurity that was cause by the merger process. He described people 
being depressed, worrying about their mortgages if they would lose their jobs. He told me about cases 
where people did not show up at work anymore because they were sick at home. Pim told me that 
the gossip and the stories, related to all these depressed cases, which people told each other were not 
helping the process. He told me that the whole atmosphere was a crazy one, people were going crazy 
because their managers would not be able to tell them anything that would create the security they 
needed. Pim explained that the managers really did not have a say because all the plans for the merger 
were already drawn by the top. When I asked him who he thought this “Top” was, he told me he had no 
clue. Pim talked about this “Top” as if he was talking about some omnipotence, existential entity that 
was in charge of their faith. He told me that he expected all to be well in the end because this is how 
it also went during previous reorganizations and mergers. Pim, like Suzy and Robin, thought that he 
would be ok in the end. 
Analysis
Pim has experienced many mergers, and has survived many challenges as the mergers took place. He 
shows that his autonomy is intact and demonstrates confidence in how he approaches the merger. He 
seems to be acutely aware of how to maneuver his way through difficult times. He is an experienced 
professional who embraces change as a fact of life and does not choose to spend his time and energy 
in coping with frustrations and other negative emotions. He chooses to spend his energy wisely in 
understanding, by analyzing the anatomy of the changing environment and how to create a position 
for himself to be able to survive. He mentions the underappreciation, the fact that their opinion about 
the way the merger is taking place has not been asked and he does not feel frustrated by this. In the 
case of Pim, agency has not been eliminated in the atmosphere of the change taking place. Pim is still 
capable of reflecting on his position and chooses to manage his future. The negative atmosphere that 
is observed from As previous participants have pointed out, that this affects employees although they 
choose not to resist openly. Pim shows no resistance at all. If there is Miasma it looks like it did affect 
Pim. 
Concluding remarks from Pim’s interviews
Pim witnesses the anxiety affecting people around him and the motivation declining. With his 
experience or previous mergers he has demonstrated to use his autonomy to create his own “survival” 
plan. 
Interview data from Pim, 4-2-2011
I: Was there particular solidarity among the people?
P: Yes there was solidarity. There was a very common complaint about the procedures. As the day of the 
presentation was nearing, people’s productivity started to decline. The day after the presentation, the 
productivity declined a lot and couple of days later the productivity is still very low. After the presentation, 
there were many emotions released among the people who had to undergo the assessments, and they 
wanted to speak to the Manager Sam, to release some steam. Sam said that it would not be possible as he 
had a daddy’s day (a day with the kids at home) planned and he would be absent. I can imagine that people 
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did not like this. The next day he came to the office and many people took time to have their conversation 
with him. There were no answers provided…….The general feeling among the Bank A people was that 
they had a lesser change than the Bank B people because they were branded ex-Bank A. 
Analysis
Although Pim mentions the solidarity among staff, he describes how emotions and are running high 
as the suspension increases. There is a toxic atmosphere and anxiety builds up to the day when the 
new job positions will be announced. Symptoms of Miasma, as described by Gabriel (2005, p.18) 
starts to appear. People feel discarded, disconnected and this shows up in their motivation which 
keeps declining. After the announcements, when the staff wanted to speak with the manager about 
their personal situation he was unavailable at first. The employees had the need to find solace from 
the manager and be assured about the future. However, the manager was not able to provide any 
comfort about the future. This left the staff feeling insecure and the declining motivation added to a 
dysfunctional work environment. It is unclear if there is any pollution of the sort that Gabriel mentions 
in his theory of Miasma. It is obvious that people are worried about their personal situation, they are 
in need of assurance and they hope to get an answer from their managers and leaders whom are 
not able to provide any assurances. Staff is discontent and this causes more frustration and raises the 
insecurity.
Interview data from Stan 4-2-2011
I: The appointment process has now been completed, and it was concluded negatively for you, do 
you feel betrayed?
S: I do not feel betrayed, that is a substantial word. The first 5 minutes after the decision I felt very 
much betrayed and I still feel betrayed to a certain extent at this moment. I thought that I was going 
to be appointed immediately and I based this on my knowledge and experience. More so because many 
people told me informally that I was valuable and that they were not yet ready to let me go as they had a lot 
of tasks for me to complete. Among others, my own senior told me this. So I was very much surprised……
The selection model is quite sufficient and objective to my opinion. I only miss clear decisions in case there 
is a special case of an employee to be dealt with. I saw myself as a special case and this lack in the 
decision making process also occurred in other special cases I know about. Some people could have 
been very important for the tasks in the future but they let this people go due to some rules. On the other 
hand, there are sometimes people left to occupy positions of whom I think “What kind of thought has 
gone into that decision” while others are asked to go, and I think “how is that possible?”, But this always 
remains a subjective opinion. If you try to discuss this, you do not get further than “the rules.”
I: How did the situation go until the 1st of February 2011 and how did it go after the 1st of February 
2011? (note: this question indicates that the date of the 1st of February is significant when it comes to 
how Gerard experienced the changes taking place)
S: Until the 1st of February I was quite hesitant because before that date it was forbidden to announce 
anything. Before the 1st of February, I did not make an effort to find a position for myself because I was 
convinced that I would be appointed anyway. The whole department, around 25 people, attended the 
meeting on the 1st of February. It was an entirely relaxed setting with coffee and tea. I felt very relaxed at the 
start of the meeting. One or two days before the meeting took place I didn’t even give it so much thought.
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Some of the people were maybe a bit tenser because they possibly felt that they would have to leave. Some 
did not care as they did not mind leaving because they did not like their job and did not want to proceed 
anyway. 
It was a presentation of 55 sheets, a lot, and it took one and a half hour to complete. They told us about the 
whole decision process and more…..It was clear to the group, but personally I thought they should have 
stopped presenting the sheets because I thought that in general everybody wanted to know if they were 
placed or not.
There were lots of overview provided….Overviews stating the number of people needed and how many 
would be placed, as a result of the fact that there were some places available…..It became clear that 
some people were immediately placed, I was not placed though. From that moment on I did not hear 
much of the meeting anymore. That I would not be placed was something I did not expect. After this, I 
thought all would be easier. I was cooking from the inside as I did not understand what had just happened.
Among each other, we would discuss the possibilities, but there was nosolidarity as such. The people 
who were immediately placed stayed throughout the meeting; I thought this was very social. They also 
conversed with others. After the presentation as we walked back to our workplaces, there was more talk. There 
were questions about whom they meant when they spoke about a particular position as the presentation 
did not mention people by name. People had lots of questions, and there was an opportunity to ask 
questions. However, most of the questions were related to oneself, and so lots of questions were not 
asked. I asked only one question. That was that I wanted to speak to my senior the next day.
My senior answered that he would be available in the morning and the afternoon, I thought he owed 
it to us. My senior did part of the presentation, there was someone from HR (Human Resources) with an 
explanation and someone from an agency who would be in charge of getting the future assessments 
executed. I did not remember much of the presentation. I did not think that the presentation was a suitable 
one. It would have been much better to have allowed for more time and to have explained at the beginning 
what everybody should expect and what the results were for everybody. After the presentation, there could 
have been a second conversation in which the procedures of the assessment would be explained. Three-
thirds of the information did not stick with me.
I: What were your thoughts and feelings at that moment?
S: I was thinking about what to do next. Other things that also played a role were pride and acknowledgment. 
If it was in a less sensitive setting, I would have asked more questions and would have shown more 
emotions. The most important question I had was, how did they come to this decision, but I held this 
questions until after the presentation. I also felt angry at that moment. However, I kept it to myself. I was 
furious, and some people might have noticed it. In a later stage, I explained my anger to my senior and told 
others that I felt shafted. After the meeting, there was room for having a meeting with my senior and others 
also had a meeting with him.
Analysis
Stan shares his experience in details. He feels angry and betrayed because his manager promised him 
that he would be appointed a job position. He cannot rationally understand the choices that were 
made. He has difficulty to understand why some skilled people were let go, while others can stay of 
whom he thinks that they are not fit to remain. It is almost as if he is envious of these people being 
lucky enough to have been able to keep their jobs. He mentions that he did not expect such a serious 
impact from the meeting of the 1st of February . As he describes this pivotal meeting, he explains how 
everything for him changed that day. He was in shock after hearing the news that he was not placed. 
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Stan contained himself, although he was angry and somewhat betrayed. The atmosphere was tense. 
Stan describes the collective and personal anxiety, the disconnection that the changes of the merger 
caused. 
The setting is like the horrible setting of a public execution. It is like that horrible moment the Jewish 
people arrived at the concentration camp, not knowing what to expect, and then everything changed. 
There was a list, there were positions, but there were no names. There were the bringers of the bad 
news, the Miasma, the senior, the person from HR, the person from the assessment agency taking 
the time to present 55 power point slides. All adding to the destructive suspension to end with a 
public execution. Stan not being among the people to be placed in a new job position. People were 
dehumanized, they were the victims of the execution, perfectly planned and presented in 55 power 
point slides. It is clear that employees are “objectified”, and as described by Yiannis Gabriel (Gabriel, 
2005, p.18), “treated as pawns on a chessboard, arranged and rearranged, deployed, redeployed and 
discarded with no regard to any desires or values of their own.” And although all these took place, there 
was a total absence of resistance among staff, attending the meeting. Stan mentions that, after having 
heard the sad news, he was in such a shock that he was unaware of his surroundings. Stan literally 
shows signs of paralysis. He describes how, in this paralyzed state he turned “deaf to his surroundings” 
and did not hear anything anymore. 
He mentions the fact that the employees who got their positions, who got placed, were kind of 
soothing to him, he thought they were social in their behavior although there is no mention of 
solidarity. It is as if he needed them to help him get over his new reality, his shock.
In this part of Stan’s interview we notice the link between, pollution in the work environment, the 
pollution spreading by the bad news broadcasted by the seniors, the absence of resistance among 
staff and paralysis, as described by Gabriel (2005, p.17) in his theory of Miasma.
I: How did the next day go?
S: First I slept over it to be able to handle my emotions better. I congratulated the colleagues who were 
placed with their jobs. I thought it was polite to do this. They were not my competitors. With others we 
gossiped the whole morning, everybody had their own story to tell. Among us, it was possible to get rid of 
the emotions. For one person it did not mean anything, for another it could mean that their whole world 
was lost. Some colleagues would now become my competitors, but the relationships were good. It is a 
friendly group, and there is some solidarity; now lets see how long it lasts…….I do not have the idea that 
people from Bank A have been let go during this round of selection. Some say that people from Bank B are 
preferred, but this does not seem to be the case, I think.
I: How did the personal conversation go with your senior?
The next day I had the conversation with my senior. I tried to be rational in the meeting instead of 
being emotional. I had to get rid of my emotions, and my senior understood that. I asked him about 
my future and what kind of tasks I could engage in going forward. He told me that I had to wait and see, 
and that I still had some opportunities, I also did not expect him to say that it would be a problematic 
situation……My senior is also running some risks. In case the assessment does not work out well for 
me, then I will not be able to proceed with my work, and this is a risk for my senior as well. I asked him 
if I could try to find a job somewhere else in the organization, and he said that it was formally allowed, 
but that he would not advise me to do that. He said that I would come to see what was the best for me to 
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do. I am going to go entirely for the assessment, but I am also going to look around, and I am open about 
this. I already have some meetings planned mostly to see what positions are available, and to assess the 
perspectives I have. I feel that trust has been damaged. They gave me a position some time ago, but there 
are 2 or three other people with the same position now. They should have given me another position, 
but they did not do that then, and I blame them for that. (Stan refers to the period in which he became 
a salaried employee). It would have been better if they had appointed me to a position that would be 
retained in the new organization.
I: Can you perform your tasks as a professional now?
S: I am somewhat reserved. I feel shafted, but at some point, I have to get over it. I feel professional 
enough to perform my tasks. There is a lack of empathy with some people; they only care for themselves. 
They forget that I am not the only one having a problem, if I do not get through the assessment, I will 
not be able to complete my tasks, and then they will have to find a replacement for me.
I: How is the motivation of the colleagues in your department?
S:…..Stan laughs…… With some, it has declined somewhat. I was positive before the meeting (referring 
to the meeting of 1st of February). Since Tuesday evening (the evening of the 1st of February) it has become 
much less, with my knowledge and experience I have to get myself to improve my motivation. My colleagues 
count on me, and I count on myself, so I have to go for it. It will cost some time because I have received a hit.
Analysis
Stan has become less motivated, and he is down after what transpired on the 1st of February, “the day 
of execution.” He is encouraging himself with the idea that his skills and experiences are invaluable 
to the organization, and that if he does not pass the assessment, he is not the only one having a 
problem but that his senior, the department and implicitly the organization have a problem together 
with him. It seems that he is encouraging himself by continually comparing himself to others, and 
telling himself that he is irreplaceable. Is he suffering from the feeling of what Gabriel in his theory of 
Miasma (Gabriel, 2005, p.28) describes as “not feeling good enough”? Stan is a victim of the change 
taking place and he experiences the environment as a toxic one. Stan was positive before the meeting 
but now he has a ‘wait and see attitude’. His feelings of being betrayed by his manager, and as such by 
the organization, makes him cautious as to what to expect from the future. As an employee he feels 
disconnected, discarded like a pawn on the chess board. Just like in the case of Robin, Stan has the 
feeling of not being taken care of by his “parent”, the organization he was part of. He feels betrayed 
because he gave up a part of his own identity to become part of the identity of the organization and 
now that relationship is broken (Carr, 2001, p.426). Is he one of the living corpses around, polluting 
the environment? (Stein 2001; Gabriel, 2005, pp.24-25). Trust is damaged, events are paralyzing the 
collective and causing demotivation to evolve into dysfunction.
I: What is keeping you from leaving Bank B sooner rather than later?
S: The first point that keeps me from leaving Bank B sooner than later is my age and the current job 
market situation, which is not good and I do not expect to get the chances I need to be successful. I need 
particular security and I cannot take any significant risks. If I stay here for some time, at least I will have 
the financial security even as I do not feel pleased with my current situation. Maybe it is an option to go 
to another department where there are more entrepreneurial people. As I grow older, and this also goes for 
more older people, the chances of moving to another position are reduced. When I was younger, I would take 
more risks and would have left much sooner. I can bluff now that if they do not give me the position that 
I want that I will leave, but I do not think it will work. The situation now with Bank B is bizarre. My trust 
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is damaged, and it has to heal. The trust will not recover if my senior now offers me a new position. I 
would have my position, but I would keep an eye on him every step he took. I can still speak normally to 
my senior. It is also not about the trust I have in my senior, the decisions have been taken by others who were 
responsible for the decisions and I just partially had any influence on that part. I still feel that I am loyal 
to the collective organization, but I feel less loyal towards some individuals. I am watchful. I will now 
have some short conversations in the organization, and maybe it will result in some helpful solutions. If I am 
offered another position within the organization, I will not immediately accept it. I want it to be a job position 
with the right type of content and one in which I can be happy for a longer term.
I: How do others in your department deal with the current situation?
S: Others have a very different attitude towards the future. Many people who are in the same positions 
as myself think that it will all be okay in the end, because they experienced many of these situations 
before. From my group, I know that there is someone who is affected by the situation. Another doesn’t give it 
much thought, doesn’t have a wait and see attitude, somewhat thinks about his health, and possibly wants 
to do something else in the future. It is very diverse. If someone else leaves the department, it might also 
be a change for myself. However, I do not put my hope in that; others also have their emotions. The coming 
years, my tasks will be related to the merger. I am very curious what my tasks will be after that period. I want 
a position that works for me, and I have not yet come across such a position, more so if I will have to 
accept a lower salary.
I: Would you like to stay and work for this organization? 
S: It depends on the department and position to decide if I would stay. In general, I do not mind staying within 
the organization; I was not negatively impacted. I will be more critical of my choices. We can go work for 
another financial organization, but there are also all kind of things happening in those organizations. 
You must try to make the best of it. It touches me personally what happened to me, more than I expected, 
and it did not heal quickly. Let’s suppose they suddenly would ask me if I would like to continue, then I 
would ask myself, why now suddenly am I good enough and just some time ago I was not? I want to 
understand things like this.
Analysis
Stan confirms that there is no resistance from the people who are in the same position as himself. They 
all think that everything will be fine, they are hopeful, signs of paralysis, inertia dominates. Even now 
after the “execution date” there is no open resistance. Meanwhile, they are emotionally affected by 
what has happened to them and suffering under the insecurity and the toxicity of the situation. They 
are now the walking corpses (Gabriel, 2005, pp.24-25), now contaminated and spreading the Miasma, 
adding to the dysfunctioning organization. 
Concluding remarks
There are symptoms of Miasma appearing from the data. Agency is losing power as people feel their 
autonomy being eroded. There is no inclusivity and management cannot contain the rising anxiety 
resulting from the merger. There is a disconnection between the employees and the organization. The 
trust is damaged and the emotional tie is broken. The employees are left wondering who will decide 
their future, who will decide their new job positions. It is as if they are dependent on a super-ego, 
some omnipotent entity. Due to the negative, toxic environment people are demotivated and the 
organization is dysfunctioning. 
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6.2.2 Theme 2: Constant criticism and self-criticism, downsizing
In his paper Gabriel (2005) describes one of the symptoms of Miasma that becomes clear in the daily 
operation of the organization;
“Second, miasma entailing constant criticism and self-criticism and the experience of never being ‘good 
enough’ is highly contagious. Survivor’s guilt may amplify the gloom and depression of those who escape 
early rounds of downsizing, sapping the desire to fight. As for the cleansers themselves, they are very aware 
that today’s cleansers easily become tomorrow’s deadwood and candidates for cleansing. Treating other 
people as objects, has a remarkably deflating impact on oneself as a subject.” (Gabriel, 2005, p.18).
In the following, the findings from the interviews are shared. The focus is on results related to Theme 2.
Interview with Judy, interview data from the merger period, date 31-10-2010:
I: What is your experience of the legal merger between Bank A and Bank B?
J: I did not lose any sleep over the idea that I might be out of a job in the short term. However, I had my doubts 
if I would be appointed an exciting job. It bothered me for a long time that there was a possibility that I would 
not get an exciting new job position. On the day when people were appointed to their new job positions, I 
felt terrible. I worked very hard, but I had the feeling that I was not appreciated for the results I produced.
I: Has the selection procedure been biased towards positioning more Bank B people?
J: There is a top-down manner used in appointing people. In the top levels, there are many Bank B people 
being appointed and they then appoint the people on the following levels. People most often appoint 
people they have worked with previously and people they kind of know, this is natural. This does not directly 
imply that there is a clear choice made to implement a Bank B culture….
I: Did insecurity rise in the group of people coming from the Bank A side due to the way the selection 
procedure was taking place?
J: Because on the top layer, many people being appointed were from Bank B, insecurity rose among the 
rest of the people. The expectation was that due to the new situation where top people were from Bank B, 
the expectation was that the Bank B culture would become the dominant culture….
I: After different selection rounds, you were appointed in your new position, did you experience this 
as form of appreciation?
J: I undoubtedly experienced my appointment as a form of appreciation. I heard that some people fought 
for me in the problematic meetings that were taking place about who would be appointed and where. They 
wanted to keep me, and I appreciated it very much.
I: What is your critique considering the Bank B culture?
J: My critique is that the Bank B culture is highly bureaucratic and there are many rules. Managers coming 
from Bank A do not know as much as they should of the relevant content. On the contrary, people coming 
from Bank A carried with them much more content knowledge. People on lower levels at Bank B have fewer 
responsibilities than was the case at Bank A. In this way, the qualities that people had in bank A are now 
underutilized in Bank B, going forward and that is an apparent loss due to a lack of knowledge of the 
people coming from Bank B.
I: Do you think that the new organization has taken on a lot of Bank B influences?
J: When I look at the Job appointment procedure I evidently think that there are many negative 
influences from Bank B dominating. I believe that Bank B has good intentions, but there are too many rules 
and fortress-like procedures in place to set up the new organization. Sometimes I think that the procedures 
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are unfair. People from Bank B have been appointed to higher salaries than people from Bank A while 
they did the same Job and had the same capacities. Very often people from Bank B had a more prominent 
advantage because people from Bank A were excluded beforehand, although they had the same skills but 
were still excluded because their previous salary differed too much from the new salary level. In the long run, 
I think the organization will become smaller; there will be many people losing their Job in the future.
Analysis
Judy is a very skilled professional with a Phd in physics, a very amicable lady. The analytical way 
Judy explains what she observes and explains, clarifies that the work environment creates tensions, 
insecurity, lack of confidence, is uninspiring and as such, is contaminated with insecurity. It all creates a 
very tense, and emotional situation for Judy. She is frustrated, first feeling underappreciated, then feels 
literally sick when she has to cope with the uncertainty of having no influence over the appointment 
procedure and insecurity that the new appointment procedure creates for her (Gabriel, 2012). She is 
worried and feels unappreciated. She seems to be burdened with self-critique and she splits and or 
projects her emotions on the people responsible for the appointments, the top, by pointing to the 
way the appointment procedure is unfairly designed. Although these emotions seem to overwhelm 
Judy she shows no resistance and does not take action to for example leave the organization. She is 
aware that the bad things that have happened to others can anytime also happen to her. Although 
she struggles with all of these emotions as she has mentioned, there is again an absence of resistance 
as she is hopeful. The anxiety she describes has a turning point when she is appointed. She finally 
feels appreciated. Now she is happy that “people have fought for her”, the organization has taken care 
of her (Klein, 1975). The breach in the emotional link between Judy and her “care-taker”, the “new” 
organization, is restored (Bion, 1988). Any resistance she had seems to “sap” as pointed out by Gabriel 
(Gabriel, 2012).
She is realistic in the severity of the changes taking place, and predicts that there will be many people 
laid off. 
Observation
Years later this prediction would become a fact with thousands of people being laid off, while top-level 
people would receive high bonuses. A discussion about this controversial situation would dominate 
the national newspapers and the national news in Land A for many months.
Interview with Mike, about the appointment procedure during the merger, 30-7-2010
I: What did the Bank A people think about the appointment procedure?
M: Among many people the appointment procedure was a central topic of their conversation. They 
always spoke about it. They worried about Job security. Especially among the seniors, there was this 
worry about redundancy in job positions, so half of the seniors will get another position or will have to 
leave. The senior people were only busy with securing a leading position in the new organization; they 
have no focused anymore on the day to day work which they were still responsible for. Personally, I was 
not affected by this very much. Others, who needed the attention, were affected by this.
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Analysis
Mike describes the harsh reality of people fighting for their “existence”, and this is obvious in the way the 
seniors behave. The job insecurity amplifies the anxiety and this is creating an atmosphere dominated 
by individualistic behavior, people looking out for themselves with no attention anymore for the daily 
functioning of the organization. Dysfunction has taken a hold in attitudes (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). Mike 
denies being affected by this atmosphere, but the questions are: Is this possible when seniors are busy 
with something else but the daily tasks? Are the seniors able to be the container, to sustain the bond 
between the employees and themselves? Mike is clearly in denial and does not know how to act and 
as such chooses the subdued path.
Interview data from Tito, about the appointments procedure, during merger, 13-7-2010
I: What do you think about the application procedure?
T: It is very odd that many people have to apply for their current job, it is even insulting for people to do 
that. For example, take the situation of Yvon. She is a head in the back-office for Bank A, there was no one 
doing the same job on the Bank B side, but she is still not appointed. This is very demotivating for Yvon and 
all others who have not been appointed to the position that they are currently filling. There is not only an 
integration taking place but also a reorganization. Approximately 6000 people will have to be laid off and 
this is a right thing to do. It’s a tough thing for people with families when they lose their Job, but it has 
to happen. We are talking about a bank and a bank has to make money. The cost of salaries are a big 
chunk of the costs, there is a lot to gain by saving costs.
Analysis 
The job insecurity and feelings of being treated unfairly when it comes to the appointment procedure 
is again described by Tito. The way the procedure takes place seems to extend the execution 
moment, which again negatively affects the work atmosphere. This indecisiveness is leading to a work 
environment that is not performing as it should. Tito points out that a Bank has to make money, and 
cutting salary costs provide considerable cost savings for a Bank which again raises the insecurity 
and possibly causes the negativity to spread even more supplementing the negative spiral, causing 
more dysfunction overall. Yvon is not resisting, she is silently suffering and with hope waiting to be 
appointed. Tito points out how insulting it is for people to endure this situation.
Interview data from Enzo, about the transition and appointments procedure, during merger, 
24-6-2010
I: How were you received by Bank B, and has this changed now during the new merger?
E: I must say we were received very well and with open arms by Bank B when we (Bank A) took over Bank 
B. Now Bank B is taking us (Bank A) over, and this certainly means that there is a shift in roles. They call it a 
merger but, but in fact, Bank B is taking us over. Bank B pulls much more on the strings although the 
global markets department is 80% filled with Bank A. 
I: Do you think that many people are afraid that Bank B is taking vengeance for the fact that Bank A 
previously took Bank B over and was then dominating Bank B?
E: First I think that many people are afraid of Bank B taking vengeance. Second, Bank B is in headcount 
terms twice as numerous as Bank A.
I: What do you think about the job application procedure that is currently taking place?
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E: In this period there is much uncertainty within the organization. Everybody does their work well, as 
well on the Bank B side as on the Bank A side, and that is why it feels strange to apply for a job again. It is also 
strange that specific jobs have been created on the Bank B side, although these jobs already exist and are 
being fulfilled on the Bank A side. One had the idea to have a secure job because one was employed by 
a financial organization, a bank, but suddenly everybody has to apply for a job, and everybody reacts 
differently to this. I mostly wanted to have a fun job and did not want to be forced into a new job.
I: What are the risks of setting up the new organization and why is there less use of the knowledge 
found among the Bank A people?
E: The job application procedure is run by people from Bank B, and they usually pick people they already 
know very well and can trust, this is something understandable and also logical. A huge risk is trust in the 
Bank B and at this moment there isn’t any trust in Bank B.
I: What do you expect from the job application procedures?
E: In general there should be a balance between people selected with a Bank B background and people 
with a Bank A background. However, we all know that people choose the ones they seem to know better 
and whom they trust. I expect that people will leave the firm when they do not like their new job and 
their new work environment. People from Bank A usually have broader defined jobs than their counterparts 
on the Bank B side, although they earn the same level of salary or will earn the same level of salary in the 
new situation. So people from Bank A will have to adjust to a more rigid job environment and fewer 
responsibilities, than they were used to. People with lots of experience, knowledge, and confidence are 
usually less easy to manage.
Additional interview data from Enzo indicating being underappreciated, passed over:
I: Do you think that you have been consulted well enough about how the new organization should 
be organized?
E: I feel that I have not been involved in this as much I should have been. Jade (she works together with 
Enzo) has spoken to someone on the Bank B side to point out that there are too many individual managers 
instead of central leadership. This person agreed with us and then nothing happened, as it seems they 
have not listened to us.
The choice for Bank B’s model is most likely the reason for the fact that people like Donald (former COO) and 
me (Enzo moved up to take Donald’s position after Donald became COO) have not been consulted about 
how the organization should be set up in the new setting. On the Bank B side, plans are usually created 
by people from the staff, and these people have no experience about how things work in real life, this is a 
threshold. A better method would have been to have the staff people come up with a model, and have 
the people with experience review this model (for example people from McKenzie). If you only let the 
people with inexperience come up with a model, this was something that GS (referring to the department 
Global Securities) would like to do; then you would get a situation as is now the case. If you want to change 
anything, then, of course, this is not the way it should work. Both experience and theory should come 
together.
Analysis
Enzo provides a realistic overview of how the transition is taking place. He describes the “strange” 
feeling of applying to one’s own job. He noticed Tito saying that he thinks it is a straight forward 
humiliation to have to apply for your current job. In the context of the decaying old organization and 
the dominance of the new organization one may conclude that people may feel intimidated by this 
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dominance. Enzo further highlights the overall concept of a logical, well-functioning and ideal working 
situation concerning how it should have been approached to make the transition better for everyone. 
Enzo describes a balanced approach combining top-down and bottom-up concepts of including 
experience from the workflow and the people who are carriers of this experience. His reasoning is 
full of his management experience. Enzo indicates why symptoms of a dysfunctional workplace are 
appearing, namely a rigid top-down approach, with a lack of inclusiveness. Although the seniors 
mention the lack of inclusiveness nobody seems to listen to their suggestions. Does the top care? Enzo 
does not feel included and as such not contained (Bion, 1988) giving rise to emotions such as feelings 
of underappreciation. Although there are no insulting actions, people are being neglected and passed 
over. Although they are highly qualified, they are being marginalized, and people are being left to fill in 
the gaps and give their interpretations as to what is happening. Enzo does not mention that he feels 
humiliated, that he is affected by the neglect, by feelings of not being “good enough” but that fact that 
he talks about it is an indication that this is an emotion that has not gone unnoticed. The fact is that he 
as a senior manager, has not been asked to add his experience to the new model and the way the new 
organization is being shaped is possibly adding to the anxiety and the job security as people feel that 
they have no influence over the change process taking place. Again we see no clear resistance from 
Enzo, he accepts what is happening although his experience speaks for itself.
First interview with Jade, employee at Bank A, during merger, date 14-7-2010 
I: The stage has now been set for the integration of Bank A with Bank B, how is this going?
J: These are uncertain times for the personal of P&P…… The selections procedure is not very transparent 
and logical for people on the work floor. These people become restless because they long for security.
I: Are many people leaving the bank because of this uncertainty?
J: There have not been many people who have left the bank, but that is mostly because of the lousy 
labor market. Older people are not leaving because they are old and don’t see any new perspective on the 
short term. Others see opportunities and want to stay to take on new challenges. Another group of people 
has their responsibilities, their family and a mortgage to pay and can’t just change jobs.
I: Do you intend to leave the bank?
J: I want to wait and see what’s going to happen, I am curious what is going to happen with Bank B. 
I have a good salary here, and I am not sure if I will be able to get the same in another non-financial 
organization. I know what I want, and I am confident that I will be able to show my skills in the Bank B 
organization. I am not sure if I will be in the right position from the start, but I expect to finally get into the 
better positions within a couple of years. If that does not happen, I can then always decide to move on to 
something new. I am not financially dependent on the position, so that gives me some freedom.
Analysis
Jade is aware that there is a significant challenge to being appointed in the preferred position, given 
the ongoing lack of transparency surrounding the selection procedures. She highlights the fact that 
many people are restless due to the uncertainty they face related to their job security. This restlessness 
may amplify the anxiety in the work atmosphere fueling a kind of polluted environment, leading to 
dysfunction and other Miasmic situations as pointed out by Gabriel (Gabriel, 2012). Jade is aware of 
the consequences of not leaving the organization, but has made up her mind to sit out the rough 
times in the hope that better times are on the horizon. At the moment she has decided not to resist 
and cope with what she is experiencing. Although she understands the challenges of the enduring 
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job insecurity due to not having direct influence on the future and the appointment in a new job, she 
displays a hopeful attitude. Jade has a plan B for when things do not work out for her. She will then 
leave the organization at a later stage. As such, she is willing to accept the current situation and hopes 
for better opportunities to appear. Jade describes her agency in a way that she is hopeful of the future, 
she sees the changes taking place as (an) a challenge she accepts. She is aware of the risks and accepts 
her position with hope.
Interview data from Robin, during merger, 29-6-2010:
I: The merger with Bank B has now started, are you of the opinion that it is a Bank B dominated merger 
and does this create an underappreciation of Bank A?
R: I am sure that Bank B is the dominant party in the merger. The structure of Bank B is used as the 
basis, and it makes sense that mostly Bank B people are now being appointed to leading positions. On 
the side of Bank A, there is indeed a lack of structure, so it makes sense that the Bank A structure is neglected. 
If the Global Securities (GS) department were a strong one, it would be an essential reason to put Bank A in 
the lead. Bob (leading the Global Markets department) and Donald (the Chief Operating Officer) are 
not working very well with each other. So it should not be expected that Bank A people will be in the lead 
in this merger. It does not surprise me at all. I do not feel any under appreciation at all, and I must say people 
should not complain about this if they can display the needed qualities, they will be appointed. Of course, 
Bank B is the dominant party, but one should not feel underappreciated. I must say that it is easy for me 
to say this, I am not (in )one of the management, so I am in a less risky position when it comes to the issues 
of appointments.
Analysis
Robin has a very meritocratic mindset. He understands that the party with the best structure and 
people will be the dominating party. Robin rises above the possible political choices made, and 
substantiates his analysis with his observation of Bank He points out, leaders not working together and 
the lack of structure, as the reason for the logical choice for Bank B to dominate in the merger. He is 
very open about the fact that he does not feel at risk, as he is not from the management level. As such, 
one could conclude that there are no symptoms of Miasma to be noticed. But is Robin not in denial 
and as such hiding his feelings of not being appreciated and not being affected? How can one not 
be affected by a malfunction between one’s seniors? If they do not get along the effect on them can 
be destructive. However, it is clear that Bank B is dominating the merger and that people from bank B 
are preferred to fill in positions, especially on management levels. As such, people from Bank A are the 
victims, treated as objects (Gabriel, 2012). Although Robin states his opinion that people should not 
feel victimized by the current choices made, people from Bank A have experienced feelings of being 
the victim in this merger. We also need to consider the findings from the previous interviews. Miasma is 
having its effect, people from Bank A are the victims of the dominance of Bank B in the merger process. 
Considering the perceived denial of Robin, the environment, with conflicts among leaders, is all but 
constructive and positive. The organization is sick, and in a state of decay (Schwartz, 2010) It seems that 
pollution is there and spreading in ways which can’t rationally be categorized (Gabriel, 2012).
I: How do the others experience the merger?
R: The people who cannot do a lot and don’t do a lot, are nervous. At Bank A they would lose their job, 
but the merger may offer them a chance to keep their jobs. Their self-interest is the main thing. With these 
people, I notice that they are not engaged in their work. As I told you before, it is effortless to do nothing 
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at Bank A, and nobody would notice. They are afraid that they will not be able to do the same in the 
new organization. There is another group of people who have been working at Bank A for a very long time 
and perform very well. They are shocked and became nervous because of the new situation. Within P&P I 
miss the interest people should have in their work. There are too many people just busy with themselves and 
with no love for the subject matter.
Analysis
Robin described the two groups of people working within Bank A, and substantiates the way these 
people experience the shock, the pollution and how they view their future. Their individualistic attitude 
is highlighted. He describes as certain depression a “madness of the organization” as pointed out by 
Sievers (Sievers, 1986) and highlights the possible pollution of Maisma spreading further (Gabriel, 2012).
I: Did you consider leaving Bank A due to being underappreciated by your seniors?
R: Sure, I have considered leaving Bank A! The merger will create a situation that I will have other seniors, 
and things will change. If you want to move on career-wise, it is essential that people, your seniors, 
are willing to give you a chance to move up. I must say I do not notice such an attitude among the 
leadership of P&P (the department Products and Processes), everybody in the department has this issue 
to deal with. The leadership of P&P is a closed club (I mean Jade (his direct report) when I say this).
What also doesn’t work in enhancing the work environment, is the fact that the organization works with a 
high number of external consultants. They earn more, and they have a very different attitude….if projects 
get delayed they do not mind as it means that they can earn more and more extended hours and fees….
because they do many tasks, we do not get a proper chance to learn what we need to learn……If an external 
consultant does the same Job as I do and they earn more than I do, I am more motivated to become an 
external consultant myself.
Due to the merger, I am told by Judy that because of the hectic situation I cannot move on in the 
organization. However, I think even if there were no merger, there would not be any possibility to move 
up the ladder. Jade does not want anyone to move on….analysts should be able to become specialize 
and would allow for more recognition.
Analysis
Robin again displays his frustration about the fact that he is not appreciated, and cannot grow in his 
position. He points out that he is the victim of Jade’s attitude in general, of not being in favor of helping 
employees to advance in their career. His senior is not taking care of him (Carr, 2001). This is apparently 
a frustration. As such he uses projection to point to his senior as the cause of his misery (Klein, 1995), 
he is projecting his frustration on his superior, the bringer of the Miasma (Gabriel, 2012). Although he 
mentions that he has considered leaving, he still expects things to get better for him as a result of the 
merger. As a victim he hopes for better times and happily neglects all negative signals he is receiving, 
showing no resistance by leaving the organization. 
Interview data from Mike, during merger, 30-7-2010:
I: Before the crisis, Bank A was the party taking over Bank B, was Bank A truly the dominating party 
then?
M: During the merger Bank A was apparently the party on top. The Bank B personnel were angry about 
this, and many people also left then. In the eyes of Bank B, Bank A has always been the lesser Bank, so they 
did not accept that Bank A people would tell them what to do. 
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I: Has there been any under appreciation felt in the past?
M: I do not know if the Bank B people felt underappreciated when they were taken over by Bank A, as I 
did not have that much contact with Bank B people. The Bank A people on the Land A side were always 
underappreciated by the people from Land B; no one understood what the people at the headquarter 
of Bank A in Land B wanted. Their managers would drop by once a month, and they did not understand 
anything, but they were in charge of all that had to happen.
Remark of the interviewer about the interaction with Mike
I kept probing Mike about the Samba project to understand the impact this project had on the 
organization, the people involved and what the final result of the effort was. I used this project as a case 
in itself to study the dynamics taking place between goals set, people employed, and relationships 
between people. I used the opportunity to dig deeper into what was happening, to deeper study the 
dysfunction of the organization under the influence of possible symptoms of Miasma.
Interview with Mike, during merger, 30-7-2010 continues
I: Back to the project, how did it go in the beginning? (I probed Mike more on the Samba project 
because it was one of the leading projects in the merger, and as such there were many interactions 
taking place between the different departments)
M: In the beginning, all was well with Samba, everybody was busy, and they all wanted to create something 
beautiful. Due to another project that did not go well, many years were lost, and so they wanted Samba 
to be implemented as soon as possible. The allocated time was five months. Five months is very short. So 
because of the time pressure, the atmosphere also changed. When everyone realized that five months was 
an impossible deadline to reach, everyone started to chaotically go his or her own way. This caused the 
structure to be lost, and this was visible in the deliverables (what was created and implemented), and there 
were many errors made. These errors caused many more frustrations, the business complained about the 
shortcomings. Everybody had worked hard for five months, and then it seemed that the system did not work 
as expected, and these people were not happy about this. Then the critique started on everyone; on the 
project manager, on the business analysts and IT. Everybody tried to point a finger to accuse the other 
of the problems. For myself it was also very frustrating that I had put so much time and effort into the 
project and that the total result was terrible in the end. 
Analysis
We notice a culture of blame appearing and leading to dysfunction (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). Suddenly 
everybody seems to have become the “bringer of Miasma” the “spreader of the pollution” (Gabriel, 
2012). People are disappointed, disoriented, they feel under-appreciated and frustrated. The symptoms 
of Miasma seem to create more anxiety, the pollution is everywhere, and everything goes wrong. There 
is a lot of self-criticism and the blame culture creates feelings of underappreciation. Mike admits to 
being part of this dysfunction and feels frustrated and seems to be paralyzed without any idea of how 
to proceed. 
Observation
Probably this is the reason why Mike left the organization for another employer in a very early stage of 
the merger. Mike was one of the talented people in the organization. He was loved by his seniors for 
his collaborative personality and his skills.
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I: Do you think the merger is being dominated by Bank B?
M: I am sure it is being dominated by Bank B. Everything is led by Bank B using Bank B assets. All target 
architecture was full of Bank B systems (Mike explains that all IT systems in the new situation were Bank B 
systems). There were systems from the Bank A side included in the selection, but all were then discarded, and 
they always use the same reason by noting “the Bank B systems and processes are leading, so this is not a 
target system”. Every time this was what was said about the Bank A systems, and this was the whole analysis. 
This was not accepted readily by the Global Markets department of Bank A. Everybody who had a chance 
to assess the architecture disagreed. The Bank B people thought they understood the Financial Markets 
business. They figured out that all systems had to build a new, although the Bank A systems worked very well. 
To set up all systems anew, because Bank B is leading, is not a good reason to do so.
The project Samba frustrated me a lot; I did not see any challenges for myself anymore. However, still, 
I stayed on the project for a long time. The merger could be a very challenging period, but the way 
it is being led is discouraging. The people in charge of this trajectory, are in my opinion, not capable 
enough. This is the reason why I did not see any reason to be part of this trajectory.
I: You have recently resigned from your current position as a business analyst, does this have to do 
with the merger?
M: There were meetings off and on about the merger where there were topics explained about the 
merger, but I never really paid much attention to it. One of the reasons for my departure is the lack of 
challenges for me personally. Besides this, I was frustrated, because I worked hard but nothing was finally 
delivered. What also played a role was that I was offered a beautiful job which I accepted. I was not very 
eager about the merger with Bank B either. It was already decided that I could stay on, but you had to wait 
for the position that would be offered to you. All exciting positions were already gone to Bank B people.
I: What should have happened for you to make you stay in the organization?
M: I would have liked to see more significant and new challenges for myself. I wanted to be involved in the 
integration project with Bank B, because that looked very interesting. When I got involved and saw all the 
constraints, I concluded that there was no honor in participating in the integration project. I want to 
work on projects where I feel a specific honor doing my Job and can achieve individual goals. I did not agree 
100% with the plans of Bank B, and so I cannot be 100% motivated to deliver excellent work.
Analysis
Based on my personal observations I concluded in a very early stage in my job that the Samba project 
was a pivotal project. If there was a project that included the things that characterized the workings of 
the organization in the middle of transitioning from the old to new organization, this was the project 
that would have it all. The dynamics of the Samba project exposes many facets of the anxiety and 
dynamics of the change. Mike points out that there are many clashes between different departments, 
with the power plays between the Front Office and P&P (Projects and Processes department) all 
causing irritations, frustrations, disappointments, blame, and as such dysfunctions. And Mike is one of 
the employees caught in the web of this negativity . The dominance of Bank B is also a frustration point 
that adds to the dysfunctions. Mike points out that he is frustrated by what is going on, the different 
camps formed, clashing with each other, blaming each other, with the leading people being incapable 
of useful action, he is so discouraged by it all, that he decided to leave the organization. It seems that 
there are so many people and different camps blaming each other as the spreaders of the symptoms 
of Miasma (Gabriel, 2012). The organization shows clear symptoms of decay (Sievers, 1986) and this 
is very demotivating for Mike personally. The decay is severe because as it seems the leadership is 
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not able to contain the stress, anxiety and blame that is going around. To the contrary, the leadership 
seems to be part of the negativity and creating it. As such the organization is also suffering from “sick 
leadership”. With leadership equaling the possibility to manage and contain anxiety, this means that 
“sick leadership” means no containment displaying the leadership caught in the “normal madness of 
organization” as described by Sievers (1986). 
We also got the same information from the other people interviewed (Jade, Judy, and Robin among 
others in other parts of the findings). He has analyzed the situation and is sure that leaving is the best 
thing he can do for himself. He is pessimistic in his view about the new organization, and he points out 
that the insecurity surrounding the job appointments, the irrational decisions, the individual agenda 
are all symptoms of Miasma, the pollution, all leading to a dysfunction of the organization.
Mike is the example of an employee who understands the risks of having to work and be part of the 
dysfunction in the organization. He is not motivated to go ahead with what he has experienced. He 
decides to take the risk of leaving a “secure” job, and create his new future. Mike, as such is a good 
example of agency being intact and his agency is not eliminated by Miasma (Gabriel, 2012). He was 
the first one of the group of participants I interviewed, who was quick in analyzing and acting to leave 
the organization. He gave up hope and moved along. I have not been able to interview Mike again and 
have not been able to assess if he was affected by any form of Melancholia after he left as an after effect 
of Miasma as discussed by Gabriel (2012). 
Interview Data from Tito regarding the role of Bank B dominating, 13-7-2010
I: Do you think that Bank B people are being favored above Bank A people?
T: I am of the opinion that the personnel of Bank B are being favored above Bank A People. In the board 
of directors, the highest level (level 1), 5 of the seven people are from Bank B. The level below that there are no 
Bank A persons appointed. Before people are appointed, you can notice them already emotionally leaving 
the organization. They are already kind of sure that they will not be appointed. Donald, the former COO, 
had to leave and so he did not fight for the people under him. In the past six months, I noticed that the 
entire management became very insecure. Before they would not make lots of decisions, in the past 
months, there were no decisions at all. Because they thought that they would not be appointed, so they 
left the decisions about the future to new people who would be appointed. 
Analysis
The polluted environment is evidently creating indecisiveness, further creating a situation where the 
organization is not entirely reaching its goals, signaling dysfunction. People are more engaged with 
their own goals and agendas, become individualistic, as the “loose” their leaders, their “containers” 
(Bion, 1988), for example Donald the former COO leaving as a result of the change process, their 
insecurity increases. With the loss of Donald people were left guessing what occurred and why he was 
not appointed. The absence of mourning in case of downsizing has been discussed by Stein (Stein, 
2001; Gabriel, 2005, p.24)1 as adding to the depression and other negative emotions As Gabriel argues 
“In general, during periods of sudden organizational change, rituals of separation and incorporation 
become neglected, allowing contact with “walking corpses” (Gabriel, 2005, p.24). The fear factor 
1 Stein, H and Alcorn, S, The Dysfunctional Workplace, 2015
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increased as people who are left behind feared that what happened to Donald might happen to them 
as well, as they were allowed contact with “walking corpses” (Gabriel, 2005, p.24). The survivors, the 
people left behind, feel alone, abandoned and depressed. 
Gabriel argues “Scapegoating is inextricably linked to Miasma – Oedipus was expelled from the city of 
Thebes to rid her of the pollution he had caused.” One may conclude that Donald was the scapegoat. 
By making this choice “the top or the organization”, responsible for the decision, perhaps “banishes 
one of a community’s marginalized members as the price of purification for the rest” (Gabriel, 2005, 
p.24). The new leadership of the new organization has not appointed “the object”, “the beheading” of 
Donald (Klein, 1995; Gabriel, 2012), thereby choosing to get rid of someone who is unfit to be part of 
the future. The fact that Donald was removed shocked many, and added to the anxiety and the stress. 
Instead of improving the situation by providing some assurance and empowerment to the people 
who were already suffering from all changes, this removal of “their container” added to the anxiety. It 
can be argued that there is a double scapegoating executed. The old leadership is scapegoated by the 
new leadership and removed as deadwood under the idea of downsizing, where the downsizing is 
seen by the new leadership as a necessary purification ritual to start a new beginning (Gabriel, 2012).
Interview data from Enzo regarding the role of Bank B dominating, 24-6-2010
I: Given the fact that they did not ask you for your opinion about how to set up the new organization, 
did it affect your feelings about Bank B having their vengeance?
E: I don’t have this feeling. Bank B has been working with their method for such a long time, and I believe that 
they try to be less extreme, but from a Bank A perspective it is still extreme. ….they write everything down 
in specific plans before they start acting…..Bank A people are more entrepreneurial and find the Bank B 
method of writing everything unnecessary……Bank B is very procedural……I guess Bank B knows this, 
but they do not depart from it just like that….
I: You have set up P&P (the Products & Process department) since the start, how does it affect you that 
it is now broken down?
E: I feel sorry that this is happening. It is a model that can work perfectly well and what has replaced it is less 
than we have now. Jade and I, we have worked on building P&P, and we both felt sorry that it is over. I 
accepted it quite quickly that P&P would stop existing. There have been plans drawn for change and you 
should not think that you can avoid it. There was no chance to try to keep P&P as it is and to continue it in 
the new organization. On a very high-level, decisions were made and there was nothing I could do to 
change that. The new model which they are implementing now can work well, but one has to pay attention 
to it. What is important, is that the right people are retained. A model only works well when there are 
good people using it.
I: Did you refrain from protesting against losing P&P because you wanted to secure your Job?
E: No that is not the reason why I did not protest. I am very result oriented, and I will not waste my time if 
I know that I cannot get the results I want. All was already decided and I had no chance to afford being 
against it.
Observation 
From the interview data, “as the tape was on”, it appears that Enzo has accepted his fate, knowing 
that the procedure is biased towards people from the Bank B. Personally I was surprised to hear this 
as I did not expect this from him. My experience with Enzo was one of someone who would dare to 
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speak up and be heard. He would almost demand the respect he thought he deserved. As we have 
seen in the introduction of this study, when he clashed with Tito, he was demanding respect and 
recognition. So this was not what I expected going into the interview. I expected Enzo to be more 
driven in his ambitions, and with his own plan, accepting the risks to move to another organization. As 
he himself mentioned, “people from Bank A are more entrepreneurial.” Where was his own risk taking, 
entrepreneurial attitude? It is possible that he did not want to expose his plans during the interview. It 
was also possible that he genuinely wanted to see how it was going to be in the new situation before 
taking his steps and move on. But from a Miasma standpoint I was noticing someone who was not 
showing any resistant as what Gabriel described as one of the symptoms of Miasma. 
Enzo worked for Bank B for a couple of years after the merger only to finally leave after receiving the 
“retaining” bonus he was promised, to continue his career at a consultancy firm. When I met him for 
a glass of wine years after the interviews and the merger, Enzo was still very rational and professional 
about the Bank B merger and his journey through the merger. 
Analysis
Enzo realizes very well that Bank B is the dictating party. His rationality, experience, and professionalism 
seemingly help him to settle comfortably in the new situation. He understands the risks, and is very 
analytical in pointing the risks out. It seems like his rationality is also allowing him to settle for what 
is coming, although it is not what he likes it to be. In Enzo’s case it seems that agency is intact and 
he does not display any depression or negativity. He is confident that any other behavior other than 
obedience and acceptance, is a waste of time and that he has to accept the decisions from the higher 
levels. Although he is open to highlight the fact that he as an experienced person is bypassed, and not 
asked for his ideas, he does not react emotionally on the decisions that are made. 
Interview data from Pim, job security and the appointment procedure, 4-2-2011
I: Did you also worry about your job?
P: I did not worry about my job. We saw how it was taking place, but I did not worry and did not sleep 
any less. This type of behavior towards employees seemed to be normal (Pim means something negative 
now was being accepted as normal) at Bank B. At Bank A, I expected that HR (Human Resources) and the 
heads of the departments were there for their personnel. HR and the heads at Bank B were not there for 
the personnel, but to get the reorganizations going, and that at the cost of anything. Nobody is saved, 
and there is no feeling at all.
Many people who were laid off, went to their managers to discuss what the reason was for them being 
selected to leave. There were answers given that their profile was not fitting enough and that HR just 
decided it. People do not understand why they were asked to leave. The managers were not providing 
valid answers about the choices made. I know someone who has worked for the Bank for 35 years and was 
still asked to leave without a proper reason provided. These things are complicated to accept because 
you ask yourself: Why you were the one selected and not someone else. There is much confusion because 
there are no clear reasons provided why certain people are laid. The exact reasons are not mentioned. People 
that don’t fit in are asked to leave.
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Analysis
Pim describes the new normal, yet another employee describes “the normal madness of the 
organization” (Sievers, 1986), the sickness, the pollution (Gabriel, 2012), the situation where the staff is 
fired without proper reasons provided. The reason that is provided doesn’t seem to fill the emotional 
gap between the employees affected. Employees fired are left in the dark, to solve it on their own. They 
are used as pawns and without understanding the “why” are asked to leave the organization. 
By the people who are left behind this can be viewed as a breach of trust in the relationship with the 
caretaker, the organization (Klein, 1975). There is a total lack of any “ritual” to help employees to transition 
from having a job to having none, and Bank B is not providing these rituals. The absent of explicit 
reasons for headcount reduction creates more insecurity. The lack of what Gabriel (2012) describes 
as “mourning” rituals, causes deep frustrations and results in negative feelings and depression. The 
seniors having to announce the job losses to their employees are the scapegoats, the bringers of the 
Miasma. They are ill-equipped to provide an emotionally practical reason for having to announce the 
job losses, and do not provide the containment needed (Bion, 1988). In combination with the shock 
and negativity spreading, the Miasma is amplified and causing feelings of significant loss, a depression 
among the survivors. 
I: How do the procedures take place concerning the appointments?
P: ………..if there are seven people, and there are five positions to be filled in a department, two 
will have to be asked to leave. The selection takes place by using assessments and conversations with 
psychologists asking tricky questions. After some weeks there is an interview with the manager. There is a 
feeling that even if the assessment, the profile, the many years of service, are ok, the personal criteria 
used by the manager is still essential for the selection. If your new manager did not like you, for whatever 
the reason, it can still result in you not being selected for the available position. This is the way it went with 
the back-office and also with the business management, where I was employed a short time ago…….At the 
start of February there was a presentation about what the procedure would be. Before this presentation, 
there was much tension. People would regularly talk about the appointment procedure. There was 
much speculation around the topic of who would stay and who would have to leave….the presentation was 
not evident in itself…..many job positions mentioned were unfamiliar to the people involved…..there was 
talk about job positions and not about people. Many people did not understand who would be immediately 
placed and who would have to leave and who would have to do an assessment……the next morning 
people would come together and figure out who would have to do which trajectory….work was replaced 
by talking about the filling of the positions…it was complicated for people to concentrate on their work….., 
because the news was entirely negative, and the messages still had to find a proper place in their heads of 
the people.
Analysis
….(remark; people were reduced to job positions, numbers instead of flesh and blood).
Pim describes the way the appointments for new job position took place, and how people experienced 
this process being very anxious and insecure. I a way we see people struggling and suffering from 
the fact that they have no clue about what is going to happen to them. It can be compared to the 
horrible seen of the days before the Jewish people would be brought to the gas chambers, a horrifying 
scenario. Pim provides details of this process. It seems that agency is at a minimum, demolished by 
the power of collective insecurity, inertia, Miasma displaying itself in its full power (Gabriel, 2012). The 
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employees feel insecure, they feel demotivated, neglected by their seniors, and show solidarity among 
each other. There is a powerless solidarity which does not lead to any form of resistance. This is a typical 
observation I made on the Bank A side, when the merger was not yet at the current stage, and what 
triggered my interest in finding out what was going on in this organization. Employees are looking for 
someone who can provide the answers, and their seniors are incapable of satisfying this need, and so 
they are left without answers. HR and the leadership do not offer the containment (Bion, 1988). Pim 
already highlighted in previous parts of this interview that the depression affected people in such ways 
that they would be sick for weeks, would not sleep well, their private lives were affected, and now he 
also mentions that productivity is low and declining further, and the organization is dysfunctioning as 
a result of the pollution of the Miasma. Pim has described the decaying organization in all its details.
Interview data from Stan, 4-2-2011
I: How is the integration going (the merger of Bank A and Bank B)?
S: One section of the cooperation between Bank A and Bank B, is that the name of Bank A should be 
removed everywhere, as the name of Bank A is contaminated. The goal is to get rid of the name of Bank 
A. The way to do this is by choosing Bank B platforms so that the migration takes place towards Bank B. 
At the same time, there is also a migration happening within the culture……the migration is taking place to 
one particular side…the Bank B side. There is a significant cultural difference between the two organizations. 
Bank B never had to struggle and this is visible from the structure. Bank B has a very different way of working. 
With Bank A, in general, all is much smaller, and there are more entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs are now 
being pushed away; the focus is on structure and governance and commissions. This is not the way to elevate 
back to higher levels. There is now a need for entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs will inevitably make mistakes, 
but they go full force, and that is something I miss now. With many issues, there are excuses made at 
this moment…..The Bank B markets department went to another Bank, so the markets division now 
in Bank B is a bank organization and this department must be merged with Bank A. And yet still the 
management exists of Bank B people. So you notice that some people keep the existing structures intact 
and this is something I find disturbing, in this way, there is no money going to be made.
I: How objective is the selection process?
S: The selection procedure is 90% objective. They look a lot at the job descriptions, but not at the quality 
of filling the position. These things are only being studied when there is any doubt. I do not like this process 
at all, in about half a year from now I will probably look at it as a life lesson. Now it is not a lesson; I have 
to see how this lesson ends. I am now preparing for the assessments, and I will fill in my tasks as I think it 
should be filled in, although I know that I will not do it with the same energy as before. I also have to put time 
into the assessments. That is inherent to the model now chosen. They do something to people because 
they want to achieve some savings, and this I can understand to a certain extent. On a personal level, I 
am annoyed; I think there should be more attention paid to the entrepreneurial quality of people…….
They are to model focused; there is model culture. They overthink the rules, and this, unfortunately, is 
the way it works. It may work if you earn enough with it, but there is not a penny made here. This is not the 
culture that is going to help Bank B to be listed in a couple of years. It is their manner of doing things, and it is 
not per se wrong. I am the victim, and I look at it from a different perspective. There is no real assessment 
of what added value people may deliver in the coming years. The models are very strictly used, and there 
are no exceptions made, although I think that it is needed from time to time. There is too little of an 
entrepreneurial spirit. 
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Observation
Please remember Stan is one of the employees who was in a big meeting when he heard that he was 
not appointed although he was assured of a job by his senior. Stan was so shocked that he described 
his situation as not being aware of his surroundings anymore and having a difficult time in his private 
life coping with the new reality. 
Analysis
Now Stan shows lots of rational understanding for the situation he is in, although he explicitly 
mentions that he is not happy at all with his current position. He shows no resistance, although he 
feels strong emotions. He is hopeful and mentions that he wants to put the time into preparing for the 
assessments. Stan is humiliated and he is trying to rationalize his position. He mentioned previously 
in the interview that he felt betrayed, his trust is damaged (Klein, 1975). The emotional link with the 
organization is breached. There seems to be no way out of the humiliation but to be hopeful and wait 
like a “sitting duck”. In Stan’s case he is already wounded by not being appointed. Stan understands 
that he has no influence over the next step, his agency seems to be inactive and the depression sets in 
as he makes his assessment of his position. Stan’s frustrations and depressed attitude may evolve into 
what Gabriel (2012) mentions; Stan becomes the carrier of the Miasma, and he may be perceived by 
his colleagues and others as the carrier of the Miasma, since he is the polluted one and is spreading 
the pollution as he is still around and not isolated. He was promised a secure position by many and 
especially by his senior. He seems to be confused, and his statements are not always consistent, as he is 
still recovering from his severe setback. Stan’s confusion reflects in his explanations and his critique that 
the organization suffers from a “model culture” and that this culture will jeopardize the company from 
moving in a positive direction in the future. Stan glorifies the old Bank A organization, since the current 
organization has a culture which he perceives as less flexible, lacking the entrepreneurial spirit found 
in the old organization. This confirms the point made by Gabriel when he discusses the way Miasma 
is affecting the surviving members creating more insecurity as his colleagues may wonder why Stan is 
not appointed. Stan’s critique on the organization can be viewed as a form of “mourning”. He is talking 
about the past as being better than the future. Is he doing this because he is having his “revenge”? It 
seems more like his confusion is leading to a sort of split as described by Klein (1975) whereby the 
emotional bond between him and his old organization is broken, he is lost in between, as his bond 
with the new organization is not secure. He feels let down by his senior and the people from the new 
organization in charge of the appointment (Carr, 2001). When Stan describes his critique on the culture 
of the new organizations is viewed from this perspective it point more towards Stan splitting off the 
bad and projecting his own insecurity, emotional damage, disappointment on the new organization 
and its people (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). Stan has difficulty deciding if he is fully productive, as such he is 
suffering from demotivation bearing the scars of Miasma.
Stan mentioned that the name of Bank A has to be eliminated everywhere because it is contaminated. 
This confirms what Gabriel (2012) mentions “while the “old” organization is discarded as corrupt, 
indulgent and inefficient, the new organization is glorified as flexible, dynamic and entrepreneurial.” 
Stan’s statements in this interview tell a different story. He perceives the current organization as lacking 
all the entrepreneurial spirit it should have. Stan is negative about everything the new organization 
is trying to achieve. This interview neatly summarizes the Miasma that has affected the organization, 
the pollution carried by the surviving members, the contrast with the previous organization, creating 
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what Gabriel (2012) mentions to be “a setting of “murderers”, managers who have initiated a series of 
beheadings and dismissals, and “corpses”, i.e employees and colleagues who have been dismissed, or 
will soon be dismissed, without a proper separation rite, to disappear, to be discarded”. 
6.2.3 Theme 3: Blame, leadership & nostalgia
In his paper Gabriel (2005) describes one of the symptoms of Miasma that becomes clear in the daily 
operation of the organization;
“Third, the blame for this state of affairs is almost invariably placed on the leader, who readily 
comes to be seen as the bringer of the miasma. This is compounded if the leader is rarely seen or 
heard in public and only the results of his/her actions are visible. A silent killer, like a silent virus, 
treating people as objects, selecting, deciding and dismissing. At such times, a nostalgia for the 
organization’s past and its previous leaders may offer some solace, yet miasma often affects the 
past as well as the present.” (Gabriel, 2005, p.18).
In the following, the findings from the interviews are shared. The focus is on results related to Theme 
3. Before I start with the analysis of the data I want to point out that the previous part of the data 
presentation in some degree also touched upon this theme. As mentioned earlier, the questions and 
answers have a specific sequence that is not always possible to divide into bits, and pieces, to make 
sure that the answers correctly fit the specific theme. As such the findings may show overlaps on 
theme level.
Interview data from Damian and Marley, during merger, 15-6-2010 
I: Has the atmosphere changed since 2008, is the merger the cause of this?
D: The merger is one reason that things have changed around the department, the other reason was the 
manager John, who was not fit enough to lead approximately eight persons. He has left now.
I: How would you describe the P&P department of 2008?
D: There was a lack of vision, no solid goals and so it was chaotic. In such circumstances, a more 
bureaucratic approach with clear lines of management can be helpful.
I: How was the atmosphere of the department around 2008?
D: We all worked as soloists, but we were still a team. The whole group understood that John was a bad 
manager and that he had to go. He left in January 2009.
Analysis
Damian and Marley are both very unhappy with the fact that there is no cooperation from their clients 
(Global Securities), and besides this, they are blaming the manager and express their opinions about 
their manager not functioning well. They think that there is no vision, and surprisingly they are in favor of 
a more bureaucratic system that would offer a better solution. There seems to be an inconsistency here 
if one considers the image that was described by other participants of Bank A being an entrepreneurial 
bank. Why are they now in favor of more bureaucracy? Perhaps this perceived inconsistency has to do 
with their emotional insecurity to fill a gap with something else because the current is not working 
for them and as such an example of what is mentioned by Klein in the description of the paranoid-
schizoid position (Klein, 1975). Their sick leader is not fit enough to take care of them, and he has to 
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leave. They are now left with no manager to provide direction and solace in this turbulent time; the 
“container” is missing (Bion, 1988). Their experience of being bullied by the Front-Office, highlighting 
the chaos they mention, the frustration they experience, and the lack of having a clear understanding 
and work structure, point to a high anxiety atmosphere full of adverse interactions. This all points to a 
dysfunctioning organization (Allcorn & Stein, 2015).
Interview data from with Robin, during the merger, 17-7-2010
I: What can you say about your superiors, Judy and Jade?
R: Let me say beforehand that I like them as persons. However, I am not impressed by their management 
skills. Jade was responsible for many people, so she lacked time. When she gets involved with something, she 
has the urge to micromanage without having the time for it. I am of the opinion that she should not get 
involved in micromanagement, but Jade should manage from a higher level, instead of getting involved 
in all the details. By the way, she is very forceful when she micromanages, Jade tells you how she wants 
you to do it, and then you have to organize it by yourself. So in a way, although I am an internal salaried 
person, I still get treated as an external consultant. She is not very open to input from others; she wants you 
to listen, and do everything according to her methods. This is a very forceful manner of leading and so the 
full potential of people working for her, cannot be obtained in this way. 
Judy is an extension of Jade. In my opinion, Judy should get more involved with the content. She should 
have inherited some roles from Jade. Instead, she became some kind of Human Resource Manager (HRM). 
She worked on things that had no relation to real content. This resulted in a situation where Jade would still 
engage in content discussions, while I was not talking about content with Jade. This should have been Judy’s 
task. In my opinion, the management skills of Judy and Jade are not so strong.
Observation
In offline conversations I had with Robin he complained to me about Judy and Jade. When I asked his 
what he means by their lack of understanding he explained it to me: Jade’s micromanagement style 
does not match with her attitude of giving you the freedom to decide how to do it, only to reject it 
sometime later. Robin told me that this approach frustrated him a lot because he did not understand 
what she then actually wanted from him. The freedom he received to do his work, was then used 
against him as a result of her style of micromanaging. Robin told me that his interactions with Jade 
always resulted in irritations, frustrations, and feelings of being put down, not being appreciated and 
feeling of never being good enough.
Analysis
Robin has a critical and analytical mind, having run his own company he understands management 
and delegating responsibilities. Robin has sharp observations and substantiates his opinion as a 
professional, whereby he challenges the qualities of his superiors. His opinion is that his seniors 
micromanage and thereby frustrate the people who have to do the tasks at hand. Their management 
style is not right and creates destructive feelings of frustration and are demotivating. From what Robin 
describes he is not aware that his superiors as the bringers of Miasma, as described by Gabriel (2012). 
It is clear that their attitudes towards Robin are not constructive and empowering. At this stage, his 
comments about his superiors seem to be more general comments as to how he thinks it could all be 
better structured.
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Interview data from Tito, during merger, 13-7-2010
Observation
When arrived in my new job as an external consultant on the Bank A side I immediately discovered 
to be part of the “good” camp. As such there were two camps. The “bad” camp was next to our office, 
and the leader of the “bad” camp and the leader of our “good” camp were always having discussions 
with each other. Tito was the coordinating head of these two camps. I was in the good camp because, 
according to our own stories, we were the guys who were out there doing the things needed for the 
transition from Bank A to Bank B, in a properly structured way. The bad camp also saw themselves as 
the good group and blamed us that we were frustrating their work. In their view, we were the “bad” 
camp. I did not understand this division and the perceived rivalry, the unusual behavior of adults, 
skilled professionals, working towards the same collective goal. This was one of the observations that 
triggered my urge to understand better what I was noticing. 
Beside this rivalry, there was the rivalry between the leader of our “good” group, my team leader, and 
the coordinating leader Tito. I never understood what this rivalry was based on. Was it envy, jealousy 
or plain alpha male behavior? 
To add to all the different camps and rivalries, we also had two other rivaling camps: The camp of Tito 
and the camp of Enzo. Tito represented the camp that approached everything from the business side, 
the “Quick and Dirty” approach and Enzo represented the camp that wanted all to be embedded in 
structured processes. When I started working in the department, the dominating story was that of the 
clash of Tito and Enzo. Firstly I did not understand the constellation. I could not understand that highly 
educated, skilled, adult professionals in a banking environment would behave this way. They all had 
the same goal. However, I started to doubt this. What was their agenda? Enzo was Tito’s boss but the 
deliverables, of Tito’s responsibilities, would be used by Bob (the head of the markets department). In a 
way, Bob was also Tito’s boss. Between the two top managers Enzo and Bob there was another rivalry 
going on based on the difference in conceptual approach towards solutions for issues in the mergers. 
All these camps and rivalries can be summarized in the “epic” clash between Tito and Enzo. I heard 
about the clash and asked Tito and Nico both on separate occasions, “off-line,” what the real story was 
and what took place. Apparently, they both had their versions of reasons for what transpired. Most of 
the gossip, stories, and frustrations were related to this culture of rivalry on different levels between 
senior people, and I observed how people around me were infected with this unexplainable virus 
displaying irrational behavior. Although this clash was the dominating clash feeding lots of stories and 
gossip creating much negativity on its path, I witnessed many smaller clashes. These clashes would 
pop up everywhere in the organization on all levels.
I: There have been some issues that transpired around your project, can you explain a bit about it?
T: At a certain point Enzo and I had a clash. All project managers at Bank A are approximately the same 
type of persons. They all do what they are told and don’t have any vision. My project had to be finished in 7 
months, so I did not have the luxury of finishing it in 2 years. So I told Enzo that I wanted to execute my 
project in my way, but Enzo did not agree to this, and the discussion escalated. (please remember: Enzo 
was the head of projects and processes and had it all sorted out how projects should be executed by 
adhering to the process “manual”). I knew Bob well, the head of the front-office, and this is the reason why 
I played it hard. 
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I told Enzo he could go ahead and do the project and that I would step down and go to Bob to explain it all. 
Enzo did not want this. He wanted me to continue with the project, with the risk that it would fail. He was 
also convinced that I would go flat on my face with the project. Enzo also tried to ruin my reputation 
with many people. In the beginning, I was ok with Enzo, until he disagreed with my approach to the project. 
He wanted to do it his way, and that is when Jade (I interviewed Jade as well) asked someone to write 
a plan for me of how to approach the project. People of whom I thought were not competent were 
assigned to help me. I also made it clear that I thought these people were incompetent and that I 
wanted to select my people. I was the project manager, and this is why I wanted to decide who the 
people would be on the project. They did not agree with this and thought that they were the ones to 
decide on the people and that I had to lead the project according to how they wanted it to be lead. It 
could all have been solved behind closed doors. However, the problem escalated in Enzo’s room. 
I received a strange email from Enzo, so instead of mailing back, I thought it would be better to walk over to 
Enzo’s room and explain to him in person. I was accompanied by Rob (another consultant) who just joined, 
who said, that it would be an excellent opportunity for him to Enzo and Enzo did not get appointed in 
the new situation does not surprise me. With the Freedom project, Enzo failed to deliver, and this has 
backfired on him. I think that he will be fired very soon because he messed up the Freedom project. 
Donald is not appointed, and Enzo has been appointed four salary levels lower than what he is currently 
being paid. 
I: Have you ever contemplated putting aside the discussion with Enzo, and to proceed in executing the 
tasks according to the manner they expected?
T: I know that I am being jeopardized on personal grounds. I would get acknowledgments from the business, 
the back-office, accounting and every other department. As long as they notice the progress I am okay with 
it.
Analysis
Tito describes a very rational way of executing a task. His approach is an “out of the textbook approach” 
by using a project board and so forth. However, what is all missing in this approach is a proper 
understanding of the complete context, the emotional aspects of the constellation he and Enzo were 
operating in. If I consider Enzo’s emotional reaction and also of the reaction of Tito, it seems that the 
Miasma has infected the deepest “unconscious levels” of the organization (Allcorn & Stein, 2015, p.34). 
Tito shares his story as a professional but in great detail, offering us a unique insight into what may be 
the result of an organization in a state of Miasma.
As Rob was joining the organization, meeting Enzo for the first time, he must have been perplexed by 
what he was experiencing, witnessing two senior people clashing in such a way. What did this incident 
do to Rob’s anxiety level and of those bystanders being the witness of this clash?
This “clash” was the dominating story in the organization which when analyzed, epitomized a range 
of destructive elements; the blame, the negativity, the frustration of participants, the decay of the old 
organization (Schwartz, 1989) and “the sickness of the leadership” as a result of the escalating “normal 
sickness of the organization” (Sievers, 2008). 
The fact is that because of these camps and clashes, there were many people affected and infected, 
people were emotionally choosing sides, and this escalated the already tense situation in the 
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organization. There was much blame going around on all levels. The division was blocking the 
fluency and overall functioning of the organization. The negative atmosphere creates a dysfunctional 
workplace (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). 
Tito and Enzo both finally acknowledge that they are both alpha males and that the clash is due to 
their personalities. Tito and Enzo both demand subordination, while a sensitive and significant goal, 
the execution of the project, is entirely of secondary importance. The goals of the organization are 
secondary to their own goals of getting the other to do what is demanded of him because only their 
“reality” was the right one. They both think that the other is incompetent, and should be fired. The 
enmity between the two is visible, although one would expect subdued and professional behavior, we 
witness hyper-emotionality. 
Tito complains that he wants to choose his people to help him with the project and he thinks that 
the people offered to him are not competent enough. It is possible that these people lack motivation, 
are sick and suffering as they are confronted with a decaying organization, with the result that they 
appear incompetent as well. The combination of many factors causes an atmosphere in which this 
destructive atmosphere, like pollution, seems to spread. Tito elaborates on his tension with Enzo. The 
tension seems to have very personal traits and his show signs of splitting off. We know that Enzo is Tito’s 
boss as the head of the Process and Products (P&P) department, and we see how he clashes with his 
boss, blaming his boss Enzo for all that is bad. He transfers and projects all his issues to Enzo. 
Tito explicitly describes “beating up people like Enzo.” He projects his frustration with types of people 
like Enzo from his high school days, to his current professional career in a major Bank. Tito further 
explains why he thinks that Donald (Enzo’s boss) and Enzo are unfit for the new organization, and 
substantiates why he thinks that they are not appointed a decent position in the new organization. He 
does this in a very negative manner, being very emotional in his attitude towards Enzo and Donald as 
if he is hurt by what he endured. Tito’s ego is damaged, he is wounded, and he displays his emotions 
by describing a highly irrational occurrence. We see the destructive side of narcissistic behavior (Carr, 
2001) of senior people pouring into the organization adding to the dysfunction of the organization. All 
these occurrences again highlight the negative, possibly polluted environment as defined by Gabriel 
(2012), amplifying the destructive forces (Allcorn & Stein, 2015). These symptoms of Miasma create 
an unworkable environment in which people who should have a common goal now work against 
each other and have lost control and clear sight of the common goal. Personal tensions rise high, 
personality clashes are the rule of the day, further polluting the environment (people standing in the 
hall and around the rooms, all possibly being contaminated with the negativity radiating from the 
clashes taking place in the open office space).
The situation has moved from cultural tensions between the Bank A and Bank B to tensions among 
persons, leaders, departments, and camps, all in the context of one goal: To create a merger that 
works. Moreover, as it seems, there is no alignment at all. It has all now escalated into an unworkable 
environment in which people do not support each other anymore but try to work against each other. 
This interview can be viewed as a typical conflict between two senior people which may occur in any 
company at any time. However, as we see from the observations that, when the tape is not running, 
there are multiple layers to the event, layers of “rivaling camps.” The anxiety can be viewed as appearing 
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on different levels as a display of entangled infections. Thus the collective is having to cope with the 
effects of Miasma, although they do not seem to know that they are all involved in the collective “crazy 
making” (Allcorn & Stein, 2015) of which the clash is an anecdote. 
Interview data from Pim, during merger, 4-2-2011
I: How is the contact with the leading manager?
P: Until September we were independently at work, and we did not have much contact with Sam. Then 
at a specific moment there came requests from many of us to have the two weekly conversations, as agreed 
some time ago, with the manager Sam. I just thought it was important to speak with each other and to see if 
he had good advice tackling specific issues. Moreover, also to see what his plans were for the department and 
the team. I sent him a couple of mails and did not get a response from him to have the meeting. Finally 
I got the meeting with him, and after a proper introduction vice versa, I told him that I was a member of the 
team since July and still did not have the two weekly meetings with him, as he agreed to, during the transfer 
meeting some time ago. I told him that it’s possibly a bit too often once in 2 weeks and maybe once in 4 weeks 
was a bit more appropriate.…I told him that I thought that it was important to have frequent conversations 
with each other…..Sam said that he thought it to be a good plan, but he did not think he would have 
the time. Then I asked him a straight question what he was busy with all the time….he then got a bit 
annoyed with me and said that he got the task from the Management Team to work on the strategic 
plans. The agreement that we had to have regular meetings was not fulfilled by him. He knew what we 
were each doing, what we were busy with and the rest was ok with him. So there was not much contact 
and not so much interest from Sam. These experiences did not only count for ex-Bank A people but also 
ex-Bank B people had the same experience.
I: Were you the only one who spoke to Sam about the regular meetings that he promised?
P: No there were others who did not have enough tasks and eagerly wanted to know what their tasks would 
be…Sam told everyone that he favored the idea of having conversations, but that he would not have 
enough time….we would gossip about the situation….We also heard that there was not enough money 
for the new projects and this cause uncertainty among the project managers because the project could not 
be executed. The business analyst would be ok, but the position of the project managers was uncertain.
Analysis
This part of the interview provides insight into the interaction between employees and their direct 
report. We see a need for the employees to have contact with their manager. As the emotional link with 
the old organization, their old managers is broken, they are looking for a new emotional link with the 
new organization, starting with their manager. There is a need for “containment” as described by Bion 
(1988). There is an incongruity here. While the employees need to connect and have their positions 
clarified, we see the manager not as prepared to be able to be the “container” needed. Given the already 
tense situation, the merger is in full swing with people having clashes, high work stress levels, and all 
other emotions, Pim describes the interaction between him and his senior as one where the senior 
person does not seem to care. This is once again confirmed with other employees as well, who were 
waiting for instructions and guidance from their seniors. Perhaps the inertia which is a symptom of 
Miasma has reached the management level. The work environment is full of insecurity with employees 
being “left in the dark” about what is expected from them, causing feelings of neglect, feelings of “not 
being good enough,” leaving them feeling underappreciated and more insecure about their role and 
position. Although the employees are confronted with their managers not offering any clarity and no 
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containment, left to cope with their insecurity, there is no resistance from their side. There seems to be 
some form of acceptance of the new reality with all it is good and bad characteristics. 
Sam, the senior, is looking out for himself. Hyper-individuality is evident in his case; he seems not to care 
about the needs, the insecurities of his employees, thereby adding to the anxiety during the merger, 
adding to the negative atmosphere fueling any possible symptom of Miasma. From the point of the 
employees, Sam is seen as the bringer of the Miasma (Gabriel, 2012), “the spreader”, he is contaminated 
and sent by the top, the initiators of the Miasma. In this sense he is what Gabriel mentions as “the 
scapegoat”. 
6.3 INTERVIEW DATA FROM SITE 1, JADE, PIM, ENZO  
 (MID-2015, POST-MERGER)
I was able to gather data in the post-merger stage from Jade, Enzi, and Pim. Other participants were 
unfortunately not reachable. The data I was able to gather from Jade, Pim, and Enzo, was by email. I 
sent them all the same set of questions, and they responded by answering the questions. 
Pim was also available for a personal interview, and I used the opportunity in both cases to try to 
understand how three of the participants in my study look back on the merger period. 
My goal with these interviews is to see to what extent the remarks of Gabriel about the relationship of 
Miasma with Freud’s analysis of mourning and melancholy provide insight to help understand if these 
symptoms of Miasma were visible Gabriel (2005, pp.25-26).
“As noted earlier, the individual symptoms of organizational miasma are remarkably similar to those 
of the ‘melancholic’ or depressed person as described by Freud. “The distinguishing features of 
melancholia are a profoundly painful dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the 
capacity to love, inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a degree 
that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-reviling’s, and culminates in a delusional expectation of 
punishment.” (Freud, 1917, p.252).
Freud compares melancholia (depression) with mourning and observes many similarities. There is, 
however, a key difference. In mourning, all emotional attachments have to be withdrawn from a lost 
object that no longer exists. This is done with the help of the rituals, but above all requires a great deal 
of psychological work that leaves the mourner exhausted and drained. Melancholia, like mourning, 
is a response to a loss or a separation, but one where the subject does not know what it is that has 
been lost. Even when the sufferer is aware of the loss, Freud suggests, “he knows whom he has lost 
but not what he has lost in him. ... In mourning it is the world which has become poor and empty; 
in melancholia, it is the ego itself. The patient represents his ego to us as worthless, incapable of any 
achievement and morally despicable; he reproaches himself, vilifies himself and expects to be cast out 
and punished.” (Freud, 1917, p.254).
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6.3.1 Interview data response received by email, Jade, Enzo, Pim
I send out an email containing three questions which were:
1. How do you view the situation of Bank A in 2010 compared to the current situation of Bank B?
2. How do you view Bank B now in 2015, and how do you view your role in comparison with the role 
that you had at Bank A? What are your feelings, observations, or reflections considering the current 
situation you are in?
3. Has Bank B changed Bank A? What can you say about your observations, what has changed 
according to your observation? Can you explain some more about the current working environment 
of your department; the dominating culture within the more prominent organization; the way the 
organization functions?
The answers provided by the three respondents are presented in the following.
6.3.1.1 Interview data from Jade, post-merger, mid-2015, the response received 
by email
Jade is a familiar participant in this study. She participated in interviews from which findings have been 
included in previous parts of the findings report. Jade is a higher ranking female employee of the Bank 
A who worked in the department of P&P (products and processes) just as Suzy, Jade, and Enzo, and 
stayed on throughout the merger of Bank A and Bank B. She has been a collaborative and responsive 
participant in providing me with information pre-merger, during the merger and post-merger as 
this data is all included in this study. Jade has moved on in the past years, and when I asked her to 
participate in a new round of interviews, she was available to answer the interview questions by email. 
Jade now works as a senior manager in Bank B (post-merger). Approximately five years after the official 
merger date, I was able to receive answers to my questions which will be shared in the following. The 
goal of this interview is to assess how Jade experiences the post-merger period after having been 
through everything related to the merger of Bank A and Bank B.
I: How do you view the situation of Bank A in 2010 compared to the current situation of Bank B?
J: In 2010 Bank A was being prepared to merge into Bank B. You could feel lots of resistance. The forced 
merger was not favorably experienced as something positive. Unfortunately, this was the reality. 
The merger would at least save the Banks. The rivalry between Bank A and Bank B has almost wholly 
disappeared (although it sometimes emerges). It has become one Bank. The social critique on the role of 
the financial sector resulted in a more acceptable image of the Bank.
I: How do you view Bank B now in 2015, and how do you view your role in comparison with the role 
that you had at Bank A? What are your feeling, observations, or reflections considering the current 
situation you are in?
J: By now I am very much familiar with Bank B. I have been able to transform my focus from the negative 
to the positive. Bank B offers their employees more freedom in striking a balance between life at work 
and life at home. It provides lots of budget for personal development and engages its employees as 
much as possible in the many aspects that are relevant. Further, the financial sector has become more 
aware of their role in society and as such are working hard internally to give this more shape in the form of; 
social engagement, sustainability, and transparency all of which have been dripping down into our daily 
activities. Just a couple of years ago this was not yet the case on this level. 
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My current role is different from the one I had in 2010 because I took on a different role since February 2015. I 
will be part of the management team, and I notice that my job has been changing from delivering to more 
organizational, informational and decision-making. How this will evolve is not yet clear to me. However, I 
notice that I need to attend many off-site meetings and this was precisely one of the negatives of Bank 
B. For every small issue, there is an off-site meeting organized that must be attended; I think this is a 
waste of my time (I still think it is).
I: Has Bank B changed Bank A? What can you say about your observations, what has changed 
according to your observation? Can you explain some more about the current working environment 
of your department; the dominating culture within the more prominent organization; the way the 
organization functions?
J: Bank B did not change Bank A because Bank A does not exist anymore. It instead is the other way 
around. I always hope that Bank A has brought a more no-nonsense culture to Bank B and a mentality 
of just hard working. People say that Bank B has become less hierarchical. Unfortunately, the past years 
have been an accumulation of reorganizations. This meant that there was always some department 
stressed and there was always a colleague who had to leave. I do not need to explain that this does not 
help the work morale. It is a necessary evil, but it also offers opportunities.
With the Bank B to be IPO-ed (listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange), there is a revival of energies. As the 
final reorganizations will conclude around the end of 2015, I expect all to settle down more or less. Changing 
of Job roles, people moving Jobs, always offers new creativity, and change as such is good. There is 
renewed room for innovation and growth. Now we have to wait for a revival of the economy, so that more 
becomes possible! I must say, Bank B will not be the same as before, as they become more aware of their 
surroundings, and the world they are operating in.
Analysis
Jade has survived the pre-merger, the merger and has now settled down in the post-merger stage 
at Bank B. Jade’s story is one of a survivor who has been through all that is caused by Miasma. Jade is 
keen to explain that everyone has moved on, but from time to time the old Bank A still shows up in 
the people who are still around, and the addition that the Bank A culture had for the culture of Bank B. 
Although many of her former colleagues, whom she loyally worked with for many years on the side of 
Bank A, have been laid off or left the company, she is still there. Her hopes have worked out well, and 
she is upbeat about the future. Please remember that she was one of the participants who were willing 
to take on the challenge to see what the merger could offer her. 
Her current story is down to earth, and she understands the stages she has been through, and the 
reality that she is in. She has seen the dark-side of reorganizations and experienced the dysfunctions as 
she points out that there was much resistance, in the beginning, now it has settled. Jade is very much 
aware of the suffering when colleagues are laid off, or made redundant. She is aware that this affects 
work morale and she has chosen to turn the negative into the positive. 
As such, Jade’s story is one where it seems that Miasma has taken care of itself. The “mourning” that has 
taken place, and is possibly still going on, has enabled her to face a new reality and focus on the future 
instead of holding on to the past. Jade engages in some “mourning” or rather uses projection whereby 
she projects her idea that Bank A was flat and non-hierarchical and that among others, these qualities 
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characterizing Bank A in the past have now transformed Bank B into being less hierarchical. Although 
Bank A does not exist anymore, the heritable DNA of Bank A is still strong and alive and transforming Bank 
B from the inside for good. One can interpret this as an ongoing split whereby the good Bank A, of which she 
was once part, is healing the bad Bank B, although in a very subtle manner. As such it can be argued that in 
case of Jade, Miasma has taken care of itself, and she has been able to work and live her way through the 
situation. The energies are renewed, and the transformation from negative to positive is still taking 
place, with here and there a nostalgic occurrence of the old Bank A organization. It seems that the 
new organization has been successful in fulfilling on the promise that they could make a difference, 
use a different approach than the old organization Bank A, and thereby improve. Has Miasma taken 
care of itself? It seems like Miasma has taken care of itself, years after the merger started and now has 
been concluded. Many people have left, the pollution has been subdued as people were let go, the 
contamination restraint and the survivors such as Jade have mourned their “fallen”, “the walking dead”, 
“the carriers and spreaders of the Miasma”, the colleagues who did not survive, and have now adjusted 
themselves to the new reality. In the case of Jade, there is no melancholy to be noticed, but that does 
not mean that the organization and the surviving members have not suffered or are not still suffering 
from what they have experienced.
6.3.1.2 Interview data from Pim, post-merger, mid 2015, response received by 
email
I: How do you view the situation of Bank A in 2010 compared to the current situation of Bank B?
P: Since 2010 and anno 2015 the financial world and the banking landscape has changed a lot. This is the 
reason why an honest comparison between the two banks is not easy to describe. If Bank A would still exist 
it would have been affected by significant changes anyway. I can see these changes clearly now if I would 
compare Bank A of 2010 with Bank B in 2015.
I: How do you view Bank B now in 2015, and how do you view your role in comparison with the role 
that you had at Bank A? What are your feelings, observations, or reflections considering the current 
situation you are in?
P: Within Bank A they allowed a lot of freedom, this has all changed, I say it again it was then 2010, now it is 
2015. It is all about procedures now, with the consequence that we are less flexible and we cannot act quickly 
to the needs of the business. 
I: Has Bank B changed Bank A? What can you say about your observations, what has changed 
according to your observation? Can you explain some more about the current working environment 
of your department; the dominating culture within the more prominent organization; the way the 
organization functions?
P: The work environment is a subdued one, the motto is to adjust to the new culture, there is no visible 
difference between Bank A and Bank B. Sticking your neck out is no option. The more you blend in, the 
better and do what you are told. This is inherited from the old Bank B organization. Climbing up the latter 
is long gone, being satisfied with what you have is the motor. My personal opinion is that this is not going 
to advance Bank B, but this is how people are being drilled to be. It seems like the higher you have climbed 
the career ladder, the sooner you are fired. We are not proud of this Bank B. It all adds to the public opinion 
that banks have overdone it all, that banks are crooks and thieves in the eyes of the broader public. I honestly 
understand these feelings very well, all fine, my banking career is coming to an end, I am ok with it but proud 
of Bank B? Well, no….
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Analysis
From Pim’s description, we may derive certain tiredness. He has endured the whole merger and all 
the anxiety all this time. The non-resisting behavior seems to have resulted in a continued subdued, 
“keep your head down” mentality, with a clear priority: Survival. He is not proud of Bank B as he was 
of Bank A. The process of decay as Pim has experienced the merger has had his toll on Pim. Is Pim the 
embodiment of (s) survivor of the fierceness of Miasma and the suffering that cause? 
Alternatively, he is, years after the merger is completed, just still healing from the ruthless pathological 
effects of Miasma on the emotional constitution of the “survivor” of Miasma. One can even pose the 
question: Can we say that the merger is “complete”? From this interview, one could conclude that Pim 
is affected by what Gabriel describes as Melancholy, a severe residue of Miasma (Gabriel, 2005, pp.24-
26). Although it seems as if he can describe what he has lost in the old organization Bank A, it has not 
been adequately replaced by a new emotional bond with Bank B (Carr, 2001). As such Pim blames the 
leadership of Bank B for not having been able to facilitate the proper containment by reinforcing this 
need for an emotional bond with the new Bank B (Bion, 1988). 
6.3.1.3 Interview data from Enzo, post-merger, mid 2015, response received by 
email
I: How do you view the situation of Bank A in 2010 compared to the current situation of Bank B?
E: Two and a half years half passed since I stopped working for Bank B and moved on. When I left, it was 
apparent that the new bank did not show any resemblance to the old Bank A, but it also did not 
resemble the old Bank B. However, then again the culture of Bank B is the dominant culture. The old 
Bank, A culture of targeting clear results, is lacking. 
I: How do you view Bank B now in 2015, and how do you view your role in comparison with the role 
that you had at Bank A? What are your feelings, observations, or reflections considering the current 
situation you are in?
E: I refer to my answer to the first question, I do not work there anymore. What has caught my attention is 
that the Bank A people who now worked in the new Bank B organization do not have the same high level 
of responsibilities. It is clear that Bank A is a more top down organization where managers have relatively 
limited responsibilities.
I: Has Bank B changed Bank A? What can you say about your observations, what has changed 
according to your observation? Can you explain some more about the current working environment 
of your department; the dominating culture within the more prominent organization; the way the 
organization functions?
E: Bank A is just not there anymore. Some departments are somewhat recognizable as staffed by Bank B 
people but the more significant part of the organization is undoubtedly not recognizable as coming from 
Bank A. The culture is now very much focused on firm control, rules and regulations. And much pressure on 
cost cutting. It is remarkable that the structure of the organization seems to be too “heavy” for a smaller Bank 
B, as Bank B was a much larger pre-merger.
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Observation
I spoke to Enzo offline, meeting informally in the same period. During this conversation, he told me 
that he was not happy anymore in his role and had to move on as there were no opportunities for 
him to further his career in Bank B. He told me that he did not like the top-down control as it limited 
his input. He was kept “smaller,” with less room to maneuver, in his new position. To me it seemed as 
if his “ego” was being given limited expansion room (Carr, 2001; Schwartz, 1993), as his “power” was 
now limited. In a way, he blamed the top of Bank B for not having the vision to grow the bank. The 
impression I got from what he told me was that he missed the inclusive, entrepreneurial culture of 
his old Bank A, the emotional bond he had with the old Bank A, where he was more powerful, was 
missing in the new Bank B organization. My experience with Enzo was that of a talented professional 
and leader, and so another talent now left the organization.
Analysis
We have seen that Enzo was a leading manager in Bank B, we can still remember his clash with Tito, one 
of the dominating stories indicating the merger period full of anxiety. Now he has moved and seemed 
to have left it all behind him to make a new start at a new company. There seems to be no trace of 
mourning or melancholy (Gabriel, 2005), just good old memories. Enzo does point out that the merger 
caused more focus by the top on cost cutting and the enforcement of the top-down culture. As such 
nothing seems to have changed. He further points out that the merger also changed the old Bank B. 
In this sense, the merger has caused decay (Sievers, 1986) and finally the death of the old Bank A, but 
this “death” and decay has not left Bank B untouched, it has also transformed Bank B. It is unclear if this 
effect is caused my Miasma as a process of “healing” after Miasma, or if Miasma, in the end, just took 
care of itself, but it seems possible that in case of Enzo, Miasma took care of itself.
6.3.2 Interview data from Pim, post-merger (mid-2015)
In addition to the email data from Pim, I had a face to face interview with Pim. This interview was 
performed five years later, just after I received his answers by email, post-merger. These interviews 
allow me to evaluate two aspects. First, it is possible to gather data about the situation years after the 
first interview was conducted, it adds a chronological element to the findings and the study. Second, 
it allows for the evolution of the merger to be evaluated, as the merger has been completed and the 
post-merger stage is reached. To evaluate I use Gabriel’s theory of Miasma. Some parts of this interview 
with Pim are summarized and not described in Questions and Answer format. When this is the case, it 
is mentioned.
Repeat of short introduction of Pim
As previously described Pim worked for Bank A for longer than four decades. During this period he 
expereinced a number mergers and acquisitions and other corporate and departmental changes. 
Given this experience, he has been a valuable source as a participant in this study.
The last time I interviewed Pim was a year after he moved to Bank B. He was then in the new leading 
organization of the merger. This period, he explained, was a period of high uncertainty as Pim together 
with everybody else had to be placed in an official position within the Bank B organization. We have 
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seen the effect of the uncertainty aspect as described in previous interviews such as the one with Stan. 
What can we discover from what Pim is experiencing in the post-merger stage? 
I: In the beginning, where people made redundant?
P: No not in the first year. Of course, there were already plans made to do this. In the beginning everybody, 
the first couple of months, the first half of the year, everybody was busy with his or her systems, own clients, 
and as time passed, systems were made redundant, and with this redundancy of systems, people were 
also laid off.
I: When was this moment, two years later after the merger?
P: No actually immediately after the merger, during the first year, depending on the department you 
take into consideration and how fast the integration could take place. This was around 2009-2010 (during 
the first part of the merger). 
I: The people you have known from the Bank A side, your fellow Bank A workers, if you have to use a 
percentage, what is the percentage of people that are currently still around?
P: If I roughly estimate it I would say 10%, it is possible it is approx. 15%, in such a low figure you must 
think about it.
I: So you are among the few who can be considered to make up the 10-15% of Bank A people who are 
still around. And how has it been in the past period?
P: I did not have a difficult time, I adjusted myself very fast, in the new world, with the new people 
around me. After a short period, I did not notice the difference anymore. I quickly got used to the new people, 
and they quickly got used to me. I reflected that I had to adjust to the new situation fast and not stick in 
the old situation. I had to adjust to the new people around me.
I: Would you call yourself a Bank B man now?
P: Yes
I: Don’t you miss Bank A anymore?
P: No
I: Not even the people from Bank A, the “being together” you once had?
P: You are in a merger, you are being put together in one building, and the first half of the year you are in a 
state of mourning, in your head you are mourning, you say to yourself; “I don’t want this, I want to go 
back to the old situation, I don’t want this, I am now around an office area (where the Bank B building 
is), and I want to be in the city center (where the Bank A building was)”. You have to work on this for 
yourself, it’s almost like real mourning after losing someone you loved, leaving behind something you 
actually not have left behind. I still remember, I went on vacation and after the vacation I could really 
switch the button in my head, I don’t want to have anything to do with it anymore, I also didn’t want to 
hear all the sounds, and that’s when you decide to 100% look towards the future, this you have to do 
for yourself.
I: Switching that button was approximately a year after you were on the Bank B side?
P: Yes that was approximately around a year, it might also be nine months; I do not know that correctly 
anymore.
I: There was at least a moment when you switched that button, and you were in the Bank B building?
P: Yes, acceptation, of course, you are busy adjusting yourself in a fast pace, and it was all ok and some 
people can do this and others cannot, and there were the ones with whom it all did not end well. However, if 
you do it, you are open to see everybody as your equal, and you do not think anymore…”oh, that is a Bank B 
person or that is a Bank A person”…no that is what you should do.
I: Did you have the idea in that period to leave?
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P: No not at all!
I: Were you a person who thought, from the beginning, I am going to make something out of this?
P: Yes, of course. 
Observation
From personal conversations I had with Pim, and he also mentioned this in previous interviews, he pro-
actively secured a new job position for himself, by lobbying with future managers. This means that Pim 
did not have to go through all the “humiliating” selection procedures which other colleagues had to 
endure. It is possible that Pim’s attitude of coping with his loss of the old organization and the way he 
mourns, is less emotional and less severe than in case of (many) of his colleagues who had to endure 
the insecurity of being out of a job if they did not get through the selection procedures. 
I: Not everyone has been able to do that, because 85-90% is still a lot of people who have not been 
able to make that switch….So you experienced it very rationally? You must accept that the Bank B side 
had more qualities?
P: Yes, this is the way I saw it, but many people did not. They saw it as we, the people from Bank A have to 
leave. However, hello…you also have to look at where the knowledge and the skills are available. There 
were 2 or 3 rounds, and every time it was the same story, the Bank A people were laid off. It became less 
and less, and also Bank B people were let go. This happened in all departments. In the securities department, 
this did not happen. Bank A was huge in this part, more significant than Bank B. 
Analysis
Pim states that there has been a situation in which he felt like he was mourning the loss of the old 
Bank A organization (Gabriel, 2012; Freud, 1917). He also mentions the loss of many colleagues, 
approximately 90% of his colleagues, the decay of the old organization is a fact (Schwartz, 1989). He 
explains that by making the Bank A systems redundant, many skills of the Bank A people just vanished, 
and made them marked candidates to lay off. We see a marginalization, a reduction of people to simple 
pieces on a chess board, who can be sacrificed to save costs. The cleansing has taken place and “the 
top,” the leadership, with their merger plans have executed their plans. It seems that the objectification 
of employees was systemized and led to staff shedding in a very rational way. To use an analogy, the 
plans made during the Holocaust were also planned in great detail and executed. 
Pim mentions that he thinks the merger plans were already made and that the fact that so many of 
his former colleagues had to go was all part of the plan. This merger plan can be seen as the plan that 
created the “objectification” of people, who are “treated like pawns on a chess-board, arranged and 
re-arranged, deployed, re-deployed and discarded with no regard to any desires or values of their 
own” (Gabriel, 2012, p.18). It is executed to enable more focus on the bottom line, namely a fitter 
organization with an orientation towards a continuous focus on ever-increasing profit to be generated 
in the future. The dead wood, employees whose skills are not needed anymore, were laid off. However, 
this shedding did not lead to a more positive atmosphere, on the contrary we see Pim having to cope 
with what is left of the past. 
Pim does not explicitly mention any direct blame of the “The Top,” but he mentions emotions related to 
his mourning of the loss of the old organization. The emotional link with the old organization is broken 
(Carr, 2001) There seems to be a lack of proper separation rituals, as Pim does not indicate any (Gabriel, 
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2012). Pim copes with his anxiety by “flipping the switch,” on vacation. He decides that the new way 
forward is to change his attitude. He does this almost in the same way one would do in case of dealing 
with the death of a loved one. He switches his button on vacation, somewhere far from the place of 
grief. In a way, he decides how to deal with his grievance to be able to move on with his life, his new 
reality. He does this by himself as there is no “containment” (Bion, 1988). 
I: What can you say in general about now, compared to then?
P: In the old world one had an affinity with the company, we were proud of the Bank A Bank, it was not 
a big organization, you knew your co-workers, now you are part of a massive circus, where affinity with 
your employer is lost. I once mentioned this among 50-60 people, we had to fill in an anonymous survey 
and were willing to do that, but when the question was asked, if we are proud of Bank B, I was the only one 
who said publicly that I was indifferent and that it did not matter to me what name was on the building…..
then everybody had a laugh about my comments….and the person leading the session felt a bit uneasy….
but it plainly says something about the way one thinks about his/her company….yes what does it matter…..
it says something about the way people think about it….we as old employees…it does not matter to us 
anymore….that proudness has been lost, due to the large Banks, and the way society perceives the 
Banks…
I: Many people you knew left the organization. If you look at your reasons to stay, was it job security?
P: Yes, very sure about that, and this is an essential reason for many people I guess….job security 
and position security. Before the crisis, people would use the opportunity to apply for open positions 
when they would become available. Now there are also positions that open up, but nobody dares to apply 
because you get noticed. There is this risk that your manager may interpret it as if you would like to leave, so if 
there is another round of reorganization you, the one who tried to apply, would be the first in line to be made 
redundant. So within such an organization, you see people staying put and no one dares to stick their 
neck out. So everybody is cautious with his or her job.
I: If you compare the past with now, did you expect that it would be the way it went with you?
P: …..(after some hesitation)…..no, no I did not anticipate it in this way, so far, you live day by day, you 
look at now,….you do not have any grip on it, I just let it overcome me….
I: Do you miss the collectivity that you had with Bank A?
P: No! However, that has to do with my age and experience, at a particular moment you are done with 
it. I do not go to drinks anymore; it is always the same people, I have seen all that.
Analysis
Pim describes a culture of broken links, with the old organization decaying, which are not yet fully 
restored with the new organization (Carr, 2001; Bion, 1988). He further describes a “culture of fear” where 
people do not dare to stick their necks out and are afraid that if they look out better for themselves, 
trying to apply for a new job, may lead to misinterpretation and finally to losing their job. Pim explains 
that others are aware that anything they do is being recorded so that the organization can build a case 
to make you redundant. The periodic job evaluations are used to record all aspects. Once you have a 
bad evaluation, it is difficult to get a better evaluation. This creates a culture where people can be laid 
off because there is a case against them. This work atmosphere is appearing to include what Gabriel 
(2012) describes as inertia, a collective passivity, possibly caused by the absence of containment by 
the leadership. Instead of being supportive, management is perceived as being vindictive, causing fear 
amplifying the anxiety possibly feeding the pollution that Miasma causes further. 
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I: You experienced many more reorganizations, as you have told me before, did you always do it this 
way, have you always adjusted in a certain way?
P: Yes I guess I did
I: You were always positive, was that always the case?
P: yes otherwise you are not good.
I: Have you used your experience to do it during the merger of Bank A and Bank B?
P: Yes that happens by itself….I have worked 42 years; you do not need to think about it anymore, it all 
happens by itself…that’s experience!
I: What will happen at Bank B now going forward?
P: It will be reorganization after reorganization….they will keep doing it, but they will do it per sector….
always fewer people, more projects to try to get the work done with lesser and lesser people….
I: Do you miss Bank A?
P: No…
I: So how do you reflect?
P: Well when you’re in the city, and you walk next to this building, and you walk through that particular gate, 
then it hits you, you feel it then and there, you have walked the same route for many years, you knew the ins 
and outs, the neighborhood, the landmarks, you become kind of sad, because the building has been there 
for quite some time….and the moment you left the building you forgot about it…moreover, you get used 
to the new building of Bank B.
I: Do you have any conversation with your former Bank A colleagues about the past?
P: No it has just gone…
I: It is unique, isn’t it?
P: Well it is unique but time moves on, it has been a couple of years ago.
I: Do you talk about the past with close colleagues, and others from the side of Bank A?
P: Seldom….it was five years ago….if you lose someone you do not cling to it….yes you move on, I have 
difficulty explaining it.
I: Are you happy with yourself?
P: Yes I still have a job, and I am happy….but there still are people who are leaving!
I: Has the whole transition ended on a positive note?
P: The transition and migration have been completed….the people that are made redundant now are not 
being sent away because they are Bank A people. It has to do with the skills they lack. If they were sent away 
2-3 years ago, I would think that their background of being Bank A employees has something to do with 
it. That is not the case anymore.
Analysis
It seems that Pim has gone through a process of mourning (Freud, 1917), even a sort of cleansing has 
taken place to give the past a proper place to be able to move on. Pim describes strong feeling that 
the past is the past, and the future is where the focus should be, although there are strong memories 
of the past. This is consistent with what he described at the start of this interview. Pim seems to have 
adjusted his impression about the Bank B people. He thinks they are not out to have their revenge. 
He views it from the meritocratic position. He mentions that he is convinced that it has to do with 
the skills needed in a new organization and that Bank B people are better equipped to do handle the 
future and future jobs. Is Pim’s lost emotional link with the old organization now restored with the 
new organization? Pim is a survivor who used his agency, or what is left of it, to enable him to secure 
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his position both materially and mentally. He has mourned the loss and possibly still is mourning but 
able to move on. Has Miasma taken care of itself, has it healed over time, in Pim’s case? This seems to 
be the case.
I: If you look at (and the past, were there Bank A people helping each other?
P: No…it was everybody for themselves….everybody worked for his or her position, and this is also how 
it should be…
I: did you get any support from ex-Bank A colleagues?
P: No…I did not need that…and you would notice that one would feel threatened and then they would 
go to their old world and say….. don’t you have anything for me?
I: Oh so that happened?
P: Yes, you would see that happening….but the other could not help, because all had changed, the 
old world was replaced…in the past, one could be helped…now everything was different….even 
if someone would like to help you with a Job position, then Human Resourses would still be able to 
intervene and block the appointment.
I: Are people still being made redundant?
P: Yes, because the Bank does not need a particular type of people anymore….they need more 
specialists….younger people who are easy to manage and flexible, and cheaper….I very often talk to 
people about this situation…and they are apparently worried about what’s happening…
I: Does it have to do with the fact that the banking world is not that interesting anymore?
P: It’s the constant change, the threat that you have to go through, the reorganizations that you have to 
cope with,….the resilience is gone….again the threat, the danger, lack of respect….in the past there was a 
particular respect you would earn….you would be respected because of your knowledge and experience…
but that is….it’s not the same anymore, you don’t feel that anymore…people of around 50 are 
depressed when I speak to them….they don’t see themselves around the Bank for another 15 years….
they see the end of the tunnel getting closer to the end of their career because of all the changes affecting the 
workplace and their positions.
I: Can you retire in 2 years?
P: Yes, I am not happy about my age, but I am happy that I will not have to endure the threat anymore.
Analysis
Pim opens up about the feelings that other colleagues, peers of his same age have. They feel 
uncomfortable and feel very insecure. They perceive their environment as changing faster than 
they would like it to change, and this creates a particular kind of depression to be endured as these 
employees have decades to keep working. They have feelings of not being good enough, and the 
shedding of staff continues rationally. Pim has gone through a process of intense stress and is tired. 
He describes the pollution of the work environment and how some of the employees, him including, 
survive by adjusting themselves to the new processes and skills needed. Many can’t adjust and are 
being purged out of the system, discarded by the organization as old parts to be replaced by “younger,” 
cheaper, better parts. Everybody is replaceable and can be discarded if not fit enough. It seems that 
the bottom line all that matters. The “objectification” of people (Gabriel & Carr, 2002, p.18), by human 
resources, as Pim describes it seems to be a fact of daily life in the new workplace. 
Although the atmosphere is full of emotions, Pim does not mention any resistance from the 
employees. He mentions that people are not helping each other often and when they dare to help, 
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Human Resource department seems to block the attempts. It seems that when people dare to create 
an opportunity for themselves and get help in possibly escaping “the camps,” they are blocked by the 
guards on watch. Pim does not speak about a certain person when he points to Human Resources, but 
he speaks regarding something vague. It remains unclear who these powerful “guards” are from Pim’s 
account but it all points towards the leadership that is invisible and is not providing the emotional link 
needed to contain the employees, their insecurity, the anxiety (Bion, 1988) and adequately manage or 
contain the anxiety and symptoms of Miasma (Gabriel, 2012) during the merger.
It is remarkable to see someone like Pim, who endured many reorganizations and mergers during 
his career, speak with a particular disappointment about the organizational system. He describes a 
system that lacks the respect for human resources, where people are reduced to replaceable parts and 
disrespectfully treated as pawns on a chess board.
6.4 BACKGROUND OF PARTICIPANTS FROM SITE 2
In the same format as previously presented, I will now present the findings from interviews with four 
participants: Moby, Edward, Robert, and Sonja. I want to remind the reader that I was able to gather 
data on Site 2 with the help of my informant Sonja. Through Sonja, I got access to the organization 
and was able to visit the company office regularly. I was also able to visit the Asian office where she 
worked. This allowed for observations on the work floor and access to the employees. Interview data 
from Sonja is also included. 
I organized the findings in the same thematic structure as I did with Site 1. 
As we will see, the similarities between the case of the two Banks and the two Trust organizations 
are significant. Although we are looking at two very different organizations in differente periods, the 
behavior that is observed reflects a remarkable resemblance. 
I start the presentation by introducing the participants.
6.4.1 Introduction of Moby
Moby is approximately 47 years old, married, and has a family of 6 children. He is a confident person, 
highly professional with a solid career. Moby was the integration manager during the merger of the 
two trust organizations, Trust A and Trust B. Before the merger, Moby was a senior member of the Trust 
A organization. Post-merger, Moby continued to play an essential role as a board member at the head 
office of the Trust B organization. 
Just weeks before I had this interview with Moby, he gave his notice to the board that he was quitting 
his job at Trust B. In this interview Moby rationalizes and explains why he made his decision. Moby 
further discusses the difference in culture between the two organizations, the people involved and 
what they experienced, the branding day when the old organization is rebranded in all its facets. 
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6.4.2 Introduction of Edward
Edward is a male professional in his mid-40’s. Edward lives together with his boyfriend, has no children, 
and owns a beautiful apartment that he paid off and had no mortgage on. Edward has a stable 
personal life and is content. He is a soft-spoken person, with a healthy drive to enjoy life and strives to 
have his work in perfect order. He dresses in designer clothes and takes good care of himself. Edward 
comes across as a perfectionist. Professionally, he has progressed from being a senior manager on a 
cruise ship to becoming a professional in the Trust A organization (Trust A would later be integrated 
into the larger Trust B). He got introduced to the Trust A organization by a friend who worked for the 
company. As the Trust A culture was very informal, back in those days, he had a conversation with Tom, 
one of the leading decision-makers in the company and got the position of account manager after just 
one interview. Edward has enjoyed working for Trust A and has been loyal since. He once left the Trust 
A organization to try another challenge (job) at another financial organization, only to return to Trust A. 
He was still welcome at Trust A and has worked there since. Edward explained that he missed the Trust 
A culture so much that he had to return and was very grateful to be able to be allowed to rejoin the 
company he left. Edward also has enjoyed the good times that the Trust A organization brought, and 
he mentions that he enjoyed the informal but driven and entrepreneurial culture of Trust A. He has also 
been able to monetize his loyalty, by benefiting financially from the stock options when Trust A was 
transacted into the hands of a Private Equity firm. He is now also a stockholder in the new integrated 
company, Trust B. 
6.4.3 Introduction of Robert
Robert is around 48 years old, married, and has two teenage sons. When I interviewed Robert, he 
worked in his new position at Trust B, and the merger of Trust A with Trust B was in full operation. 
Robert worked for Trust A for more than a decade. Before he came to work for Trust A, he worked for 
another Trust company where he did not like his job anymore and wanted to move to a new challenge, 
which he found at Trust A. 
At Trust A, he climbed up from manager to director in the capital markets division where he worked 
with Edward and others creating, facilitating and managing the growth that took place in the past 
years within the TRUST A organization before a Private Equity company purchased Trust A, and then 
sold it off again to another Private Equity firm that had the ambition to merge Trust B and Trust A as 
one large company.
6.4.4 Introduction of Sonja
Sonja is one of the directors in the Trust B company. Just like Moby and her colleagues Edward and 
Robert she has a long-standing good reputation and a solid career. She was shortlisted as one of the 
promising talents in the Trust A company. She is a mother of two, married and is a very engaged and 
loyal person when it comes to her work and responsibilities towards the company she works for. She 
worked internationally for the Trust company A and later for the merged company B when the two 
merged. She worked in an Asian overseas office for four years to return to the head-office in Land A. 
She would work for 2 two years for the new merged Trust B company and then left some time after 
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she was allowed to sell her stock options. She became a full-time mother spending more time with 
her family.
6.4.5 Theme 1: Relative little employee resistance
The first theme and symptoms, as described by Gabriel is:
“First, in contrast to the main thread of Critical Management Study (CMS) theorizing, organizations 
in a miasmatic state involve relatively little employee resistance. It is as if the employees fighting 
spirit is paralyzed, as they internalize their status as unwanted, unsuccessful and unclean and 
lapse into depression and symptoms. External violations and threats may be resisted or fought 
against, but the same can hardly be said against inner violations and decay” (Gabriel, 2005, p.18).
I will assess the data, and present the findings in the following.
Interview with Moby, post-merger, fall 2015:
I: You were part of the team responsible for the integration of Trust A and G4 (the Private Equity 
company that purchased Trust A and Trust B)?
M: Yes that is correct, I was in the team together with someone from G4, someone from Trust B, and myself. 
I: What was your experience during that period, in that team?
M: After some months, I was overtaken by the feeling that after the first few months, nobody asked 
for my opinion anymore. They were not interested in what I thought about, or what my experience was 
with an issue. I could not grasp this situation…moreover, I thought this to be a strange situation….and 
when I freely offered my opinion, I was told that it was all already planned and taken care of…this created a 
predetermined situation in which I thought there was no room to have a constructive dialogue about how 
the integration process might be improved. All of this was already overshadowed by predetermined plans 
of how things were to be executed…yes, then there is a mechanical way of doing things.
I: How do you categorize the culture?
M: The core of the culture, the culture of Trust B is more like the culture of a bank, more procedures, and more 
of a process culture. The Trust A culture was more entrepreneurial and practical, with more room for 
individual passion. Without judging if it’s good or bad, I think is it very important for how people work with 
each other that they can count on being trusted to do things in a certain way, versus a culture that you see 
more at Trust B where there is more of a distrust, such as “do I have the courage, can I do this”, it is flourishing 
versus being on one’s guard.
I: And does it clash?
M: ….Moby hesitates….it clashes here and there, but that is not the most important. I think that the 
organization can be paralyzed. And this is a significant result. And people who continue to work in a more 
entrepreneurial manner bump their noses, and if you get burned a couple of times, the next time you do not 
have any energy left. So the risk is that the organization can be paralyzed.
I: When do you bump your nose?
M: Ehhmmmm….in a culture where there is distrust…. Alternatively, where there is limited 
empowerment….ehh… what usually happens is that decisions are delegated upwards. When I was on 
the board, I would mention that I thought that particular decisions had to be taken by lower management 
a couple of levels lower, and not by us. I would be confronted by my colleagues with the question…how will 
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we know that that person made the right decision….yes you can’t know that for sure, that is something you 
need to monitor, but if you’re not satisfied with what decision such a person takes then you need to 
replace him or her.
I: Is this what you mean by distrust?
M: Yes…
I: Interesting
M: But this is something inherent to the current culture and starts with the CEO who takes a particular 
interest in a managing director, it is always the way he does it, the tone of voice…they call it “challenging”….
and I have nothing against this way of “Challenging”…but if you take aim at someone with the goal to 
destroy instead of constructing, if you do something from a starting point of distrust, then you break it down, 
versus when you do something from the starting point of empowering someone. When you empower you to 
try to make something better. And the culture that survived is one of negativity, a cynical way of challenging.
I: And what are the effects of this?
M: Well what I said before...aiming at people becoming more reluctant to initiate anything, there is a certain 
inertia that takes hold of the organization.
Analysis
Moby misses his old organization. He points to being marginalized as his opinion is not asked for 
anymore. He mentions that it seems like the top has decided beforehand and that is it. There is no 
room for input from the bottom. His opinion does not count. He further describes the culture at Trust 
B more like one where freedom of input from employees is limited or even ignored. And although he 
feels this, he seems to observe it and accept is without any open resistance. 
Moby’s position is one of constructive dialogue, where he mentions and expects that there is room for 
improvement when people are trusted to make the right decision, when there is room for dialogue, 
instead of everything being pre-planned, from the top send down to the bottom, with the goal to limit 
individual input, resulting in a perception that people are mistrusted. Moby explains that employees 
start to become more reluctant, more reserved and more process sensitive, instead of entrepreneurial, 
practical and with individual initiative. He explicitly mentions that he thinks the culture of Trust B of non-
empowerment creates paralysis. Moby further points to the culture of marginalizing and humiliating 
employees when he describes the CEO’s style and tone of management. Instead of positively 
“challenging,” according to Moby, the impression of the CEO’s style is to “break down someone’s 
initiative.” This style is something employees are accepting without resisting. Moby’s description seems 
to confirm the symptoms such as inertia and paralysis, pointing to Miasma as mentioned by Gabriel 
(2005).
The interview continues as follows. 
I: What is the reaction of your peers when you tell them about the lack of empowerment in the 
organization?
M: They acknowledge the lack…and even in the strategy process, we have initiated this as an issue that 
needs attention if you want to change the organization….
I: And if you assess the situation, what is causing this lack of empowerment, is it their agendas, or is it 
their character?
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M: I think it has to do with the character of certain individuals….there is a sort of “Alpha culture” (certain 
Alpha males dominating)…such as “If I am on top of the hill then it’s ok and anything that can jeopardize 
my position, I will quickly prevent”….in general, you can say it’s a power game.
I: About the people who went into the trajectory, whom you knew were skeptical, are they all gone or 
are they still around, and have they adjusted to the new situation?
M: eehhh….well there are enough who were skeptical, and have settled to be able to live with it…such 
as…”I am still doing the nice things; I know that certain things are a no-go zone for me and I am better 
off choosing my battles….”eh…however, there are also people who left the organization, and the most 
common reason was “it has become too big, it is not the happy, cozy, effective organization,” and this is a 
clear signal for me that the organization has become too dense….I think with so many different business 
units with their own specific culture you need a culture of empowerment….
I: Are the people happier than they were? Or more at ease?
M: I think….it depends on whom you consider, most of them do their thing….mostly the Trust A 
population as a large group is less happy, they reminiscence about the past….
I: Do you think people stayed around due to the financial incentives such as stocks, options and the 
need for money?
M: It is for sure that people have stayed around due to financial necessities, they ned to pay their bills, and 
this for sure has prevented people from leaving. In my case, the fact that I owned shares has been of influence 
for sure in my decision-making process….
Observation
When I spoke to Moby off-line, he mentioned that he could not take the disempowering attitude 
of the CEO and his cronies anymore. He told me certain individuals would help each other, almost 
conspire against others, get rid of them, to keep the power they had as close to them and as centered 
as possible. He thought this style and culture was very demotivating for many and he felt excluded 
and not fully acknowledged as a senior person among his peers and in the board. From conversations 
I had with other participants, whom I interviewed for this dissertation, I learned that Moby had a very 
hard time dealing with this attitude of his peers and the CEO in the board. All three participants told 
me that Moby very often mentioned his disappointments to them and that they thought he was being 
marginalized and humiliated. As he stood up for his department and his people he sincerely meant 
what he said when he explained to me that he felt like he needed a break and decided to leave the 
organization because it did not need him anymore. From the other participants, I heard that many 
people left the organization because they felt like they did not matter in the new setting and that their 
role was much smaller than they expected and aspired. They were disappointed and frustrated on 
different fronts. From all these observations I conclude that what Moby shared during the interviews 
adds to the confirmation that the culture has been a demotivating and non-empowering one. 
Analysis
Moby again explicitly points out that he thinks that there is a culture where empowerment is lacking, 
where personal agendas are based on an “Alpha culture” where the top is setting a tone that lacks 
empowerment. The top is afraid of losing control and as such distrust others who are initiating certain 
actions that form a possible danger for their positions. The top wants to be in control and sets a stage 
whereby decisions are made, and to have it all executed as planned. The power game and the feelings 
that Moby shares indicate a non-inclusive culture. The feelings of having lost the old organization, 
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the old emotional wounds, are not yet healed, and the emotional links are not restored with the new 
organization. The top of the organization seems to block the involvement of the employees as “Alpha 
Culture” does not seem to care about the feelings of employees being included and contained by 
the new organization. The top-down attitude of the leadership is not helping to heal the scars from 
the past. This attitude of the top can cause dysfunction in the workplace (Allcorn & Stein, 2015) as 
employees keep on suffering from the loss of the emotional links with their old organization. 
Interview data from Edward, post-merger, fall 2015
I: What did people say to you when they left? Did they entrust you with any personal details?
E: Yes it is about someone that was in the Capital Markets department. This person did not feel like 
putting any more energy into what he thought should have been something that would make his work 
more comfortable and better, but instead, he had to work on very frustrating IT processes. He did not feel 
like putting in any more effort. He just had it! You see if it takes longer, and there is no empowering 
perspective towards something better, but it keeps continuing as is….you can say ‘keep holding on’…
but one then says ‘Why should I keep holding on?’…I can get another job elsewhere…then the decision 
is made, right? This is a larger organization in which they want you to adhere to how they want it to be, and 
this creates tension between staff departments and the commercial departments, power games start to 
appear as they make money. The whole adjustment process takes longer and is very different from how 
Trust A used to be and work. This creates a lot of irritation right?
I: If you look at how people experienced Trust A being integrated into Trust B, how did they experience 
this? Was it a challenge?
E: As I mentioned previously, the younger people thought it to be a challenge, exciting to experience. 
They also did not have a (deep) bond with Trust A. People who had a bond with Trust A; they possibly 
experienced it as being more difficult.
I: Do you have any difficulty with it?
E: I do not have any difficulty with it. I adjust quickly and see other possibilities. I try to find my way in it, 
but I do not have the illusion that I can change a whole company and turn it around in my favor. It is not 
that I hate someone in the new setting.
I: You do not feel like you are being marginalized or that you have been sacrificed? Do you feel smaller 
than when you were in Trust A?
E: Yes I do find myself to be smaller than when I worked with Trust A because I do not have direct contact 
with the people on the board anymore.
I: So it is not that you feel like you are side-tracked?
E: No surely not. I feel okay, and I feel that I indeed matter. However, it is just another company. And I 
try to transfer this insight towards my team, and the people I interact with, and that we will not get the old 
organization back anymore. It also really doesn’t make any sense to get into a negative spiral.
Analysis
Edward’s highlights the frustrations of an employee that lead to the employees’ decision to leave the 
organization. Although we see passivity and inertia as described by Moby, in his part of the interview, 
we also see people’s agency intact. Employees leave while, for example, the younger employees see 
opportunities and stay on board. Although Edward mentions that he feels smaller than when he was 
with Trust A, he understands the need to adjust to the new reality. Edward, just as Moby confirms, sees 
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the new culture as one where you have to do as you are told and different from the entrepreneurial 
culture at the old Trust A. 
Edward accepts that the old organization Trust A has “passed away” and that there is a process of 
“mourning” going on among many people, especially those who had a close relationship with Trust A 
and the previous culture. He makes an effort to understand what the new reality means for him and 
what it demands of him and adjusts to it. He also tries to comfort people in guiding them through 
the change. He chooses to be positive and to make an effort to adjust so that the potential of getting 
affected by the anxiety of the changes does not negatively affect him. The atmosphere seems not 
to be that comforting to the employees and Edward functions as a container to the people from his 
department. There seem to be symptoms of Miasma, such as the not empowering tone from the top, 
but if there is any Miasma, it does not eliminate the agency. Apparently, people like Edward can still 
choose to either leave or stay and make something better from the new situation they find themselves 
in. 
Interview data from Robert, post-merger, fall 2015
I: Was the financial gain a reason to be positive towards the company (Trust B)?
R: No, the financial gain was very nice. Due to the financial gains, I can permit myself to have a certain 
lifestyle, but for me it is important that I am happy in my job and I appreciate it to have certain freedoms in 
the work environment. When the first Private Equity company took over Trust A, it was unchanged because 
the management stayed the same. When we joined Trust B, this all changed, because I thought I could walk 
into the CEO office, which was normal previously, but this was not done in the new situation.
I: Did it become more bureaucratic?
R: Yes, yes, I also think it is very different when the company is about 1500 people, and I don’t really know how 
many directors, then it’s not possible anymore to just march into the CEO’s office, that would mean that he 
would not be able to get on with his daily tasks.
I: So it has not been easy for you in the beginning?
R: No, I still think it is tough.
Observation
Robert mentioned to me that he needed coaching to keep himself motivated. He told me he was sent 
on a charity project initiated by the management of the company, a mission to a sub-Saharan country 
to help on a project for a short period. He told me he received coaching to be able to reflect on the 
change he was going through. This is how severe Robert’s situation was. The change was so impactful 
to him that he did not function well anymore in the new setting. He mentioned feeling irritated by 
small details of the new Trust B organization. He told me he was going through a very bad time he felt 
irritated even when he was at home. He was totally demotivated at work and rebelled by complaining 
about almost everything. In retrospect, he now understands why he behaved that way he as continues 
to get coaching. I continued the interview by asking him how he used his coaching to adjust and 
perform better.
I: Now you have received the coaching, where was the difficulty?
R: There are different types of people that work in this (Trust B) organization, and this is the difficulty that I 
have. They are less entrepreneurial, from a different level, and this is what I found very difficult to work with. 
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For example, we would have a meeting with the business unit directors, and I would sit there thinking that 
they were all talking about irrelevant topics.
I: And was this correct, as you saw it?
R: No, this was not right as I saw it. This is what I learned during the coaching period. I wanted to take 
giant steps, I did not want to discuss things twenty times, as I mentioned, I felt that they were talking about 
irrelevant topics.
Summarized part of the interview
Robert mentions that he was affected by the disturbing un-entrepreneurial attitude of the Trust 
B people. He also mentions that two of his peers from Trust A who had difficulty coping with the 
bureaucratic culture complained just like him and left the organization a short time ago.
I: What was the reason why these two people left?
R: The money, not that alone, more so the question of what would become their new position in the 
new organization. We thought that our job positions were undervalued. We had a position in the Trust 
A management team and at Trust B, this changed, suddenly there were 12 business unit directors, and there 
was a Management Team (MT) we had to report to. And the MT again was positioned under the executive 
committee.
I: But what was it? Did you feel that you were passed over, were you insulted, was that it?
R: Yes we felt like we were passed over. Yes, that is the feeling we had. Less responsibilities.
I: Were you afraid that you would lose your job?
R: No, I have never been afraid of that. And this has to do with the fact that we had the experience as 
specialists in the capital markets environment, the other two colleagues who left the organization were also 
not afraid of that.
Summarized part of the interview
Robert goes on to mention that they had to go through assessments and conversations with people 
from the management team (MT). People were also let go while others were demoted. There were 
many conversations that had to take place with business unit directors, the MT, people from HR 
and more. During this process, he was assured by senior ex-Trust A people that all would be fine. 
Robert confirmed that Trust A people were looking out for each other and he experienced it as 
welcome support. He points out that as time went on, the very senior people from the Trust A side 
were becoming less influential, and starting to slowly disappear from the podium. Robert mentions 
that more colleagues kept leaving the organization as they got more dissatisfied with their new job 
positions and the recognition they got in their new positions and the new organization.
Analysis
We see anxiety and stress, dissatisfaction and a sense of loss. The lost emotion links (Bion, 1988) with 
the old organization are visible in employees leaving out a lack of inclusion, containment and job 
dissatisfaction. Robert is still around and is receiving intensive coaching to contain his frustrations. 
Although Robert says that he is not afraid of losing his job, it is as if Robert is suffering from a severe 
loss that causes a range of destructive behavior. His rebellious behavior, his constant complaining, the 
irritation from work he also carries home, he seems to be disoriented, he feels lost and has enormous 
issues coping with the loss (Klein,1975; Gabriel, 2005) and the replacement of what is lost, the culture 
and the people of the new organization are not what he wants. Robert seems to suffer from Melancholia 
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as described by Freud (1917) one of the aspects of Miasma considered by Gabriel (2005). But he does 
not seem to know what he wants as a replacement. Robert seems to be suffering from a burn-out, and 
the culture he describes seems to be affected by Miasma (Gabriel, 2005). 
We have also heard the cultural issue being mentioned by Moby and Edward, two of his direct 
colleagues. It is clear that he and his colleagues were not happy with the new setting in which they 
experience that their positions were becoming less influential. They felt in some way underappreciated, 
marginalized and as such humiliated. This resulted in people from the Ex-Trust A organization leaving. 
Concluding similarities with Site 1
There are many similarities between the merger of the banks and what Moby is now describing. One 
similarity Moby points out is that the culture of Trust A, the old organization, was an entrepreneurial 
one. We had seen the same when respondents from the Bank A side mentioned that they missed the 
entrepreneurial culture of Bank A in the new setting at Bank B. We also see more a wait and see attitude; 
people refrain from showing any initiative, pointing to a more inert attitude (Gabriel, 2005). Another 
similarity is that the more informal culture had to make way for the more formal, process driven culture 
when the integration took place. The leadership uses a top-down manner to execute the merger with 
all the consequences, just like on Site 1. We have seen the phenomenon of the top of the organization 
pushing the merger from top to bottom before in the case of the merging banks. Employees there also 
felt like they were not heard by their leaders and that plans from the top were only to be executed. We 
also see that some employees leave for personal reasons. So while some use their free will to leave and 
find a more pleasing job, others use their agency to stay put and reap the financial benefits of trying 
to make something good of the new situation. This was also the case with the merging banks where 
some people left the organization while others stayed and pushed through in the hope that they 
could make a difference only to discover that the new reality was a very different one.
We notice, just like in the situation of the merger of Bank A/B, people having to cope with the broken 
emotional link with the old organization and how they struggle with establishing a new link with the 
new organization. We see a similar situation where the selection procedure of the new organization is 
causing frustration among the people from the old Trust A.
Although the overall atmosphere is described by the participants as a disturbing one, with symptoms 
of Miasma, such as demotivation, paralysis, inertia and other destructive emotions as frustration, 
irritations, feelings of being lost and so more, the agency (his capacity to act) still seems to be intact. 
Although Moby, Edward, and Robert stay put and choose to cope with their issues, they do provide 
examples of colleagues who choose to leave the organization for something better. We see talent 
leaving the company. Remember in 2015 the job market was much more attractive than in 2010 
(Bank A/B merger). The fact that agency is intact and people are choosing to leave does not make the 
possibly polluted atmosphere right. They are probably leaving because of the unbearable pollution 
and contamination that the symptoms of Miasma are causing. They are fleeing. Because the job market 
is much better now than in 2010, it seems that employees are avoiding the mess and moving to a 
better, more empowering job. Moby and Robert after this interview also left the organization. The 
fact that Miasma does not entirely overwhelm agency does not mean that the pollution that Miasma 
causes is not experienced by the employees. We also saw this on Site 1, although not many people 
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left the organization, the dark force of Miasma was experienced by many and also by the employees 
who left. 
Concluding similarities with Site 1
There are many similarities between the merger of the banks and what Moby is now describing. One 
similarity Moby points out is that the culture of Trust A, the old organization, was an entrepreneurial 
one. We had seen the same when respondents from the Bank A side mentioned that they missed the 
entrepreneurial culture of Bank A in the new setting at Bank B. We also see more a wait and see attitude; 
people refrain from showing any initiative, pointing to a more inert attitude (Gabriel, 2005). Another 
similarity is that the more informal culture had to make way for the more formal, process driven culture 
when the integration took place. The leadership uses a top-down manner to execute the merger with 
all the consequences, just like on Site 1. We have seen the phenomenon of the top of the organization 
pushing the merger from top to bottom before in the case of the merging banks. Employees there also 
felt like they were not heard by their leaders and that plans from the top were only to be executed. We 
also see that some employees leave for personal reasons. So while some use their free will to leave and 
find a more pleasing job, others use their agency to stay put and reap the financial benefits of trying 
to make something good of the new situation. This was also the case with the merging banks where 
some people left the organization while others stayed and pushed through in the hope that they 
could make a difference only to discover that the new reality was a very different one.
We notice, just like in the situation of the merger of Bank A/B, people having to cope with the broken 
emotional link with the old organization and how they struggle with establishing a new link with the 
new organization. We see a similar situation where the selection procedure of the new organization is 
causing frustration among the people from the old Trust A.
Although the overall atmosphere is described by the participants as a disturbing one, with symptoms 
of Miasma, such as demotivation, paralysis, inertia and other destructive emotions as frustration, 
irritations, feelings of being lost and so more, the agency (his capacity to act) still seems to be intact. 
Although Moby, Edward, and Robert stay put and choose to cope with their issues, they do provide 
examples of colleagues who choose to leave the organization for something better. We see talent 
leaving the company. Remember in 2015 the job market was much more attractive than in 2010 
(Bank A/B merger). The fact that agency is intact and people are choosing to leave does not make the 
possibly polluted atmosphere right. They are probably leaving because of the unbearable pollution 
and contamination that the symptoms of Miasma are causing. They are fleeing. Because the job market 
is much better now than in 2010, it seems that employees are avoiding the mess and moving to a 
better, more empowering job. Moby and Robert after this interview also left the organization. The 
fact that Miasma does not entirely overwhelm agency does not mean that the pollution that Miasma 
causes is not experienced by the employees. We also saw this on Site 1, although not many people 
left the organization, the dark force of Miasma was experienced by many and also by the employees 
who left. 
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6.4.6 Theme 2: Constant criticism and self-criticism
In this part I will present the findings on the second theme of Miasma by Gabriel:
“Second, Miasma entailing constant criticism and self-criticism and the experience of never being 
‘good enough’ is highly contagious. Survivor’s guilt may amplify the gloom and depression of 
those who escape early rounds of downsizing, sapping the desire to fight. As for the cleansers 
themselves, they are very aware that today’s cleansers easily become tomorrow’s deadwood and 
candidates for cleansing. Treating other people as objects has a remarkably deflating impact on 
oneself as a subject” (Gabriel, 2005, p.18).
Interview data from Moby, post-merger, fall 2015
I: Have people left the organization?
M: Yes
I: Were there many? Were there also people from the Trust B organization?
M: Yes for sure….and some even from the old Trust B organization, sorry to say this, but people who were 
actually outdated, they were not up to par with their counterparts/colleagues who would overshadow them 
because the people from Trust A would just go and do more for their clients. These people were not able to 
change…
I: What you knew of these people, were they the ones who fell asleep behind the steering wheel, the 
ones who were too much in their comfort zones?
M: Yes…this is also a good example of how the Trust B culture creates a culture whereby people fall asleep in 
their position, there is no challenge for them in the less developed organization.
I: What do you know of the percentages of people from the Trust A and Trust B side leaving the 
organization?
M: I can’t remember having seen any real statistics about this, but of what I can remember I don’t think there 
was a large difference. In both case people left, sometimes forced, sometimes out of free will.
I: Have people also been forced to leave, fired?
M: Indeed some people were just asked to pause and leave, because they did not perform well.
I: Would this be a normal situation, or was this part of the fact that there were double positions because 
of the integration of the two organizations?
M: So…ehhh, pre-merger, we made a list of double positions. So that was a very clear list.
I: That was a sort of Schindler’s list?
M: Yes….and that was a very limited list, because of the 1500 people, but there were 43 double positions…
I: What were the levels of these positions?
M: That was from the CFO level to business unit Manager, approximately…so to the management level and 
also level 1,2,3,4 downwards.
I: So not the very low levels?
M: No…we said we wanted to have two growing businesses so we wanted to keep the fee earners and so for 
this part we even wanted to have more people added…
I: No…because you mentioned that of the 1500 people there were 43 positions, that makes sense.(.)
M: And it was not like, if from these 43 people, they would not be able to fulfill their positions they would 
have to leave…..this person could possibly do something else…this was not so in all cases, but in some cases 
this happened….Joseph the former CFO on the Trust A organization, until recently had other positions he 
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fulfilled….there were sensible choices made. It was a very conscious process, before the merger it was already 
clear.
I: And did you become irritated during this whole process, things that you found annoying?
M: What I just said….and I heard this from others as well, that your opinion did not matter, that people 
thought “Oh he does not like it…so let’s not give it any attention”…a little bit of that feeling…and you can 
easily translate it in that you become suspicious, since there are games being played. 
Analysis
Moby describes a similar situation as on Site 1, people are reduced to objects to be replaced (Gabriel, 
2005). Most striking is the fact that Moby mentions a list of people who were short-listed because 
they had double positions. Objects not fit enough are discarded as deadwood. Moby rationalizes the 
choices made because he was also part of the “cleansing process” being executed. Perhaps he feels 
that, although he played a role as cleanser, it is now his time to be cleansed (please remember Moby 
has decided to leave the organization before I interview him for this study). The fact that this list was 
drafted and choices made points to a de-humanizing situation and the top of the organization does 
not seem to care about the consequences, about the employees approached and affected by this 
attitude. This type of rationalization of choices made based on “short-listed people” may affect people’s 
behavior, and the current culture of the organization reflects this. The culture of a top-down approach, 
with little input from the lower levels, everything has already been decided, lack of empowerment, 
a culture of suspicion, blame, inertia, all point to symptoms of Gabriel’s Miasma (Gabriel, 2015). We 
have seen this before on Site 1, in case of Pim and Stan. Pim then, just like Moby now, mentioned the 
objectification of people not fit to continue in the new organization, while Stan had to suffer from the 
fact that he was on the list of people not placed in a new job. We saw the severe emotional suffering 
of Stan, feeling sick and disoriented. Moby mentions that there is no “face” of the people or entity in 
charge of the cleansing orders, nobody seems to know who made the decision, there is no alternative 
and no way of going back. We saw this also in case of site 1 where “The Top” decided and that there was 
no input needed from anybody else. 
I: Were people treated in a humane way during the integration, what do you know about the way 
people were treated in Trust A?
M: Well…I am of the opinion that, and I have this opinion in many instances, that I generally agreed with the 
idea that a particular person would not be chosen for a certain role, had to let go, and that the role should 
be fulfilled by another person. I still agree with the choices I made. The issue I have with this is that I did not 
agree with the manner in which the person was let go….this is again, as I mentioned before, a style issue.
I: Was this the case in all instances, or was it acceptable in some?
M: I find it to be the case in general.
I: What is it specifically? What strikes you about this style?
M: Well…it’s always, it has been decided, the decision was made and, now it has to be executed….from then 
on that’s it…there is no room for looking at alternatives to explore more possibilities and or solutions….
I: Was this the case on all levels through the organization?
M: this is typically a culture thing….
I: Was this only for Trust A people, or was it like this for anyone?
M: Both….yes yes…it did not have to do with any group or so….it has really something to do with how 
things were done in general…the way they operated…
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I: What do you know about the feelings of the people affected by such decisions?
M: Sometimes it’s about people but in other cases it’s about decisions that need to be executed and where 
the people who need to execute it….kind of go about and try do it without thinking about the impact any 
further….the most used words in such cases are “it has been decided by G4” or “the executive committee 
wants this”…or “the integration committee office wants this”….people behave as if it’s an external power….
meanwhile, I want to have them engaged in certain topics and decisions…you often hear…”it has been 
decided by him/her”…so it must happen like this…
I: So it’s like creating an anonymous axe?
M: Yes almost like that….it’s not really the dis-identification, it’s more like someone else has decided it…so 
the person just has to do it, it has already been decided…and in terms of engagement, it is very demotivating 
for the individual executing the decisions…
I: You chose to leave the organization, if you now take a broad view of what you have experienced, 
because in your position you must have great stamina, was it an ad hoc decision to leave, or was it a 
process you went through to take the decision?
M: Well….it had been a reasonable ad hoc decision, before the IPO in October, I thought to myself that I 
would stay on for another 2-3 years, and with the capital markets team, it’s a great team, I thought I would 
put my teeth in it and create something great. But there were still 2 things about which I thought that I 
would do it differently: 1) This was mainly private, I wanted to have a sabbatical, want to truly spent some 
time with family and do some other things. 2) About the culture that I described….do I want to, and can I 
optimally function in this type of organization, does it fit my personality and does it energize me? When I 
concluded that the latter does not happen, and I was not in the position to influence and make it happen, to 
make the two things happen that I just mentioned, in a time frame of 22 days I thought, ok, that sabbatical 
is becoming a very attractive option….so… 
I: That culture, I can imagine that you have gone through a thought process, and that you have 
engaged in a certain way of viewing the current culture, you have to dig deep, what was it about the 
culture, what were the dimensions you used to analyze the culture?
M: I view it from very simple dimensions, call it warmth, the sincerity of….
I: You with the organization?
M: With individuals, it’s always about individuals…from my point of view, culture is created and destroyed 
based on relationships with individuals….
Analysis
Moby mentions that the approach and procedures of deciding on the future is dehumanizing. People 
in charge of making the decisions act as if higher powers, external powers outside of themselves, are 
in charge and they have nothing to say about the execution of decisions made. We also saw this in the 
data from Site 1. It is as if people try to distance themselves from the act, the use of an “anonymous 
axe” thereby making it easier to perform the task of the cleanser. Is this a way of masking their survivors 
guilt? These feelings, according to Gabriel (2015) may amplify the gloom and depression and as the 
depression deepens, people choose to leave the organization. 
Moby mentioned earlier and mentions it again that the culture was something he had problems 
coping with. There is no room to refine decisions to improve results. The top creates the plans and the 
orders and the rest has to execute it. He explains that the tone at the top, coming from the CEO, creates 
a culture lacking empowerment. Moby mentions that nobody was sincerely interested in his opinion 
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as the integration was taking place. There was a lack of warmth in how his opinion was valued (Carr, 
2001). Moby is clearly not satisfied by the restoration of the new emotional links (Bion, 1988) and feels 
insufficiently contained by the new leadership, perhaps damaged in his narcissistic being (Klein, 1975). 
One would expect that these individuals, at this level of the organization, with this type of professional 
experience would have this warmth, but it was totally absent. He mentions a certain mechanical way 
these individuals went about. And this is the main reason he concluded for himself that he should 
leave the organization.
I: Let’s say you would have been at Trust A now, would you have left the organization as well?
M: There was a smaller chance that I would, I think….
I: So one can say that there was a certain dynamic due to the integration why you now came to your 
conclusions?
M: Yes, the dynamic is very simple, you may call it the non-empowerment of the organization.
I: This is interesting what you say, because this would mean that other people, people from Trust B and 
also from Trust A, would have experienced the same as you, and left?
M: Yes. 
I: And they see themselves as victims, they have suffered under the culture….how do you see yourself?
M: No…I had a great time, working for Trust A, the integration, working on the capital markets team, you 
know I would not like to have missed it, but at a certain moment….
I: So you don’t look back embittered…?
M: No not at all, of course there are frustrations and lesser moments but I would not like to have missed it. Do 
you understand? This is a very important observation.
I: And those other people who have left and whom you possibly know, were they embittered?
M: Without any doubt I am sure there were some people whom were embittered…maybe it’s that I have a 
thicker skin….
I: How did your peers react to your decision?
M: Ehhh…among my peers I talk about the story of the cultural issue…but in the team I don’t speak about 
it…I don’t want to influence them in a negative way….eh.. but I receive reactions such as…’I get it, I get why 
you are doing it, it’s good for you’…along these lines….many people who feel sorry about it, some people 
who are worried about it….ehh…
I: How do they externalize their worries?
M: What they actually say is….”we believe that, in different settings, you were able to air a certain topic to be 
able to get things in a certain direction….now that you are leaving, who will do this?”
I: Are these people from the Trust A organization?
M: From both camps…Trust A and B..
I: So you were someone they counted on to air certain grieves and topics?
M: Yes in an extremely minor way, you could say that…
I: What do you say to them?
M: Well….depending on the level of the individual….look in a certain way I am also one of the ants in a 
larger ant heap….and some other people could also air their grievances…so in a certain way I empower 
them to do that…to enable the movement of certain things in the right direction…I empower them to 
take charge…to many I say “form your own opinion independent of what the consequences may be”. Act 
independently. In the past 10 years I actively did this, and have done this more and more. I don’t refrain from 
airing my opinion, or avoid discussion because I was afraid of losing my job. I do this from a deep conviction, 
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in a genuine manner and with decency, to bring things forward and to discuss it. I think that this is the best 
way to do it.
Analysis
Moby mentions that he is leaving on a positive note, he has no regrets and had a great time. Things 
have changed in such a way in the new situation, the non-empowering culture and organization. 
He understands that he can’t control the new situation as he would like to and this is the reason 
why he is leaving. Moby marginalizes himself pointing out to his own relative role, as ant in the ant 
heap, in the grander scale of things. Once he was the cleanser, now he is coping with the negative 
aspects of the culture of rigorous cleansing and has decided to leave the organization because even 
he seems to have become a “victim of the style” of the top (Gabriel, 2005). I wonder how Moby would 
have decided if he was not in this luxurious position of being financially independent, deciding to 
leave the organization to allow himself a sabbatical (Moby cashed his stock options). The job market in 
2015 is also in a much better shape than in 2010 (the period of merging banks). How would he have 
decided if he was not so financially secure and the timing was not right as it is now? We saw that many 
employees stayed put because they worried about their personal and financial situations. He is clearly 
affected by the new reality and chooses to leave because he misses the old Trust A organization. If he 
would be in the old Trust A situation he would not have left. I assume because the emotional link he 
cherishes would still be there undamaged (Bion, 1988). 
Moby understands that his leadership role is coming to an end and he has used his agency to empower 
the people around him and has tried to offer them clues as to how to strengthen their own agency, to 
use their independent thinking to try to improve their situation. They will miss him as a leader airing 
their grievances as they saw him fulfill his leadership role well. As the container he posed himself to 
be for his employees and colleagues. People looked to Moby to provide the solace perhaps from the 
suffering of the Miasma, the fact that the cleansing was taking place, creating the depression and 
adding to the gloom that Gabriel (Gabriel, 2005) describes. 
Interview data from Edward, post-merger, fall 2015
Summarized part of the interview
Edward mentions that people were also sacrificed and side tracked in the process of the changes 
taking place, in a very harsh manner. He provides an example of a senior person who was not being 
involved anymore in decisions about the integration process. He was just put in a room and was simply 
neglected for the rest of the time. According to Edward this person felt awful because of what was 
happening to him. His position was a redundant one and so he was the one chosen by the leadership 
to let go. When I asked Edward if there were more people who were treated this way, he confirmed 
and said that most of the people who were sent away were very senior people, who alternatively were 
offered lower job positions. They did not accept it and left the organization. 
I: But if it is like how you see it, are you not afraid that this will one day happen to you?
E: Ehh….no I have not been afraid for anything similar.
I: Why weren’t you afraid?
E: Yes, I always had the idea that I would somehow be ok, I could possibly also make it in another team, if it’s 
not here, it would be somewhere else.
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I: Have you never thought about leaving?
E: No, I have not thought about leaving. This was for different reasons. Not that I want to especially work for 
Trust B, but more because of financial reasons. I don’t want to gamble on it now (during the interview the 
job market was slightly better than 2010, the economy was not fully recovered from the crisis of 2008). This is 
a good reason to stay, but I also like my job and that is what is important to me. And if someone needed to 
leave the organization, I feel sorry for him/her, but I also think, well it has to happen. I reflect that it was not 
me who has made the decision to let him or her go. When mergers take place, some people have to go. When 
positions are redundant it’s also a logical process to reduce the headcount.
Analysis
Edward describes that “scapegoating and humiliation” are effects of getting rid of the deadwood. We 
saw Moby making his point about the style in which this cleansing took place confirming Gabriel’s 
similar descriptions in case of Miasma (Gabriel, 2005). Edward just like, Pim in the case of the banks, 
is a person who uses his agency to create something positive of all that is happening. Edward is very 
rational in how he validates the firing and the lay off of senior colleagues, although he does not agree 
with the way, the style in which it happens. As he experiences bad things happening to his colleagues, 
he is quite confident that staying put in the changing organization is his only common sense choice 
as he is careful to jeopardize his secure financial situation (Edward has stock options and when I 
interviewed him he did not yet monetize the stock options). For now he thinks the ‘ills’ will not affect 
him, as he is untouchable. He views the merger as a valid manner to create a leaner, fitter organization 
and thinks that he will not one day find himself in the same position of being asked to leave the 
organization. Is this Edward’s way of dealing with his survivors guilt (Gabriel, 2005)?
Observation
When I was concluding the dissertation, Edward was still working for Trust B, although many of his 
colleagues left the organization by then. I met Edward at a party in September 2017, and he was still 
happy but told me he has a certain timing he had to adhere to so that he comfortably could leave the 
organization. He told me it had all to do with his financial position and security. 
Interview with Sonja, post-merger, fall of 2015
Observation
As Sonja was based in Asia when the merger was announced there was a certain moment when she 
had to make a choice to either stay in Asia or return to the home office of Trust B in Northern Europe. 
I spoke to Sonja very often in this period while in Asia. She was stressed and not happy with the 
situation. She had built friendships at work and in the Asia country she was living in. She would have to 
leave all behind, and return back. She told me that her private life was also very stressful as her husband 
had a well-paying job he would have to give up. Her oldest child would have to learn a new language 
and her second child was just born in Asia. She was overwhelmed by emotions and insecurity, facing 
difficult choices together with her family. She did not know what she was going back to, to Northern 
Europe, there was no secure position waiting for her, only some old colleagues from Trust A. 
I: There was a certain moment, after you moved to the Trust B office in Asia, that you were called back 
from Asia to return to the European head-office, how did you experience this?
S: I was told that I had to take accept job position that was completely out of my experience.
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I: Was it a lower of higher position?
S: It was a lower position where I would be reporting to the management, as before I was part of the 
management team.
I: Did you feel marginalized or a bit of humiliation that you had to step down a couple of notches?
S: No, I did not feel marginalized because of the position, it was the way in which this offer was presented. It 
actually was not even an offer, but it was more “like this is what you get or you go back to Europe”, that’s it, end 
of what they called “my Asia adventure”….others felt like they could decide about my future…. they actually 
told me to either be a micro manager of account managers in a different area of the business, which I was 
not familiar with, or I had to pack my bags with my family and move back to the head office in Northern 
Europe. And the new position I was offered was far from the head-office. So I thought I’d rather move back 
to the head-office, where some of my old colleagues, or people who I knew back then, would be in place.
I: Did you feel emotional to have to move back, and leave Asia?
S: Yes, I felt very emotional, because I felt responsible for my people in my team, they wanted my support, 
they needed my support, but then I was not able to remain their support because I had to go back and leave 
them to find their own way.
Analysis
Sonja describes how she is affected by the approach of the merger. She is used as a pawn on the chess 
board and actually given no choice by the top. She is a good example of someone who is “moved, 
arranged and rearranged” and as such emotionally affected by the plans from the top. The way that 
this happens is what Moby pointed out as very rigorous and very dis-empowering, marginalizing and 
even humiliating (Gabriel, 2005). She is not one from the inner circle of the new leadership on the 
Trust B side. She is from the Trust A side. She has to fit in or choose to leave the company, adhere to 
the plans, fit in or depart. Just like everyone else in the merger process she is also emotionally affected, 
feels responsible for her staff in Asia but she has no choice but to cut the emotional ties and return to 
Norther Europe. She notices how her former colleagues are going through their own insecurities and 
seems to be unable to take care of the people in her team, as she faces tough choices herself (Carr, 
2001). Is she suffering from survivor’s guilt? 
Similarities with Site 1
We see marginalization of employees, people being used as objects, and the casting of deadwood. 
The top has decided and as a faceless cleanser the plans are executed to cast the dead wood. Just like 
in Site 1, the leadership does not seem to care about the employees who depend on their employer 
to provide an empowering and positive work environment. People are leaving because they cannot 
bear the negativity anymore. In case of Sonja, the Asia office, the pollution, the toxic work atmosphere, 
possibly caused by the Miasma, seems to be so severe that employees rather risk unemployment by 
leaving than bearing the negativity.
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6.4.7 Theme 3: Blame, leadership & nostalgia
In this part, I will present the data related to theme three as describe by Gabriel (2005):
“Third, the blame for this state of affairs is almost invariably placed on the leader, who readily 
comes to be seen as the bringer of the Miasma. This is compounded if the leader is rarely seen or 
heard in public and only the results of his/her actions are visible. A silent killer, like a silent virus, 
treating people as objects, selecting, deciding and dismissing. At such times, a nostalgia for the 
organization’s past and its previous leaders may offer some solace, yet Miasma often affects the 
past as well as the present” (Gabriel, 2005, p.18).
Interview data from Moby, post-merger, fall 2015
I: Are people leaving the organization?
M: So you have a situation whereby people wait for each other to solve something. It’s always “we have an 
issue but they need to solve it”. A ‘we’ versus ‘them’ culture. A culture of blaming each other for not solving 
something the other needs to get solved. 
I: Is this a culture issue?
M: Yes it’s a culture thing, within Trust A the culture was one in which people would think “ok this is good for 
my clients so I am going to solve it”. And here it is more something of…”I don’t know, I have to discuss this 
first”, and it has to be discussed by 3 levels, so it’s much less resolute…..there are more rules and regulations to 
follow…and there is more room to hide…
I: Do you think that there were games played?
M: Yes.
I: Can you provide an example, without mentioning a name…or can you describe it?
M: Well the first big game played was the instance when G4 bought both companies and when the CEO 
of Trust B said, “well it’s all ok as long as I can stay CEO”, period. Otherwise I won’t do it. It’s understandable 
but in this case it was obvious that this person was gathering his friends and loyal ones around him and 
was securing his position and theirs. And this led to a situation that it was impossible to have an impact on 
certain levels. I noticed this when I was leading the integration.
I: Have there been any cases where people were sacrificed during this process?
M: ehh
I: To get something done, people that would block things, were critical of things or did not want to 
cooperate…have people been sacrificed?
M: ehmm…yes…I think that it happened…yes, or people have been minimalized….
I: And what did these people think about it?
M: You know at a certain moment you can say that there is a natural process of abolition….it’s almost as 
if your body abolishes your dying arm….at a certain moment your arm naturally falls off….and the people 
who are in this category, they learn to live with it. Of course it’s frustrating, for sure when you understand that 
it’s about a good person, and that this person is just not given the chance to replace someone who is less 
competent. These type of things happen and you have to live with it. These people leave at a certain moment.
I: And how do others react to this?
M: People are surprised and shocked that this happens to certain people they know…of course there is a 
natural bias towards people they know…
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I: And if you look at the people affected in this manner, are they from the Trust A side or from the Trust 
B side?
M: ehh….it happened with both groups. On some fronts it was used to get rid of old Trust B people but the 
larger part affected were Trust A people. There were also people who came out stronger. These people fought 
and struggled and thereby flourished, and became successful. It has a lot to do with character and personal 
drive. But in some instances there was no chance at all. It didn’t matter how good you were or how good you 
could become….
I: Was this chance given based on competence?
M: No….no it was clear that a certain club had to be conserved.
I: So it was subjective?
M: Yes…yes…
I: Has the integration been a success?
M: Ehm….(Moby hesitates)….yes, I think, we have gone through a good integration process, but I am still 
of the opinion that the points that I previously made, the lack of a empowerment culture, that it can be 
separated from the integration process, but it is my opinion, a result of the integration process, and so we 
have not yet achieved this part. The distrusting culture dominates.
I: Then the question is: What is the reason for such a culture? Has it always been there, is it incorporated 
as such?
M: Yes….but it starts with the tone at the top, that starts with the CEO, the way he operates, and this is what 
he radiates towards the people under him….this is not something you can change by saying “ we are going 
to change it”, you need other people to enable this.
Analysis
Moby blames the leadership for the culture lacking empowerment and inclusiveness. He describes 
how the current leadership consolidates its power. This sets the tone and has consequences. This basic 
attitude, according to Moby results in the culture that is being formed lacking empowerment and 
finally leads to the departure of people and possible frustrations among people who decide to stay. 
Moby blames the leadership for his position and the current state of the organization (Gabriel, 2005). 
Moby is less diplomatic in this stage of the interview. He mentions the games played and the unfairness 
on different fronts taking ahold of the culture amplifying the negative atmosphere. In the beginning 
Moby was reserved, and explained it more rationally. We earlier saw that Moby would not have left 
the organization if he was still in the Trust A setting, this points to a nostalgic feeling. He now opens 
up in a more emotional way describing the manner in which the games led to some people being 
consciously minimalized and side tracked, with the end result of eliminating them. And according to 
Moby the leadership is to blame for this approach. The lack of containment, the inappropriate effort 
made to restore the emotional links (Bion, 1988), all are lacking because the leadership is busy with 
consolidating its power and not taking care of their people (Carr, 2001). 
Interview data from Robert, post-merger, fall 2015
I: Is it correct that you feel true love for Trust A?
R: Yes you might say that!
I: If you ever leave, what is it that you will miss?
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R: Well if I would ever leave, I would go to a company where I would find a piece of Trust A back. I have not 
tried to leave the organization yet, because I still like the old department, the products, and I have the feeling 
that when I leave I am abandoning my colleagues. 
Summarized part of the interview
Robert further mentions in this part of the organization, that his loyalty keeps him from leaving the 
organization. He wants to keep serving the clients, working together with his colleagues. He also 
mentions positive things about the new organization; better training programs for new recruits, better 
procedures, more possibilities to move jobs within the organization internationally, as the organization 
is a larger and more international one. On the other hand, he keeps emphasizing that many colleagues 
are unhappy, insecure about their new job positions, they are not satisfied with their new direct reports, 
and these are all reasons why some are leaving the organization. 
Robert mentions that he is sometimes very emotional in his reactions. As mentioned earlier in the 
interview with Robert, before he started getting coached, he suffered from very strange chronic anger. 
When I asked him why he was angry, he laughingly said he can’t really explain it, but he would get 
easily upset if the coffee cups were from cartons instead of ceramic. He struggled for months with 
this before he received coaching. He is of the opinion that the coaching helped him put things into 
perspective. After the coaching, the anger issue was solved but there were still things he thought were 
not right. 
His attitude of being entrepreneurial, and coming up with new initiatives, creates tensions with the 
higher management and Robert thinks they are too slow, lack vision and don’t really understand the 
new challenges the business is facing. He mentions that this attitude of higher management drags 
along and deteriorates his energy. He expected a more embracing and empowering environment, 
where there would be more trust in the qualities of people, and how they use their initiatives to 
contribute to the overall goals and results of the organization. This is something that really continues 
to disturb him. On this point, Robert mentions to speak for his colleagues as well, they all share the 
same disappointments. We already also saw this point being highlighted by Moby. Robert mentions 
that people keep leaving the organization as they were dissatisfied with their salaries, others with 
the recognition they received. Although he can’t provide any explicit examples of people who were 
openly sacrificed or eliminated, he explains that many have possibly left the organization out of pride 
to keep their dignity.
Observation
Not very long after this interview took place, Robert left the organization for a competitor. What I 
heard was that he got a much better position than he had at Trust B, with the freedom in his work 
environment he craved so much, as well as a better salary and a nicer lease car. As such, he stayed true 
to what motivated him. I did not have a chance to ask him explicitly about what made him decide 
to resign and to reflect differently on the point he made in the interview about being loyal to his 
department, his clients and his colleagues. 
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Analysis
Robert said that his loyalty is worth a lot. He is sacrificing his own short-term emotions for a more 
solid attitude of loyalty towards his department, clients, colleagues, but on the other hand, he is very 
much dissatisfied with how the leadership of the new company handles his initiatives, his visions for 
the future, the long term of the company. In retrospect, we know that Robert has left the organization 
despite his loyalty argument. So were these loyalty statements emotional statements of an emotional 
employee suffering from nostalgia, perhaps Miasma, mourning the loss of his old organization and lost 
camaraderie, or more of an individual suffering from melancholia (Gabriel, 2012; Freud, 1917), suffering 
from not being able to comprehend what he lost? We saw Robert suffering from unexplainable burst of 
anger, showing emotional needs to be contained by the new organization. He received coaching as a 
form of containment (Bion, 1988). Robert blames the leadership of the new organization for all the bad 
things that are happening to himself and his colleagues. He describes a negative atmosphere, non-
entrepreneurial and very demotivating culture (Gabriel, 2005). Robert and his colleagues seem to be 
suffering and enduring ‘the normal madness of organization’ (Sievers, 2008) , caused by the leadership 
of the organization as the leadership does not sufficiently take care of the employees (Carr, 2001). 
Interview with Sonja, post-merger, fall 2015
Observation
After Sonja returned to the head-office of Trust B, she was appointed a good position. She was taken 
care of very well, but she seemed to be missing something. When I spoke to Sonja off-line, she 
mentioned that although she was financially secure, she got her stock options, but was not happy with 
her current situation. Her old trusted boss was scapegoated by the new leadership and was now busy 
in a lawsuit. She was worried that something like that could happen to her as well. She told me that the 
current culture was not empowering, very hierarchical and that many of her old Trust B colleagues had 
issues working in this culture, including herself. The entrepreneurial spirit and the independence they 
had in the Trust A were (was) replaced by a more top-down approach. People would leave because 
they could not adjust to this culture. She also told me that although the merger was completed and 
there were no visible two camps, from time to time the camps would raise their heads. On paper it was 
one company but in reality there were still two camps. She stayed longer because she had difficulty 
to emotionally cut the ties with her old department and colleagues. She was one of the persons who 
build the department and had a hard time abandoning her colleagues, the clients and felt some sort 
of responsibility towards her colleagues and even towards Trust B. She told me she would leave as soon 
as she was able to cash her stock options and she finally did so.
I: Could you say that the whole change affected your private life as well, when you had to return to 
the head-office?
S: …Sonja hesitates….yes, I think I was very much disturbed by the fact that there was no open culture 
in Trust B and there was no one who was able to do something about the whole change and the forced 
integration and the fact that we were…(remark: Sonja does not complete her sentence, but stares in 
front of her for some time).
I: Did you feel any kind of betrayal or neglect compared to the way you were treated in the past by 
Trust A?
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S: I think I felt that the leadership of Trust A was no longer there. I felt that they let us down. They just took their 
money and left. The old shareholders, the old leadership, just moved on and left the company and retired. 
There was no…yes I really felt that we were abandoned and left alone like parents who leave their kids…
I: What can you say about the leadership in Trust B and how it was going? 
S: The leadership was not empowering
I: Was Trust B having its revenge on Trust A people?
S: Maybe certain Trust B people had such feelings towards Trust A people but it was not what I observed as 
revenge. 
I: What do you know about the people who left, why did they leave?
S: There was a lot of brain drain happening and a lot of people to whom I looked up to left. Some say they left 
out of personal reasons and I think we all felt fatigued and disillusioned because you can be patient and wait 
until all settles down and there is a new fresh organization, but if the organization keeps saying “no” to new 
ideas then you cannot change that environment. You have to change your own environment and move on, 
because the organization itself will not move on.
Analysis
Sonya, blames the leadership to have simply filled their pockets and abandoned the Trust A people, 
“just like parents who leave their kids”. (Gabriel, 2005; Carr 2001) . We see that she is also blaming the 
old leadership of Trust A for the situation in which the ones who are left behind have to cope with. She 
blames (Gabriel, 2005) the new leadership for the lack of creating an empowering culture where there 
is room for new ideas, the demotivating top-down management structure dominates. She explains 
her own doubts of whether she should leave as she sees no future; many have left already. She notices 
the brain drain but also does not want to do the same as the old shareholders. She seems to be lost 
in between, mourning the loss of the old, but not yet having made the emotional link with the new 
organization (Bion, 1988). She does not find any solace in the current situation and finally understands 
that she has to leave. 
Similarities with Site 1
We see the suffering of employees not being able to restore the lost emotional links they lost and the 
neglect of the leadership they have to endure. We have noticed this in case of Pim to certain extend 
and in a more severe form with Stan from Site 1. They are blaming the leadership for their suffering but 
cannot turn the tide, restore the old, as they would like to. Robert is a good example of this struggle 
to restore the old without success. Robert seems to be mourning his loss, suffering from melancholy. 
The suffering results in frustrations, demotivation and in the case of Robert even to unexplainable 
bursts of anger. In Robert’s case it seems to be almost pathological and instead of receiving therapy, 
he receives coaching. Then after having received his coaching it seems that his wounds have still not 
healed and he leaves the organization. We notice people leaving the organization out of pride to 
prevent further humiliation, marginalization, having to live with a lower salary and lower job statuses. 
The fact that people on Site 2 use their agency to leave the organization may even amplify the Miasma 
in the organization as the organization is left with employees who are mostly people who are forced to 
accept their faith, the negative atmosphere, as they have no other choice. The contamination expands 
further and the pollution increases causing dysfunction, demotivation and finally abandonment of 
their jobs (Moby, Robert, Sonja). Just like in Site 1 we notice that the top, the leadership, seems not 
to care about the suffering and perhaps does not want to know about the state of affairs in their 
companies. 
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7 CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Having arrived at the final part of this study, I will provide the conclusion in five parts. These parts will 
be organized into five paragraphs. In the sixth paragraph, I will add my recommendations and ideas for 
future research. I will start with providing a brief introduction to the conclusion to continue with the 
discussion of the concluding remarks and provide recommendations for future research.
7.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCLUSION
This study started with my observations when I worked as an external consultant, first at a Northern 
European Bank A. Bank A was in the process of being merged with Bank B, as a result of the impact that 
the financial crisis had on the financial sector in general and specifically on Bank A and Bank B. While 
working at Bank A, I noticed strange behavior among my colleagues as they went through their daily 
tasks. I observed that there was a depressing atmosphere and lots of gossip and insecurity dominated 
the workplace. Employees were insecure about their jobs, their future positions, and the future 
leadership. The thing that struck me the most was the fact that all my colleagues understood that there 
was a significant chance that they would lose their jobs but at the same time seemed to deny the risk. 
From my point of view I perceived them as “sitting ducks” waiting for something positive to happen to 
them while they could not even identify who could create this positive outcome for them. Knowing 
that they were highly skilled professionals, I wondered why they did not leave the organization to find 
a job elsewhere, creating their own solutions for the situation they were in. I even asked some of them 
why they did not leave their current situation before I started performing interviews for this study. 
They could not provide rational answers. Most of the answers I received were emotionally loaded, full 
of hope and “wishful thinking.” What I was noticing, the way the employees told me they felt, the way I 
perceived their insecurity, the perceived depressed atmosphere, indicated a deep lack of an inspiring 
or positive work environment, perhaps a lack of humanization of the organization. Later I would 
observe the same strange behavior in the case of Site 2, a case of two Trust organizations merging. 
This raised the key question: What was causing the lack of humanization in the context of mergers and 
acquisitions (M&A). This question would later become part of my study when I would explore the role 
of Miasma as a theory developed by Yiannis Gabriel. More on this in the following.
Before I arrived at the theory of Miasma and my research questions, I also looked for answers in the 
literature on mergers and acquisition and what researchers had to say about the M&A processes, and 
the effect changes had on the employees merging companies. There was more literature available 
on the financial concepts of M&A processes than on what effect the processes had on the personal 
feelings and the wellbeing of the employees. As mentioned in the introduction of this study, according 
to researchers, the 50-75% of mergers and acquisition fail, and the failure was most often the result of 
the human factor. Apart from the dominance of the financial literature on M&A, the literature that was 
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available about the M& A related change processes was mainly aimed at how the leadership of the 
company could guide the change process to create value for investors from a finance perspective. I 
mentioned the studies and sources earlier in the introduction of my study. This top-down approach 
seemed to dominate the literature. There was little research and few sources that provided a study 
of the “Human Factor” in M&A situations. I observed that the M&A situation was non-inclusive and 
that this was a crucial aspect as to why things were going wrong, why employees were feeling the 
way I observed them. As I looked more deeply into the situation, the experiences and knowledge I 
had, I concluded that it was a psychological issue the way the employees were affected, for example 
by showing signs of depression. It was no longer a question of philosophy or only organizational 
inclusiveness, the behavior I observed manifested in concrete symptoms. Thus I needed literature that 
informs and substantiates about this type of experience. I needed an approach that would take the 
psychological factor into account.
I wondered what I was experiencing, what there was to learn and gain from a more bottom-up, more 
inclusive, approach. Intellectually I was confronted by the following questions: How was I to make 
sense of what I was observing? Was this an opportunity to study and learn about how people in 
merger and acquisition situations behave? Based on my observations and the questions that I had, I 
decided to explore the case further. I read literature to find more precise answers to my questions and 
noticed that there was one theory that offered an analysis and explanation to what I had observed: the 
theory of Miasma developed by Yiannis Gabriel (2012). This theory had the potential and provided me 
the tools to engage in a diagnostic approach to what I was observing. As I further studied the literature 
of Gabriel I noticed that the theory of Miasma is based on a psychoanalytical approach, that the key 
to his theory is that there is a trauma, and that he terms this trauma “Miasma”. I then reflected on the 
questions for research to be: If this phenomenon of Miasma is there, can I see the symptoms, such as 
depression, paralysis happening? Is the trauma noticeable? With these initial reflections and questions 
in mind I started my empirical research. I decided to interview participants i.e. colleagues who agreed 
to tell me their stories. These interviews formed the basis to my study and me formulating the research 
questions. I proceeded and qualitatively and exploratively described the paralysis, the depression, the 
traumatic situation the people of the organizations were in. 
While working on the dissertation, I came across a second Site with the potential to add to the research 
data from Site 1. Two Trust organizations in a Northern European country were being merged. The 
merger took place from 2011 to 2015. I had an informant who worked for one of the Trust organization, 
and I was allowed to gather interview data on this second Site as well. This interview data has also been 
added and analyzed in my study.
The data gathered from these two Sites form the basis of the analysis in this study. As I proceeded with 
this study, I came across theories and concepts of other scholars who provided insights into what I 
was trying to make sense of. After considering many theories and concepts I made a selection of the 
theories and concepts of Yiannis Gabriel, Howard F. Stein and Seth Allcorn, Burkhard Sievers, Adrian 
Carr, Melanie Klein and Bion, and others, to provide me with the tools to analyse the data gathered and 
try to make sense of what I observed.
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With my study, I am not trying to create a new theory. I specifically want to understand better and make 
sense of what I observed on both Sites. To perform the research in a structured and methodologically 
responsible and transparent manner, I decided to use Yiannis Gabriel theory of Miasma as the 
framework, as a looking-glass, to view and analyze the research data. I use Gabriel’s theory of Miasma 
to diagnose the symptoms. In addition to this methodological basis, I used the theories and concepts 
of scholars mentioned above and others to provide me the tools to analyze the data further and better 
understand. 
Because I depart with Gabriel’s theory of Miasma, my research issue can be formulated as the following 
central question: Does Miasma, as defined by Gabriel, empirically exist in my data and, if so, how should 
I characterize it?
To create more structure in the quest for understanding, I formulated five research questions:
1. What are the issues with the autonomy of the people I studied?
2. Does Miasma empirically exist in my data?
3. How productive is the Yiannis Gabriel (2012) theory of Miasma as a concept to understand 
processes of change during mergers and acquisitions of companies? 
4. Is Miasma an anti-humanist principle?
5. What action potential and intervention value does Miasma provide in the context of mergers and 
acquisitions?
In the following parts of the conclusion, I will provide answers to these research questions.
7.2 AUTONOMY, WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
When I consider the findings from the data from both Sites, the banks and the Trust organizations, 
I conclude that Gabriel’s theory of Miasma is proposed as much too all-encompassing and far too 
overwhelming. Miasma is not some absolute first principle outside the control of the persons. Agency 
does not disappear into Miasma. We see that employees have autonomy that they apparently choose 
not to use. How they perceive their position during the changes taking place differs. The anxiety caused 
by the changes due to the merger does not affect everybody in the same manner. Miasma is not the 
same overwhelming and paralyzing experience to all employees. Some employees choose a “wait and 
see attitude” hoping their positions will improve, while others leave the organization to create their 
own opportunities. Others stay in the organization choosing to view the merger as an opportunity to 
seize, and finding new challenges and opportunities. This again points to their autonomy being intact 
although affected by the anxiety in the atmosphere. 
On both sites, the mergers were approached rationally. The plans were drafted by the top and 
sent down to be executed by the lower echelons in the organizations. This confirms the orthodox 
functionalist approach to organizations as described by Schwartz. This approach by the leadership 
possibly resulted in a reduction of autonomy among the participants of my study. And this way of 
merging organizations may point the lack of humanization in the organizations as pointed out by van 
Houten when he elaborates on inclusiveness being an essential aspect of humanization.
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The lack of inclusiveness, the lack of empowerment, the fact that their input was not asked for during 
the merger processes, were all points mentioned by participants. Some participants understood that 
given the scale of the bank merger and the changes which had to be executed, it was not possible 
to ask for their inputs or to use their input in all instances. Others would be demotivated, sometimes 
touched in their ego, suffered narcissistic blows. It was a new reality and they had to adjust to this 
new reality. Their agency was not completely demolished. They could choose to use their autonomy 
in ways to create some security for themselves, to create a safe passage from the old to the new. 
Participants pointed to the bad job market during the period of the credit crisis, the same period in 
which the merger of the bank was taking place, as the reason not to leave. By holding on to their job, 
they managed to create the security of having an income to pay their mortgages. They mentioned that 
under different job market circumstances they would have chosen to find a new employer to escape 
the negative atmosphere. Again, these actions and or inactions were all a result of agency intact. 
What I conclude is that the emotional link, between person and organization, as pointed out by Klein 
(1975), Bion (1988), and Carr (2001), was damaged, but that it did not result in a complete disappearance 
of autonomy. Some participants mentioned “trust” between them and their leadership and as such in 
their organization, to be damaged. The employees, being the “child” had his/her expectations from 
the parent, their “old company,” and this link changed or was broken. Although I noticed that the 
participants suffered from this broken emotional link, I did not notice that their autonomy completely 
disappeared. From a humanist point of view, there is autonomy although this autonomy shows signs 
of decay.
7.3 MIASMA, DOES IT EXIST?
According to Timothy Morton (Morton, 2018, p.50), the ancient Greek culture called the accident of an 
epidemic “Miasma”. Thus phenomena like the Black Plague would be Miasma. In Gabriel’s use of the 
term, there remains this double aspect of on the one hand, fate; and on the other, being the result of 
human action. In my findings, it shows that the three critical aspects of Gabriel’s Miasma (passivity to 
one’s situation; self-depreciation and blaming the leader) indeed existed in the organizations studied. 
Miasma exists in both sites included in this study. From the observations and the interview data, I 
conclude that Miasma does exist because the participants have difficulty to cope with the symptoms 
of Miasma as described by Gabriel. However, the existence of Miasma does not seem to be as severe in 
the case of the banks and the Trust organizations, as described by Gabriel as based on his case studies. 
From the findings, we learn that employees are not fully aware that they are depressed. Gossip reveals 
an ongoing atmosphere of negativity, which resembles the pollution Gabriel describes in his theory of 
Miasma. We witness stories of leaders clashing with each other, most brutally, yelling and screaming at 
each other in public, for all other employees to notice. The atmosphere is far from stimulating, and the 
overall impression is one of employees being maneuvered by the circumstances in space of a “no man’s 
land,” where employees feel lost. The participants use expressions such as “They have decided”, “ The 
top” has made the plans of the merger, “They” have not asked for our input, all without clarifying who 
these people are, who are part of these “entities” that decide their future job positions and the future of 
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the new organization. On more than one occasion participants deny being afraid of losing their jobs 
during the interviews only further in the same interview to contradict themselves by admitting that 
they feel clueless and disoriented about what to do and what to think about the future. 
We notice participants mentioning being shocked to such a degree that they are almost paralyzed 
and not noticing what was happening around them anymore. Feelings of betrayal and the breach 
of trust are mentioned. Leaders were not there for their employees to sooth them, to contain their 
anxiety. Stories are shared during the interviews where employees are scapegoated, sacrificed, feel 
underappreciated and marginalized and blocked in their career progress by their managers. Employees 
openly blame the leaders for their deprecating position and blame their leadership for creating more 
insecurity, as managers are not able to provide any clarity about the future. From the interview data, we 
learn that leaders are incapable of explaining the actions and plans related to the changes, the merger 
and the future. Employees experience this as a breach of the emotional link as described by (Klein, 
1975; Bion 1988; Carr 2001). And when in another instance leaders are suddenly sacked from their jobs, 
employees start feeling greater insecurity indicating a “headless leadership.” From other interviews, we 
learn employees are struggling with the loss of their colleagues who have been fired. The absence of 
“separation rituals” create negative experiences. For example, the absence of “goodbye drinks” leads 
to not being able to process the breach of the emotional link between the remaining employees and 
their former colleagues. Not being able to process the loss indicates a possible increase in the anxiety 
of the individual and to a greater extend, the collective. 
There is data indicating the existence of Miasma as described by Gabriel but the data also show much 
more active sociability and relatedness than Gabriel deals with. Gabriel’s Miasma is too overpowering 
and more nuanced – acting like a Greek god – in comparison with the data. There were indeed Miasma-
like aspects to these financial organizations, but there was much more. There was also a vibrant social 
world of relationships, contacts, talk, and interaction. Gabriel is overstating his case whereby I believe 
he creates a false sense of causality and Miasma as absolute. 
7.4 MIASMA, A PRODUCTIVE CONCEPT?
Miasma as a descriptive concept has a lot of value, but the trauma aspect seems to be overdone. There 
seems to be more agency than a trauma concept, as Gabriel handles it, would indicate.
The choice to use Miasma as a framework for my study has been explained. As a theory, it provided 
me with the primary tools to analyze my data and observations and to reflect and consider if there is 
a potential to make sense of what the participants were experiencing. Using Miasma as a framework 
has provided me a looking glass to analyze the data and my findings. It has provided insights and 
partly fulfilled on the promise to offer a way to make sense and to better understand the cases studied. 
Miasma is a theory offering insight into what Bion terms “the psychic reality of organizations.” Miasma 
is a productive concept in the sense that it provides a theoretical basis as a tool to analyze my data 
in a structured manner. It provided structured insight into both study sites. The use of the framework 
allows a structured approach to exposing the different facets of the sites. As the “old” organizations in 
my study are “dying” and the transition takes place to the “new” organizations, emotional links were 
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exposed between individuals and between the individual and the collective forming the organization 
structure. As discussed by Carr (2001) these emotional links, when damaged, amplify the individuals 
and collective anxiety when organizations are confronted by change. The context of the decaying 
situation, as mentioned by Schwartz of the “death” of the “old” reality and transition to the continuation 
of the “new” reality can be viewed and analyzed systematically to provide insight in what is happening 
in these organizations. Miasma is one way of understanding, what Sievers (1986) elaborates on when 
he discusses, “the normal madness of organizations”. Miasma offers insight in the ways organizations 
can repress the consciousness of employees on a collective level. 
The three symptoms of Miasma as described by Gabriel (2012) allowed a step by step, thematic analysis 
of the data. Each of the three symptoms provides the analytical focus of a magnifying glass, per theme, 
to look at the data and detect the symptoms of Miasma. Through this systematic analysis, it becomes 
clear which parts can be explained by Miasma and which parts need an alternative explanation. 
Miasma exposes the destructive forces as described by Gabriel. The destructive forces create 
dysfunction in the organizations as explained by Allcorn & Stein (2015). People become careless, inert, 
demotivated, sick, they do not show up for work, and as such, they do not function properly as an 
employee anymore. This individual dysfunction, in a collective form, may add to the dysfunction of 
the organization, which may result in missing the targets, the rational goals, essential to the survival 
of the organization. We learn from Bion’s theory (Bion, 1988) that containment of anxiety in situations 
of change is an important aspect to channel towards a positive, constructive outcome of the change 
process. We also see that this containment, if not appropriately managed, can escalate to create 
damage to the employee’s emotional state (inertia, demotivation, sickness). When the inclusiveness 
that Van Houten points to does not adhere to it causes dehumanization of the organization. 
Thus, Miasma is a productive but not as hegemonic phenomena as Gabriel claims. There is more 
that the data exposes such a vibrant social world of relationships, contacts, talk, and interaction. With 
Miasma as an explanation for social causality, Gabriel overreaches the mark. Thus, Miasma as a possible 
phenomenal quality of organizations is a valid insight and offers many opportunities to understand 
better what is at stake, comprehend the destructive elements that can cause damage, and manage 
these destructive forces better; but as a causal explanatory principle, it is lacking. It would be premature 
to conclude that there is a causal relationship and more research on this topic would be suggested. 
Miasma, an anti-humanist principle?
Miasma seems to be defined by Gabriel in a very totalizing way, as if it could be what dominates 
an organization. If Miasma, as a sort of epidemic of psychological destructiveness, could destroy the 
individual or organizational agency it would indeed be very powerful. As such, it would also be very 
anti-humanist.
When we use the autonomy argument that Van Houten makes when he elaborates on inclusiveness, 
we learn from the data that agency still exists in the organizations studied. Forms of individual agency 
are repressed by Miasma and others are probably, if anything, strengthened by it. Miasma is a sort 
of traumatic factor, and trauma represses agency; but it also forces reflection and awareness. Thus, 
Miasma, from a Humanist perspective, is paradoxical: yes it has its destructive side where it represses 
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effective and constructive agency, but it also forces persons to examine themselves, to question 
their self-identities and to have to know their contradictions. Being an employee of a contemporary 
Financial Services (FS) organization is a double edged sword: there is privilege and working among 
very well educated people, but there is also a particularly powerful exposure to the marketplace where 
the individual has very little to say. 
Employees always have some autonomy over their behavior, and they can still choose. Even in the case 
of having a mortgage to pay, we see respondents with kids and a mortgage (such as Mike) leaving the 
organization. Others choose to stay and make an effort to adjust and seize the new challenges. We also 
see depressed and inert behavior. In all cases, depressed or inspired, the employees have used their 
autonomy and give up part of their autonomy, their freedom, to become part of the “normal madness 
of organizations” (Sievers 2003), even in times of severe change. In the collective fantasies shared by 
the employees and the organization we see the narcissistic use of the organization to fulfill dreams 
and personal goals. The employees use the organization to supplement the personal ego. It can be 
argued that this type of “inclusiveness” works less positively on the emotional level and works better on 
the rational level as the organization realizes the strategic goals to ensure its survival. The employees 
also benefit from this, but it comes with an emotional “price tag”. The organizations we studied do not 
show any steps of stimulating inclusiveness to such a degree that there is any noticeable humanization 
taking place during the merger. As such, the top of the organizations and the management are 
behaving in an anti-humanist manner and fueling the Miasma with its destructive forces allowing 
Miasma to become a more anti-humanist principle.
Although Miasma exists and Gabriel mentions Miasma as a dominating destructive force, we notice 
that Miasma does not totally overwhelm agency. The contract between employees and employer 
(organization) can result in an anti-humanist contract with Miasma taking hold of the individuals and 
the collective in the organization, but that does not mean that the contract ceases to exist. Gabriel sees 
Miasma as a pathological situation to be healed. When we consider the situation of Pim, years later 
after the merger has taken place and the dust seemed to settled, he reflects on the past indeed as if the 
illness has healed itself; as if Miasma is an illness that has taken care of itself. This can be perceived as if 
Miasma was an anti-humanist principle, capable of transforming itself if it is given the time. 
7.6 MIASMA, WHAT ACTION POTENTIAL?
Gabriel’s theory of Miasma has great value as a diagnostic tool. I used the tool to diagnose the three 
symptoms as described by Gabriel to make sense and to better understand the data and what I 
experienced in the two sites. In both sites, Miasma can be found, described and explored, but Gabriel 
overstates the workings of Miasma when he describes it as a pathological state that overwhelms 
agency. Understanding mergers and acquisitions from a pathological point of view, as Miasma of 
Gabriel, offers insight how we can prop up organizations to become more prone to tackle pathological 
issues and survive in the constantly changing and evolving marketplace.
By using Miasma as a diagnostic tool, I studied the data from the two sites and saw that employees 
are leaving the organization as a result of the changing situation. We saw leaders who functioned 
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as a “container” left the organization or were fired from their previous jobs. In another case we saw 
leaders clashing with each other leaving the employees guessing who is in charge of guiding the 
change process constructively. To prevent or to sufficiently manage such destructive events of for 
example “headless leadership,” with no one to look to for containment of the ever-present anxiety, 
it is important to understand the dynamics better. A better understanding of the situation based on 
the insights that Miasma offers is essential for the survival of the organizations. Losing talent may 
cause more dysfunction, as people notice the best employees leaving resulting in more departures 
and which might jeopardize the survival of the organization. By understanding this dysfunction, we 
become aware of the dangers of what really is at stake in case of merging organizations. We may 
better identify the emotional links that are damaged as pitfalls, and adequately manage them through 
turbulent times so that the organizational goals can still be reached and the organizational stability 
is maintained. Precise identification of the destructive forces may offer an opportunity to manage, 
contain or mitigate these forces constructively. 
Gabriel uses Freud’s model, a psychoanalytical approach to organizations, a medical model, to develop 
his theory of Miasma; Gabriel also describes the experience of Miasma as a trauma. As we have seen 
Klein also expand her theories based on Freud’s work. Gabriel’s theory of Miasma, as a way of analyzing 
anxiety in organization, can also be viewed as an interpretation of Klein’s theories and concepts, 
specifically the paranoid-schizoid position that Klein describes. Thus Gabriel posits that Miasma is 
pathological, a traumatic state that an organization can get in. However Gabriel, in his texts about 
his development of the theory of Miasma, and in his elaborations on the cases he used to develop 
Miasma, nowhere mentions a treatment of Miasma. After using the concept of Miasma as a diagnostic 
tool, I am left with no description by Gabriel of a “Cure” for returning the pathological organization 
to normal health. Even if we neglect the overstatement of Gabriel about the power of Miasma, as 
an overwhelming agency encapsulating and demolishing concept, we are still left with a diagnostic 
model, an illness, but no suggestion as to how we can treat it. 
Here we see the relevance of the whole range of opinions that I touched upon in the theoretical part 
of the dissertation. Starting with Sievers who posits that organizations are inherently traumatic and 
going all the way to Van Houten who argues that organizations can be inclusive. From the data we 
learn that there is a lack of inclusiveness. What management has to understand is that if they want to 
hold on to the top-down approach, the classic military-inspired hierarchical line of command, a non-
inclusive approach, there will be a significant cost the organization will face. Being aware that Miasma 
may cause organizational dysfunction, the cost of not paying attention to effects of Miasma may be far 
greater than just neglecting it. 
How do I place myself on this broad scale of organizations being inherently sick (which would mean 
that they could all have Miasma) in comparison with organizations that can be inclusive (not sick and 
without Miasma)? The sample in my study is not large enough to address this question and the fact 
that Gabriel does not address this question is troubling. Miasma is there, people are suffering and 
what can we do about it? Where is the action potential to be found? In this sense, Gabriel lets me 
down. He provides a tool of analysis, a tool of understanding, which is valuable. Yes, one can diagnose 
certain situations in organizations much better if one has read the theory of Miasma by Gabriel, if 
one understands it and if one applies it. It helps to see certain things, which would otherwise not be 
as clear. Not only Gabriel lets me down in finding a treatment, but Sievers is saying organizations are 
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purely sick. Unfortunately all the other researchers, Schwartz, Stein and Allcorn, none of them provide 
specific treatments. This is probably what is lacking in the tradition of psychoanalytical studies of 
organizations, that there is not a lot provided about treatment through intervention. 
As we learn about Gabriel’s overstatement of Miasma, knowing that there is still agency around, we 
could now go to more humanist traditions, go outside Gabriel’s conceptual model, to look for ideas of 
reaction. From a humanist perspective, a possible reaction would be to strengthen the agency of the 
people who suffer. In Gabriel’s case, this would not be a possible scenario because he positions Miasma 
as such a negative phenomenon that there seems to be no agency left. However, in my study, we see 
from the data that the employees have agency, and so the questions are: Could you strengthen the 
social bonds? What support could you give to the social bonds of the people in a problematic Miasma 
like situation for them to deal with their circumstances? However, one has to be cautious when 
treating this path as one should realize that the organization may not like this reaction because this 
approach may be perceived as having a rebellious character. Supporting people in the organization to 
do things that the (top of the) organization does not want, to perhaps rebel as to how the top-down 
model of the merger is executed, may not be the most feasible path. Thus, regarding returning good 
health of the people, supporting their agency and ways of finding their agency, might be a good idea, 
but it brings with it the notion that it may be interpreted as a rebellious idea by the leadership of the 
organization. This approach demands all sort of questions about ethics, practicality, and choices not 
providing a simple reaction to treating Miasma.
After having journeyed through the data and Gabriel’s Miasma, the question is: Can the dark forces 
be controlled? The answer in my case is: no. By using psychoanalysis of organizations in general and 
Gabriel’s Miasma as a sensitizing concept, I can better understand the psychodynamics of the merger 
situation in Site 1 and Site 2 and also see the similarities. The insight that surfaces from the analysis 
provides an overview of these dynamics. Evaluating the results and insights, I conclude that there 
seems to be no willingness of the top of the organizations to divert from their Top-Down approach 
in executing the merger. It seems that they do not want any input from the lower echelons. From the 
data, we learn on more than one occasion that there is no input allowed from the “Bottom.” The “Top” 
decides, plans and sends the execution order down. This creates the “Suffering” that the people have 
to endure. Gabriel describes this suffering by using his theory of Miasma. The top of the organizations, 
both in Site 1 and Site 2, accept the consequences which appear to lead to what Gabriel describes in 
his theory of Miasma: staff feeling anxious, talent leaving the organization, others becoming “sitting 
ducks,” a pathological situation risking dysfunction in the organizations. 
The reality is that companies, as in site 1 and site 2, when they find themselves in a merger and 
acquisitions context, do not seem to be operated based on insights in the psychodynamics of 
organizations. They are simply run and operated based on the classic reasoning of optimizing the 
bottom line, “the reality of the economic bottom line.” As such, in this study, top management operates 
from a different, business-focused paradigm and does not include or combine in their approach the 
paradigm of psychoanalysis organizations and the insights it may provide to manage a specific type of 
organizational challenge better. Unless top management is willing to study the additional dimensions, 
as provided by Gabriel’s theory of Miasma and other insights we have come to learn about, the 
consequences for their organizations will include the risk of not being able to control the dark forces.
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7.7 FUTURE RESEARCH, RECOMMENDATION, AND IDEAS
To be able to provide ideas and recommendation for future research it is important to first note how 
my research has contributed to knowledge/field of behavior scrutiny of organizations in post-merger 
situations. I used Gabriel’s theory of Miasma as a diagnostic tool to research the symptoms of Miasma, 
and we have seen that as a diagnostic tool, it is of great value. As such I have assessed and made use of 
a diagnostic tool that has not been looked at in a thorough manner considering the existing literature. 
Gabriel develops the idea of Miasma in medium-sized articles without giving the data or providing 
solutions. The contribution that I make is that I have taken this diagnostic tool, I collected the data, 
I analyzed the data concluding that the diagnostic tool has values in analyzing and understanding 
the data. I provide insight how management operates with a Top-Down approach in merger and 
acquisition settings and how they deal or rather do not deal with anxieties of their staff. I also conclude 
that Gabriel overstates Miasma as a state in which agency is overwhelmed. From the data, I see that 
there is more agency and there are more social links to be considered in a “situation of Miasma,” then 
Gabriel indicates. 
Regarding future research, you have this complexity of treatment theme. Another idea for future 
research has to do with the following questions: How can insights that theories like Gabriel’s Miasma 
provide, be included to enrich the approach in case of mergers and acquisitions? How can an agency 
be strengthened more among people who are undergoing mergers and acquisitions? I realize 
how complicated these questions are considering that the mainstream literature is often written in 
support of top management, to execute their top-down mergers and acquisitions, to perform better 
economically and adhere to the “the reality of the bottom line.” In this idea, top management tends 
not to be very employee focused, so it is not so surprising that the mainstream literature ignores the 
suffering of the employees in the lower echelons of the organizations going through mergers and 
acquisition change processes. Top management perhaps does not want to know, does not want to 
be confronted with the human cost of its decisions, policies, strategies, actions, and does not include 
a multi-dimensional approach in managing possible pathological situations such a Gabriel’s Miasma. 
Regarding the point about the crisis in inclusiveness, I can say the following: It is in my data that there 
is a lack of inclusiveness during merger and acquisition change processes. However, a discussion about 
inclusiveness in contemporary business makes the following questions relevant: Is Miasma inherent to 
contemporary Capitalism? And can contemporary capitalism be inclusive? This theme/topic could be 
an idea for further research: To do a new reflection on whether capitalism, in its form nowadays, could 
be inclusive. The previous questions are broader socio-economic-political-philosophical questions, 
and I am not addressing these questions in this dissertation. I understand that my data provokes 
people to a certain extend to a discussion, a political, philosophical debate or discussion, but this is 
not what is contained in my data. Politics as a theme is not directly in my data, though it is a possible 
extrapolation, on a higher abstraction level. The political debate is out of the scope of my dissertation. I 
choose to research a more concrete level and my data is on a lower aggregated level, closer to practice, 
with people in real situations, and I am not engaging in a highly abstract theoretical discussion. 
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As such the questions, in the above, about the possible link between Capitalism and Miasma can 
be considered appropriate as a theme which can be further researched and perhaps can include 
the questions: Is Miasma inevitable in a modern-capitalistic business environment? Is Miasma the 
price that we have to pay to have Capitalism it in its contemporary form? I can see that this is an 
exciting theme and future research can explore this idea of Miasma in organizations as inherent to 
contemporary capitalism.
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ENGLISH ABSTRACT
Since graduation (MSc) in business administration, I have worked for many national and international 
operating organizations during the last two decades. During these years, I have been surprised by 
how irrationally people could behave in organizations and the impact this behavior had on the 
organizations’ overall goals and results. 
This study actually first began when I was working as a consultant, at a Northern European Bank, which 
will be called A. Bank A was in the process of being merged with Bank B, due to the impact that the 
financial crisis was having on the sector in general, and specifically on Bank A and Bank B. To respect 
their rights to remain anonymous, I will name them Bank A and Bank B going forward. Within both 
Bank A and Bank B, I noticed sometimes remarkable behavior amongst peers, colleagues and superiors 
in the period of the merger, which I could not rationally explain in my role as a business analyst and 
project manager.
I noticed people in a state of demotivation, inertia, disappointment, frustration, sometimes over-
whelmed by fear, and engaged with their own agenda’s, fighting and clashing with one another, 
infecting each other with negativity. I noticed a destructive atmosphere, which contributed to the 
dysfunction of the organization. This behavior did not make sense to me and I wanted to understand 
what was going on; the ideology of “organizational rationality” became something of great interest 
and considerable doubt to me. This raised a key question: What was causing the lack of humanization 
in the context of the merger and acquisition (M&A)? This interest led to more research, with the goal 
to create a better understanding of seemingly irrational behavior in organizations in the context of 
mergers and acquisitions.
While working on the dissertation, I came across a second Site of similar phenomena to what I had 
experienced in the Banks. This provided me with an opportunity to add to the research data already 
collected at Site 1. In this second case, two Trust services organizations headquartered in Northern 
Europe were being merged. The merger process and transition took place from 2011 to 2015. I had a 
key informant who worked for one of the Trust organizations and I was able to gather interview data in 
regards to this second Site as well. This interview data has also been added and analyzed in my study.
I started reading on success and failure factors in mergers and acquisitions. As I studied more literature 
on M&A, with the goal of understanding what I was noticing, I came to understand that M&A’s do 
not create shareholder value per se. Mainstream business literature is mostly focused on top-down 
approaches to handling M&A’s. There does not seem to be sufficient research and sources that offer 
a more bottom-up approach including the “Human Factor” or issues of containing employee fears or 
inclusiveness in the M&A setting.
I turned to literature in other fields of social science to find more precise answers to my questions and 
came across one theory that offered an analysis and explanation to what I had observed: the theory 
of Miasma as developed by Yiannis Gabriel (2012). This theory had the potential to provide me with 
the tools needed to engage in a diagnostic approach to what I had observed. As I further studied the 
literature of Y. Gabriel I noticed that the theory of Miasma is based on a psychoanalytical approach to 
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the study of organization; the key to his theory is based on the presence of trauma and he terms this 
trauma “Miasma.” I then refined my research question(s) to become: “If this phenomenon of Miasma 
is present, can I observe the symptoms, such as depression and paralysis? Is the trauma noticeable?” 
With these initial reflections and questions in mind I started to direct my empirical research. I decided 
to include interviews with participants i.e. colleagues who agreed to tell me their stories. These 
interviews formed the basis of my study and my sources to answer my research questions. I proceeded 
by qualitatively and exploratively describing the paralysis, the depression and the traumatic situation 
that the people in the organizations seemingly were in. 
I questioned my interviewees trying to ascertain whether their situation and the theory of Miasma 
really covered the territory I wanted to research. I found also other researchers such as Howard F. Stein 
and Seth Allcorn, who provided tools for a better understanding of my observations.
The general questions I had were: ”How can I make sense of what I was observing?” And in the back 
of my mind I wanted to know: “Can the functioning of organizations in M&A trajectories be improved? 
Can dysfunction in these situations be managed or prevented? Can organizations be purified from 
these dark forces?” 
With my research, I have started on the path of diagnosing what creates dysfunction in organizations 
in the context of a merger, and possibly adding to knowledge about why organizations are prone to 
falling into the trap of irrationality and dysfunction. 
As said the framework used in this study is Yiannis Gabriel’s theory of ‘Miasma’. In chapter 2, I provide 
an overview of my professional background and my research intention. I evaluate Gabriel’s concept 
of Miasma as a productive concept and clarify how I research what action potential the concept has, 
and what intervention value the concept offers. I do this in the humanist context of concern for the 
wellbeing of the people and organizations studied.
In chapter 3, I explore my theoretical framework and specify my considerations as I embark on the 
search for tools to explain observed behaviors. In this chapter I consider theories of different scholars. 
Gabriel comes from a particular tradition in organization studies, the psychoanalytical studies of 
organizations. What does the psychoanalytical study of organizations say about the themes I am 
interested in? To answer this question, I studied the works of Howard F. Stein, Adrian Carr, Howard 
S. Schwartz, Burkard Sievers, Melanie Klein, Wilfred Bion and Yiannis Gabriel. As psychoanalytic social 
scientists their theories and concepts intend to offer the potential of finding answers to my research 
questions. 
To address Miasma the focus of this dissertation is on five central research questions:
1. What went wrong with the autonomy of the people I studied?
2. Does Miasma empirically exist in my data?
3. How productive is Yiannis Gabriel’s (2012) theory of Miasma as a concept to understand these 
processes of change during mergers of companies? 
4. Is Miasma an anti-humanist phenomenon?
5. What action potential and intervention value does Miasma provide?
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In chapter 4, the methodology of this dissertation is provided and in chapter 5 I provide insight into 
the data collection process. 
In chapter 6 I present the findings based on my data analysis, to finally conclude in chapter 7 by 
providing my answers to the research questions.
The following concluding points addressing each of the research questions are elaborated on in 
chapter 7:
1. The emotional link, between person(s) and organization (s), as pointed out by Klein (1975), Bion 
(1988), and Carr (2001), was damaged in both cases, but it did not result in a complete disappearance 
of autonomy. From a humanist point of view, there is autonomy although this autonomy shows 
signs of decay.
2. Miasma is a productive but not as hegemonic phenomena as Gabriel claims. There is more than 
Miasma that the data exposes, such a vibrant social world of relationships, contacts, talk, and 
interaction. With Miasma as an explanation for social causality, Gabriel overreaches the mark. 
Thus Miasma, as a possible phenomenal quality of organizations, is a valid insight and offers many 
opportunities to understand better what is at stake, to comprehend the destructive elements that 
can cause damage, and to manage these destructive forces better; but as a causal explanatory 
principle, it is lacking. It would be premature to conclude that there is a causal relationship and 
thus more research on this topic would be highly recommended.
3. Miasma as a descriptive concept has a lot of value, but the trauma aspect seems to be overdone. 
There seems to be more agency than a trauma concept would allow as used by Gabriel.
4. Although Miasma exists and Gabriel mentions Miasma as a dominating destructive force, Miasma 
does not totally overpower agency. The contract between employees and employer (organization) 
can result in an anti-humanist contract with Miasma taking hold of the individuals and the 
collective in the organization, but that does not mean that the emotional contract ceases to exist.
5. Gabriel’s theory of Miasma has great value as a diagnostic tool. I used the tool to diagnose the 
three symptoms as described by Gabriel to make sense and to better understand the data and 
what I experienced in the two sites. In both sites, Miasma can be found, described and explored. 
Understanding mergers and acquisitions from a pathological point of view, such as Miasma does, 
potentially offers insights into significant pathological issues and demand that we think about 
how to survive in the constantly changing and evolving marketplace. The reality is that senior 
management, as in site 1 and site 2, when they find themselves in a merger and acquisitions 
context, do not seem to operate based on insights in the psychodynamics of the organization. They 
are simply run and operated based on the classic reasoning of optimizing the bottom line, “the 
reality of the economic bottom line.” As described in this study, top management operates from a 
business-focused paradigm and does not include in their approach the paradigm of psychoanalysis 
and the insights it provides . Unless top management is willing to study additional dimensions, 
such as provided by Gabriel’s theory of Miasma, the consequences for their organizations will 
include the risk of not being able to control the so called dark forces.
In Chapter 7 I also reflect on opportunities, recommendations and ideas for future research. Regarding 
future research, there is the ‘complexity of treatment’ theme. Another field for future research that I see, 
revolves around the following questions: ‘How can insights that theories like Gabriel’s Miasma provide, 
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be included to enrich the approach in case of mergers and acquisitions?’ and ‘How can an agency 
be strengthened more amongst people who are undergoing mergers and acquisitions?’ I realize 
how complicated these questions are considering that the mainstream literature is often written in 
support of top management, to execute their top-down mergers and acquisitions, to perform better 
economically and to adhere to the “the reality of the bottom line.” Top management tends not to be 
very employee focused, so it is not so surprising that the mainstream literature ignores the suffering 
of the employees in the lower echelons of organizations going through mergers and acquisition. Top 
management perhaps does not want to know, does not want to be confronted with the human costs 
of its decisions, policies, strategies and actions and therefor does not include a multi-dimensional 
approach in managing possible pathological situations such a Gabriel’s Miasma. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Als afgestudeerde bedrijfskundige heb ik de afgelopen twee decennia voor meerdere nationale en 
internationale organisaties gewerkt. Tijdens deze jaren was ik verrast door hoe irrationeel mensen zich 
gedragen in organisaties en de impact van dit gedrag op de algemene doelen en het resultaat van de 
organisatie.
Dit onderzoek begon met mijn waarnemingen als een externe adviseur bij een Noord-Europese bank, 
welke we hierna Bank A noemen. Bank A was in een fusieproces met Bank B, min of meer gedwongen 
door de effecten van de financiële crisis op de sector in het algemeen en specifiek op Bank A en Bank 
B. Om hun rechten op anonimiteit te respecteren, noem ik hen Bank A en Bank B in dit proefschrift. Bij 
zowel Bank A als Bank B kwam ik in mijn rol als businessanalist en projectmanager opmerkelijk gedrag 
van collega’s en hun meerderen tegen gedurende deze fusie, welke ik niet rationeel kon verklaren.
Ik zag mensen in een staat van demotivatie, inertie, teleurstelling, frustratie, soms overweldigd door 
angst, bezig met hun eigen agenda’s, vechtend en botsend en elkaar over en weer besmettend met 
negativiteit. Ik merkte een destructieve sfeer op, die bijdroeg aan de disfunctie van de organisatie. Het 
gedrag klopte niet in mijn beleving van een professionele omgeving en ik wilde begrijpen wat er aan 
de hand was; de ideologie van “organisatorische rationaliteit” kreeg mijn belangstelling en ik begon 
het in twijfel te trekken. Dit  leidde tot een kernvraag: “Wat veroorzaakt het gebrek aan humanisering 
in de context van fusies en overnames (M&A)?” Deze interessante vraag heeft geresulteerd in meer 
onderzoek, waarbij het doel was om een beter inzicht te verkrijgen in het ogenschijnlijk irrationeel 
gedrag binnen organisaties in tijden van fusies en overnames.
Tijdens het werken aan het proefschrift, kwam ik een tweede Site tegen met dezelfe kenmerken als 
van de bank casus. Dit gaf mij de mogelijkheid om meer data toe te voegen aan die van Site 1. In 
deze tweede casus werden twee Trust-organisaties met hoofdvestiging in een Noord-Europees land, 
gefuseerd. De fusie en samenvoeging vond plaats in de periode van 2011 tot 2015. Ik had direct 
contact met een betrouwbare bron die voor een van de Trust-organisaties werkte en zo mocht ik ook 
interviewgegevens verzamelen op deze tweede locatie. Deze interviewgegevens zijn ook toegevoegd 
en geanalyseerd in mijn onderzoek.
Ik begon te lezen over de succesfaktoren van M&A’s. Hoe meer ik M&A literatuur bestudeerde 
vanuit de drang om te begrijpen wat ik observeerde, begon ik op te merken dat M&A niet perse 
aandeelhouderswaarde creëren. De reguliere bedrijfsliteratuur is vooral gericht op top-down 
benaderingen voor het omgaan met fusies en overnames. Er lijken in eerste instantie niet voldoende 
wetenschappelijke onderzoeken en bronnen te zijn die een meer bottom-up benadering bieden, 
inclusief aandacht voor de ‘menselijke factor’, met de daarmee gepaard gaande problemen rondom 
het wegnemen van werknemersangsten of inclusiviteit in een M&A-proces.
Ik verdiepte mij in literatuur van andere sociale wetenschappen om meer nauwkeurige antwoorden 
op mijn vragen te vinden en merkte op dat er één theorie was die een analyse en verklaring bood 
voor wat ik had waargenomen: de theorie van Miasma ontwikkeld door Yiannis Gabriel (2012). Deze 
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theorie had de potentie om mij het gereedschapte bieden om een  diagnostische benadering toe te 
passen op wat ik waarnam. Toen ik de literatuur van Y. Gabriel verder bestudeerde, merkte ik dat de 
theorie van Miasma gebaseerd is op een psychoanalytische benadering van de organisatieleer; waarbij 
de sleutel tot zijn theorie is gegrond in het bestaan van trauma dat hij “Miasma” noemt. Ik heb toen de 
verdere vragen voor mijn onderzoek als volgt verfijnd: “Als dit fenomeen van Miasma er is, kan ik dan 
de symptomen zien, zoals depressie en verlamming? Is het trauma waarneembaar?” Met deze initiële 
reflecties en vragen in mijn hoofd begon ik aan mijn empirisch onderzoek. Ik besloot deelnemers te 
interviewen, dat wil zeggen collega’s die ermee instemden hun verhalen te vertellen. Deze interviews 
vormden de basis voor mijn studie en voor het formuleren van de onderzoeksvragen. Ik ging verder en 
beschreef kwalitatief en exploratief de verlamming, de depressie en de traumatische situatie waarin de 
mensen van de organisaties zich bevonden.
Ik ondervroeg de deelnemers aan de interviews om vast te kunnen stellen of de theorie van Miasma 
hun situatie en het gebied dat ik wilde onderzoeken wel voldoende zou dekken. Ik bestudeerde ook 
het werk van andere onderzoekers zoals Howard F. Stein en Seth Allcorn om beter te begrijpen wat ik 
observeerde.
De algemene vragen die ik had waren: “Hoe kan ik beter begrijpen wat ik ervoer?” en in mijn achterhoofd 
wilde ik weten: “Kan het functioneren van organisaties in M&A-trajecten worden verbeterd? Kan 
disfunctie worden beheerd of voorkomen in deze omstandigheden? Kunnen organizaties worden 
bevrijd van de duistere invloeden?”
Dit onderzoek is het begin van de diagnose van wat disfunctioneren in organisaties veroorzaakt in de 
context van een fusie, en een mogelijke bijdrage aan de kennis over de valkuilen van irrationaliteit en 
disfunctioneren.
Zoals gezegd vormt de theorie van Yiannis Gabriel over ‘Miasma’ het wetenschappelijk  kader van 
dit onderzoek. In hoofdstuk 2 geef ik een overzicht van mijn professionele achtergrond en mijn 
onderzoeksintentie. Hierin evalueer ik Gabriel’s concept van Miasma als een productief concept en 
beschrijf hoe ik onderzoek welk actiepotentieel dit concept heeft en welke interventiewaarde het 
biedt. Ik doe dit in een humanistische context van zorg voor het welzijn van de bestudeerde mensen 
en organisaties.
In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik het theoretische kader en geef ik inzicht in mijn overwegingen wanneer ik 
begin met het zoeken naar hulpmiddelen om mijn observaties te verklaren. In dit hoofdstuk behandel ik 
theorieën van verschillende geleerden. Gabriel komt voort uit een bepaalde traditie in organisatiestudies, 
de psychoanalytische studies van organisaties. Wat zegt de psychoanalytische organisatieleer over het 
thema ‘passiviteit’, waar ik in geïnteresseerd ben? Om deze vraag te beantwoorden, bestudeerde ik de 
werken van Howard F. Stein, Adrian Carr, Howard S. Schwartz, Burkard Sievers, Melanie Klein, Wilfred 
Bion en Yiannis Gabriel. Als psychoanalytische sociale wetenschappers, kunnen hun theorieën en 
concepten het potentieel bieden om antwoorden op mijn onderzoeksvragen te vinden.
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Om Miasma te behandelen is de focus van dit proefschrift op vijf centrale onderzoeksvragen gericht:
1. Wat is er misgegaan met de autonomie van de mensen die ik heb bestudeerd?
2. Bestaat Miasma empirisch in mijn gegevens?
3. Hoe productief is Yiannis Gabriel’s (2012) theorie van Miasma als een concept om deze 
veranderingsprocessen tijdens bedrijfsfusies te begrijpen?
4. Is Miasma een anti-humanistisch verschijnsel?
5. Welk actiepotentieel en interventiewaarde biedt Miasma?
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de methodologie van dit proefschrift beschreven en in hoofdstuk 5 geef ik 
inzicht in het proces van dataverzameling. In hoofdstuk 6 presenteer ik de bevindingen op basis van 
data-analyse, om uiteindelijk in hoofdstuk 7 te concluderen door antwoorden te geven op de vijf 
onderzoeksvragen.
De volgende concluderende punten gerelateerd aan elk van de onderzoeksvragen worden verder 
uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 7:
1. De emotionele link tussen persoon (of personen) en organisatie(s), zoals opgemerkt door Klein 
(1975), Bion (1988) en Carr (2001), was in beide gevallen beschadigd, maar resulteerde niet in een 
volledige beeindiging van autonomie. Vanuit humanistisch oogpunt is er autonomie, hoewel deze 
autonomie tekenen van verval vertoont.
2. Miasma is een productief maar niet een dermate hegemonisch verschijnsel als Gabriel beweert. De 
data laat meer zien dan Miasma, bijvoorbeeld en levendige sociale wereld van relaties, contacten, 
gesprekken en interactie is. Met Miasma als verklaring voor sociale causaliteit, gaat Gabriel net 
een brug te ver. Miasma als een mogelijke waarneembare kwaliteit van organisaties is een geldig 
inzicht en biedt kansen om beter te begrijpen wat er op het spel staat, de destructieve elementen 
te begrijpen die schade kunnen veroorzaken en deze destructieve krachten beter te beheersen; 
maar als een causale verklaringsprincipe voldoet het niet helemaal. Het zou voorbarig zijn om 
te concluderen dat er een oorzakelijk verband bestaat en daarom is verder onderzoek naar dit 
onderwerp zeker aan te bevelen.
3. Miasma als een beschrijvend concept heeft veel waarde, maar het trauma-aspect lijkt overdreven. 
Er lijkt meer keuzevrijheid te zijn dan een trauma-concept, volgens Gabriel, zou aangeven.
4. Hoewel Miasma bestaat en Gabriel Miasma beschrijft als een overheersende destructieve kracht, 
merken we dat Miasma agency niet volledig overschaduwd. Het contract tussen werknemers 
en werkgever (organisatie) kan resulteren in een anti-humanistisch contract waarbij Miasma de 
individuen en het collectief in de organisatie vastklampt, maar dat betekent niet dat het contract 
ophoudt te bestaan.
5. Gabriel’s theorie van Miasma heeft grote waarde als een diagnostisch hulpmiddel. Ik gebruikte de 
tool om de drie symptomen te diagnosticeren zoals beschreven door Gabriel, om de gegevens 
op de twee sites logisch te verklaren. In beide sites kan Miasma worden gevonden, beschreven 
en verder verkend. Het begrijpen van fusies en overnames vanuit een pathologisch oogpunt, 
zoals Miasma doet, biedt inzicht in belangrijke pathologische problemen en eist van ons om na te 
denken over hoe te overleven in de voortdurend veranderende en evoluerende markt. De realiteit 
is dat het senior management van bedrijven zoals in site 1 en site 2, wanneer ze zich in een fusie- 
en overnamecontext bevinden, niet besturen op basis van inzichten in de psychodynamica van 
de organisatie. Ze worden eenvoudigweg gestuurd op basis van de klassieke redenering van het 
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optimaliseren van de bottom line, “de realiteit van de economische bottom-line.” Als beschreven 
in deze studie, werkt het topmanagement vanuit een ander, bedrijfsgericht paradigma en omvat 
het niet het paradigma van de psychoanalyse en de inzichten die dat kan bieden. Tenzij het 
topmanagement bereid is om deze extra dimensies zoals aangereikt door Gabriëls theorie van 
Miasma te bestuderen, zullen de gevolgen voor hun organisaties ook het risico inhouden dat ze 
de zogenaamde duistere machten niet kan beheersen.
In hoofdstuk 7 bespreek ik ook kansen, aanbevelingen en ideeën voor toekomstig onderzoek. 
Wat betreft toekomstig onderzoek, behoud je het thema van de complexiteit van behandeling. 
Een ander idee voor toekomstig onderzoek heeft te maken met de volgende vragen: Hoe kunnen 
inzichten die theorieën zoals Gabriel’s Miasma bieden, worden opgenomen om de aanpak te verrijken 
in geval van fusies en overnames? Hoe kan de overeenkomst onder mensen worden versterkt die 
fusies en overnames ondergaan? Ik besef hoe gecompliceerd deze vragen zijn, omdat de reguliere 
literatuur vaak wordt geschreven ter ondersteuning van het topmanagement, om hun top-down 
fusies en overnames uit te voeren, om economisch beter te presteren en zich te houden aan de 
“realiteit van de bottom line”. Het topmanagement is meestal niet erg gericht op het welzijn van de 
werknemers, dus het is niet zo verwonderlijk dat de reguliere literatuur voorbijgaat aan het leed van 
de werknemers in de lagere regionen van de organisaties die fusies en acquisitie trajecten doorlopen. 
Het topmanagement wil misschien niet worden geconfronteerd met de menselijke kosten van zijn 
beslissingen, beleid, strategieën en acties en heeft derhalve geen multidimensionale aanpak bij het 
beheersen van mogelijke pathologische situaties zoals Miasma van Gabriel.
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